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SHIP SHOCK

TVO-DMOESIONAL SHOC RESPONSE OF A MASS

ON ENERGY-ABSORING 3NMCZ MOUNTS

Ht. E. Fortuna, R~esearch Assistant, The Pennsylvania, State University
*UnIversity Park, PA 168,02

and

V. H. Neubert, Profeassor The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

The paper presents results of experimental anl analytical studies of
side-loaded, annealed, low cart'on steel rings used as shock counts.
In a Izevious paper, reference [11, experimental static loea-defleotion
curven were presented for aldi-loaded tubes loaded In three directioris,
called 'ho compression, shear and roll directions. The twc-inch
diameter rings ware driven deep Into Vhe plastic range, with deforajation
In each direction up to 70-80 per cen4. 'af the ring diameter.
Theoretical solutioxis in.the plastic reang exi*4 only for the rings
In compressionl, in references (4]Jazi j'J*The load-defla'ction
curves for oile*-loaded rings or tubes were compare with those for
axially-loodei tubes aluminam homyrecub, and a double-reverse
corrugated metal In 111. An adrantage of the side-loaded tubes Is
that the load-deflection curves awe almost flat after yielding *cause.
Axially-loaded tubes and honeycomb show an initial high peak and a
subsequent, sharp drop-off in load, associated with buckling.
Dynamic test results for the side-leaded rings under one-dimensional
loading in compression were also presented in'-reference r~i] obtaineid
in a drop-table shook'machine. Attenuation of transmitted acceleration
similar to that achieved with Asroflex mounts nas achieved with only
about half the rattle space required because of the permanent deformation
of the side-loaded rings. The purpose of the present work was to
obtain experimental data and carry out am associated analysis for the
rings under combined loading, In compression (or tension),ant roll..
The study mes support ad by the Office of Naval Research under

IM cMToN2b otat o Oi~-.0*9 The Ireeent paper repent an extension

ofref. ti). Additional data Is included
In a previous paper, Neubert iT13. discussed for rings and U-shaped mounts In compression,the behavior of some metal conf igurations to show how variations In k ant k my'

abihsorbing e used as nonlinearp enerv'- be achieved in practice. Ase majoF portion
abobngsokmounts. The configurations of this pape deals with the two-dimensional

mere alusinma honeycomb ant low carbon steel experimental avd theoretical response of
end-loaded tubes, side-loaded tubes ant a & a'mses on side-loaded rings excited in a
double-ees-orrugated metal The aide- drOP-table shook machine. It Is demonstrated
loaded tubes appeared to have two advantagess that the dynmaic behavior cam be predicted
(1) they could be used as thro"-imensional well during the loading phase of the

mont deforming in compression, sheer and response. This material ins ummarised from
roll ant (2) ini these three directions, the reference (a).
load-deflection curves were smooth with
always positive slope aad could be represented EC2nDMETAL STATIC 3flhVIOR 0F 13SID-
approximately as bilinsea curves, with LOADW RIlirA
elastic stiffness k* and plastic stiffness k.

Mcpsrimental static load-deflection
IM CiJ. analytical MAn expeimenta cuzves for three directions for i*jAe-lcaded

reut agmr given for the dynamic response tubing ware given in, Fig. 21 of Ref. Ci].
of a single-degree-of-freedom system on The ring vere 2' din. x 1/20 long x 0.065"

~ars l ant aewis* arrangements of nonlinear thick. Four tubes were arranged In mounting
mounts.clamp. and tested in the cls-p., asthey 4Wh



be use& In a practical application. The
dimreotns of loadi are depicted In
Fio 1.i

(a) R•I bet. ton platte. (b) Warnemd fla beto.e.
bat. dme a 0tlea too Plattoe.

C*DptaaeLoo Toaioto

(a) videate zia With (4) Paoued 11.4 "I=
lo o b....r Ia p... lo"If 1:M

Fig. 2 - Deformed Ring

ml.k.

Fig. I Response directions for side- _

loaded rings

A theoretical colution for the behavior ./r
of a ring In Compression was presented by 1.
Xuang [33 and Delunts and Hodge C4&3.2*
The rig IS loaded between two plattens AS in
Fig. 2, Initially there are two point' V-d.
as shown, but an the ring deform Into the am
hearacteristic peanut "ape there are four

point loads Aiich move 'ut from the center
line of the rift, a shown in Fig* 2b. A .
point loadig my-be maintained by applying the
loaud through shal Steel Cylindirical bearings an
in Fig. 2o and 21. This affects the plastic
stiffness k . To demonstrate this effect,.
a test mes Begun With a ring between two platteneio
as shown In Fig. 3 aMd deformed about 1/20".
when the loadin was terminated and the ring No 4.
unloaded. Then the cylindrical bearing. were
inserted and the same ring re-lauded. Of 5
primary interest is the fact t•ht after y.e'ding
the Slope of the load deflective curve UAing the ý7boaring. is much less that when the ring was
saply between the two plattens withoct the o.1 . , 2.o
bearing.. When mounting clamps are used, the loaid (Ik.
sta at the center-line and the situationfa rie
approaches that of Fig. 20. The ring use" for FoDo delectin compessfon
Fig. 3 (note inset) had radius FaI". length t i mpressi..
L=2", thlaknome tmt]8" n -- o --th i" an c2" r lar2", also shwn for two 4ouble-U ap•od mounte, m•de

the.ocaigiatim coss-ecton s crcuarof low carbon steel. The elastic stifft..sFor V 2", an INi", th. arose-section Is oval or and the plastic Stiffness are both dea'asead
"da&.Ue-U shape%. Lad-denection citVevs& b•, loeasi41. f-uatioa far predicting

• • - w;% =

. . .



the elastic stiffness aid yield load of
U-elaepd mea mont we given by Bww

for the present two.4iaensicril tests
an the Shock machine the rings vere tilted TeI (Tai.

4 ~at & 30 angle, so two coQrdiA~te systes
were uased AS In Fig. Ii.

3,00

Jig 4& - x wd y odn ietos4 0.100 0.300 0.500 -7

0.000 0.203 0.400

Fig. P lot of relative deformation versus
load for one ring In three directions

The load-deflection curves for the ua and v
directions are shoam in Fig 6. in matrix

300

Fig. 4ab - u aid w leading directions C!1A05

Fig. 4 Loading directions for stiffness.

crnsormpretions~j

The r. ad y directions (Fig. 4am) correepoid.-

'respectively, widle the u ani v dIrections, c
Fig. 4ab, are the horizontal aid vertical direc-
shown for the roll. (z direction) and tension/
and compressicn (y direction)., As expected,, 0
the slopes, in, the elastic range 'for tension
or compression awe approximately the smae.
The xc-y aems awe principle di~rections of
lI-ing for the ring, msuh thatirL the I I

elastic reage, the fa-oes mad defloaticas 000 .00 0.500t 0.700

would be zilatad by a diagonl flezibility. 0 100 0.200 0.400 . 0.600
matri. 0IIATVtV OMMIC Ole (IN.)

~ri O1 ~? ,Fig. 6 Plot of relative defarmation versus.
(i)load in the u a Ydidrection for

j'yj O~yJ 7 one rimg

Oni the other hand, the u-v axes are uct terminology, the flexibi~liftie were aseamwed In
principle, and a load In the ui direction the uo and v directions rather than stiffnewss,
produnces deflections In both the uo and v since easawaaeent at true stiffsesee requlres
directions, so the flexibility matrix Is fufla applying constraints against motion. For '

the x-y axes, the elastic zlexibility matrix
(P is diagomal, so B~w is.,and 8;,; kyy, wheref:: u- u :] fI (2). the ics awe stiffngems.

deflection curves, asM6.inP 7,e



Tti

T -I T3I

k UL

C 3 h 1

C2

ng. 7 - Generlizd farc-reai.ve defecio :

token bilinear. There a...thro brouches of TAMSlB1
the cum' in tension and three in copression# Stiff="e values for a single ring'
designated Ti, T20 T3# Ci, C2 ard 03 (L-1/2*, B.1l, t'..063*)
respectively. The stif:Messez are

a~ elastic stiffeses of branches Ti Tonsiou;
and T3, during load'n anid unloading Elastic stiffness - 1967.0 lb/in

Plastic stiffness = 357.0 lb/in.
Jtapasatic stiffness in branch T2 Unlo~Aing stiffness a17000.0 lb/in

Ko n elastic stiffness In branches Cl and Compressions
C 3 Elastic stiffness n~- 20w40 lb/in

Plastic stiffnese a 14,0 lb/in
Kp a plastic stiffness in branch C2 Unloadins stiffness a 2806 lb/in

pc Yild deformtion. - 0.0602 In
The yield defczmatiouzs ae y#and y, and the
saxism deafomaticas are y,.,,t an y:,., at B02l;
which pcint unloading begins. mlastic stiffness, a270.67 lb/in,

Plastic stiffness *61.51 .b/in
The 'valucs cf k *and kp used In the theoret- Unloading stiffness 1415N.0 lb/in

Ical analysis wre given in Table 1. The Yield defcrmation * 0.2 In.
unloading stiffness in branches T3 sand C3
varise with the y... achieved before unloading
begins, because the shape of the Wefrmed across the rings are then,
specimen 'varies considerably with y. .

The asalytica 1 unloeding stiffnes mas taken X~r aX,- VSInet
as k.

THEWICA APPROACH (3) Y oc~

The necrstical. analysis wes donae using j3r 1 3 - oci
the coordinates of Fig. 8. The location G In yr * 4 vocosee
the center of mans of the rigid body mounted *
an thf, rings, which in turn are attached to Since the body of cues aIs assumed rig'4,
a rigid VApport. Thq surface at the rigid and using the distances as marked an the free
support Is Inclined at an angle with the body diagams# the displicacments are related *

harlsoutal. The support M-experiencesI a prescribed. as follows using a small1 angle aproximation
Action 've in the vertical direction. The
abslute coordnates for the point G are x a
designted as say and the aotions of the-ben
alttachment points between terings an h u 2 a y +. aIne

are 167 5~ 1,74.The relative displaements

4. ,



Here Y ecrv cos;* There are similar
squat for3f F30 amF"

The equations wur solved uaizzg the Fourth
Order 'hog*-Xzutt& nmnericasl izztepratiam moyhoi.

1iPMDWrrAL APPROACH

mounted symmetrically with reseoct to G, so.

S - bad 1.60(8

*The valued of ec used were aiwo'a~r mA t3l

Fig -tispaceen Par)mastnm e witthtte th uprtfr-tooni Fg 0

meat aooeetherins isteas o gyThae osuppoArting pates andu anlsm rigid0.
2 a x dain meldd togther ndmth thel2x8 easeo platev3 mTe boltaed to hetoso an oel ropeTablA,

y4a -cen aSohocko .achiw auatue yaeversy

Relsearihlabous.1* eot it am
11qu~~t52g. (he macin is eequbsitueddnt

eqation (3) to xer e s st hero retative IAMP1a of TPDIhe 1'IlWm of~CA fie 04srom wa

trometi tcosts i fo the rings Inaimo z ,0&d th octiame lAl own 10w om i. 1e0te

To$ ka cceeroeter Itemeasuredlthe 'arecAm
wei~ V f te ese.Thetims dyesi eqatim I Fis. i me r 1).ns froe aceaerisetal A, y*

x* e -vsaa fro aetileroeoute fr C, are froaelerometers

( ig5)1 The base ,tauit acceleratio chemdi
'iL 7 shown~ in Fio2g. bet This dualuen of bhe minarie

Y3~ a .agn - Tao*. ac ~ tale yief about oW. the rins.Te Iseqippl d l
wit air ber~akesd to using oner tht shcondrter

* The, inerti fMý0 VAU. St.is +-r cente oo" seet rigAMTere-.
oeftv massoms~ atma Gia wee shown InFg 9na

*~ ~ ~~~n Ase ftoresJaIs them rolatei ona mtherlatv Ofg 12.uw The -apwat requenc of mot sa
*~~~~~~~h safislaoe Forh aexpering nto the vmalhues the eligitatettaculpat

a a lu0dldsfcmmt ic amy 0s2o 4AIn isc stThefTsts logo made rtheai vel0, wsedhort the
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experimental relative displacement is 15%
higher than the maximim theoretical value.
The theoretical plastic stiffnees appears

o ~to be too high. In any caae, the reselts from
the ons-dinensicsal dynamic test show that the

* ~thearetical anslyois is reasanably accurate
* for thisasimple cum.

performed with the angle of tilt 1K set at 30.

The theoretical - acclrtIons obtained for
this test woe fairly accurate. The accelexation

-. in the x di~rect ion and the angular acceleration
itdthe experisental results -very well

4~la ;,Su!~r" 13. and16). In the y direction,
o the theoretical respanse is very accurate
~ I during the initial loading. After this

2 meison poit,* thet accuracy of the theoretical
results begin to dotorlonato. The theoretical

I relative displacoenefts in both the x and y
directions are accurate up to the, maximum
acceleiratiosa. These reenits show that the

-. 0-CO _2 oambinad comnreeaion-tension and rcll actions
~ ~ (~*have a distinct effect an the lood-defleation

716., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ roe 13iPosoisc vru eltv beyond the yield deformation.
Fi-,13 Plot ~ of Form VuOm rlaiv The stiffneesee in the combined directlon, of

motion are very difficult, to preiiot but are
Reselts for drop-tabie tests fair s(030 very Important after yielding at the ring.

are shown in Pig0.14 thra 21. The input
acoelertion is nwIn the'vadirection (Fig. *a)V The th eartical computer approach Is very
2o there wre resul~ting acooain i adVersat ie, and is limited in accuracy
the Y Is shows in Fig. 14. The result is primarily7 by the Input parameters. (Cne the
predictad rempnoibly well up to and Including reliable stiffeess teras are obtained, the
the maximus of about Agii, but then there ia oampotearprora is an extromely affective
consjderable Ad gamgest, Tte i are grpe aaalroi tool. Furtharmareq the computer
in Fig. 15. he bass acelelration meniAA. to pM0 doee provide a general repreeentation
-abit 28g Input m& th meaured maIO Is at & aock mommta absorbing characterist ics
about 166. The timewisage ao bewe wits, using the simple 1s-dimensiaml stiffness
predicted and soma-ad "san" Is reasonablytem
-.od but the It I at 0.0100 seconds sdicaste.
eime weakneee In the roll direations not
predicted by the theoretical mea.The
amgular acceleration Is predicted MOVIVIAgly
Well 0 as givek ina fig. 16. up to 0.0300
secants. The aplsr displao~sat vesu time 2
Is given In Fig. 17. 'The Mainma Angle ~-
achieved is 0.0? radians - i..0depeee, uhidi
is relatively somll compared to the tilt eagl
os3e. The relative displacements for eadi
ring w~e gives In nog. 18 twui 21. The

* eserimsental. vee for displacement wr
obtaine by Integrating twice the acoeleration-
timee mwee ecs they are ~bobect to error,

* moat USLly &u tc error in loantift the mere
* ~~aocolerntion en theree.

* ~The dynamic Vepee was predicted meing
I¶ . ~lcat-efleotiea properies obtained from oe-

di~menuionial tests lit oompreeeias.'taftiom and
* roll. For th nedsomoa dyinoie reePon ~ CWe,
* when m.O-,~ the ageemnent between predicoted ean
* ~measued aecelerstica Is eoeolleat (see Figure "

*IX), Indicating very little, material rate ?340 1 PA-lot Of aeceleratien Vereem time
effect en yield lends. The theoretia in the y direction for de-30O.
relative, dieplacemnst bovese well with the

* ~experimental relative displacement for the
* first looing (osee Figure 12) 0 bat tVA esiam

=Nw
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In botb the z and y Uoctis, Table 2
*wms tbst the s~ide-losdad tube to a very
effeotive semw. absorber. Thiu tube oou24
be usne Is may appl£ivims •t • o protection
fzvn slack loading is Wafta.t The
tra•witted ac•oeleration *o be futher
ridvnsd by using rUng with, a lome yield
pointg bet the relative displacement vvild
Iease, The yield laid P In ompressimon

~ Is related to the tube thiofuese t. the yie3A
tst -o;e * the tube ozmdius r*, &M the tube/ lesgth L'by (Plef. Elil)

ThA twbe mete lie a AwAmanical fuse aid the
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apemaeta1l and theoretical Acceleration results

Maxuiwm wcoeleation In. the x directi~on

Input Trammitted T¶mmitted.
B&O Thmagtiol bpermmsawa

28 g 16 g -e

Cae227 g 17 g 17 g

Him~m- acceleration In the y direction

Input ?rammittel Trami~tted
Bae Theoretical Dcperimental

ca # 6.3g .26 26 g

Came 42 4..5 g 26 i 27?g0;
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DISCUS SIO8

Hr. Whang (David Taylor Naval Ship RlD
Center): Tour forcing function was an
acceleration with som rise time, and then It
was flat. Then it decayed to zero.

Mr. Fortune: Yes.

Mr. Ihua: Your resistance function bothers
me. First, you have a liner portion, than you
have an elasto-plastic portion, and then it
decays to zero. Could it have gone below zero?

Mr. Fortuna: Tes. It would have gone below
tero, and it would have circled hack
plastically. You questioned whether the
resistance function stops at zero. The analysis
lets it go down below zero, and it would also
let it go back elastically. Rowever, when we
can it, it would never do anything othee than
oecillate elastically at its unloading point.

Mr. haug" So If you had a velocity rise, then
a linear decay and then rise again, it is
possible that you could you have your maximum
displacement in three different ways; the
Initial phase then on 1it way back and possibly
a third phase.

Hr. Fortuna: Tes. it would allow It to do that.

Hr. Whaen: We did something similar.
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OPTIMUM DESIGN FOR NONLINEAR SHOCK MOUNTS FOR TRANSIENT INPUTS

N.

K. Kasraie, Research Scientist
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company
Central Research Laboratories

Akron, Ohio 44317
and

V. H. Neubert, Professor
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, PA 16802

The State Space Method for Optimal Design of Vibration
Isolators given by Hsiao, Haug and Arora I1] is used and
advanced to include a more general class of problems
encountered in the optimal design of shock absorbers. In
contrast to the State Space Optimization of 11l, in which
forcing functions, cost function and performance constraints
are explicitly independent of the state variable vector at
some floating boumdaries, in the new formulation of the
problem, forcing functions, cost function and performance
constraints can be a function of the state variable vector
at some moving boundaries. An example of this type of
problem is the design of the elastic-plastic shock absorbers
for optimum performance during leading and unloading.

Sixteen different shock. absorbers with viscous damping and
a bi-linear spring are designed for.optimum response to a
shock of finite duration imposed by the supporting base.. The
objective of the design is to determine the value of damping
(C) and elastic and'plastic stiffness of the bi-linear spring
(keKp), such that the absolute value of the maximum absolute
accelbration is minimum, while the maximum relative displace-
ment of the mass M is less than a specified value. Finally
the effects of varying the mass M and yield deformation of
the bi-linear spring are discussed.

INTRODUCTION BACKGROUND

The specific problem is the The problem mentioned in the
optimum design of the single-rdegree-of- introduction i a 'type of mathematical
freedom system undergoing ground shock programming problem, wh.ch are -•
as shown in Fig. 1. A linear spring of generally specified as follows T
stiffness k and a dashpot' c are in Determine a vector Z* - (Z .. Zn)

arallel with a bi-linear spring. The that minimizes the cost function * (Z),
bi-lsneor spring load deflection curve while satisfying the constraints oO
is shown in Fig. 2, where k: is the the form *i(Z) > o i- 1, .. ., m and
elastic stiffness and k the plastic zeroing the surface equations
stiffness. "he input it applied as a 4(Z) - 0. J - I, .... p. If all the
known base motion yo(t) and the absolute p1roblem functions *o. i and €j are
displacement of the mass m is y(t). inear, the problem, is called .
The practical problem is to choose c, linear programing problem; if any of
k, k, and kp such that the relative these are nonlinear, the problem is
displcement yr(t) - y(t) - yo(t) will callid a nonlinear programming
be within specified bounds and the problem 121.

transmitted acceleration y(t) is a
minimum. The paper is based on Ref. The method used in the paper is an
[181. extension of the State. Space Method of
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gramming problems. Schmit and F3x *use
the synthesis concept and the non-
linear programming methodis called
the Steep-Descent Alternate Step S
Method. Karnopp and Trikha [7] pointed'
out the difficulties in selecting the
performance criteria for optimum per-
formance of shock and vibration
isolators. They represent the force
on the mass by f(t) and then try to

T ~minimize. the function c - g(,f1 ) +
plh(xm) where fm - max If(t) and
xm - max I(x(t))-, the relative
displtcement.

Willmert and Fox (8) studied. the
______ optimization of linear multi-degree-

I -' of-freedom shock isolation systems.-r iA, They dealt with optimization of the
system, but also the number.of elements

• 'in the system. First a system with
only one element is optimized and the

d oresults stored. Then having in mind
Fig. I -One degree of freedom that increasing the size of the svytem
representation of a Machine and will make it less desirable ý(more"
Four, detinn expensive; requires more space) the

objective function for a system with
two elements is compared with. that for
one element. If the reduction in the
objective function for the largerL system compensates for its less -

. desirability, the second system is
" " optimized and compared with a system

* / with three elements, etc. Otherwise
the process terminates. Thcy. also
showed that for multi-degree-of-

"• K* freedom-systems the optimum mass,
stiffness and damping coefficients are

-, not necessarily unique. In addition
RILATIlV they related thq number of elements in
915PLACI.,E, the system to the number of degrees of

• ~~freedom. ;.

C f The writers of 181 have success-
P fully demonstrated the feasibi'lity of,

their technique to the problem of
topology of the linear shock isolation

emu ,systems and use the basic approach of
the determination of the topology of

Fig. 2 -Theoretical force-displacement the system to improve the optimization
curve for the bi-linear spring te'chnique .for a fixed number-of-

degrees-of-freedom shock isolation
Ref. [1. The field of nonlinear system. Still their technique fails
programming is evolving rapidly with a to separate the time minimization or
.complete historical survey of mathemati- maximization from space parameter
cal programming given in Ref. f2J. A optimization and consequently it is
review of the literature in optimum not economical fdr a system with more
design of structures since Galileo to degrees of freedom. In addition as
1963 can be found in Ref. 131 and from they have mentioned in their paper, it
1963 to mid-1968 in Pef. [4]. required a considerable amoumt of
Structural optimization subjected to computer time to optimine a three-
dynamic constraint from 1968 to 1972 is degree-freedom shock siolation system.
reviewed in Ref. [5]., In 1974, Afimiwala and Mayne [91,

Schmit and Fox [6] addressed the adopted nonlinear programming to study
ground-shock problem for a mass on a the optimum design of a nonlinear.
linear spring and dashpot. One approach shock absorber with nth order stiffness
is to formulate the dynamic problem to and mth order damping due to an
fit int6 the class of mathematical p acceleration-impulse imposed by the

14
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support motion, with 'the objective presented a computational method for
function being maximum acceleration, optimal structural design, using the
having an upper limit on the maximum steepest descent method. with state
relative displacement. Through a non- equations. Through extensive numerical
dimensicnal curve they have shown that examples they removed any doubt about
the optimum system can be achieved applicability of the CSDS method to more
with n - 0, regardless of m, or m - 0 practical systems.
regardless of n. And also for large n
and m the optimiun system becomes less In 1976, J. S. Arora and E. J.
desirable and poorly performed. Also Haug, Jr'. (151. presented some refine-
through this study they have shown the ments to the State Space Optimization .
comrarison between the approximate Technique and carried out three test
Jeslgn method suggested by Sevin and problems and compared the computational
Pilkey and more advanced mathematical time of these three test problems with
programming technique., They point out the computational time reported in the
the computer time needed for a simple literature for the same problems. They
unconstrained optimization required by reported that using the State Space
Sevin and Pilky method was less than. Optimization Technique, computer time
one second while using their technique needed for the first test problem (25
it was one minute. member transmission tower) was reduced

by 16 to 37%; time for the second test
Other writers such as Sevin and problem (72' member tower) was reduced

Pilkey [101 presented a mathematical by a factor of 2.3 to 2.5 and finally
statement of the problem of optimum for the third test problem (200 member
design of shock isolator systems and plane truss), computational time was
discuss the two computational methods reduced by a factor of 14 to 18.
applicable to the problem (direct and S...
indirect methods). They also gave an In 1977. T. T. Feng. 3. S. Arora
extensive bibliography related to the and E. J. Haug, Jr. [16] presented an
literature published in this field. algorithm for optimal design of elastic

structures, subjected to dynamic
Julian Wolkovitch (11] reviewed loading.

some of the published optimization
techniques applicable to the .optimiza- Following that in 1978, E. 3.
tion of the mechanical system to shock Haug and J. S. Arora (171 employed the
and vibration and pointed out the gap adjoint variable methods to develop a .
between the theories of relatively unified method of sensitivity anclvsis
new field of optimization of -mechanical for mechanical system design. And also
system to shock and vibration, and, they presented some numerical examples.
the9i application to the practical . Haug,sy t m .In 1979, M. H. Hasiao, X. J. Haug, .:..-systems. Jr. and 3. S. Arora (1] developed a

In 1971, D. L. Bartel, E. J. Tiaug State Space Meth6d for.' Optimal Design of
and K. Rim [12] introduced a new tech- Vibration Isolators and: applied it to
nique called The Method of Constrained two test problems and pointed out that
Steepest Descent With State Equations, computational time required to achieve
CSDS, to the field of optimum design of the optimum systems was one tenth of
spatial frames. Following that they the time reported in the previous
optimized several three member frhmes studies [8.9,1.. ...-. .
each of wh.ch had nine design
variables, 18 state variables and 27 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
constraints, and successfully 'demon- t gnrlm'atc
strated the feasibility of the new
technique to the field of structural formulation will be presented and then
optimization. it will'be applied to the specific.

'dne-degree-of-freedom system of Fig. 1. ,, .":,=
In the same year,, D. L. Bartel and

A. I. Krauter [131 applied the method' The parameters of the system are
of constrained steepest descent with identified by a state parameter vector 7.
state *quations to the problem of b = [b1 , b2, ... bmiT.,'where 4
optimum design of a vibration absorber
system. Through' two examples of the bt - c b3  ke e
effectiveness of the' method to the
field of optimum design af dynamic b.2 - k b, k -
systems was shoidn. . The differential equations are of the

In 1972, P, J. Haug, Jr. form.
K. C. Pan ond T. C. Streeter [141 P(b)O - F(tZ(t) b o(b)).(2)

0 .t IT



where P(b) is a square matrix and Z and unit step functions:
F are column matrices. The usual second "T
order differential equations are re- o (fo(t-z'ba(b))-b1rl)1
duced to this form by defin-Cg addition- 0
al variables, such as

Z,.= and Z, y. 0.

and
iHe re -(ta(b) " (Z(td)) (3) *1 IT (f ',z ,b ,a(L))-ei) 2,...

meaning that a is a function of Z at (12)
time tc at the floating bordary, which H(fi-ei)dt - 0
is the time when the first maximum' Recall that the unit step function
relative displaceuent is reached. H(r), for example, 13 such that

The initial conditions are H(r) - 0 r <0 (13)

zi(0) - 0 (4) H(r) = 1 r >0

and there are additional conditions at so, in Eq. (11), if fi < e8, then
tc such that H(fe-8i)- 0 and the integral 'i " 0.

If 6i18i, then qi 4 0 and the
;(2(tc). Z(tc),tc,b) - 0 0) inequality is not satisfied.

The cost function 0', which in Now the equivalent problem is
this case is the maximum cransmitted summarized as: Minimize the cost
acceleration of the mass, is to be I.function b-. subject to the con-
minimized and is represented as straint of Hqs. (8), (1.1), and (12),

the differential equations (2),
oinitial conditions (4) and the surface

There are performance constraints, equations (5).
representing the maximum relative Next it is necessary to calculate
displacements oi of the form. the derivatives, of the constraint,

integrals with respect to the design
4)- max fi(ttz(t), ba(b)) parameters and eliminate rbeir

(7) dependence on'the state variables. To
- i<0.0 <t<T do this the-ad~o~nF-'v-ri~able~s i

vector AT is introduced as in ref. (1],

and expl on the system through the identity
parameters of bi of the form I .

L I - 1, m (8) F (P-F(t,z,b,a(b)Jdt = 0 (1 )bk < bi ! bu "' o (-.8..,

requiring the system parameterv to be A small change 6b in the state para-
in a certain range. For example, for meters will, cause a change 6Z in Z
practical damping c is greater or equal and •a in a. Expanding the left
to zero, and since b1 - c, the bounds size of Eq. (14) to the first order,
on bt are we obtain

0 <!1  - (9) *fT  [ptZ- FZ + ab -b b

Now the following the idea of . aZ"'D

Ref. (1). the maximum value of the " dF (1)
cost function is designated b, 1 , so Sal d 0.
that Eq. (6) may be restated ar,

.f 0 (tZ(t). b, a(b)) - bi+ . 0

0 t-< "T (10) "

The inequalities (10, 7) may
be expressed in integral form by kqs.
(11) and (12). where the H(.) are the

•.~e 
A-.s'-,
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To eliminate the explicit dependence
where of Eqs. (20)and (21) on SZ, we. can

NF .3Fi 1 F u.e the identity of Eq. (19) as thea 
following:

- nxn nmFT afT
oTi+IF o 2 <fo-bm+l.> ( 22)ý

T .-.- 'fT
Ba -O' 3i + A 2<f 1 -ei> 0 i>i,..k

3F f 23) q3Fn -- n and Yi(T) -0 1 0,1...k

3CI 301 (16) io0"l."."L O~nThen Eqs. (20) and (21) reduce to

"*0 -+ o Ix T - - 3F db

aa306b iT 0 '-"-"

aa% +% 2b <f b > 0+ 30 1 )6b]dt (24)

The last of Equations (16) involves a - J 2 <fo-bMW> 6bM+l dt - 0
"floating boumdary matrix", defined as and
nnxm,,or 6r-. may be written as

+ f(TT E Pa2 3F aF=- nc, 6b {6b) (17) *1+ -"

Now Eq. (15) becomes ff 3fi -..
+ 2 <f-e 0 > (j-.. + --tn) b dt , 0

X-P6Z a + 6b Now, if we let0(18') Tf Tf
3fF 3F.

,b IFndb]dtL 2 f 4)(4 T

Integrating (18) by parts, noting 0 (26)
from initial condition Eq. '(4) that T T
6(Z(O)) - 0. and requireing )X(T) - 0. + 3- FT T aFT) AoIdt
Eq. (18) becomes b - - n0

andTr 2  -fT ,fT(PTi + FT AIT6Z dt = L1 - <'i> (-o + T"T fi

(19) -o (27) -..
"" . - r Ib dt + (r .. d"

0
Now due to changes 6b in b, we have then Eqs. '(24) and (25) become:
small changes in po and li as follows: +L-5 2--b"

IO SO •" LO "T -b, 2<fo-bcd.1> at Sb ,0:..,

-o bm.l>2 "o .>" d (28)
fr and T.(29)

+<fo " h > (•o° 6Z (20) 1 + Li 6b 0(29)

af afl 0
and + -- b+c dt "01 •trEquations (28) and (29) written in

andU 6 + ,, ~b 6bn+,dt-O matrix form as TInd*' ft "'-'-"-.

rT  
1Y0 1  L 1 .2<fo.bm.gl~dt 1

+,61 i LiT0 -
*i + •*i =- [ ['<ilzi + 2 <f i-O>• + T o

(21) . o (30)
if Bfi if 6b t- btg+l (30)...
6z + g 6b + T, b I. t 0:. e 1. • " .. . .n::::::

'17
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where the sensitivity matrix A of 6bz -A(ATA)lV (37)
referen'-A li] is , 'T (37

LOT -fT2<fo-bm+l>dt (31) and put b(j+l)-b(j) + 6b .
Li o Step ii. If all constraints are satis-

fted, terminate. Otherwise, return to
and Eq. (30) may be written step I with the new design estimate

V -A~b - 0 (32) b(J+l).

Algorithm for Systems with Floating Application to the Simple Shock Absor- -

BoundariesHe
The gradient projection method of Now the modified State Space Method of

Reference [1) may now be presented, as
modified to account for floating bound- optimal design ab sorber wlleary at tc.be used to design a bi-linear single-

degree-of-freedom shock absorber, as
shown in Fig. 1 and 2, for optimum per-Step 1. Start the iteration by select- forwance during loading and unloading.

ing arm estimated design b(j) and solve d
equation (5) for Z(tc). The design objective is to mini-

mize the acceleration of the mass m
Step 2. Using equation (3), calculate from a shock of finite duration, 70 (t),
a(b) for the design vector b(j) and such that the relative displacement
s9tate vector Z(tc). between the mass m and the base will

not exceed a given limit. The design
Step 3. Knowing c(b) from step 2, solve parameters (or space parameters) are k,
equation (2) for Z(t). ks, kp, and c.

Step 4. For the desvignvector b(j) Using the free-body and inertia
the dsigndiagrams of Fig. 3, the differentialcalculate the Floating Boundary Matrix equation of motion is:

n of the equation (17).

Step 5. Proceed as step 2 of reference my + c(•-•o) - k4Y-Yo) + L(t)=W (38)
(1] by evaluating the constraints of

equations (11) and (12) and set up the y(O) i t 0 cn (i)io 0 (39)
index ,sety()=0 ()-

I - Ji>O:fi(taZ(t).b.u(b))_>iJ Letting Yr" Y y Yo, Eq. (38) becomes.

for some t<T mfr + cOr + kyr + L(t)=W-tm'o (40)

Step 6. For each iel, calculate the To reduce to the first order form of
adjoint variable of equations (22) and Eq. (2), let
(23). E (

Step 7. For each icI, calculate Li Z((t) 4 Yr~t) and Z1(t) - yr(t) (41)
using equations (26) and (27) and con- with Z2 (t) = yr(t)
struct the sensitivity matrix A of
equation (31). Substituting into Eq. (40) and setting

______in matrix form
Step 8. Reduce.AJ (the objective func-
tion) and calculate 1 1.,. ' (42)

S- I A(ATAlATe (33) + ,....

with initial conditions
where r li1,x0) I 1.01 J

e- ,0 ...... T 1O T (43).
SZIz(o) 101

Step 9. Compute'

Se" "(ATA) 1(2YOY -ATeO (34)

Stp 10. Compute-.
6b- I+ 6b,+Sb, (35).

where 6b1W I,-A(ATA) lATJ] (36) Ft 3 - Forc Mm lsI" DWapm for a
Shkus.eDeps..o-dfte~aft Sbock Aheorber

%! -
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Note that Eqs. (42) ond (43) are of Therefore, for the problem on hand, one 7.

the form of Eqs. (2) and (4) respective- has the following:
ly.

From Fig. 2, the force L(t) in the p(b) 1 (51)-
nonlinear spring is as follows: L3 "

LI(t) - keYr 0<Yr!Ye Z.

L2 (t) - (ke-kp)Ye + kpyr F(t~zibia(b)') "[-b 1 Zz -b 2ZI- myo+W-L(t)

yr>O;yt5-yrS-Yc (52) .
and

L,(t) - (ke-kp)(ye-Yc) + keyr 1 r- .

yr<o; yt<.Yr<Yc (44) fo(t 1Zjb 1a(b))=! LbIZz-baZI+ W-L(t)j

where yt - (YcYe)C1 - d (53)
L,(t) - + k2yr One now has to find the derivatives of -

ke-kp)(Ye-ycYt) F(tPZ~bPa(b)) with respect to state

yr<O Yr<Yt variable Z(t)P design parameter vector
b and a(b) as follows:

Using the idea of the unit step func-tion, Eqs. (44) may be written as one, aF I•FiI -.F_ ..
Eq. (45). 'If L•-|,az (54)

L(t) -ELI+ (L2-LI)H(yr-ye)]H(Yr) + 13F ,  aF

[(LuLj)H(yt-yr) + L' ][(1.H(;r). (45)

The Eq. (45) is good for only one ,The result is:
cycle. The end of one cycle is deter- O 1
mined by noting that after yc occurs, d

L(t) is decreasing and a cycle ends F (55)"
when L(t) changes sign. b b

The equations may then be cast in
"terms of the system parameters b as = - [(b.- bj) H (Z1 - Ye) + b ' [
in Eq. (1). Then Eqs. (42) and t45) where ''Z -I
become: H(Z2 ) + [(b.- bs)H(yt-ZI) + b,] "

1 IZ1  -b.Z 2 -b2Za-myo+W-L(t) (1 - H(Z 2)) (56) _"-" -
with aF.
L(t) - [(b.-b4,)(ye-Zi)H(Z..-ye)+b3Z1 Tho derivative -

HZ 2) + [(bY-bi)(yc-ye)(d-ZF] (57) W

H((Yc-Ye) (l-k2  - YdZ,)- (b,-b.) taF2-• F2 al, aF- 1

(ye-Yc) +'b 3 Zl•1(L-H(Zi)) (47) 7..

Therefore at(b) - 0 and al(b) y yc aF2 0 0 0 0 1
0 -ZI aF2 3F! , (58)

For the problem on hand, it is desired •' '
to minimize the maximum absolute accel-
eration, so an artificial design para- where
meter bs is defined by 3F . r(y5-Z,)Z 1 -ye)+z 1 H(Z,)
1-b z2 b2Z1+ (49)- -

The cost fupction to be minim*.zed is y) t (59)
J-bs. Finally, a constraint on (ye-y 0 )+ZI 1-H(Z,)-
extreme value of relative displacement
is imposed as, and

[Il~ Z 'max _10, 0<t<T (50) ".;.

9 -%
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~:Z-y)Hm.±ye]HZa - -1 (2 H(f.)-l)Ibb
- (~,vtvdHtt-j)(v,-D+

(1HZ) 6)(b.-b3)' (1-H(Z,)) (70)

F-ir 1-the result is oiyedfe

f'(t,'Z~b)-IZa(t)I-(2 H(Z1) -l)Z1(t) (71)

Ta a, a (61) Then the condition on the extreme~ value
aF, ;F2of relat~ve displacezm-nt can be written

[00(2 
f ' (tiZ lb)- 'eI2_Zi(t)I-ZI M&Xj,c O j,0tjT (72)

-(b,-bja(Y)+bb (2 Defining

0- Zxnjax (73)
(l-HZa)]then equation (72) becomes

The next step is to calculate the par- (2 H(Z1 )-l)Z (t) -01 < 0, O<tT (74)
tial derivatives of fo and 4A with re-
spect to the state variable vector Z. The~refore, partial derivatives of f,(t)
state parameter vector b and function Zjt,a(b)) witlh respect to state variable.
vector m(b). To do that, one has to vec!:orZ, state parameter vector b and
use equation (53) and differentiate it cz(b) become
with respecz to Z, b. and a(b) as
follows:I ()-1075

af . 1(2 H(fo)lj)E.ba-L((b.-b,) . H( )-1075
U * ~(63) Zf -A~ f (6

H(ZI-Ye)+bs)H(Zj+((b..bg) W'.al31 at az

H(Yt-Z,)+bl)(1-H(Zz))1 Thus'the differential equations for the
adjoint variablevi

f_0 - _ý (2 H(.f0)-I) (64) A "1an
a, m )4 anojaAl (7

fI- ~'K(2 H(f0 )-l) (65) become

4f ý(2 II(f0 )-l) 1(5 IHZ-e+: (7f )

j2- Fa(2 H(f0)-l) 1(y-ZfH(l y*'1j

H (Z a)+ Yt Z+Yt yd)':H C .Z a)

+(Y-cY)+l (l-H'(Za))' (68) 2fand )f- r~i(9

no (69)'



The cases studied are li-sted in In Table 2, the resilts of Schmit and
Table 1. Case 16 is that of Schmit Fox [61 are compared with results ob-
and Fox [6) for a linear system, with tained with the present method. For
the base input the rectangular pulse both optimizations. the initial values
of Fig. 5, designated Input II. Caseb of the parameters are: k-1000 lb/in.
I thru 15 are for the nonlinear system and c-3.0 lb.sec/in.. The specified
and the excitation used is shown in (Yr)maxk 0.6 inches. The final design,
Fig. 7. with jo(t) specified as fol- representing the optimum values, are
lows, and designated Input I: also listed in Table 2. In Fig. 6

'Table 1. List of the Design
Cases 1 to 16.

I be.I aV8i4 I**#46. I £.io- 6",@i eIg*4i4,
ft t¢,i | L. I ip~41q. I co" I

I~~~ ~ .i~ ........s..l

'"I SS. be.l I leo ,.) ~ i, i t" ,.. I I a*dd et.) I e I b .* e I €..e4. I IS!J i Ii IS -e o it.t ae, I

1I 1 0.. I..e .1 .* te.- I IS" IP as.) Ia...q<I a-~. a.... a II I

S1 0I ee 1 .0 1~ e

-a-------

I 1 a .I lits I a.z a ... " a I

- . ... ...... .I
, saa a.. I. &l I .e a.... a at

ala I a.,I a.. I a I *.i . IN I I

ri4. 4. The Simple System ....... . ..
la, a.) a. i~eic4

a a I.I a a.. I ........... I K

am.i -- a)... I s.c a a at II v I Iele...a

ao(t) - -414.Og ot<<0.00075 sec. a design graph is shown as-a plot of k
Yo(t) - 6.3g 0.00075<t<0.0'50 sac~ versus c. The curve with the shading

o 0. shows the' displacement constraint of
5 0 (t),- 0 t>O.050 sec. 0.6 inches. The arch-shaped curves are

maximum accelerat'on. V (t). curves with
units of /n.ls*e. . The initial design
poirnt is narked and the design paths
followed .q the two different methods
are plotted, The more direct path is.
that of the State Space Optimization
Method. so it appedrs to be more effi-'

*1  cient than that of 161.

Nonlinear System with No Danping

,.. .. For Cases 2 and 14. the value of damp-
ing consrant was specified as c-o. In

Fig. q e , addition, it happened that for Case 15.,
Fig. 5-The Square Pulse. Input No. Ii. where the bounds excluded only negative
Linear System with Dampinc c. the computer program chose c-o, be-

. ncause the maps was very small.
The linear system with damping;

Case 16. is a special case of the non- For all the nonlinear cases. since
linear system with ke-k -o. The input the linear spring stiffness k could be
acceleration is. as in rig. 5: combined with ke and k., the program was

( i otrun with'k,-b-o. Thus. for no damping.
Yo(t)-2O00 in/sac ot,_O1 O**ec.. the only parameters remaining were ke
" YotO :tO.Ol sec. and k. ,
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Table 2. Comparison of the Results Obtained by the Writers
of (6) and the Results Obtained by Using State
Space Optimization Method - Casd 16.

I. TYPI OF TR PIOILI; IItlilulse olanxmum AccelOratleo such that max. leltiwve DliplacemenL be less than 0.6 (Cn.)l
-------------------------------------------------------

I .HZLn I IMI:IAL_0gS1G IIKAL stax
I use I---------- -------------- -I , I C I (tr)ma.Kl(Acc.)Pax.l 9 I C O (Tr)max. I (Acc.)mex. I
--- - + ------ -- #-----

I schol tad rea 11000. I 3.0 I --- I 1I0 I 4 10 I 15.0 I 0.4 364.4 In bethod I I I I I I I I II.......-........ I --- I--- --I------- I------------I-----I-- . --- I I$tsI:O Space 11000. 3.0 O.3b7 I s1g I 414 I 15.9 1 0.6 1 348.6 II Method I I !I I l I I I
-- ---------------------- -------------- +---------- --- ---~#---------

¥-386.4 Lb8..

D31pSPcoI.a; are to laocas
AeColerstlomo Ore It 1uchuijSocood**:

In Table 3 the optimum values are For Case 14 the best, value of kp=o
given for Cases 2-A and 2-B. First for as summarized in Table 4. Case 14 dif-Case 2-A the acceleration was minimized fers from Case 2-A in the size of theat the initial peak only or during the mass and the maximum relative, displace-loading phase of the nonlinear spring. ments. For Case 14, and all the CasesFor this situation the optimum ke-1889 except 2-A, the optimization was over alb./in. and optimum kp-o. The initial complete cycle.
peak acceleration was -4.67g but an ex-
tension of the timewise solution showed Design Case 15 was done to study ef-the second maximum acceleration at 6.67g fect of weight variation. Again kp-O.as seen in Fig. 8. The timewise rela- as shown in Table 5 and the case istive displacement is given in Fig. 9, discussed further under effect of varia-which shows the bound of +2 inches was tion of mass.
reached. To minimize the maximum posi-tive acceleration the program was're-run Nonlinear System wiLh Damping'through both the loading and unloadingphase of the non-linear spring, or one Ase a proof of the valydsty of the
complete cycle, for Case -B. The re- method for the general sys-tm, Case 1sulting acceleration-time curve is shown was done two ways: first: by a longin Fig. 10'. The new peak values were process of trial and error and then by-5.31g and 6.57g , o y producing the the computer programs. The value of
minimtuo'acceleration over one whole damping was sot at c-4.0 lb.s./in.. Then
period, the negative peak was increased a design graph was plotted as ke versusand the positive peak decreased slightly k', with lines of constant (Yr),ax andIt should be noted that for Cas 2-B,th ()max. as in Fig. 12. From these curves

o it can be sees that for (Yr)max2' inches,o tidum value of k -70 rather than zero the minimum (Y)max lies between 4.4 andThe load-deflectioh curve for the non-T & lnad-dr f g spring for Cas 2-Anis on- i4.5g. and hurther analysis showed that
line~ir spring for Case 2-A is shown in
Fig. 11.

Table 3. A Comparison- Betwen the Optimum Quantities Obtainedfor Case No. 2 Based on:
a) Optimum Performnce During Loading Only
b) Optimum Perfor nce During Loading and Unloading

..... ..---..-......
Cab# 31. 1 I Optlaws I Msainee AceeooortIoteg I

.............--------------------.------ I
OI te K ip I Le4daag I Unloadimg I
100660 49. B ase e I I 1I
lo alefas Load i I I I I

Oal_ I 18i8 I 5 I --. 0? I 4.41IOptlII . odm I I I ' I

k@:Lb ncp,. ad I• I I /InIk p : L b : t ln . O • Z o wr l n or* dJ4 It J. A lo I le ' 1 6 111

IA~d •m1.e~d I I ,"I I ""
.l o m m m • m . l • o i s .4 e l q o ~ • l m m m t + mm2 3m o m .: :
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9.01 0-14 0." . Fig. 11. Plot of the Force in Elastic-
.. ". e ~ Spring VS. Relati~ve Displacement-Case 2-A

Fig. 10. Plot of the Absolute Accele- Teefc fvraino asi
ration Versus Time for the Design Case shnbycmaigCes34.56,ad
No. 2-b 15 (see Table 1). where the bounds set for

c are only that c be non-negative, that
the 4.46g curve just touched theCyr) is c 0o. Plots of c, ike, and k versus W
max- 2 inches curve. The computer pro- are given in Figs.1,9 and respect-
gram based on the State Space Method ively. Note that the plots shcw almost
followed the design path indicated by lihear variation. The value of e'goes
the line with arrows, in the direction to zero at about W-6 lb., and then stays
of decreasing displacement until it at zero for o<W< 6 lb. The results are
reached the 2 inch bound. , summrized in-Tible 5. Note that the

transmitted acceleration is practically
For Design Case 3, a design graph constant, except for very small mass,

was also made, as in Fig. 1.3, for when c - .
(Yr)rnax-2 in.. but for various c. The
arrows on the "constant c lin a"a;re Table 5. Optimum Quantities For
in the direction of decreasing (ymx Cases 3 to 7 and 15.
In addition, twdo computer design paths ---- ~-- -- *------ +--------4--------4

are shown with the arrows indicating Icame go. WIII~jI I4I1~a (ACC)maxis:

the direction of decreasing (y')m x.. In I. Is .0 Its-$ I* 2.0044 1 6.440 1
Fig. 14, a three-dimensional design plot
is shown. As suimmari~zed in Table 4, 1 2 too 14.04 1164.7118S9.81 2.0003 I .401 1

optimum c-4.04 and ke'464.7 lb.Iin. -------------------
with k -189 8 ~lb./in. for Case 3. Sir'ca I... ---------.--38----0-0---.4S I
kis g'reater than ke. a hardening 1 3 300 lit-Go 12793.1 133 1 1.9999 I 4.414

* rig ystem is required, as shown in 16 Io12918 94 .01144

tne load-delection curve for Cam~e 3, -00 -------------------0----4.
Fig. IS One'important point is that the I 1 1431o 5 13848 1199661 2.0001 +1 4.41

*Table 4. Initial and, Optimum Design For the Design Case No.14
............................--------- - ----- ----- .......... I

ICeeX... Ee0141itl Demise Optimum 3emise

as 1 83 1 isit4 I (Yr)ass. 'I (Aae.omou./sI at 1 13 I 24.1I (Yr)ees.I (Aoc.)mam.Ig I
-- -#------------#--------------+--------.. .........--- ...---..

I lot- I I I II I I I1

pIr

loe of the unloading curve was taken For Case 3 and Cases.8 thru 13, the
ak.recalling Fig. 2, which result-c yield deformation Ye was varied from

in a load-displacement curve in Fig. 15 0 to 2 inches (see Table 6). The sitUa-
which may be difficult to achieve in tion for ye-o and ye-2 are, exactly the
practice, after the~maximum deforma- same. with the same linear load-deflec-
tion has occurred. Tn Figs. .16 and 17 tion curve. The optimum c increases and
the Y vversus t and Y'versus t curves then decreases as ye increases. The
aregt for Case 3. ýtransmitted maximum acceleration is mini- L

* mum when ye-I. inch, which is onrhalf-
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PLSI ItIýO 019-.90S1116(/1.
Fig.1.GoerclPtso osat Fi.1.TreDmninlPeeit

Desig Case No .TeArosSo h

Directior of Decreasing Maximum Accele-
ration.

-i 2

* !

g poU5 ~
CoVI g eui l bI i(%.u)- I

Fig. 13. Plot of the Optimum Points
for the Design Case No. 3. The Arrows i
on Each a-line Show the Direction of

* Decreasing Maximum Acceleration for that
Line and Arrows Between the c-line show .4
the Direction of Decreasing Maximum I

Acceleration in going from one a-line
to the next c-line.

Fig. 15. Plot of the Force -in Elastic-
Plastic Spring Versus Relatv ipae
ment for the Design Case No. 3
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the maximum relative displacement. In The method could be applied' to more
general, a hardening spring is required complex problems, such as multi-degree-
when the spring is nonlinear, of-freedom systems on nonlinear mounts.

Table 6. Optimum Quantities For Acknowledgments
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The development of a method . "" "
for the shock-resistant securing oflarge batteries in submarines

By:
A. Jansen,

Royal Netherlands Navy, The Hague
Project-officer, Shock, Noise and Vibration

The paper describes the different tests carrie-i out for the development
of an adhesive material (polyurethane) for bonding a hook-construction

to the deck and the battery, to prevent the upwards movement of
large batteries in a submarine during an underwaterexplosion.

Test results are presented and discussed.
This bonding method can be a powerful tool in specific situations

for reducing (labour) cost, to improve the shock resistance and
for simplification of structures.

Some examples are given.

Introduction Securing methods - .- ,

In the course of time several navies have A) A resiliently mounted battery storage
developed their own system -for the securing of compartment is the:solution which has been
large batteries In submarines, to prevent the applied (I.
vertical movement during an underwater-explosion. The resilient mountings decoupled the
If there is insufficient clearance between the top of batteries from the ship and the accelaration C.
the battery and the ship' structure And no securing levels transmitted via the mountings are
devlýe. the vertical shock motion will cause a short too low to cauie a vertical displacement
circuit: a disaster for the submarine of the batteries relative to the resiliently

Due to a design modification of the batteries, mounted compartment
the Royal Netherlands Navy had to reconsider the B) An old method, which has been applied :-•".
securing of the batteriesifor her new submarines many times, is the use of wedges, which
under construction. The height of the battery press the batteries to each other and to
increased consideably and reduced the available the bulkheads and prevent horizontal
clearance to a few centimetres. The existing movements during seaway and shock
securing system of vertically placed wedges, which motions. It gives no vertical protection.,
give only friction between the batteries, became The friction, between the batteries and the
unacceptable and a modification was necessary. compartment bulkheads, reduces the
The Royal Netherlands Navy, together with vertical displacement only a little during
Bolidt B.V. Aiblasserdam (NL) and with an underwater explosion.
assistance of Varta. Hagen (FRG), developed a In 1978 the Roya Netherlands Navy did a
'bonded polyurethane (PU) ;oint, which fully meets Inume 1978ao thest Ron Nthe rlands NavOiall.requirement ne u, number of shoc.k tests on the IWECO-ThO.'.'-•
al requirements. mediumn weight shock testing machine (figure 1) .

with batteries fastened with wedges.

. %9..
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This shock testing machine can simulate .
rather accurately nearly all shock motions,
submarine shock motions as well, by adjusting the
stcftness of the acceleration and deceleration 4
springs.

For the shock test the batteries and wedges
were positioned and pressed to each other in
exactly the -ame arrangement as on board
(figure 2) (2."-
High speed cameras and measurements indicated
already displacements up till about 250 mm, at
moderate shock motions (figure 3). These large
movements are unacceptable and dangerous.
Notice the large difference in acceleration level
between top and bottom of the battery.

SCALE

Figure 1: Medium weight shock testing machine

Figure 2: Batteries with wedges on medium
weight shoc*: testing machine

bI 1 tft

-. ~t* -C7

I *
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Figure 3: Shock meawgsurinhg results
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C Holding down straps between the top of
the battery and the compartment's bottom
were studied, but found to be unacceptable
and unpractical.

D) A good and practical solution is a hook,
bolted to the ship' structure, and -
counterhook, bolted to the battery bottom
(figure 4). Shock testing in a submarine
test section, to a level just without plastic
deformation of the hull Proofed its rather
good shock resistance [31

Together with Varta Batterie AG., Hagen Figure 4: Hook construction -

(FRG), who provided the batteries, the Royal
Netherlands Navy investigated a hook construction
(figure 5) on the medium weight shock testing
machine [46

The battery met the maximum shock
requirements without any damage and expected
hull lethal levels with some damage (figure 6).

This hook construction was in principle
adopted by the Royal Netherlands Navy.
However, it was not possible to apply bolted hooks
to the ship' structure because the compartment
was already nearly finished, the increased chance
of a short-circuit via the bolts was not accepted,
the required puncturevoltage for the (whole)
"compartment was very difficult to reach and the S
risk of corrosion problerhs was too high. In
connection with the available space the height of
the hook had to be reduced.

Figure 5: Bottom view of the fixing hook

4.- . .-

Figure 6: Damaged battery housing '-" "."
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Devlop entofa bnde jontB) Resistance against battery-acid, watler,
aging and such;

Except for the modemn GRP minehunters, it C) Suitable to meet severe shock loads and
is not common in ordinary naval ship design to large deck deformations, causing high
apply adhesives like epoxy, polyurethane and such stresses and high peel forces;
in the ship' structure or for heavily loaded D) Highly flexible (elongation > 100%) to
constructions. But in this situation it could solve average the differenca in stresses, caused'
most of the problems at the same time; if an by the large di'fcrences in deck stiffnesses
adhesive could be found which met the and adh--:ve layer thickness, and to
requirements. prnet high shear stresses caused by the

________________________________hull deformation, due to the high

Purpose of the R&D0 programme wtrrsue
- -E) High puncture-voltage value;

The purpose was to sdete an adhesive, in F) Long life-time, preferably equal to the
combination with the frm>)design of the hook si' ietm
construction and t given ship' structure (iLe. theshpslftie
nearly completed battery compartment), which After a first selection of different t4pes of 0
fulfils the reqruirements at a minimum of costs. adhesives it was decided to continue with

po!yurethane-type adhesives. Generally speaking,
PU has a lower shear and tensile strength than

R&D programme epoxies, but a considerably higher peel strength
(2-5x) and, depending on the specific type, an

W~ith the emphasis on the mechanical aspects, extremely high elongation at break, up till about
the R&D programme was in broad outlines as 800%. However, the mechanical and chemical
follows: "strength" decreases with an increasing elongation
A) The selection of one or more adhesives.pecna;anotmmhsobefud
B) Static strength tests to determine: Finally 3 PU adhesives were chosen for

1. tensile strength of adhesive with further investigations. These three were:
prigaote primer; Bolidt LP2578, Bolidtec and Bolidt LP271 1.

2. iueIce of plate stiffnesses and layer The most important mechanical properties are
thickness; presented in table A-

3. bdn tegh of the primer to
stainless steel, High Tensile Steel and
GRP. tensile elongationPU strength4; at break+) shore

C)Dynamic tests, Le. shock tests, to _____(/m
2"% hardness

determine:
1. dynamic tensile strength of adhesive; Bolidt 2
2. dynamic/static strength ratio; LP 2711 (280 psi) 250 55 A
3. weakest link in the chain: steel- Bolldt 14

primer-adhesive-primer-steel. LP' 2578 (2000 psi) 60 60 D
D) Redesign of the hook construction: Bolidtec 13,

1. to reduce height, available space is, (184 psi)- -_400) 77 A
50 mm;_______ _____ __

2. to reduce costs; Tab Ile A: Mechanical properties of tested PU0
I to obtain a uniformn load distribution adhesive&

over the total bonded area.
E) Shock testing of the battery with IncoraewthIN545

possible solutions of the hook construction. I hudb oe htec Urle
F)Shock testing of final .h-ocok construction 'different primers for a good bonding to Aifferent

bonded to battery and simulated deck material&.
structure.

Selection of the adhesive Static strength tests

The pssible adhesives were selected on a Taking into account mechanical and chemical
number of criteria, like. properties, the Bolidtec PU seemed to be the most

appropriate adhesive and as next best Bolldt t-A) Applicable in thick layers (5 - 10 mm) to LP2578. The properties of LP2578 were better
level the unevenness of the compartment than -Bolidtec, but the strain was. considerably
deck, lower.
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Bolldt LP2711 had lower mechanical and chemical
prope~rties, but the strain was about twice as high -

asm Bo dec. Sealing of this adhe-ive by a better b- I- 10
acid resistant PU would be necessary. Therefore 0.
most of the tests were corxcentrated on Bolidt
LP2578 and Bolidtec.
A) The static tensile strength was determined ~¶ 0 OzC te

fo:, three different types of testpieces and with FU
different PU layer thicknesses, see figures 7 St.1* k-P.9.
and 8.&2 te

The mean ultimate tensile strength about
V, N/mm 2 for Bohidt LPZ578 is somewhat L

better than Bolldtee with about 4,2 N/mm2  L-

The influence of layer thicknesa and steel Figure 7: Testpleces for tensile test
end-pOates stiffnesses '- neglected.
Relative to the mass ot Lee battery_ _ _ _ _ _

(assumed to be completely rigid) and the -____

available area for the bonded joint, these
values were sufficient. ¶

1) To get some insight in the relative 10o
importance of the itiffnesse-4 of the steel
end-plates, the thicknesses were changed .
for te different testpleces (fiogure.7).
stiffness of both endjplates decreased the 7''

tensile strengt with about 10-20% and with
"infinite" stif en-lae the tensile strength
increased about 15-25%, both values
strength.

)The influence of the layer thickness was i L
considerable, which could be expected. *
Fgr~e 9 shows the trend, i~i'rring some'

ote~osbeparameters. r. -7.r

o 'W i~4I U4
9 3 8 5 ! 7610 1

Fiue9: Influence of layer thickness on tensile
strength

D) Extensive tests with dole'ys were carried
out with different types of primers on
various materials (stainless steel. GRP,
high tensile steel, etcJ to be sure that the
bonding strength of the PEJto the various
materials was higher than the tensile
strength of the PU Itself (see figure 1W,. .*-

The static tensile strength of thl different
primers was about 6 -9 N/mmn.

Figure 8: Testpiece during tensile tiert
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- -• - Figure 11: Shock testing with small mass

From these tests it could be concluded that
s with an increasing stiffness of the PU layer the

fracture will shift from the PU to the primer. This
was fotnd after the first shock test series, with the
dummy batteries on a simulated deck stiucture- on
the rmedium weight shock testing machine. During
these shock tests some hook consructions failed.
due to the brittleness of the very thin (20 - 30 p)

:Testing of primers with e pimer layer. The fracture started and remained in
Figure 10: Tthe primer itself.

Dynamic testing of adhesives 4

A) It is well known that under a dynamic
load me material's properties can differ
largely from data determined statically.
To determine the dynamic properties of the
adhesive, a small mass (10 kgs) was bonded
(layer thickness 5 rmm) to a steel plate (figure
11) and shock tested on the light weight
shock testing machine of IWECO-TNO. This
machine is identical to the medium weight'
-shock testing machine. From the measured
accelerations and the given mass the stresses
in the adhesive were calculated. Eg. for the

'Bolidtec PU thVy varied between
12- 15 N/mm'.

B) The dynamic/static ratio varied between
2,5- 4,depending on the type of PU. It
means that either the area of the bonded
joint can be reduced or that there is a
t ar e safety factor comparing the required.
(calculated) minimum strength and the
'(dynamic) allowable stress.

C) The weakest link In the cain is the bonding
between steel and PU, In particular the
combination stainless steel - PU requires
attention' (the hook will be made of stainless
steel). By means of hammer drop tests (figure
12) this has been investigated. This Figure 12: Hammer drop test for testing rf
Investigation was necessary because the primer
primer is a brittle material (strain about 1%),

3..



Re-design of the hook construction

In this specific situation (a modification of the-.
batteries during the construction phase) it was
necessary to re-design the hook construction
because only a very limited space was available.
The hook construction. as normally provided by
the battery supplier. Varta. was too large as far as
height is concerned and, due to the manufacturing
process (extrusion). rather expensive- Oct

Optimisation of the hook by means of finite
element stress analysis reduced the height from
19 mm to 14 mm (figure 13). In the final design ,t +'
two hooks instead of one will be used. The
advantage of two hooks is that a more uniform
load distribution can be obtained and the -bottomplate- of the hook can be thinner.

If the hook construction could be bonded to the ! i
battery bottom the height of the nut in this bottom Figure 13: Original hook and optimised hook
could be gained as well.

On the basis cf a stress analysis. with two Design no. 7 (figure 16). survived above hull
small hooks welded to a thin steel bottom plate, lethal levels. withe.c.! any damage as far as the
the Royal Netherlands Navy decided to design. to -hook7 corncerned ;I.e bonding of the hook to
fabricaLe and to (shock)test a number of different the battery consisted c. 580 gr. m2 glass roving
hook constructions; it was chlapef and more mat and the PU adhesive Bolidt LP257&
reliable information could be obtained. In total 7 e This PU will protect the battery bottom
different designs were tested 161 against mechanical damage ind weakening (due

For these tests old submarine batteries were to its flexibility and resistance against impact
used. The hooki were bonded to the batteries and loading), acid and water, and guarantees the shock
bolted to the shock testing machine (figures 14 resistance over the battery life time. The bonded
and 15). hook was at least 2 times stronger than the bolted

Six of the batteries failed at moderate shock hook, concerning the connection to the battery.
levels. The (GRP) battery-bottoms appeared to be A hook bonded to the battery.'compared to
seveiely weakened by water and acid and some a .,-Alted hook, gives also an increase of I 1 1.5%
minor structural damage (due to transport). in the batterVs capacity for the same height. The

battery bottom becomes thinner bý leaving out the
nuts.

Figure 14: Detail of attachment battevt, 3 and 2
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Figuore 15: Detail of attachment battenies 5 and 4. Notice the hook construction bonded to thq battery casing
no 4 and the simulated counter hook %&hich is bolted to the shc..ck machine

Figure 17: Final hook construction.

ihock testing of battery -and final
hook construction

Two series of shock tests with the final hook
* construction on a simulated deck structure were

Figoore 16: Detail of attachment hattery no. car7dot b
Onv'serie, with a GRP battery housing. with

the lead plates replaced -by two masses of 20 kgs
each. The two masses were welded together by

The final hook construction (figure 17) wa means of steel rods and bolted to the top side of
a- synthesis oif ;tek%v analvsis. manufacturing procvts. the hatterv. (figure's 18 and 19).
shock tests. available' space. installation The second series was with the mass only,requirernewns (ind cost. welded to the hook construction (figure 20).



Figure 18: Dummy batteries with final hookFgre2:Mssweddthoknsoc
construction on shock testing machine t.es machine

The PU Bolidtec was preferred. because it
has the best mechanical and chemical properties
for the bonding layer. but it has two disadvantages
as far as bonding process concerns:
A) the very short pot-life (about 15 sec.);
B) it requires special equipment for injection

(at that time niot available).
The short pot-lie makes it sensitive for defects

inthe bondin9-layer, due to the small thickness (5-

a10 mm)

When the pot-life can be extended without
i loss o properties. it wI be the most suitable PU

for this application.'
For the first shock test series 3 plates with

2 hook constructions. suitable for 2 batteries and a
Figure 19: Dummy mass in the GRP battery plate with one hook construction for one battery,

housing were bonded to a simulated deck structure.
Different PU layerthicknessese(3-69 - 6 -mm) were

For the first shock series some. and, for the ufed. The thinnest layer at the most flexible
second considerable. overtcsting was introduced. (centre) part of the deck s' ructute. The 6 and 9
due to the rigid mass. It was known from previous mm layers were oni locations with about equal
tests that the flexibility of the battery housing and stiffnesses (figure 21).
the flexibly mounted battery poles and lead plates As expected the centre hook bonded joint
reduce the shock loading considerably. • iled first, due to tue high deck flexibility and
Acceleration levels on theWbottom were 2 4 the rather low strain (about 60%) of the Bolidt
higher than the levels on top of the battery. PU LP2578. But it met the minimum shock

For the first series the PU adhesive Bolidt requirement. The bonded joint of the other two
LP2578 and for the second series Bolidt LP2711 double hook constructions failed at the maximumt
had been applied, required shock level.

37.
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r-,m÷ 4- -4 + + + • .The single mounted original battery, on a stiff
""-.. .... r " .... . . location of the deck, remained in position and the

:+ bonded joint met above hull lethal shock levels.
-, , ,1 Four dummy batteries were severely

damaged. During the last shock test, the hook.
*= Iplate punched out the bottom of the batteryJ housing (figure 22). Comparing this result with the

*shock test result of the original battery (also the
S-- -". ! original battery of figure 8) it will be clear that the

I 4/- = four dummy batte.es and the bonded joint were
1 + overtested The hook construction showed nodamage. .

Although the first shock test series
demonstrated that the PU Bolidt LP2578 adhesive
met the requirements, three out of four, joints
failed. The second series with the far more flexible

----- -PU Bolidt LP2711 was very convincing. The shock
+ levels were far above the expected hull lethal

- levels.

- The centre hook construction on the
simulated deck structure deformed (bended) about

I ,, -- - -, .- - - , -12 mna over a distance of 900 mm, the bonded
joint was not affected by this deformation. The

_ _,_ _hook conistruction was deformed as well (figurc

Figure- 21: .Top view on simulated ship' 23).
structure No peel-off effect could be determined, even

with an asymmetric loading of the hook
All three bonded jints failed in the primer construction at the most severe shock

layer and not in the PU due to the brittleness of
the primer and the limit M capability of this PU
to flatten the stresses in the bonded joint.

• i II

FIRure 22: Crashed bottom of battwry housing after shock test
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.suface coating bwnera two hooks and the PU

The hook bonded to the battery bottom,
compared to the bolted hook has the following
advantages.:
A) An Increase in the bettery capacity of

1 - 1596 for the same battery height %, %
B) The shock resistance Is at least two times

better, at less cost (more sevem testing was ,.
not possible t to faiMure of the battery

FIgue 23: Detail of deformed deck hook
Q The PU layer (Immv around the bottom

The average tensile stress in the bonded joint part of the battery gives an Pdra protection
was about 60% of the "dynamic" ultimate lensile against the hInence of water, acid and
stress derived from the shock tests with roall possible machanical impact
masses. Comparison of the shock test results and The bonded jokt of the hook construction
the shock requirements indicates a safety factor far the ompartment d s the advanta on
above I to the compatmen deck has the aciatage of:

Shock testing wi1A proceed with the 0 A) A high electrical Insulation value of thethe withmte 5 of hook from the deck (the deck has amasses to determine puncture voltage value of about 20 kV/
Bolidt LP2711 PU. mm.

B) A shock reistance, which is superior toEvaluation and conduslont the e int bolted hool,

Except for Its acid resistance "he PU Bolldt Q A good paction of the shi structure
LP2711 meets all requirements and is fully against ter and acid (the chemical
acceptable when covered with a flexible protecting # stability of the Pu assures a long llfedIme
layer like the PU Bolidtec or equaL In principle this and can easily be repaired).
system will be applied on board of the submarine. D) The spac dernath the battery can be
Sbatter compartment bulkheads and to deck used for 6il tor•ge tanks or such, Instead
will be covered with (2 mm) PU Bolidt LP257& of seatings for the bolted hooks.
which replaces at the same time the 2x3 mmrubber layer at the bulkheads. The oprencp e with this R&DO programm

rbeabled the Roi Netherlands Naw to solve other

The manufacturing process will be careully problems. E.g. the GRP fairng of the bowthruster ;
controlled Bond stu.mgth tests for the primer and o( a new GRP mfinehuter, delaminated from the ,
the first thin PUcoat layer will be cared out hull durng the sho trals and also due to A
on each hook The bonded }oint. metal-PU-metal, slamming. It was not possible to add bolts or other
will be checked on bonding by means of echo-
acoustic. This method also will be applied to check
a possible decrease in bonding during the lIfetime
of the ship. A development programnme is planned -* ;;
to investigate the possibilityto apply echo-acoustic
for determination of the bonding-strength.

From the cost point of view it has been .
calculated that a bonded joint between hook and
Lattery will be 40-60% cheaper than a bolted
hook, under the condition that It is incorporated &,-.-.

In the manufacturing process of the bartery. The
bonded joint between compartment deck and hook . .
constr6tion can be 2540% cheaper than a bolted
hook

The *batteryhook" Is re-usable, It can easily.
be cut off and cleaned. The counterhook to the
deck Is difficult to remove, only by electric heating
or such, However, the expectations and the '
eiences in other applicatons are such. that the
PU will have sufficient strength during the whole
ship's life-time. Besides that a very large safety ._:-_-"
factor has been bu•l in and If deterioration takes
place, then -it will most probably start at the Fhwe 24: Fakfng of bOw-thruster bonded to

hug- by mumn of PU

S.



fasteners to make a mechanical joint, because the Continued research will be necessary to
fairing was too thin. Figure 24 shows how this improve the quality and properties of bonded joints
problem has been solved. and to investigate profitable application

The shape of the fairing has a built-in start possibilities. Still it can be concluded that once
for delamination. The flexible layer (5 mm) oi PU the use of adhesives in nav.al ship design has been
prevents this. ed it can be a powerful and cost-effective

tool r specific areas.-
A ship' shock trial is planned to prove the

shock resistance of this solution.

Another example is the porcelain toilet. H
Previous shock tests and ship shock trials showed
fractures at very low shock levels (about 25 g).
Bonded with a 10 mm PU LP2711 layer to a steel
plate, which can be bolted to a deck or bulkhead,
shock tests showed an improvement of about a
factor 4. High enough to meet the most severe
shock levels for tweendecks and superstructures of
surface ships.

Shock testing with a toilet on a 50 mm
PU layer (figure 25) showed an improvement of
about a factor 6. .

The savings compared to the stainless steel
lavatories, in u.se at this moment, are about
Dfi. 1.500.- (US dollar 550,-) per item.
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F12 ure 25: Porcelain toilet bonded with
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Under study at this moment are a joint
between bulkheads (sandwich) and deck structures
and the replacement of a bolted water-tight hatch
cover, with a complex and expensive sealing, by a
PU bonded joint. .16
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Mr. N•rman (Naval Se& Systems Comand): In
looking at your shock test machine set-up, It
looked like the blow we primartly in the
vertical directioa. Did you ever load these
glued on, or epoxied on, hooks in the horizontal
direction to get a shear load on them?

Mr. Janesen: It is not necessary because we have
the compartdont bulkheads in the transverse and
the axial directions. There are still Saps
betwmen the batteries. We have certain Saps to
ramove the batteries from the hooks which are
filled by wooden pieces or something like
that. So in the transverse direction you don't
need the hook cons-ruction.

,4.. :...
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SHIPBOARD SHOCK RESPONSE OP THE MODEL STRUCTURE DSa;

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS VERSUS RESPONSES PREDICTED BY EIGHT PARTICIPANTS

R. Regoord, TNO-IWECO
Delft, the Netherlands

A simple structure has been shock tested. Both the input and the three
dimensional response have been measured. UsInZ only the inppt, the
response was predicted as well by eight supplitrse shipyards, etc. The
results of this participation which were obtainei with different
methods and computer programmes, are descrY.bed in tMspaper. They
throw some light on the state of the art. This may be useful for the
renewal of shock design specifications of naval equipment which must
resist the effect of noncontact underwater explosions.

INTRODUCTION (C) Spectral response analysis.
Recent specifications also present shock

The Netherlands naval shipbuilding specifica- response spectra as an 
4
nput for a spectral

.tions for shipboard equipment require a certain (or modal) response analysis. Such a method
resistance against the effect of noncontact is mentioned in the relevant NATO standar-
underwater explosions. Emphasis in these speci- dization agreement. It is essentially the
fications is laid on passing a shock test. As same method as widely applied by the US
soon as possible and prior to this test the Navy under the name DTIAM. Some theoretical
supplier of the equipment io obliged in most background is presented in Appendix 2.
cases to examine this resistance -byperforming In the future Netherlands shock specifications
calculations which must be made available to will be reconsidered in order to-reflect the
the purchAsing authority. Even if this analysis capabilities of the more accurate and powerful
is approved the supplier canbe held respon- methods now available. Such a revision shoulJ
sible later on for possible damage during the be prepared carefully because it, y have great
test. In those cases where for practical impact on cost and delivery sched lea of equip-
reasons no shock test io held, shock calcula- ment. Undoubtedly th, simple stat c g-method
tions only should prove the shock resistance. will be maintained for most of th equipment. .

The difficulty is to describe in at cases a .
-The supplier up till now is free in choosing more accurate but more expensive nalysis of
his favourite analysis method out of the two or equipment seems to be of so much nterest that
three methods mentioned in these spt-cifications such an analysis is mandatory.
for shipbosrd equipment: As a preparation to this revision pieces of
(A) Static g-meth•d. equipment have to be both-.shock-t sted and to

The distributed mess of the eq~illpment is - be analysed by. methods of varying complexity In
multiplied with a specified act.ileration in order to gain the necessary insig t and
a. specified direction. The resulting load experience. The first of these ox rcises woe o
distribution should be examined statically. done on a very simple structure do up from .
This methbd is chosen in over 901 of all beams end rigid masses, which loo s a bit like
cases. • ship's davit. Socastso a. far It has been

(2) Dynamic analysis in the time domain. solidly mounted on top of the sh k testing
The 'shock la specified as a prescribed machine, the structure ti named D1 (see -

shock motion of the foundation points. The Pig. I). Once having compared (ae 1l1) the
equations of motion are solve. numerically experimental results and the pred ctiona as
step by step in the time domain. To include obtained by TNO with the afore tioned
the effect of various types of stron~gly methods, the question arose if mu pliers of
son-linear shock reducing mountings, the naval equipment are also able to rfors such
programme SROCK3D is available [7], which calculations. To get informed a t the state
ts combined with the general purpose finite of. the art the Department of Ship of the
element programme ASKA. - IR.Nl.N. invited a s rnmber of oupp ore, ship-"
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yards and universities to carry out shock
response calculations of whatever kind for this
saoe test structure DSM with the same shock r

Input as measured on top of the shock table.
The paper summarlsea the contributions of the
participants as reported in [31.

TRE ?ODEL STRUCTURE DSH

The prime interest being the comparison of
results from various analysis methods and not ;A;
the merits of a very large finite element
model, the test structure should be a rather
simple one in order to avoid large modell!ng ;-. •.;'--•
efforts. It should respond in a oultidirec-
tional way to a unidirectional excitation as
most structures tend to do. Fig. 2 L 1540-configuration
Fig. I shove the steel structure which consists
of two identical welded frames (IPE 120)
erected in parallel vertical planes and inter-
connected by means of bolts to a long and to a
short horizontal beam. Mass plates can be
attached to the frames and to the long beam at
various places by means of threaded rods. The
plates cause large local inertia forces. By
changing their location the dynamic charac-
.eristics of the structure can be varied.

Two different configurations have been
investigated. In addition to the one shown In
Figures 1 and 3 during shock test no. L 1543, a
second configuration has been tested during
shock L 1540. In the latter came the mass pla-
tea were attached to the vertical ends of the
frame as is shown schematically In Figure 2. Fig. 3 L 1543-configuration -
For both configurations there is ,a plane of
symmetry. The total mesa is the same and
amounts to about 100 kg. The largest dimension
is 1,15 a.

-The way in which the frames are mounted on the M,... . ,
shock table is shown in Figures 4 and 6.

i .-

Fig. 4 Attachment of the frame

TE SOCKS APPLI,. .

SDSM has been mounted on the light weight shock .. .

testing machine as designed by TRO and in-
stalled since 1972 for normal acceptance tests
of shipboard equipment. It can be adjusted to

Iesimlate shock motion* of the ship's bottom,
the decks and the superstructure. Some figures
Illustrati.g the maximum damaging potential for
atest %gas of 100 kg are: maximum acceleration
6000 m/s , maximum velocity 11. /u, time to .'+'%
max,. velocity 3 ma. displacement at mso. vel-.

Fig.I 014 n tp o th shck ahl duingcity 30 an. Full particulars are in a report
Flag. I VSM on top of the shock table during [(5 presenting the calihrnalon as required by

test L 1543. the relevant get* Standardization Agreement... .,-. *

• ,~ %. -%.- %
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After preliminary calculations, DSM appeared to neglected. For both the configurations during
be a rather weak structure. Therefore, to avoid shocks L 1540 and L 1543 the signals 5 and 6
plastic deformation, a mild shock was sing- were at a guess of some Importance (sea fig.-
lated. One that could occur In the super- 7). The vertical acceleration signals are
structure during a fairly mild attack. almost Identical in pairs: signals 2 and 4 and
The motion of the ohock table is not neces- signals I and 3 (see Fig. 8).
sartly a pure vertical translation. Small rota- Apparently the yz-plane io a plane of symmetry
tions of the table an~d small translations in a for the excitation and DSH couses the table to
horizontal plane may occur. These motions may rotate a little around an axis parallel to the
be 'Induced whon the center of gravity of the x-axis. There was no rotation during a third L
equipment to be tested is eccentric and/or when shock test L 1544 with an empty, table as shown
the dynamic reaction forces have horikontal in Fig. 6. For all three tests the adjustment 9
components. Normally these small motions are of of tha machine was precisely the same. Shock
no Interest whatsoever but for these par- motions of the table, however, were rather dif-
ticular'tests they were measured as well, to ferent as can be seen from the integrated acce-
obtain complete input data. Locations of 8 leration signals 2 (see Fig. 9). Consequently
accelerometers Al-AS on the shock table are shock response spectra.(see Fig. 10) as derived
shown in Figures 5 and 6. In the horizontal x- from these signals also differ considerably.
direction (see Fig. 5) the acceleration signals Appendix I presents som comments on these-
appeared to be very small. They therefore were feed-back effects.

hOfvprofiesfhs 2~nt
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Fig. 6 The supports during test L 1544

40- 40-

Signal 5 Signat 6
-40L -40

i0 12 t6 2'00 2'40 '2'80 '3'20 80 12 t6 200 240 280 320
Timne ms] - ~ Time [ins]

Fig. 7 Acceleration In y-direction of the shock table during test L 1540

INVITATION FOR PARTICIPATION ________________

Once the predicted responae had been comprdShc Acerain Deerio
[ll with the measured reaponse it was decided ~[/
to Invite other partiea to alao predict the L 1540 - 445
shock response of DSM. They were not informed L. 1543 44. 56
In advance on the measured response or the pre- __________________

diction@ of TNO.
The Information aa distributed comprised i.a.: These are maxima frou aiRnal 2 after
(1) Detailed drawings of the model structure having been multiplied by a factor of

(2 Dscrpino.tasue lotin 0,82, which ta a rather arbitrary 7 a
(2)Desripionof randucr lcatonavalue which stean from a more or less

* (Fig. 5). , established proc~edure of interpreting
(3)'ror both configurations of flSf the ahock shock aignals by the R.Nl.?f. (and

Input Information In three different ways- also other-Navies). Instead of taking
(3.1) For a dynamic analysis in the time the maximu acceleration which cannot

domain the signala I and 2 as be representative because It lasts
prescribed motions ot the two support cnly for an Infinitesimal short time,-
.points In the vertical direction, some sort of average value is taken.
M~oreover the signal 5 as the Prescribing specific shock design .

prescribed' motion of both support numbers as given above seems to be a
points In the horizontal y-direction. better starting point, Instead of
The sampling frequqncy Is 1010 Hz. letting every participant free In%

(3.2) For a quasi-static analysis the interpreting the acceleration
following shock design numbers to the signals. The weight:of the structure
vertical direction. was not to be raken Into account

additionally.

_.P "6



(3.3) For a spectral response analysts 44 In which fij are the elements of a
mximax, undamped, shock spectral response matrix containing as columns
values (pseudo velocities) as derived the contributions of the various
from signal 2 were given for frequen--ý modes to *trains, accelerations, etc. S
else between 10 and 195 Hz (see Fig. fijmex is the largest element in the
10). i-th row of the response matrix.C.

(4) goes suggestions 16]: (4.4) Participants were told thot the
(4.1) Participants ware recommended to ana- experimental results available for

lyse only that pert of DSM for which comparison are the strain signals
x-coordinatom are positive, if they 14-21, the acceleration signals 0, 9,
agreed with the almost symmetry. of 10 and 11 and their derived velocity
the setructure and the excitation, and displacement signals. ,

(4.2) They were recommended to neglect (4.5) They were left completely free In
damping. choosing their own methods and their-

(4.3) They were told that In case of a favourite computer programise(s).
spectral response analysis the most (5) Some forms to be filled in by participants
Interesting mode summtion procedures concerning the programs. used, the finite
were element model, number of degrees of -

MUM A ffreedom, etc. as well as the predicted
toOSJ f2 and first peak and second peak of a signal. .9

I j -Natural frequencies of vibration modes of

NLRIJN- f +Vj- fý2  
- f 18 were also asked foe', because~they can

limax L j limax be considered Important interim results.

400

40Sinl2Shock L1543 ___

40,

O.S. L

-0 ,5
0~~

shockgna tal drn tetL14 an eivln sadriSe hockL14

40-S

C, 0'.

Signal 3.

-0---

60 12 16 200 MS 32 A** 12 ;6 200 24 28 2 ,l.% ~ S ~ -. *~-*i.*.~**~**.
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Shipyards Suppliers Research

Table 1 Number of Invitations 5 22 1
Survey of replies Written replies 2 6 3

of which were positive j 2 4 2 I - .

THE RESPONSE OF THOSE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE-.

Invitations have been sent to 36 addresses, A P. Laosens

almost all of them in the Netherlands. They can CHIP, Neverlee, Selgium 1
be grouped Into three categories: B J. Thomas
a) The main shipyards which are building naval BV Kan. MiS. -ft Schelde'. Vlissingen

.ships. C Rt. van Timu, U. v.4. Wal
b) Suppliers of all types of equipment. Nearly Hollandse Signaalapparoten AV, Hengelo

all of the larger firms were Included. How- D A.A.M. Rank.
"Iever also some smaller firms have been In- rhilips - ISA ITS/CARD. Eindhoven
vited which have hardly any knowledgeabuR .M Bck,.JKeps
dynamic analysis methods. abuut S ... Ualt, Sl . Rervee .

c) Thre-n technical universtties, some research V W.A.M. brektelmana, V.P.T. Easy"*s.
institutes and engineering bureaus. Rtndhoven Univ., Dept. of Mech. Eng.

a 1. van Celdre, .J.L. v. guyvenhoven
The total number op participants appeared to be Rietachotes ea Runvens, Rotterdam
B. They are mentioned in Table 2, togotho.r with N T.H. Korse. ft. Regoord
*letters A to 1, denoting the solutions. The T NO-IWUC0
*origihal prediction by T!IO-IWECO, as reported I1 P. Pruissera, 5. Stapersue
In [1), io Included for comparison under the Meth. United Shipb. laureaua, The Rogue
letter R. ____________________

Regrettably there were only a few replies'men-
tioning the reason for not participating. Io Table 2 List of participants
sost cases there seemed to be no sufficient
knowledge o1 dynamic analysis methods and In
some cases It wes caused by a lack of time,.
Aayvay there was a ten month period for pre-
paring solutions.
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THlE APPLIED METHO0DS ANDt MODELS No static condensation was applied. Per the
dynamic resporese in the. time dosaiw' a

Reccamendations regarding the symmetry, absence 3-point Integration scheme was used with a
of damping and shock Input were accepted by all time stop of 0..99009 mas. Though all 1325
the participants. Table 3 shows the methods. vibration mode. mere determined, only the
Fortunately all those (A, C, D. E) who analysed response of the modes 1-25 were supertem-
only a single configuration have choeen shock posed In the time domain.
L 1543.
Participant C calculated by simple formulae the Z No static condensation was appliea. for the
deformations and strains. All other solutions spectral response analysis vibration modes
were obtained with finite el.ment programms as 1-4 were: used.
listed in Table 4.
'All participants, except 3, used beam eloemet., Di That part of the long beam which isý clamped
deforming under the action of normal forteo, of to the frame me. given a each larger stiff-
beading, of St. Venant torsion and mostly also mass by specifying a separate beam element
of shear effects in bending. This shear stiff- over that length.
ness was neglected by E and R. Participant 11, No'static condensation was applied. For the
having solved th* problem twice with and spectral response analysis vibration modes

*without shear stiffness, reports the Influence 1-9 mere, used.
,of shear deformation to be negligible.
Participant R used plate elements which cam 2 Nsither static nor dynamic condensation was
take nmrbrowie forces, bending and shear. Con@e- applied.
quently the total number of degrees of freedom
(O'.o.f.), the unknowns, is about 10 times F no static condensation was applied.
larger than for the more simpl* beam models. Vibration mode. mere only deteroined to
Examples of models are shown in Figures 11 and Coompare natural frequencies with those of
12. .other participants.-The response of the

soeprate modes mes eaot determined because
At the points of attachment to the shock table, of problems with the mode superposition
the assumed boundary conditions are somewhat part of the computer programm. So the
different. Suppressed and/or prescribed degrees coupled equations mere solved by mean's of
of freedom are-listed in Table 4. 1. 1 and 3 the Roubolt Integration procedure. The time
denote the translations In the x-, y- ead step to I Be.
"t-drections; 4, 5 and 6 the rotations around
these axes. The differences only concern the R Static condensation was applied, 'resulting
rotations. which mere left free by moat In 48 d.o.f. for the'spectral response ana-
participants. In model 8 rotations are locally lysis and 18 d~o.f. for the dynamic
suppressed at a single nodal point of the crose response analysis in the tCmeo domain. For
section, coinciding with the connecting %alt. the spectral response acalysis modes 1-8

So In this model the whole cross section of the mere combined. ?or the analysis In the time
frame need not necessarily be prevented from . domi.o a lunge Xutto integration procedure
rotating. Contemplating the actual attachment was used with a time step of 0,2 so. Mlore
(FIg. 4), one might conclude that the plate details are reported In Ill.
modal offers better opportunities to simulate
the boundary conditions than the models* mods up I That part of been no. 2 which was clamped
from beam elements do. to the frame we@astgve an Infinite stiff-

mess by specifying a *oeprate beam element,
For each of the respective coatribuitioft the (flAR) over that length. Neither static nor

*follow .Ing details and pecularities seem worth dynamic condnesatio, was sfplied. For the
mentioning: dynamic response tn the time domain a

3-point integration scheme was used with a
A The shortest horizontal bean simply as not time step of 0.99009 M.

model led because its presence mes "aesusd
to have no effqct at all on the rasp**". MIRUXAL FRQUENClfl AN ISRYIATION MODES-
9y static condensation the system men
reduced to 34 d.o.f. for the spectral fixed bae" natural frequencies of M4) as they
response analysis vibration modes 1-9 were mere calculated for the cyametrc modes are.
considered. collected is Tables 5 san 4. Apparently Ire-

quencies for all boas m*olel for modes 1-S are
1 This model. being such mor& detailed than rather close. Differencoo may have been caused

the others Offers the opportunity for mire by the vqrtous boundary conditions, the intro-
correct modelling :ortale parts of the dectioe of some stiff elements, 4 3lightly dif-
structuire, for Instance, the connection of. forest mess distribution,, oec. Vibration modes
the frame to the long been. Sse fig. 13. are more difficult to coepare becsusp only a
Points *I end fj (I w ,..4 ere forced limited amount of information was made
to have the sMWamediplacements end rota- available, As anexample for the L L543 con-
tions. A similar technique weeas emtie for fignrgition Figures 14 to 17 show the tower
the attachment of the smal see* plates. meeea calculated. by Tito JI I. The sod@* from.
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Shock L 1540 Shack L 1543

Partici- spectral dy- spectral dIy-

pant sta- ABS- ROOT- NRL- na- sta- ASS- ROOT- NRL- na-

tic SUM SUM SUM mic tic SUM SUM SUM mic

A X

B x X x

C X x x x

'0 x x x
E X X

F x x

G X x
H X X X X X X X X X X

H x x x xxx x x xII X I i 9X IX X

Table 3 Umeed wthode

Suppressed Number of d.o.f.

Participants Pro- Model Element and pro- before static or

gramme compo- type scribed d.o.f. dynamic conden-

sition at support setion

points

A SUPERB beams BEAM 1, 2,3 201

B 14ASTRAN plates QUAD4 1, 2, 3 132S

, QUADS 4, S, 6

C, t.NSYS beams STIFF4 1, 2, 3 90

D ASKA bea#is BECOC 1, 2; 3 180

BECOCX

E ASTRAl beams BAR 1, 2, 3 84-

s, 6.

F MARC beams 1, 2. 3 98

H ASKA beams BECOS 1, 2, 3 127

SHOCK30

NASTRAN beams BAR 1, 2, 3 192

RBAR

Table 4 Mode,l doecripttoa

so



Plate model B

1325 o~f

fig. It Finite element model of perticipant 5

10
9 Beam model E

12 B4 do.#f

8 14%
13ý

Fig.~~ ~~ 125nt lmn oelo atcpn ~Fg.i eal. oe
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Vibration mode no. Vibration mode no.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T 15,7 28,2 38,0 121,4 130,1 195 264 7" 14,1 20,8 22,0 37,9 90.7 125 132
T 15,9 20,6 .27,8 38,4 62,4 97 122 1 15,5 22,8 37, 8 77,2 10595 145 166

H 15,8 20,6 27,7 38,4 59,0 118 157 C 14,3 21,5 22,8 38.2 8 S 118 128
1 15,6 22,5 27,3 41,4 72,9 120 167 D 15,3 21,8 23,0 40,3 87,2 96 135

E 15,0 24,2 28,8 39,3 83,1 116 137
7 14,3 21,6 22,5 37,8 8o,2 97 117

Table 5 Natural frequencies (Hz) for the H 14,3 21,5 22,9 37,6 83,4 116 128
L 1540 configuration 14,7 21,4 23,0 39,6 93,0 125 135

T 14,4 21,7 31,0 61,6 84,3 127 129
15,6 21,8 39,0 83,2 97,6 127 168

Table 6 Fatural frequencies (Hz) for the L 1543 • .
configuration

I I ---- •''•

-J __ _.....

NN.

Fig. 14 Vibration mode 1, 14,3 Az, Fig. 15 Vibration mode 2, 21,5 RX, -
Shock L 1543 Shock L 1543

I -''_

- l'- f

IVI.

Fig. 16 Vibration mode 3, 22,9 Hz, W. . S. 1I Vibration.mode 4,. 37,6 Hs,
Shock L 1543 Shock L 1543

•-..\

____________\__-7
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805 oaEH 6  S0- SETLALS

J~~~SAI ANALYSIANAYSSS1

600

100~~~ ~ ...eas.e..0....8.....

0DAM DYNAMIC ANALYSIS SR .AISeAI-e

H 60"_ SPECTRAL ANALYSIS N

shckL-54 shokL154 ____"

Mesre ets* I CI) I I C I I I

'fn SPECTRAL ANALYSIS /0-" :"

ai0a 5 0 12 0 :- :+ *

1.20 - - *

!0 aqm e a- -°-B 100 Mes e a4e A-of"

Max. te"l.

60 60 .'_

. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS = peak NO 2 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS STAN peakN5 26

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 1is7 16 17 18 19 20
- Signal, NO - Signal- NO

Figl. 18 Predictions of strawsz (pesk no. 2) In FlI, 19 Preditctions of strains (peak no. 2) In"'':

percentalea of the anasured values for perenntaeo of the measured values for

shock L mseae shock s. 1ok43 15.

Partici/pants -:'

signal 4 O x P, o 0 a a

"'" 6,4 . 4,7 45.3 56,2 56,3+":''
12 .2,4 66,7 5.4,2 76, ",7 •'

Malx. abs. 1-,,]

53%

(0) Os 6.2 0,0 10.0 8. ..7-.,%(10) 2,5 3,.2 20.0 O's 1,2 :.

Table 7 Stit'le analysts. Prsdt ettons Is percewaties of :-

measured values. Shock ,I 1540' %



Participants

qeaeurementa A a C D a G U I

Signal e z 0 0 e A P 0

Maz. tel. 1-1
i 9 7,6 72,4 84,2 80.3 77,6 85,5 .79,0

(11) 2,0 90,0 85,0 80,0 75,0 85,0 85,0

Max. abe. -l"
dies,1.

10 2,0 25,0 55,0 60,0 0,0, 55,0 50,0
(10) 1,3 2,3 2,3 30,8 "6,1 2,3 3,1

Table 8 Static analysis. Predictions in percentages
of usasured values. Shock L 1543.

Participants

M easurements A S C E F IC N I

Signal a x b, o 0 a • ,

2 0
Ace-. [u/a

1 13
0 peak 2 -32

3 40 62,5 47,5 97,5 72,5

9 peak 2 -78 79,5 83,3 92,3 82,1

1 -13 "
"10 peak 2 28

o3 -31 190,3 109,7 112,9 112,9

1 48 -.

11 Peak 2 -64 A5,3 '35,9 54,7 43,8 0

Max. ,el. 1-1
9 7,6 100,o 102,6 101,3 102,6

11 2,0 95,0 100,0 115,0 95,0

Ma23. abO. ['.
displ.

0 2,0 165,0 80,0 67,0 85,0
10 1,3 238,5 138,5 116,9 123,1

Table 9 Spectral naLlysts. Predlctiltne tn percentages -
of measured values. Shock L 1143 "-"

54, ',;°
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PartIcipants

NSOeuutents A a C D 3 P 0 R I

$Sinal i 1 0 D,, 0 £ Y -

____ I

1 2 100,0 100,0 150,0 50,0
opeak 2 - 120.0 100,0 160.0 80,0 A

3 8 87,3 75,0 87,5 37,5

1 56 100,0 96,4 128,6 94,6
9 peak 2 -120 90,0 80,0 86,7 73,3

I - 28 125,0 107,1 107,1 100,0
10 peek 2 62 109,7 79,0 88,7 75,8

3 - 68 151,5 101,5 132,3 98,5

1 36 113,9 263,9 105,6 102,8
I Peak 2 - 60 103,3 286,7 78,3 68,3

ve*.. . [/l/
1 -0,05 40,0 60,0 20

0 peak 2 0,00 50,0 50,0 33,3

1 0,76 93,4 92,1 90,8
9 peak 2 -0,87 77,0 79,3 73,6

-1 0,12 100,0 91,7 91,7
10 peek 2 0:31 118.1 103,2 106,.4..'

1 0,49 102,0 102,0 104,1
11 p 2 -0,42 85,7 81,0 78,6

Max. tel. 0
disii.

9 6,4 81,2 84,4 79,7
12 2,4 100,0 100,0 95,9

now. abs. (
diiii.

(0) 0,8 12,5 25,0 25,0
(10) 2,5 100,0 9,0 104,

Table 10 P lc anaelyst* in the ties don-in. Predlctions Ilk
petene•ages of measured velues. Shock L 1540

jo



Participanta

Measurements Aj C I) if 0 . I

Signal * a z 0 0 £ *

2
Act. (/

11 13 92,3 96,1 84,6 92,3 76,9
0 peak 2 -32 100,0 101,2 87,5 118,8 84,4

3. 4 87,5 104,2 55,0 60,0 42,5.

1 4497.7 98,2 93,2 95,5 97,7
"9 peak78 94,9 102 78,2 76.9 76,9

1 -13 69,2 53,9 61,5 462
10 peak 2 28 94 75,0 82,1 82,1

3 -31 135,5 93,6968 98-

1 48 87,5 91,7 225,0 91.7 91.7
It peak 2 -64 107,8 71,7 211',0 87,5 78,1

Val. /a
1 0,07 100,0 42,8 128,6 114,3

0 peak -0,24 170,8 62,5 79,2, 66,7

1 0,66 100,0 104,6 97,0 97,0*.
9 peak 2 -0,75 96,0 100,0 81,3 68,V

1 -0,09 55,6.6, 56 55,6
10 peak 2 0,19 105,3 168,4 89,5 94,7

1pek1 0,50 104,0 100,0 102,0 102,0
1 ek2 -0.32 100,0 62,5 78,1 71,9

New. rel. (ls

9 7,6 04;7 109.2 89,51 89,.3
(11) 2,0 110,0 90,0 80,0 95,0

Maz. &be. we(m

0 2,0 60,0 110,0 90,0 85,0 -

(101) 1,3 146:1 223,1 038.5 146,1

Table 11 DYU&MIc analYmia In the ties domain. Predictions 77
to percentages of measured values. Shock L 1543
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As far as the strains in the frame are con-
cerned, plate model 3 shows somewhat better
results than the beau models.

+05 It to worth noting that for shock L 1543 the
prediction percentages of the strain signals

r/S 16-19, which are all in the "ame cross-section, .-t6

.. .. show a typical zigzag line (see Fig. 19). This
persistent deviation occurs for all beam models
but not for the plate model. The same' holds for

- measured the results of the spectral response analysis
-0,5 - predicted by B and the analysis in the time domain. Appendix 3

throve light upon this phenomenon. .
The predicted displacements are also too low.
The horizontal ones in particular have been

* poorly predicted.

0 ,Accuracy of spectral response analysis

From the n-ntries received it .is concluded that
the NRLSUIM procedure gives results mostly far -- -

prditeasured bHin excess of the measured values. Strains ly
predicted by between 100 and 1402 of the measured ones. The

ROOTSUM procedure produces better results for
this test structure and therefore the following

0,s is related to the ROOTSU'4 values.
Wheo we look at the calculated strains, for the
L 1543 configuration, three of the four solu-
atons, viz. A, C and R are very close with dif-.

ferences of only a few per cent. For these

--0-- measured solutions the average prediction of strain is
-0. .about 90% of the measured response, with per-

centages varying between 752 and 1002.
The fourth solution from participant D shove

I I I I I I the best results with an average percentage of
80 120 160 200 140 280 320 982 and values ranging from about 852 tot 1102.

STime Ems] Though both contributions D and R were produced
by the same computer programme, the strains of
D are roughly 102 higher than the ones produced

Fig. 24 Predicted verns amassured velocit. ty R. A possible explanation might be that the ... .

signal I for shock L 1543 natural frequency of the first vibration mode
(15,3 Rz) is roughly I Rs higher than those of - %.

the three other participants A, C, and H (14,3
Hz)(see Table 6). This first vibration mode

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS dominantly contributes to the deformation of
the frame. But at 15,3 Hz the excitation in the

Accuracy of static analysis form of a shock spectral value is about l0x
larger than at 14.3 Hz, which mey explain the

At first sight it is rather striking that par- larger shock response'as found by parti-
ticipant 0, using only ,the simple' formulae cipant D.
instead of a finite element model, has obtained One of the main reasons - for this higher natural
the beet strain predictions. Rowever, in frequency is supposed to be the difference in
checking W's calculations, it was found that modelling the connection between the frame and
the results for signals 14-19 are related to the long horizontal beam. That part of the beau,.
the outer fibres of the beam, 32 -m from the which is clamped to the frame is supposed to
neutral axs,. whereas the strain gauges are 25 behave rather rigidly, and wee consequently .. *.,.

n from the neutral axis. Because bending is allocated a modulus of elasticity 100 times .

the-dolinant deforpttion OWs results should larger than the real modulus. D reported this ,.-,

still be multiplied by a factor of approx. 0,8. stiffetting to increase the lowest natural fre- ,
This correction however, which would lead to quency from 14,0 to 15,3 Rs. Other participants
approximately the same strain levels me found A, C, and H neglected this local stiffening.
for all other beam models, wes not carried The plate model of participant 9 takes into
through. If so, all other solutions should have account this local stiffening and as a result
to be scrutinized as well which was neither the produces also a rather high first natural fre- . .
intention nor practical. It is now to be noted quency of 13,5 Us, though there may be also
that all the bean models have led to strains other reasons for this. . o
which mutually differ only a few per cent. Very close results were obtained, as far as the
Nowever, the predictions are much too low. They displacements in the vertical direction are .,t
are about 502 of the measured values for shock concerned. Mostly they differ less than 52 from
L 1540 4nd 752 for shock L 1543. the measured values. In horizontal direction
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the differences are larger, but, in contrast to lysis. For an arbitrary piece of equipment to
the static analysis, they agree much better be placed on board of a naval ship, it would be
with the measured values. The acceleration is helpful to know approximate values for the
the quantity which differs most from tbe sma- lowest fixed base natural frequen'ies of the
surements, probably because a rather large equipment. A comparison with the expected exci-
number of vibration modes Is noisded for a good tation frequetcies for the particular shipboard
prediction of accelerations. For instance the location together with other relevant aspects
spectral analysis from TNO rep-ilted in the may then lead to the decision whether or not to
following mode contributions nt the location carry out a spectral or a'dynamic analysis.
where the acceleration signal 11 was measured: The number of participants using a spectral
15,0 0,3 11,1 5,9 10,4 0,0 0,1 12,3 2,7 method and those using the dynamic analysis
1,3 10 5 0,3 2,7 4,5 3,1 0,0 0,0 and in the time domain is about the same. So from .
0,0 m/s . that point of view there does not sees to be a

preference for one of. these two methods.
Accuracy of dynamic analysis in the time domain Probably most participants are only familiar

wich the method they used.
For the L 1540 configuration the bust strain When we compare both methods, the results of
predictions are from the plate model, exceeding the spectral method that uses the ROOTSU1 pro-.
the measured values only by some 52. The three cedure are slightly better than those of the
bean models produce strains which are generally analysis in the time domain. This Is rather - :-
some 152 too low. The results of these three surprising because the response analysis in the
models are very close with differences often time domain in general is expected to produce
less than 5Z.-When we look at the predicted more accurate results. For other structures or
time histories of which Fig. 20 is a typical pieces of equipment the picture may wery well
example, there is a striking similarity with be the opposite. Anyhow the spectral response
the measured signals during the initial phase analysis has some advantages. In general it
of the shock (about, 150 so) will be somewhat cheaper and the amount of
For the L 1543 configuration this picture response data will be not so large and lead to -_ -..

differs. The best results as, far as strains are a better survey. Interim results can show to
concerned have now been produced by the beau what extent the various vibration modes are
*model of participant I with percentages between sensitive to excitation.
SIX and 1152. The other beam models produced
values mostly between 702 and 1002. Most of the STAT! Of THE ART
strains as produced by the plate model B exceed
the measured values by some 30%. When we con- Most participants are rarely doing a shock ana-
sider the full signals, of which Figures 21-24 lysis and some of the persons involved had not
are examples, and leaving the actual peaks out much experience in doing finite element cal-
of the consideration, the, plate model R never- culations. Against that background we consider
theless shows a better similarity with the mea- the results of the calculations to be vary
sured signals than all beam models. It seems as good. It is to be noted that in fact there to
if vibration modes of DSH are represented more not a single contribution which has to be
accurately in the plate model than in the beam judged inferior.
models. &qjin the shape ef the signals as pro- In general the people involved were quite
duced by the three beam models is very similar., enthousiastic though in some cases, it, must have
As far as peak values of accelerations, veloci- taken them quite some time to master the method
ties and displacements are concerned, the and programme.
spread in results is slightly wider than for It is difficult, if not tipossible, to extrap&-
the strains. About 3/4 of. all peak values of late this positiv-. experience from a limited
both shocks is within the range of 752 to 11OZ number of parties to the wide range of sup-
of the measured values, pliers and shipyards. That there is scope for .-.

improvements in the shock design of naval
It Is a remarkable fact that for the signals 10' equipment is affirmed by this Investigation, - .- 7 -
and 11 there are some 4 exceptionally high pre- which showed good prediction possibilitits with .. '..
diction percentages (over 150%). They are various programme sad methods.
obtained by the spectral and the dynamic '
method. The reason for these deviations, pro- RECOMEN0AT.I.NS
duced by different participants (A, Z, F and He)
and different computer programes, is still un- a) The creation of training possibilities. An
known. .example is the 'shock course" which was

recently prepared at TNO. It offers an
PREF!RENCE 'opportunity for trainees to become familiar

with the 'principles of these analysis
It is concluded that the spectral and the dyne-' methods.
aic method produce much better results than the b) A carefully considered description In
static method. It is clear that the amplifica- manuals and specificattons as to ,hat type
tion in the response. due to the near coin- of' equipment is worthwile to be analysed
cidence of the main excitation frequency and a dynamically.
natural frequency of a vibration mode, cannot c) Guidelines for rtpoiting the modelling. and ; -
be taken into scount by a purely static an&- interim and final results.
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This work is part of a program performed for Accuracy of testing
the Netherlands ministry of Defence (Navy).
The contract technical manager was Shock specifications for equipment consisting
Lt. Cdr. E.W.R. Kaiser. of either calculations and/or acceptance tests
The author wishes to thank all participants in ate based on the existence of standardized ana- ..
this investigation and his colleague T.H. Korse lytical shock motions, which depend on the
for improving the beem model, location in the ship, the weight of the equip- - .

sent, etc. These motions increase linearly with
the so-called shock level factor 0 (0 <1).
After a shock acceptance test which is aimed at . 9
simulating such a specific motion, the 8-value

REZERENCES is determined in an approximate way hy a proce- %
dure in which the measured maximum accelera-

[i] R. Regoord, Shipboard shock rosponse of the tion', deceleration, the peak velocity and the
model structure DSM. Part 1. Results of a firit peak of displacement are compared with
static, a spectral and a dynamic analysis the required analytical ones. When passing the
compared with, experimental results, test, the equipment is said to be shock
TWO-IVECO report 5071202-81-1, May 1981. resistant for that location up to the 8-value .O-

thus obtained.
[2] Part 2. Predicted grade curve response ver- For the tests L 1540, L 1543 and L 1544, for 2

sus shock test response, TNO-IWECO report which there were no differences in adjustin g
5071202-81-2, Nec. 19P1. Restricted. the machine, these 0-values were determined. It

appeared that for shock L 1544, the shock table
(3) Part 3. Comparison between experimental being unloaded, the B-value is slightly hisher

results and the shock responses as pre, than for the two other shocks. For these two
dicted by eight participants using dif- shocks the "equivalent" standardized shock
ferent methods and computer prosrammes, motion is shown as part of Fig. 9. The shock
TNO-IWECO report 5071302-82-1, Dec. 1982. spectrum of that motion has been used as an

input for a apectral response analysis of DSM
[41 T.•. Korse, Part 4. The influence of some using the ROOT•SUMmode summation. Having in

alternative' boundary conditions of an mind the good experience with this method and
improved beam model on the calculated the finite element model in predicting for
response, THO-IWECO report 5071302-82-2, instance peak strains which are roughly 902 of
Dec. 1982. the real strains, we expected that the predic-

tions of that new analysis should be at least
[51 F.J. Benedictus, F.J. van Bragt, rAli- obtained during the tests. However, Fig. 25, . .

bration test report of TNO-shock machines in which are now presented the measured values 6..
according to shock requirements for GRP as percentages of the required theoretical --
mine counter measure vessel. Part I: light strains, shows serious undertesting. For e,
weight shock machine, TIWO-IWCO report signals 14 and 15 the test level is only some
12217/001/1, May 1977. Restricted. 40% of the required level. For this discre-

pancy there are two equally important reasons.
[6) G.J. O'Hara, Effect upon shock spectra of During the test the table motion decays more

the dynamic reaction of structures, Tx- rapidly than the standardized shock motion.
perimental Mechanics, May 1961. Consequently, as shown by the corresponding .-.. .

shock spectre (Pig. 26) the response in the
171 C.J.M.' Gelten, R., Regoord, Description of frequency range between roughly 10 and 20 Ht Is-

SROCKV3, a computer program for nonlinear lover than It should be. The lowest vibration .4-, .
shock response, TWO-IWECO report 5071021- mode of DSK which contributes for the major 0,

78-41, Sept. 1978. part to the strain response has a frequency in

the middle of this range.
181 R.J• Roark, W.C. Young, formulas for stress The second reason is the feed-back effect from

and strain, Chap. 9.3. Fifth edition. the equipment to the shock table, producing the
Nccraw-Rill. shock spectrum dip as discussed earlier by

0'RARA [61. In this case they' Are of con-
siderable depth (Fig. 27 and 28) and they occur
very close to thp lowest fixed base natural
frequency of W•. It should be, noted.that in
those rare cases in which shock specrra ....
produced during normal acceptance tests with
this shock machine, such -important dip* have
not been found. .
From this study [2) it is concluded that for
this particular test structure the accuracy of
testing is far loes than the accuracy of an
analysts. .Shock-spectra should b& derived .

during acceptance tests as a standard procedure.

6. 1 .o
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APPEUOIX 2 tion mod** 64 are collected as columns in the
matrix 1. The intensity of the modes is chosen

Theory of spectral response analysis such that

General matrix equations governing the forced XTXX - I (unit matrix)
response of an undamped system are

r Angular natural frequencies we are presented in

F.u 5" p. K, f the diagonal matrix

LN. JWu~ "p Kjoqpj(l [L itP2, 4~uý
in which matriess are partitioned accordinig the
freedom families, L -

Now the-Rquations (7) are decoupled by 'substi-
u for unconstrained d.o.f. or unknowns tuting z - X ri, in which vj is the column vector

and p for prescribed d.o.f. of principal coordinat,s, and by premultiplying
N is rhe mass matrix by the transposed matrix X
K ti the stiffness matrix

is the vector of absolute displace- u + l , .Q2 x T (H'. S' + Nup 3p) I p(t) (8)
ments and rotationsof nodal points of
the structure For vibration mode s we have

R Is the vector of reaction forces at
the prescribed d.o.f. 2 - 2

• is the vector of given external forces. a . • 2. s, ci)

In order to simplify these equations the exci- in which vat are coefficients of the so-called
tation should meat the following requirements participatit- matrix
which are typical for a spectral response ana-

(1) Xxternal forces are absent or F - 0 (2)
(2) The structure is connected to a single . For each vibration mode a the three par-

rigid foundation which translates according ticipation facors vste 1s2 and 1s3 reveal how
a given function of time p(t) in a certain sensitive this w.de is for excitation.
fixed direction defined by the unit direc- Equ'ation (R) it very similar to the Fquation
.ion vector I having as components c1 . c2  (9) for a slmp!e one Mae spring system sub-
and c3. Consequently the vector qp only Jected to the same base motion p(t).
contains transsations which are conn.cted
to the time function p(t) by the formula I + w2 x _ -p(t) (9)

qp " I p(t) (3) That problem is solved for a variety 'of fre-
quencies by the shock spectrum concept, giving

in which Ris t 3oolean matrix, for instance the maxlmum values of the relative
The introduction of motions relative to the motion a and the absolute accsleratiou
foundation is' also typical for d spectral N - w2 s. For correspoodingnatural frequencies
response analysis. They are defined by of the multi degree ,of freedom system we can

directly use these shock spectral values:.

in which qr Is a rigid body motion of the a .2 i
structure given by s max Wax s i si Ca)

qr0u X pit) (5) &be Z a (i 2 Caomex *s smax s il •si Ca

in which Ru is another Roolean *atrix. Wor such
a rigid body notion

- "' "for each separate vibratinn mode the mo'imw%

~uu upj !r~ response in terms of stresse*, strains, oet.
0 can now he determined herousa the maximum value

Lu pp], K qP of the principal coordlnate v8 is known.Inherent in the shock spectral analysis, is the
and thus Xuu qr + KU0 q' 0 (6), loss of information regarding the time of

occurrence of maximum mcde intensities. This
Suhst i,tting (2) through (6) into the upper appears from the final step when code contribu-
part of .quatton (1) gives tions are added accordint to somw sort of sum-

mation procedure as flOTSUM or ,RLSi11.
Nuu u + Xuu su " ý(Muu Ru+up RP) I p(t) (7)

Once the *igonvslue problem as defined by the
matrices Muu and Kuu has been solved the vihra-
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pared to the original solution ff. Also the
shape io similar. The frequency of the third

APPENDIXI 3 sod* Increased, however, from 22.9 Pz to 31,0
Modifed bunday coditins M and the shape is now more like that of the

Modifiedboundarycondition former modle 4 (Fig. 17). Due to, the introduc-
tion of wirping rigidity, beginning with th-

The persistent deviation of strains In cross third modes the frequencies deviate from tý
section A predicted by al1 heen models (zigzag- of ail other boam models. There is a bett.
line In Fig. 19) as veil &a the better predic- sagreemet nov with the frequoetes of the
tion of full time signals by the platte model R model B. Strains for solutioais R and T ate
(so* Yig. 21-24), wes a challenoge to improve shown in Pig. 29. The sigzag offect now appears
the beam model. Fot shock L 1543 spectral to be such less pronounced. Signal 14 in cross
response calculations with model if have been section 8 of cour t.oi not affected by bending
repeated under several different assumptions due to constrained weeping becaose* at the two
(4). It was found that-in addition to the St. strain gauge@ locations (see T111.5) the effects 7
Venant torsional stiffness of the fraee the are equal an" of opposite $its. leaving no
stiffness due to corcatrained warping Is of some.. effect whea aeveraging. The same holds for
Influence. If a bet with a non-circular cross- signal 15.
section io twisted. the cross-sections do not Raying improved the model by the introduction
remain planes but they warp. If this warping is of warping-rigidity an additional second modi-
prevented'the torwional stiffness io Increased' fictiom was carried through. The rotationt of
ase*plained for instance in .18). This warping *the frame* t the points of support (see VIg.4)
rigidity of the frame was taken Into account by is now suppressed around the y-azis, as was
the 3IMCOP element of ASKA, which has a seventh also done by partic~pentr 8 and P.. The solution
degree o 'f freedom at each nodal point, the is indicated by Tr. Nastural frequencies are
first derivative *' of the aogle of twist of rather close nou to those of the plate model I
the cross 'section. At that end of the frqme ,(so* Table 4). Pig. 29 shows that strains also
which is connected to the long horizontal beam changed significantly. Though it is felt that k
0* has been suppressed. suppressing this rotation Is better than-
.Natural frequencies for this owdified model are leaving it fro*$ it is only by a such more de--
-presented In Tablat 6 under the letter 1. modes tailed finite element mesh that the real boun-
I atid 2,hardly changed their frequency as comý- dory conditions could be simulated.
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DIRECT FNFFGY ?'INIMIZATION APPROACH TO WHIPPING
ANALYSIS OFPPFSSURE HULLS

e.,2

Kenneth A. Bannister
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, MD 20910

This paper addresses the laige deformation behavior of
cylindrical shells executing low frequency, but large
amplitude, whipping-type vibrations. This problem is
irportant in the practical design of cylindrical shell
structures to resist failure due to in-service bending loads
combined with pressure. Submarine pressure hulls, aircraft
fuselages, and industrial pipina applications fall into this
category of structure/loading combination. A new methodology
is described for dealing with such nonlinear shell analysis
problems. A symbolic manipulation system is first'applied
alone and then coupled with two appropriate minimization
algorithms to solve for the local large deformation response
as the cylinder undergoes whipping. A previous potential
energy based analysis of the problem has been extended for
the purpose and the mathematical labor is greatly expedited
with the aid of %he symbolic manipulation system. Itt. is
shown that in cases where explicit algebraic solutions for,
say, the moment-curvature relation of the shell ace
impractical to generate, only a potential energy expression A
and its first derivatives need to be constructed. From the
energy and derivative expressions, nonlinear optimization
algorithms can he brought to bear to minimize directly the
potential energy by methodically and efficiently adjusting
the displacements (or other appropriate basic quantities).
Having solved for the basic quantities, derived quantities,
such as strains, stressem, and moments can then be computed.

I•T•ODUCTION mathematical labor typically associated
with obtaininq nonlinear shell ..

'This paper is concerned with the solutions is greatly reduced and th-
development and demonstration of, a new analyst has much greater freedom to'
rethodology to aid in the solution of modify or extend the analysis without
ncnlinear problems in mechanics. The the penalty of tedious, time-consuming
particular application discussed here algebraic manipulations.
is a very, specific case of nonlinear
shell response connected witn whipping We consider the largo deformation.
motions of a submarine pressure hull. behavior of a cylindrical shell
The underlying rethodoloqy actually has executing low-freauency, but large '
a much broader range of application for amplitude, whipping motions. This
(,oth shell vibration problems and in problem is important in the practical
structural mechanics at large. It is desiqn of cylindrical shell structures 9
shown how the methodology can be used to resist failure caused by combined
to extend a previous nonlinear shell in-service bending and pressure loads.
analysis and then facilitate practical Submarine pressure hulls', aircraft
solutions, exact and approximate fuselages, and piping systems are
(numerical), of the repulting included in this category of
eauations. The large amount of structure-loading combination.
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BRIFF RFVIFW OF WPIPPING most pressure hulls are of the order
a/t-l00 we can regard them as thin

An earlier paper fl] gave a fairly shell structures. Because the shell is
detailed discussion of explosion thin, we say that the state of affairs
bubble-induced whipping of sirface in the shell wall can be adecuately
ships and submarines. Basically, represented by conditions in the middle
whipping is defined as the transient surface (r-a). For the sake of
beam-like response'of a ship to some convenience, we further assume that
form of strong hydrodynamic loadina, in moment and curvature do not vary over
this case the accelerating fluid flow the shell length so that all cross
field surrounding a pulsating and sections deform in the same manner. A
migrating explosion gas products side view of the shell is shown in
bubble. Figures 1-8, taken fro fill, Figure 10. The shell's ,neutral axis is
show typical whipping response bent into an arc of circle with radius
histories for a uniform elastic beam p due to the terminal moments.
floating in the free surface and Figure 10 also defines d, distance from
subjected to bubble loadings from a 100 the neutral surface to a given point on
kg TFT charge, placed at a depth of the deformed shell middle surface. --
30.48m (100 ft) directly below the C.G. This parameter is used in computing
of the beam. Figures 2-4 show the stress and strain quantities in the
bubble paraP"ters while Figures 5-R shell' wall. Linearly elastic material
shc, the va' ious vertical whipping behavior is assumed, thus F (Young's
responses induced in the beam. These modulus) and v,(Poisson's ratio)
whipping analyses were performed with a completely characterize the material
simple lurped mass-elastic finite response.
elerent structural model coupled to the
bubble ecuations of motion. Typically, The thinness of the shell wall 9
only the first few modes of vibration relative 'to other shell dimensions
of the ship are needed to satisfactorily leads to l..rge (when compared to the
capture the whipping response, i.e., thickness t) displacements normal to
the heave and pitch rigid body modes the shell wall during bending,
and the first,2-3 distortion modes, rendering the problem geometrically

nonlinear; Therefore# any attempt to
If the whipping motions achieve accurately determine the shell response

large amplitudes, then any attempt at 'must account for these geometric
predicting the local hull plating nonlinearities. The:e is a smooth
response (that is, shell response) must transition from sMall to large
account for possible large out-of-plane displacements in this problem. Thus, .
(lisplacements of the shell which cannot nonlinear effects must be anticipated '

be handled within the context of starting at fairly low load levels
elementary heam -theory. Fortunately compared to the peak (maximum possible)
the motions are low freauency, at least moment that the shell can carry.
at locations remote from where the Furthermore, pressure has a remarkabl-e
bubble loads impinge, hence a effect on, the'load-displacement
auasistatic shell analysis is response, as.-will'be shown. Internal
appropriate. In the region of intense pressure tends to'stif.en the shell in
bubble loading, because of the high a way that increases the peak moment
frequency shell Potions, sh~ll.inertia while external pressure weakens the
terms become important and thus a more shell's ability to withstand bending.
sophisticated transient analysis is ,
required. In this paper we will focus The problem will be analyzed by an
on the problem of analyzing the large energy minimization approach,.
deformation behavior of a submarine facilitated by the use of a symbolic
pressure hull in response to low manipulation system (MACSYMA,'developed ,..
-frequency whipping-type motions. at the MIT Computer Laboratory). The

total1 potential energy function is '.:.*

formulated for the shell' with loads and
EFJ#GY ANALYSIS OF SHELL UNDER BENDING is cast in terms of middle surface
AND PRFSSURIZATION' displacements at a cross section of the

shell. The shell is assumed to be
We consider the large deformation infinitely' long and moreover that no '

response of an elastic thin-walled variation of conditions occurs along .
circular cyliti'drical shell subjected to its length. Truncated Fourier series
pure bending and either internal or terms with a priori unknown '.-

external pressure. Figure 9 shown the coefficients are included in the
cross section of the shell and defines displacement functions to account for
pertinent geometric and pressure . nonlinear effects. The goal of the
parameters used In the analysis.-- By ' analysis is then to determine the ,.
"*thin" we mean that a/t>50 an$ since coefficients of these'additional' terms 'r
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which minimiza- the potential energy. many ad hoc simplifications authors inThe strategy followed is to generate the past- ound necessary to make theo
an expression for the potential energy effort tractable. In the present work,
involving the unknown coefficients and a MACSYMA code has been constructed
the curvature parameter defined by which reproduces step-by-step the ......
C a a/p. c will also be unknown mathematical analysis of the shell .
for given values of moment and pressure. bending problem beginning with
Then, for each choice of bending moment displacement function generation,
and pressure, the minimizing set of derivation of stress and strain
unknown displacement coefficients and quantities, proceeding with
curvature parameter is found by .wo construction of the potential energy
methods: function, and finally ending with 0

solution for the unknown Fourier
(1) Use of PACSYMA to ohtair coefficients and generation of a

explicit solutions for the coefficients moment-curvature parameter relation.
in terms'of s and stbseouently M(c); It is possible, within this code, to
this we will call the 'exact* solution; include or exclude quite readily
and certain nonlinear displacement terms

that previous authors felt. compelled to
(2) Generation of the nonlinear drop due to mathematical complexity. -A.

moment-curvature relation by direct Thus, the usual simplifications invoked
application to the potential energy of in shell work suggested by the phrases
two different computer algorithms *neglect ouantities of small- magnitude'
designed to minimize nonlinear multi- and 'neglect cross product and squared
variate unconstrained functions; that quantities* can he freely adopted, %
is, the potential energy will be ignored, or modified as the analyst
minimized directly with the aid of wishes. The extra calculational burden
optimization algorithms, is carried by the computer, not the

analyst. As an example of the savings
The purpose for the second method in time and labor that can be realized

is to show that-if an 'exact" morent- with such a symbolic language tool, the
curvature cannot easily be obtained by author applied FORMAC-73, an older
the first method, then accurate language, to a two-term Fourier series
numerical results can he produced displacement function analysis based on
through direct energy minimization, a nonlfiiear shell theory in order to'
This notion has broader implications obtain the integrand of the strain
for situations where a large number of energy (bending and stretching of the
unknowns, say 200, are involved in a shell middle surface) expression.
particular nonlinear mechanics problem. manually, this effort required two

weeks with a considerable amount of
As in most nonlinear sh-ull time consumed in checking for and

analyses, the sheer amount of correcting errors. With FORMAC-73, the
mathematical manipulation can be same exercise required less than one
enormous. In the present case, the day with the algebraic operations done
symbolic algebraic manipulation correctly throughout. For three, four,
language MACSYMA is used to or more Fourier terms.or, let us say,
substantially reduce the mathematicAl alternative displacement functions of
labor. This is, to the author's greater complexity, it was clear that
knowledge, the first time such a tool hand-computatiots would become very
has been applied in a comprehensive costly in time, and the likelihood for
manner to a nonlinear shell analysis, errors very great. In addition, the
MACSYMA is excellently suited to the coding could be stored if desired and
task as it can handle all of the modified and re-run'for different cases
necessary mathematical operations and the results retained on files for.
involved such as functional evaluation, listing or for later applications.
trigonometric expansion and reduction,
differentiation, integration, and One of the earliest studies of the
ecouation solving. It has a syntax very cylindrical shell in pure bending
similar to other standard'programming (without pressurization) was the
languages such as ALGOL, PL/l, and classic paper by Brazier (2]. Brazier --.-.
FORTRAN, along with file manipulation simplified the analysis greatly by the
features. These properties make accurate assumption that the shell

-, -" I.ACSYMA extremely convenient to apply middle surface-is extensible. He also
to the problem at hand.' pointed out that the problem becomes

fundamentally nonlinear due to the ,
Using a powerful mathematical tool thinness of the shell wall relative to

much as MACSYMA, it is now possible to other dimensioqs of the shell. Thus
carry out analyses of nonlinear the linear relationship between moment
structural mechanics problems and avoid and curvature derived from St. Venant's
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theory of bending of beams of solid An important geometric parameter
cross section is invalidated since is d, the distance from the shell

local wall deformations are large and neutral surface to a given fiber in the
thus strain cannot be a linear function shell middle surface (as shown in
of original position. Figure 11 shows Figure 10). The usual assumption of
the disparity between the linear (St.. thin shell theory is applied here,
Venant) and large deformation namely, that stressess and strains do
(nonlinearl predictions of moment vs. not vary through the wall thickness and
curvature. Also, in Figure 12 we see that the normal stress through the
the ovalization mode that the shell thickness vanishes. Therefore, the
cross section takes on; this mode was middle surface stress-strain state
assumed by Brazier in his analysis, adequately represents the response of

the shell. The parameter d is given by
In the small displacement range,

superposition holds, hence the moments
and pressure can be applied in any d = (a - w) cos# - v sin#.
order. Then, following the approach of
Brazier [21 and Wood [41, the
possibility of nonlinear deformations The circumferential 'and axial stresses -
is allowed by introducing truncated and strains in the small displacement
Fourier series terms in the displacement range are given by Wood (4) for bending
components v and w (defined in Figure and pressure as follows:
9). These terms have undetermined
coefficients which are to be found by
application of the Theorem of Minimum for bending
Potential Energy.

The potential energy V is given by Cxx
P

V U + W. (1)
Oxx d E

U is the strain energy stored in the
shell due to bending and W represents (4) •
the work of the pressure and bending C## y d
loads. In order to account for the 0
bending strain energy, the change of
curvature at any point on the shell
must be cnmputed.' Brush and Almroth a s. .
[3) show this to be given by (after
accounting for a sig'n change due to use
of a different convention for w) and for pressre

.1 2

rext, the strain energy U is given by Oxx

u -a w xD * t(OxxCxx 2 :2- )

* o**€** + 6 Oxxix (3)
Although the def rmations may become
large, strains r4 ain small; this is
typical in thin shell structures. A

+ 2 OxxCxx + 2 Bo¢to)J do. large strain anayjss would require
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accounting for plastic material Following Brazier (2), we assume that
response-this problem is not considered the additional eisplac~ments vl, wl
here.* are inextensional; thus we have

In these equations, the pressure
enters through the parameter a given dv
by wi 11

a-fr (6)
Et According to Wood [41, vl and v1 can

be expressed as the infinite series
given by

Sokolnikoff [51 reports the linear w
and v displacement components for
bending and pressure are given by:

v1 An s~infn# (12)
n 2

for w

and, following Equation (11), we must.
wo vc cos4 have

(7)

wj 1 Z nAn cosn n. (13)
n-2 A

(2-v)i..La

Note that v and w do not vary with
position along the shell axis, that is,

and for v all cross sections must deform in the
same manner. Also note that the choice
for vl satisfies displacement continuity
and symmetry conditions on v. Hence,

v 0 (symmetry) ,the total displacements become

-Y4! sin# 'u2fsin + Z Ap sin n#
* 2 n-n2

We have introduced the curvature w -(L--) a a + vea coso
paramet er c in Eauations (7) and 2 2 (14)
(8). It is defined by

C-~ (9) +*I nAn con'riý
0 nw2

The total displacements v and w are The work done by the pressure-and
then the sum of bending, pressurization, applied moments Is given by Wood (41 as
and additional terms vj, w1 needed to
account for large'deformations of the
shell. Thus we have W PR ! va42e

v -vo + V

-Z (n 4 -n 2 )An 2 ) - C.
nw2 a

w w+ wO+ wl.



We see then that the potential energy V .G(A 2 (.,A.(c), ,c). (20)
V can ultimately be written as a
nonlinear function of the coefficients
An and the cutrent curvature For V to be stationary with respect to L.
parameter c in the general form e, we must have

V - V (A2 ,A 3 , .. ). (16) 3V a dA2 +

(21-.
The strategy followed from this point
is to seek values for the coefficients + dG o. v_

A2 ,A 3 , . . . which minimize the
total potential energy of the shell and
the loadinq.

But since
Wood r4i proceeded with the

solution by neglecting certain terms in
V involving v2, w2. viw1 , then expanding 3V a av 3V 0- (22)

V and applying the theorem of Minimum 3A2  aA 3  aAn
Potential Energy: V is stationary when

3 , BV - BV 8 0. (17)
BA2  BA3  U ":

aG 3G aG O (23)
TA-2  TA3  aAn

Wood [41, for example, has carried out
the simplification (or linearization)
of V just mentioned and has found that Equation (21) reduces to -7..
the coefficients A2 and A3 become

LG - 0. (24)
A2  ac 2 (l'v 2 ) [1 + u.L1=>• de

A2 7__ I I
2(t/a)

2 + 8(1-V
2 ) a

(18) This last equation may be rewritten - "...
quite easily in the following form

3 (v2)
A3  - -a 3 (]- 2 . f(A 2 ,A3  .. .. ,)"

4 8 ( t / a ) 2 .+ 7 2 ( 1 - v 2 ) e d e 
"(- " -3' 0

(25)

The r4eaining coef.icients vanish, i.e.,

A4 "-AS n " • " An 0.- (19)

or, solving for N, we have
However, these terms do not vanish' if 0
the linearization is not carried out,
as will be shown later. Unfortunately, N a f(A 2 ,A 3 , . . .,An~e). (26)
the amount of algebraic manipulation
associated with including uquared and . ,,...
crosa product terms grows enormously as Wood has found in his linearized .- .'

moce tetms in the Fourier expansions analysis (4) that-Equation (26) becomes ..

are taken. This difficulty is greatly
lessened by use of symbolic manipulation 2
system such as MACSYMA. E) 2" -2

It is useful to derive a general 2a 6(v2)"
form for the moment-curvature relation .. ..v2 .

of the shell. We have seen earlier
that the coefficients A can be expressed , 2 "
as functions of the curvature parameterl + 2 ( 2 +
hence, the potential energy V may be 2'-•
written " %
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+ 4 (2-v) a - 2v2 expressions for the function to be
2 (27) minimized (in this case the potential

energy) and its first derivatives with
respect to the independent variables

r 1 (A2,. . . ... AS, e). We show that
3(1-v 2 (1 + (-)a) both algorithms give excellent

agreement with the "exact* moment-
C(t/a) 2 + 4(1-V 2)a curvature results calculated through

MACSYMA-generated expressions. Thus in
situations where it may not be

2 a1 practical to solve.directly for a
+ 5 (v . moment-curvature relation, useful and24(t/a)2 + 36(1-•2); accurate numerical results can be .;." :obtained by direct minimization so long

as expressions for the potential energy -
Equation (27) may be written, for functional and its derivatives can be
convenience, in the simpler form obtained.

M clC + c2C3 + c 3 C5 . (28) RESULTS , •.. S ,

By use of the MACSYMA symbolic
Note that peak moment vslues are manipulation system, quadratic and
readily found corresponding to roots of cross-product displacement terms can
the quartic given by easily be retained in .the energy

expression (Equation (3)) and the
necessary algebraic operations carried

c3 + 3c 2
2. + C1  0. (29) out. To do this by hand would prove to ,

he a formidable task, even for a few
terms in the Fourier' expansions. Such

Since Equation (29) has four possible routine mathematical operations as -
roots, the root desired must be real trigonometric reduction, expansion of
and positive. This value of c can products, differentiation, and
then be substituted in Equation (28) to integration can be done with MACSYMA.
get the corresponding peak moment. A further useful application of this
Other quantities of interest, such as tool, equation solving, is illustrated
the deformed cross section profile and in Appendix A.
stress and strain dependence on angle "

can also be generated at this peak A useful way to characterize the
moment value. shell response is to display its

moment-curvature behavior similar to
This,analysis has beer extended the generic curve given in Figure 11.

with the aid of MACSYMA to include the Two computational procedures are
ouadratic terms in vl and wl.which available: Direct generation of an
Wood neglected in his energy function, explicit equation* relating moment M and
It is shuwn also that Wood's entire the curvature parameter e; or direct
analysis can be reproduced by use of minimization of the total potential
MACSYMA. By including the qua6ratic energy expression hy numerical
terms previously neglected, we show minimization (.i.e.,-optimization)
that these terms have significant methods. MACSYMA-generated solutions
effects on the moment-cuvature behavior for the coefficients Al, . . .,An
of the shell. Explicit solutions, in have been obtained for the fully
algebraic form, are given for two, nonlinear energy expression. With
three, and four term trigonometric these coefficients, we can then compare
expansions of vI and wI (see plots of M(c) for Wood's linearized
Equation (4)). It turns out that the analysis with results from the present
coefficients A4 and A5 calculated in nonlinear analysis. This will show .-.
this case do not vanish as Wood found clearly whether neglecting the
in his linearized analysis. As an quadratic terms (as Wood did) affects
alternative to straight-forward solution the moment-curvature behavior. Figures
for the moment-curvature relationship 13 and 14 show respectively comparisons
through the use of MACSYMA, two of M(M) for Wood's analysis with the
different gradient method-based present analytical results for moderate
optimization algorithms are applied internal and external pressure (300 .,,,.. .,.

directly to the potential energy psi). The shell is made of steel and
functional. These alqorithms were has dimensions typical of a submarine
designed for the minimization of pressure hull. The curVes for the
nonlinear unconstrained multivariate fully nonlinear analyses (two, three,
functions. They require only explicit and four-term Fourier expansions) are
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very nearly the same; hence, all three Descent Method in performance while
curves appear to coalesce to a single resembling "he Newton-Raphson method as
line (upper curves in Figures 13 and the minimum is approached (8]. The
14). Computations for the nonlinear second algorithm is based on the
cases were done with the MACSYMA code conjugate gradient method. In this
listed in Appendix B. Additional case, the procedure is to seek the
comparisons like those in Figures 13 minimum by successive linear sedrches
and 14 can be found in f6] for other along mutually conjugate directions.
pressure values and shell geometries. Of course a major task then becomes the

generation of sets of such directions.
As an alternative to explicit The particular implementation used here

generation of the moment-curvature is one due to Shanno [91. As is shown
equation, the energy expression for the in [6), both algorithms were first "put
system can be minimized directly through their paces" by testing them
through Lse of a numerical optimization against suitably difficult functions;
technique. In this case, of course, we both were found to be satisfactory.
must forego seeing the explicit FORTRAN routines were then written,
algebraic solution form and must built around MACSYMA-generated FORTRAN
instead settle for "approximate" coding for the energy expression, and
answers, albeit with a controllable coupled with the, CONMIN subroutine to
accuracy. The purpose here is to compute moment-curvature results
demonstrate that in those cases of similar to the previous "exact
nonlinear shell analysis where even the solution" procedure.
assistance of a tool such as MACSYMA is
not completely effective in obtaining Moment-curvature plots, similar to"exact" solutions, extremely accurate Figures 13 and 14, were computed for
numerical results can be easily be the same shell geometry but for an
gotten if the energy functional can at internal pressure of 3000 psi by-use of
least be generated.. This situation both algorithms. Results for the
could arise in the present work, for conjugate gradient and variable metric
example, if a large number of Fourier methods are shown in Figures 15 and 16,
expansion terms were desired or if the respectively. The -upper line in both
underlying shell theory formulation was figures was generated from the exact -
made more complex. We will, without solution for M(c) discussed earlier
loss of generality, illustrate this while the triangles represent the
approach -for only the simplest of the discrete points where the algorithms -.

Fourier expansions (i.e., two terms); supplied approximate values. Both
more terms could easily be accomodated algorithms gave excellent agreement
but with a greater expenditure of with Ehe exact solution, typically to
computer time in performing the MACSYMA three or four digits' accuracy on
manipulations. moment values. Further calculations of '_"___

this kind are given in [6). It is S
Tiio gradient method-based expected that the excellent performance-

algorithms have been used to minimize ubtained for the simple two-term
the energy functional. Both are expansion carries over to the higher
designed to minimize ouite general expansions as well. In general, in -. _
nonlinear unconstrained multiaat both the test problems and in the
functions. At present V, the total moment-curvature calculations, the ,
potential energy functional, is the conjugate gradient method required more'
objective function for which a global -function evaluations (of V and its
minimum is sought for given moment and partial derivatives), that, is, more
pressure. The minimum is found ty computer time, than the variable metric
systematically adjusting c and the method to converge to a solution. .
-coefficients Ah until V is
minimized. The user must supply
explicit expressions for V and its CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
first partial derivatives with respect WORK.
to g,A 1 , . . .,An. Also, reasonable
starting values must be supplied for A new methodology has been
these parameters from which the developed for the solution of
algorithms begin with iterative search geometrically nonlinear shell problems
for the minimum of V. Both-algorithms and is- illustrated by application to
are conveniently contained within the the specific case of a large deformation
FORTRAN subroutines CONMIN developed by analysis of a thin elastic circular
Shanno and Phua (7]. cylindrical shell- subjected to pure

bending and pressurization. We have 0
The first algorithm incorporates a shown that a symbolic manipulation

variable metric technioue, i.e., language, such as MACSYMA, is a powerful
initially, it resembles the Steepest analytical tool. The massive algebraic"
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work attendant with nonlinear shell The analysis can also be extended
work is greatly expedited with the aid to include stretching of the shell
of such tools. It is demonstrated that middle surface, influence of the axial
two optimization algorithms (one dimension (i.e., three dimensional ,
conjugate gradient, one variable analysis), the presence of stiffeners,
metric) originally designed for or plasticity effects. Again, the
minimization of nonlinear unconstrained strain energy functional may turn out ... _
multivariate functions can be used to to be very nonlinear, including
compute extremely accurate results non-smooth behavior if plasticity rules

'where MACSYMA-generated explicit are invoked; but practical solutions
solutions may be impractical. The may be computed by treating the problem
function minimized in this case is the as one in constrained minimization, or . .
total potential energy of the shell and if need be, an equivalent succession of
external loads, unconstrained problems.

Several assumptions and limitations
are inherent ih the shell analysis REFERENCES
considered here. The main assumptions
are that: (1) The possibility for 1. Bannister, K. A., "Whipping
bifurcation (buckling) from the Analysis Techniques for Ships and 4_1

nonlinear deformation states leading up Submarines,* The Shock and
to the limit moment is omitted; *(2) Vibration. Bulletin, Bulletin 50,
Initial imperfections, or deviations Part 3 (September, 1980): 83-98.
from the true circular form, arf not
considered; (3) The shell is infinitely 2. Brazier, L. G., "On the Flexure of
long and thus all cross sections deform Thin Cylindrical Shells and Other
the same way (also the influence of end, Sections, Proceedings of the
boundary conditions are neglected; and Royal Society of London, Series A
(4) The additional displacements vl, CVXI (1927): 104-14.
wI are assumed to be inextensible.
These effects can all be considered by 3. Brush, D. 0.. and Almroth, B. 0.,
reformulating the analysis from the Buckling of Bars, Plates, and
start. It was felt that the complexity Shells, New York: McGraw-Hill,
associated with analyzing these effects 1975.
would unnecessarily obscure the. purpose
here which is to illustrate clearly a 4. Wood, 3. D. "The Flexure of a
new methodology. Of these assumptions, Uniformly Pressurized, Circular,
perhaps the most important to relax in Cylindrical Shell," Journal of
extending the work, is the assumption Applied Mechanics 25 (1958):
concerning bifurcation. Other 453-58.
investigators have pointed out that
bifurcation into a pattern of axial 5. Sokolnikoff, I. S., Mathematical
wrinkles on the compression side of the Theory of Elasticity, New York:
shell occurs just before the limit McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1956.
moment. In real shellt, this wrinkling
behavior is greatly affected by the " 6. Bannister, K. A. "Large Defor-
presence of imperfections. Also, mation Analysis of a Cylindrical
material nonlinearity (plasticity) may Shell Under Pure Bending and
become important as the wrinkles Pressurization," Ph.D Dissertation,
increase in amplitude. The Pennsylvania State University,

, ~~1983. ...

There are several avenues for'
further research. Clearly, the entire . . Shanno, 0. F., and Phua, 9. H.
subject of shell buckling anaylsis can. "Remark on Algorithm 500:.
benefit from the introduction of tools minimization of Unconstrained
such as MACSYMA--this applies to finite Multivariate Functions."
element-type work as well. An Association for Computing '-
interesting alternative to starting Machinery Transactions on
with the displacement-based energy Mathematical SOftware 6, No. 4
approach of Brazier and Wood is to (December 1980): 618-22.
begin with strains as discussed by " 7.
Reissner. This would allow the use of 8. Shanno, D. F., and Phua, K. H.,
spries of polynominal functions such as "Matrix Conditioning and Nonlinear
Legendre or Chebyshev polynominals. In Optimization," Mathematical %
fact, Chehyshev polynominals appear Programming 14 (1978): 149-60.
very attractive for this application as
they are known to possess certain
optimal properties.
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9. Shanno, D. F., "Conjuqate Gradient 10. Mathiah Group, MACSYMA Reference
Methods-with Inexact Searches," Manual Version 10, Massach~usetts
Mathematics of Operations Research Institute of Technology, Laboratory
3 (1978): 244-56. for Computer Science, Cambridge,

Massachusetts, 1982.
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DISCUSSION Mr. Bannister: No, I did not consider those
depths.

Voice: The triangle eam* to stop at the end of
the curve.

Mr. Bannister: It tuius out that the last point *:". -
I shoved is very close to peak. In fact I had
hoped to find the actual peak value, but . .. .
unfortunately, time ran out at that point, and I
us not able to do that. But I think it could
be easily done by bracketing and going beyond
the peek and then going beck and forth. This is
something that I hope to do later.

Voice: The depth of your explosive charge was
30 mters. What happens to the radiation
damping if the depth of the charga goes dun to
the depth of the bubble? How does that affect
the hull whipping?

Mr. Bannister: You mean if the depth of the
bubble is very large?

Voice: No. Suppose the sam explosive charge
was deeper, say 500 meters or 1000 meters. Hno
does that affect your whipping analysis?

Mr. Bannister: I showed seom results like that
in an earlier paper, the 50th Shock and
Vibration Bulletin, but at a shallower depth.,
The bubble frequency goes way up. I would say
it is vary fast and very high frequency,
particularly at 1,000 meters, ...

Voice: Now does the bubble load the target?

Mr. Bannister: There are two effects. There is

the radial oscillation that the bubble ,'.
contributes to, and there is also the upward
mftiatlon. At great depth migration is
minimal. So all you have is the very high, %
frequency oscillation. Also, because the
whipping response of the target us lly involves
as low as four or five modes of Vi ration,, there
is a problem with the tuning betwe u these nodes
and the high frequency bubble moti n. .
Therefore, you get very low whippi amplitudes.

Voice: Null whipping occurs at t lower end of
the spectrum.

Mr. Bannister: That is correct.

Voice: Would the whippiug damage he target?

Mr. Bannister: When you get to a ituation
where you have high frequency bubb e loedingc,
then the problem comes in predicti notion
because you have'to have higher a higher modes
in the whipping model. After abou the tenth
node you will have trouble with this particular
model that I used, which was a si ple lumped ,%%-
mass elastic beam model.

Voice: As you go deeper, you might have the 'C.. ""
effects of radiation damping.' Di you analy.e
for the effects of the greater depthe?

*... .; . . '_
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APPENDIX A

APPLICATION OF MACSYPA TO ROOT-FINDING

Brazier's analysis f21 leads to an ,.ais is a MACSYMA 303
Euler eouation for the circumferential
displacement.component v in the FIX303 I DS0K PACSYW being loaded
following form Loading done

(CI) EOU:R**6÷2*R**4+R**2;

d6v + 2 d 4 v + d2 v (P1) R6 + 2R4 + *2
d# 6  d# 4  d(#2,

(A-I) (C2) SOLVE(EOUR) -

SOLVE FASL DSIK MACSYm being loaded
18a 5  Loading done

sin 2*- (D2) 1 % .I, R % II, R - 01
p2t2

After a preliminary message, the
The solution to Eouation (A-I) can righthand side of the characteristic
easily be obtained by the theory of equation is input to MACSYMA on the
ordinary differential equatiors, but it line (Cl) and is stored in the variable
is instructive to employ MACSYMA in named EOU. After this point, any
obtaining the homogeneous solution. referencO to EOU is equivalent to
Although MACSYMA can solve ODE's by the referencing the polynominal expression
Laplace Transform method, it turns out in P. In line (Dl), MACSYMA merely
that sixth-order differential equations plays back* or displays the contents
exceed the present capability. of LOU in standard algebraic format.
However, by inspection we can write On line (C2), PACSYMA is instructed to
down the characteristic eouatlon for solve for the roots of the R-expression;
(A-l) as it is assumed EOU w A in this case.

After pri tinq a brief message
concerning loading of files to perform

p6 +'2R4 .+P7 -• 0 '(A-2) the root search, the roots are computed
and then art displayed on line (D2).N ote that MACS¥MA uses the convention ••

which obviously has the repoated rootses..-

%I . . (A-4)
P.0

IA-3)
Having found the roots, the homogeneous

t -_ . 'solution can he written

MACSYMA can be used to obtain the same v(#) 0 (B1 + 020) + (3 3 B4#})cOS#
rots. The input commands and replies
to thea.e commands are shown next, (A-5)

+ (B5 8 6$ sin#.
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APPENDIX B

LISTING OF MACSYMA CODE USED TO GENERATE NONLINEAR SOLUTION
FOR THREE-TERN FOURIER EXPANSION

N:3$
MATCHDECLARE(ZZTRUE) S
DEFR'JLE(R1,SIN(ZZ) ,O)$
DEFRULE(R2,COS(ZZ) ,O)$
EBOTH (XX,YY) :=BLOCK ( RESULT),
RESULT:TRIGREDUCE(EXPAND(XX) ,YY),
RESULT:APPLY1 (RESULT,Rl,i02),
RETURN (RESULT)) $
ARRAY(AA,1O) $
V:VO.V1$
W:WO+W1+WBARS
D: (A-W)*COS(PHI)-V*SIN(PHI)$
DD:D*OS
VO:VVO*SIN(PHI)S
WO:iW.O*COS(PHI) S
WBAR:WWDARS
V1:OS
W1:O$
V1:vl+SUN(AAfl)*SIN(I*PHI),I.2,N)$

V:EV(V)$
W: EV(CW) S
D: EV D) S
DD:EBOTH(EV(DD) ,P141)S
cmrI(DIFF(W,PHI,2)+DIFF1V,PHI))/(A*A)$
U1I:DC*EBOTH(CH'I*CHI,PHI)*AS
ST: E*DEPS/AS
SP:os
STB:E*AL/2$
SPB:E*AL$
ET: DEPS/AS
EP: -NU*DEPS/A$
FTSB:ALO(1-2*NU)/2$
EPS:AL*(2-NU)/2$
U?! DD*E'EP5*2/A**2*ATS
U31:0$
LAX :SPBEPB'A'TS
USItSTB*ETB*A*T
U6X :EBOTI4(STB*ET*A*T,Pt'!)$
U71:AT*EBOTH(SPBEiP,PH!)S
U!: (UlI4U21+U31+U41.USJ)/24U6!.U71S
U:2*%PI-U!S
TT?:(AL*ET/A)'IPI/2)*((AWU*EPS)[2-SUN((I'*4-X'2)*AAfZIJ"2,
I. 2.N)) S
WW:A4'EPS/A$

V: U-TT- WWS
STORE( IKBAN,ENEIRGY,DSK,USERS4J ,V,WU1ZU21,
U31,U41 .U5X,U6r,U71,TTWW,V,W,ST,SP,STB,
SPB, ETEPETB, EPB, N)
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Figure 11. Moment-Curvature Behavior an Predicted by Linear
(St. Venant) Theory and Large Deformation
XBrazier-type) Theory
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Figure 12. 'grazier's Oval Ization Mode for the Circular
Cylindrical Sh._.l in Pure Bending
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WATER IMPACT LABORATORY AND FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER AFT SKIRT: .

D. A. Kross
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama

N. C. Murphy
United Space Boosters, Inc.

Huntsville, Alabama

E. A. Rawls ...... ..
Chrysler Corporation

New Orloans, Louisiana

A series of water impact tests has been conducted using full-
scale segment representations of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket
Booster (SRB) aft skirt structure. The baseline reinforced
structural design was tested as well as various alternative .. t
design concepts. A major portion of the test program consisted
of evaluating foam as a load attenuation material. Applied
pressures and response strains were measured for impact veloci-
ties from 40 feet per second (ft/s) to 110 ft/s. The structural
configurations, test articles, test results, and flight results
are described.

INTRODUCTION with the sixth flight set of boosters
being the first with a complete comple-

A significant cost saving feature ment of reinforcements. Thiese boosters
of the Space Shuttle launch vehicle is contain about 1,000 lb of aft skirt ring ..-. ,.-
the recovery, retrieval, refurbishment, reinforcements. As structural modifi-
and subsequent reuse of its two SRB's. cations were being develop-d, a parallel
To date, SRB hardware value at over 450 effort was started with the objectives
million dollars has been successfully of quantifying the effect of these de-
retrieved. This demonstrates that the sign improvesnents ar•a identifying alter-
overall SRB recovery approach of first native, more cost eifective means of
decelerating the booster by deployment solving the aft skirt water impact damage
of parachutes and thien entering the problem. The primary results obtained
ocean in a tail-'first attitude is sound., frcm-the-test program portion of this
The majority of the primary structural evaluation effort will be discussed here-
elements of the boosters have sustained in.
only minor damage due to water impact. 0
In the case of-the SRB aft skirt, however,
major structural damage has been experi- STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION
enced. Specifically, the aft skirt
internal stiffener rings have been The general SRB configuration at
cracked and, on occasion, have had.por- water impact is illustrated in Figure 1.
tions completely blown off due to the Each booster weighs approximately 166K
tremendous water impact pressures. lb when it impacts-the water tail-first

at a nominal vertical ve1.ocity of 88 ft/s.
Subsequent to the first Shuttle The aft skirt of each SRB contains three

launch, efforts-were initiated to de- internal stiffener rings as shown in
sign, fabricate, and install structural Figure, 2. Detail dimensions are given ..- ,..,o.

reinforcements to the Ga? aft skirt in- in Figure 3 for the three baseline de-
ternal stiffener rings. Due to manu- sign rings as well as a new proposed ".:.."
facturing schedule and installation candidate mid-ring design. The aft skirt
accessibility constraints, these reinfor- is constructed of 2219-T87 aluminum with
cements were added in varying degrees a skin thicknes •varying from 0.42 to •, . ,'. .-.. ,.4 .. ,.
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ET ATTACH CAVITY COLLAPSE CAVITY COLLAPSE
RING STIFFENER STUBS STIFFENER RINGS

WEIGHT AT IMPACT ='166 K LBS
PITCH INERTIA, 8.7 x 106 SLUG-FT2

CASE SEGMENT
JOINT (10 PL)

[146.0 DIA.

-206.2

I I I
1315 1511 11930

FIGURE 1
S RB WATER IMPACT CON47-GIJGRATVON ;;!;•;;-

at each stiffener which had no previous
gusset. In addition, clips were added

KIC •RING •between the ring web and ring flanges.

FULL SCALE AFT SKIRT SEGMENT TEST PROGRAM

/ * 2U.2* As part of the aft skirt structural
modification evaluation, a series of

7 water impact tests was conducted using
full-scale SRB aft skirt segment test

10 RiO6 •articles. The primary objectives of
these tests were as follows:

o Obtain applied pressures and
associated structural dynamic strain re-
sponse data at full-scale water impact
conditions.

o Evaluate effects of foam and
S•I foam contour shape on the dynamic re- ..
POST (4) sponse.

o Assess effects of removing
selected structural ring reinforcements
such as clips and gussets.

Atr Rim o Study a proposed mid-ring alter-
native design.

, ~SRB AFT SKIRT GEOMETRYSFIGURE 2' o Test the aft ring segment to
FIGURE 2 failure.

to 0.50 inch and contains integrally
milled internal stiffeners located every Two test articles were used in this
50 circumferantially. The original first test program. The first simulated a ...-..

,flight boosters hd gussets located be- segment of the aft skirt mid-ring struc- * "...-.
tween the rings and aft skirt stiffeners ture, whereas the second test article
located at every third stiffener (150). represented'a full-scale segment of the
Subsequently, for strength improvement aft ring structure. Both test articles .
purposes, additional gussets were added were constructed of 2219-TS7 aluminum

" :-~*'.'1:i
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material and included flight-type mech- Instrumentation consisted of press-
anical fasteners between the ring, clips, ure, strain, and accelerometer measure-
gussets, and skin structure. The mid- ments. The mid-ring test specimen had
ring test specimen, shown in Figure 4, 12 pressure transducers, 3 accelerometers,
consisted of a wedge-shaped structure 57 uniaxial strain gauges, and 28,rosette
which represented a 150 arc segment of strain gauges installed for a total of
the aft skirt, but without curvature. 153 channels of data. The aft ring test
Located approximately half-way up on one article contained '12 pressure trans-
side of the edge was a full-scale aft ducers, 3 accelerometers, 27 uniaxial
akirt mid-ring segment configured with strain gauges, and 31 rosette strain
structural reinforcements similar to gauges for a total of 135 data measure-
the current baseline SRB design. The ments. On each individual test, however,
other side of the wedge cont.Aned an- only 130 channels of data, in addition to
alternative candidate design Lor the time code, were recorded. S
mid-ring. The skin pjnels were flight
design configured to include the inte- The SRI aft skirt segmient water in-
grally milled stiffeners above and below pact test program, was conducted at the **"*"- "-"
the mid-ring. The test article weighed Hydroballistic Facility of the Naval
approximately 725 lb. The aft ring test Surface Weapons Center located in White
article represented a 300 arc segment of Oak,.Maryland. An air gun launch system
the aft ring/skirt skin/stiffener con- was used to accelerate the test article
figuration, but, again without curvature, to the desired .'iitial impact velocities
As shown in Figure 5, the aft ring seg- which ranged ' 40 to 110 ft/s. In-
ment included boththe original gussets, strumentatic,, . ailing wires and arresting
which were present on every third string- cables were' attached between the test
er on the first .flight boosters, and the article and the tank structure. A total
smaller gussets, which were added for of !0 mid-ring and 25 aft ring tests
additional support at every vacant wexd performed.
stringer location. The aft ring test
article weighed 435 lb.

• •-•*'.*.'..'.9
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MID-RING TEST RESULTS

The mid-'ring segment test condition,

tions in impact velocity, impact angle, '•'":'"
foam shape, and structural configuration,.°.,._.::5
The impact angle coordinate system is

s defined such that a negative angle corre-
sponds to tilting the wedge side with the
baseline design ring segment down toward'
the water. Foam contour shapes that were
tested are shown in Figure 6. The foam.
used was a 2.7 Ib/ft density sprayable

' Instafoam. Two types of structural modi-
fications were tested in addition to the
fully reinforced configuration, The V.-Z

first consisted of removing the Xnboard -
and outboard clips near stiffener 2 and

All 3 on the baseline 'design ring and re-
"- moving the gussets at' stiffener 2 and 3

on the new design' ring. The second
structural modification included those

made on the first plus the removal of
gussets at sti'ffener.2 and 3 on the -baseline design ring. .. ••_

onThe effects of initial entry angle
on pressures are shown in Figure 7 for
both the baseline design ring and new .% .
design ring. Maximum pressures were

CAI= measured on the ring inner flange fol-
lowed by the ring web, ring ,outer flange,.
and, finally, the skirt skin which had

FIUME S. AFT RING TEST ART1OE C0~m:6ATIflm the lowest pressure values, as expected. .

90-,
%.- -



TABLE I
MID RING SEGMENT TEST MATRIX

TEST ARTICLE STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION

RUN4 v 0 FOAM _______ASELIKý .4114 DESPGN NEW RING DESIGN
060. IFPSI (DEG) SHAPE INSOARO CLIPS OUTBUGARDCLIPS GUSSETS GUSSETS

T4 1 2 - 37IL 1 _17EI

10 22.16 0 NO ~ ONO9N

30 3041 .0
33 W01 N3oI O

17 30. - No

20 70F9 -8 No

MID RI4u MODE NoSIES.
ENTR AN.1E -4 II-ON

fl.t -

3Naou n.3 -0*D

40~~~~~~ 924-1 NOýW O

31011ENTR ANGL COMPARISON~uIIU

&Shun

eIcmplae, the we resr eprine

tianguar effect. iOMCNORsHMalsilo presen asM

illstrateeskith skignificant~s redutionl inm"m o
pressurven ring thde, adtioe asofcfam.ted

Shngane skin thtpressures anrealoer For NEW RIG

thes attulr case.t Figureso presentas the
shown~~~IU inli Fiue8 Thsfgueas
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effect of foam on measured pressures for
flow the new dssiqn ring. It should also be

*u5SS au m noted that, in ,:eneral, the pressures
fees",MINOMIG experienced by 6he new design ring are

•A -4m. lower on the inner flange area than for
the baseline design ring at comparable
initial conditions.

Relative maximm normal stress
levels are plotted as a function of
"initial impact velocity in Figure 10.
The addition of foam is seen to signi-
ficantly reduce the peak stresses and
foam contour Shape I is superior to
Shape II in reducing stresses. Figure
11 illustrates the relative stress dis-
tribution through the ring with and
without foam. The rintw web experiences
the highest stresses, whereas the gusset - 0
stresses are lowest for the no foam"UNondition. 'With the addition of foam,

N SN the peak stresses occur in the inner
"and outer caps of the ring.

The effects of removing selected
Ian structural reinforcements from the mid-

ring segment test Prticle are present.edI in Figure 12. These results indicate
that removal of four clips increases

,. I the stresses from 10 to 30 percent,
whereas removing the four clips and two

o , gussets causes an additional increase of
20 to 70 percent. A comparison of
stresses betweenthe baseline desicn and

s'. -, . & the new design rings without foam is *0
given in Figure 13. In general, the
baseline design ring stresses are at
least double those experienced by the "- "
new design ring.

V.*

AFT RING TEST RESULTS

MID RING MOEL PRESUiES The aft ring segment t-est conditions
FOW/• FOAM COARISON are summarized 'in Table 2. In addition

to varying foam contour shapes, different
NEW Ma 098M combir.ations of foam and cork were test.ed

NMVY,*NGLE: 0 ON. as illustrated in Figure 14. The cork
had been applied to the flight booster
aft ring for thermal protection prior to
identifying foam as a load attenuating

0 USU""s medium. Therefore, cork was included in
&O~UnUhm the test program to assist in evaluating

flight-type configurations. Also, the
foam application method was varied be-
tween layered and poured. The layered'

Stechnique consisted of spraying approxi-
mately one-inch-thick laminations, where-
as the poured method used a single spray
application with melds to define the
shape.

Peak pressures are shown in Fig-
urv 15 as a function of impact velocity -
for the no foam configuration. maximum" # -- • ...- " "values over 4,000 psi were measured atWIAOIYWrMIO the higher velocities. A comparison of

peak pressures with various foam shapes

92
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"TABLE 2
AFT RING SEGMENT TEST MATRIX

STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION
RUN VCLIPS 2 GUSSETS F O

1: 112 1314 151 1 1 1 2 13 1 4 15 l

1 37.9 0 NO ,-- OFF- - - N
2 7.7 NO NO

, 3 S7.7 V L
I4 57.0 V P

5 66.4 V P
""7 80.1 V P

ai $8.4 v e
, 90.0 v L15 117.7 Vl

2 5 V:I21 9644.,7 v,, L c22 38.8 NO NO ON ON OFF OFFONON

23 57.6 NO No
25 57.6LIx L

26 79.7 IX L

31 78.4 IX L
32 79.3 Ix PS
34 80.0 Ix L"
36 65.2 Ix, L ON ON OFF OFF ON ON
39 63.0 -10 IX L ON -

"41 . 1.4 0 IX L I
42 80.2 0 NO NO
43 88.0 I
44 100.7 L _ _ __"

A4 111.3 o N NO - OF --FF--------"I

AFT RING FOAM CdIT0UI SHAPE LWFINITIO• FIGURE 15"_61 AFT RING PISSVES."
NO FOAIM

"SHAPE V SAPE VIII IJ, o An G u - rS
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m m 1 *0:0
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FIGURE 17
is presented in Figure 16. It is seen FULL SCALE SEGMENT RING PRESSURES
that a significant reduction in press-
ures occurs with any of the foam con-
tours tested. As expected, the convex
contour Shape V is superior to the -4 -. 6" stc
other shapes. The present flight con- : : :- ; :: : : -+---4---•
figuration closely resembles Shape VII
which indicates that the anticipated
peak pressure is between 175 to 250 psig
on the aft ring web. It is noted that
the external contours of Shape V and a I-.m c
Shape VII are similar, yet the peak :
pressures for Shape V are lower. This :
is most likely due to the presence of aft.
the incompressible cork in the Shape
VII configuration, which does not act N.1
as a load attenuator as the highly SOW,,i
compressible foam does.

FIGJM 16
AIF 11U6 HMa PESSs

FOW SeWW COWilISM

influence on the maximum stresses withew, ~Shapes V and VII proving to be the best. .1.,71Strain time histories measured on a gun- *i.set and inner flange are presented in
Figure 19. The peak strain amplitudes

are seen to be significantly reduced,'
the response frequency lowered, and the

ON IOringout-type response eliminated with
the addition of foam.

- 'a" Relative peak stress levels for
S'a various aft ring structural configura-

tions without foam are shown in Figure
20. The removal of some of the clips

r 21D and gussets tends to reduce the maximum
* * * - U - stresses since additional flexibility

is being introduced. The area of the
__ •aft ring between gussets did experience

somewhat higher stresses when the clips
and gussets were removed, but this was
not nearly as significant as the stress
reductions noted in the area of the

v VON ex gussets.

One of the objectives of the air *
A comparison'of pressure time ring segment water impact test program was

histories with and without foam is to increase the impact velocity until a
shown in Figure 17. The amplitudes are. structural failure occurred. This was "
seen to be reduced and the frequency of accomplished at a velocity of 110 ft/s
the applied shock load is lowered with with the primary failure occurring in
the addition of foam. the outboard flange as illustrated in

Figure 21. A similar failure was ex-
Maximum relative normal stresses perienced on the third flight of an .',. *

through the aft ring segment are SRB during water impact at the same
summarised in Figure 18. The differ- velocity. This higher impact velocity
once between the poured and layered was due to a failed main parachute.
application technique is seen to not
cause a significant difference in peak
stresses. Foam shape has a strong

\ '~95'



FIGJRE 18
AFT RING TEST MNM(L RELATIVE STRESS LEVELS
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I ]1 ~~FI6URE 19 ,;"'
FULL, StAllLE SEGMENT STRAINS

FLIGHT RESULTS are seen to vary greatly, which is in- .:.
dicative of a highly asymmetric cir-...-"

Foam was added to the SRB aft skirt cumferential distribution. Also, the ;.:.
rings beginning with the seventh flight exact amount and shape of foam present"-..
set of boosters. The foam contour at water impact is not accurately'known...
shape was similar to Shape I on the since the major portion of, foam is 1-14

S~mid-ring and Shape VII on the aft ring.. often missing when the, boosters are,-.
Although some foam was missing from the retrieved. ,.,
rings after SRB retrieval, post-fligh~t-.""'
inspections indicate that the majority ''"::
of foam was intact just prior to water SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ,,.,
impact. '".

In summary, a total of 45 water im- --
Flight instrumentation consisted • pact tests have been conducted on SRB .

of two pressure transducers located ' fullý-scale aft skirt ring segment test -7...
approximately 1800 apart on the aft, articles at impact velocities from'40 .••
mid, and forward rings of each booster. toii0 ft/s. Pressure and strain mess- .
These measurements were present start- urements were recorded• to evaluate the
ing with the seventh Space Shuttle applied loads and associated dynamic ••
launch (STS-7). Figure 22 contains structural response. Significant trends ¢•
some t:ypical-water impact pressure time have been identified and are presented *•;
history data obtained from the flights. herein.
Table '3 summarizes the flight results
obtained to date. The pressure values ,-,,

U.-
., ,L.~..-

C• '
0'
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1. ALL CLIPS *110 OMISTS IN
2. ALL CLIPS OUT, ALL OUSSITS IN
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TABLE 3
SRJ AFT SKIRT PRESSURES (PSIG) -

FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

r r ____________ FLIGHT AND SOO6;TR
AFT SKINT T-7 ST- ST"-5 s1T-11

RNLEFT RIGHT LLcT RIGHT LEFT LEFT 111%V10

FWD - ÷Z 300 u6s 140 570 In 5"5 4W6"

FWD - -' 235 210 240 290 270 - .- ,-

MID - .7 270 475 J6I 126 On - 3115

MID - Z 275 290 106 460 216 sit 233

AFT - +Z 1"6 334 425 In6 2 0 -

AFT - -Z 125 so 220 260 led 284 14W

VV (FTiSEC) - U M n -a 110 l lOS

V" IFT/SWC) -1s - II 20 20 46 47 47

ROLL - (OEG) 106 160 210 20 46 315, I3"

The following conclusions may be 0 A structural failure occurred
drawn based on the results discussed on the aft ring outer flange and small
herein. gusset in a fashion similar to that

experienced on the STS-3 flight.
o Initial entry angle has a signi-

ficant effect on maximum pressures and o Flight results consisting of
stresses. For example, a change in pressure measurements indicate that the
angle of 9 degrees doubles the pressure aft skirt ring web pressure environment
and associated stress levels experienced is asymmetric circuinferentially and is,
by the baseline design mid-ring without it appears, highly dependent on the
foam. exact amount as well as shape of foam

present at water impact.
o The addition of foam to the

baseline design ring reduces the peak
pressures and dynamic stresses by 75 to
90 percent for both the mid- and aft
rings.

o Pressures and stresses increase
with velocity at a greater rate than the
commonly used velocity squared ratio.
For instance, the pressure and stress
values double with an increase in velo-
city from 80 to 90 ft/s.

o A convex foam shape is superior ,
to a relatively flat wedge shape from a .-
viewpoint 'of structural loads and re-
sponses. The convex shape reduces the
pressures and stresses on the baseline
ring by 50 percent.

o Removal of the structural re-
inforcement clips from the baseline
design mid-ring causes an increase in
maximum, stress levels up to a factor of
two. In the case of the aft.ring,, how-
ever, stress reductions were noted when
some clips -nd gussets were removed. .

98',
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AN OBJECTIVE ERROR MEASURE FOR THE COMPARISON OF %

CALCULATED AND MEASURED TRAŽ1SIE•T RESPONSE HISTORIES

Thomas L. Gaeea
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory

Palo Alto, California

A simple error measure is proposed for the objective'
comparison of a calculated transient response history
with its measured counterpart. The measure assigns a
single numerical value to the Aiscrepancy between the
two histories over a specified comparison period. Cos-.-
putation of the measure involves the integration in
time of squares and/or products of the calculated and
measured histories. Representative results are shown
for both idealized and actual response histories.

INTRODUCTION

Computar codes are now widely used to perform There is a vast amount of information involved,
response calculations for tr&nsiently excited .•.a a typical direct comparison of transient-
structures. Often, experiments are performed response calculations with corresponding exper-
to evaluate the accuracy of the calculations, izental data. Use of the comprehensive error-
which inevitably raises questions concerning factor oubstantielly reduces the comparison ef-
evaluation criteria. The criteria used to date fort. For example, a direct comparison of two
have generally teen subjective in nature, fo- different sets of medium-scale calculations
cusing on the size of nearly simultaneous with corresponding experimental data might re-
peaks, the magnitudes of pronounced oscilla- quire examination of three sets of 50 response
tions, apparent decay rates, and other general- historiLe, each with 200 time steps needed ,for
appearance characteristics. The impreciseness adequate response resolution; such a comparison -
of these urtteria has made it difficult to in- therefore, would involve the assimilation of
corporate them into systematic evaluations and, 30,O00,data points. Use of the comprehensive
as a result, to establish consensus'positions. error factor reduces the number of data points

to be assimilated from 30,000 to 100.
This paper describes a simple, objective error

Smeasure for assessing the discrepancy between
a calculated and a measured transient respo,ise COMPREHENSIVE ERROR-FACTOR
history. The measure is based on two "corre-
spondenct histories", each of which involves Consider the temporal functions
the integration In time of squares and/or pro-
ducts of computed and measured response histo-
ries. These correspondence histories possess T
ttde following attributes: Ocm(T.c) f , c(t+t) m(t) dt

I. Each approaches a constant value at ,let ()-
time,

2. One is sensitive to magnitude, but insen- T
sitive to phase, discrepancy, 2 (T,:) f c

2
(t+,) dt

3. One is sensitive to phase, but insensitive - -

to magnitude, discrepanct:.

The first attribute allows one to 'compare two where c(a) and m(t) are piecewtae continuous
response histories on the,babis Of two numbers, functions of time. it is usually ionvenient to %'.%
The second and third' attributes assure that define c(t) and m(t) such'that they are zero
these numbers discribe orthogonal discrepan- for t < 0, in which case the lower limits of % '
cies, which allows one to construct a single these integralsare sero and -% for % > 0, and *

"comprehensive error-factor' by the vector ad- are both !rI for r < 0. In, terms of the func-
dition of a "magnitude error-factor' and a, tions of .(1) the "correspondence histories"
"phase error-factor'., G(Tc) and H(T,v) are defined by the relations 0.

. ~~~~9, ..



%

0 2 (T,-) In addition, if is the value of v at which
GC(T,1) [ << T)Ec(r) reaches Its minimum, the magnicude andG 

2
(TT,) phase error-factors are given as

(2)

0•,(T -0 em ) -P I ) (6)lH2.'r,,)llc, << fr "P P )
2T) c2T,-0 0 2 (T.O)I1/

2 " P P

Equation 5 defines the comprehensive error-
factor for the comparison of a calculated re- • ,

where c(t) is a calculated response history, sponse history with Its experLientnl counter-
m(t) is the correspotiding measured response part. For an ensemble of N such comparisons,
history, and T is the (generally uncertain) de- one may calculate an average comprehensive
lay hetween starting times for the two histo- error-factor as
ries. As shown below, G(T,T) is sensitive to
magnitude diacrepancy between c(t) and m(t),
but is not sensitive tc. phase discrepancy be-
tween the two. In contrast, HI(T,T) is sensi- :r N ! (e)dn
tive to phase discrepancy, but is not sensitive n-l
to ragnitude discrepancy.

If both G(T,c) and H(T,T) are virtually con- Because the (ec)n are all positive, this en-
stant between the times T/2 and T, where semble average is not undermined by the can-
0 4 T 4.f, it is reasonable to calculate. the cellation of positive and negative contribu-

"correspondence averages- tLons. This alleviates the need to calculate 6" -

and interpret hLgher-order statistical quantL- g
ties, such as standard deviations, although
such quantities may be worth calculating in

"- 'f G(T,r) dT , some situations. Similar ensemble average e-.
Tand i may also be calculated; the former is

Shelpful in assessing whether the calculAted re- . -"

sponse histories in a particular ensemble tend
(3) to overestimate or underestimai. ttaLr se&-

) 2 T sured couuterparts.
") f HM(T,) dT -Sf/2 zcszo :-

T/2 DISCUSSION

The comprehensive error-factor defined In (5)
from which one can readily compute the magni- assigns a single numerical value to the dis-
tude, phase and comprehensive error averages crepancy between i calculated. response history

and its measured counterpart. Information as
to the nsture of this discrepancy is provided

s() 5(0) - I E,(r) 0 1 • H() by the magnitude.and phase error-factors de-
' fined In (6);.

G(T,v) and X(Tr) are closely related to quan-

-2 _-2..1/2 titles comenly used in. time-serLes analysis0€() Is .0(= + E p (.01 (see, 0.. 111l). In 1.hie regstd, the former
might be terva. the "normalised energy hi 'story" --

for c(t) and the latter might be termed the
IAre unafeediby uoncethainboty radi. ng E 0"normalized correlation history" for c(t) and
are unoffected by uncertainty rept rin nals (t). Note that H(T.,)is defined such that
the polarities ofic(t),and e(t), 'It -is also its ntmerator and denominator are of the same
readily determined that i,(T) is virtuallz metric as thoe" of G(T,•); this is appropriate e
unaffected by uncertainty in T. but that Ep(C) for vector addition of k(r) and Ep(T) to ob-
may be substantially affected by such uncer- tain ic(T 15te (4)|.
tainty. Inasmuch as the comparision ,of two
transient-response histories should be unaf- Some interesting aspects of the preceding do-
fected by modest translations of those histor- velooment are discussed in the Appendix; they
Ls along the time axis, it is appropriate to may be stmerised as follows:
deflne the comprehensive error-factor as

1. (,+) * *c uT+v,-t) and 4c2(T,-) ,
Ac2(11.O0); the former Lndicates that It

"s e MI e ) matters little wlethar c(t) or W't) is
c .... shifted %y v in (2). as -<WT.
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2. The second relation in the preceding item. The comprehensive error-factor is the result of
may be used for efficient computation of many itcrations. The proposal for comparing

S2(Tr); ý(DcT,t) may be efficiently com- cs'culated and measured transienc response his-
puted as Ocm(T,r) - F-'{ZT(w)!T(-w)}, where tories on the basis of Integral functions ori-
F"1 denotes inverse Fourier trsnsformation, ginated with the author in 1978 [2]. O'Hara 7
and where ZT(M) and .r(w) are the Fourier [31 responded by pointing out the value of
•.ranaformas of c(t) and a(t), respectively, G(T.0) and HMOT,) as magnitude-sensitive and

both truncated at t - T. phase-sensitive correspondence measures, re-
spectively. This prompted the author (41 to

3. 0 4 U(T,i) 4 1 for any c(t) and m(t). formulate a comprehensive error measure as the
vector sum r•f a magnitude error mwasure and a

4. If c(t) - (I+e) m(t), where c > -I is a phase error measure and, noting the undesirable

constant, es - t, ep - 0 and thus ec -=el. dependence of H(T,%) on T, to introduce the er-
ror minimization operation of (5). Belsheim

5. If m(t) - sin 2nt for t ) 0 and c(t) - [5) proposed the Fourier-transformation tech-

(1+0) sin [2%(+y)t - $1 for t, */2Ic(1+y), nique of Aspect 2 in the interest of computa-
a .-e, e- - 0 and thus ec - Id for e > -1, tional efficiency. Finally, BSaladi and Barnes
yT << I and T2 >> 1. [61 hsve enhanced some of the author's inter-VT«1 n T .mediate results [71 and have applied the error-

6. If m(t) - sin 2%t for t > 0 and c(t) - (0+0) factor concept to ground-shock problems.

sin [2i(1+Y)t -$I for t )-*/2n(I+Y), e. - e,
a I and thus ec - (I + t

2
)

1
/

2 for e ) -1, This Iteration process has yet to converge,

>> I and T
2 >> 1. especially with respect to two rather arbitrary

aspects. The first of these is the averaging

7. A previously considered error measure is of C-(T,,r) and 1(T,t) over the latter half of

the root-sean-square error history Er(T,T), the comparison period T [see (3)). The second
defined as is the defirition of H(T,v) in (2) such that

its numerator and deno'.,,ator are ot the same

T22 metric as those of G(f,i); in a previoue itera-

r (T.-) [4m2(T,0)]P
1 f [c(t+i)0-(t),] dt tion, I(T,v) was defined as the present

"" (7) H
2
(T,t), which relaxes the requirement for tak-

ing the absolute value of the numerator. The
author hopes that the present paper will en-

It is informative to compare this with the courage analysts to use the comprehensive
magnitude-, phase- and comprehe.sive-error error-factor as a comparison tool and to pro-

histories, defined as (cf. (4)! pose further improvements in the muthodology.

Em(T, -) - G(T, t) - 1 Ep(T.1) -I - I4(T,%) IDEALIZED TRANSIENT, %ESPOMSE HIISTORIES

(8) It is informative to examine some magnitude,

( [:2 2 phase, comprehensive and root-mean-square
c (T,%) (T.) + t(T.0112 error-factors generated by a comparison of

idealised transient-response histories. Con--
sider, for example, the idealized measured re-

2 2,
For R (T,0) << 1 and K (T•,I) << , t spose history
readily shown that M(t) -'e, sin 2nt (10)

2(T') " 1 2(':) 4 4
Ep(?,i)' ),(T'i) ) 0 Imagine that a transient-response calculation

r c, is performed that is supposed to yield a result

(9) identical to (10); instead, however, the calcu-

lation yields

2 2

r c[ I+E(Tct)-tp(T,01. c(t) - 0.s aIt/0.8 sin,2xt (11)

,cu(To) 0 These two response histories are shown, along
with the associated error-factors, in Figure 1.
As woutld he expected, the phase error-factor is

hence Er(T,v) greatly exceeds Ec(Tv) due very small, the magnitude error-factor reflects %
to the terms of order unity, Z.(T,v) and both the smaller peak amplitude and more rapid
z V(T,0. This characteristic makes an decay of c(t) relative to m(t), and the root- -... .
ms-error factor given by or Er(;) too mean-square error-factor is only slightly lar- .%
stringent an error measure, as seen beolw., ger than the comprehensive error-factor. %.

.0, *o.,
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Imagine now that, another transitent-response

- -271calculation, which to suppoýsed to yield a
ant -27 result Identical to (10), produces instead
e 1%

-' p
a - 28% cW - at sin 1.6st (12)

p.or 34%
rThe response histories given by (10) and (12)

are shown, along with the associated error-
factors, In Figure 2e It Is seen that the sag-

* nitude error-factor vanishes and that the phase
error-factor to smell, too small, perhaps, for
sowe. The aforementioned previous Iteration In
which H(T,vt) was defined as the present R2 (T,)

c (t), would have given er c e - -0.09 for~this corn-
parison. Finally, the root-mean-square error-
factor seems unacceptably large as a measure of

- discrepancy for the visually satisfying agree-
ment exhibited byr the two histories.

Finally, imaine a third transient-response
calculation that produces, instead of (10),

C(t) - 1.2 0-ti1.2 *in 1.6%t (13)

This response history, along with (10) and the
associated error-factors, appear in Figu!-e 3.
Tt is saee that magnitude error is the dominant
contributor to comprehensive error, pha"e error

?igure 1. Idealized Response Histories with having been minimized by a suitable shift of
Amplitude and Decay Discrepancies c(t) In time. Visual comparison of the areas

beneath corresponding half-sine segments of the
two response histories lends support to the
magnitude error-factor shown, while the value
for the root-msan-squers, error-factor appears
too large.
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-~~~T 7- 7`77, *~

9ESPONSE HISTORIES FOR A HIMAMfWAJ TEST

Figures 4-7 show comparisons between calculated
and measured transient response histories asso-
ciated with a hardware test series. The fig- 0
ures are ordered In termse of increasing values11,4
of ec. Virtual constancy of G(T,v) and H(T,t)
during the latcer 'half of the comparison period 0
T was monitored through examination of the de-I -$
viat ional functions

HAX(G(T.;)} &) T T Li

21(t 14 r es -T C e -14%

Figure 5. Second Pair of Response Histories
- ruilu~A~JI T ~for a Hardwsre Test

None of these functions exceeded 0.12 for any, ~L
of these comparisons.

* a Ua - -277 ___

op . 207

a - 341 1* t -

3(t) c a. -

t) C(t)

Iij

I %

fo a~ HadaeTr o adwrTet
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This Appendix contains derivations of results .~ *-

COsUSO ummarized In the Discussion Section. above.%

in this paper, the comprehensive error-factor

dchas been Proposed ao a simple, objective ar- 0. *__~y) 0 (T+.4r
*ror measure for assessing the discrepancy be- musC
tween a calculated and a measured transielnt re-

- sponse history. This error-factor assigns a
single numerical value to the discrepancy ex- T
,ieting over a specified coaparsson period. In- .O (T,v) a (t+v)c(t)dt
formation regarding the nature of the discrep- me.
ancy is provided by the magnitude and phase
error-factors em and eP. which cons~tute or-
thogowial components of c. T+.,
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*2. 0m(T, ') F- .Z(A(W) p-I ,) ýP0 by definition, use of the positive
CIS_ square root proves the statement.

From (1):
4. c(t) - (1+e) m(t), 0 - 1

0ca (Ti) f c T(t+-)rmT(t)dt

• ci M(T,) -(1+0) MIS(T,r)
where the subscript T denotes truncation at

t - T. Now cT(t+x) may be vritten ar an
inverse Fourier transform to obtain, with c (T)
denoting the Fourier transform of cT(t), OC2(T.1!) - (1+E)2 %2(Tx)

f 1 * j1W(t+¶)
a (T,) -t - T( f We. d0 m.r(t)dt From No. 1, above, 0 a(Tv,) - . 2 (T+r,0); hence

cm 21 T.- ' .~i '

Interchange of 'the order of integration then
* yields 2 202(T+T,O)

Q2(T.%) =(l+e) 02(T,O)

- -a 2m

H (T,) * 1/2 1/2

But 
%2 (T+,or,) *02 (T•,0)

"fI mT(t)e jW:dt I u.T(t)eJ()dt - ('-W) But 0,.(T,0) - %2(T,O), so H(T,0) -. 1, which,
" .- - from No. 3, above, is the maximun value o.f

H(Tv), yielding the minimum value of Eo(Tv) -

I - H(Ti). Hence ¶ - 0 and

Hence

m a e, ep - 0, "c IEl

* (,)L f ZT(.)ýT(-*w)ýe W-Cd
5,6. a(t) w sin 2xt, t0O;

."" (t) • (+C) sin [2,x(l+y)t-$J, t)4/21t(!+y)

*-•. which proves the statement. . , t........ .

"3. 0 4 H(T,.) ( I '• 2(T.0) * f in2 2xt dt I T ( -inT

__6_ 22T.. f il% d I ---

Con.sider the quantity 0 2 (T,t) 4 * 2 (T+r,0)

*o * T,--.. c c
cT (t+÷) m(t) 1 T+ %+/ - . d t ; 0 " ( l • 2 f s, n 2 1 2 ( 4 , t , d

% 0 2 (T.!c) m2.(T.I) Ii(I

(1+ 2 T* - asinlic(14v)T*

"" (1) --gives I ; 2H
2

(T,.) + I ) 0, which yields
H2 (T,T) 4 1 and -4t2(T,v) ( 1. Hence, -because where ?* , -t.4.2*(4.
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I. 0(T.¶) (1+c) f sn[(1I~y)(t+¶T)"*I sin 2wtt dt .c*.:hi2CT)I u f, isted, > 1,then

to.R(,c <1

x~sn~it'From~ ~thtepreceding, if? T> 1, T >)-, T >>
6/2%(1+Y) bndt yT >< 1, the error-factors are,

T+ for t ;1 -1,

-coon 2:9yt'I sinf sec dt' . e

where t.' is the larger of v and */2 %(1+y). I,
Evaluation of this integral yieldi

Z. 2(Tv) for 12 (T,v) << I andI T,)<I
20(~ (T,- 1

(1+e)T' o~- (%Tj fýQyV From (2) and (7)

-f(21c're'; +!- f (2(yt.I 2j.C C2(Tc

-sin# sin2xv {,f(2icyT'] + f(2%(2ty)T'j orv 12(TK.*(~

to~ fl2ityt.j-I .. f(2-x(2+y)t'It 2 G(T.,) R (T,r), ý5(T,-c) o;0To To 0CI

-sin* co*2%wr {gjwyT'J -g(iu( 2+y)T'j The introduction of (8) into this then yields

-g(Srt'I + tog%2ytol 2 2 (,t 32mT0 E2(T0o T' I:2+rtJ1 l(T,vw) I- UpTv 32~(,) T

-coon* sin2icv {g[%YT'I + gls(2+y)T'J
*.+ 4( 1+1 (T, v)j (T %T) for 0 (To t) ;10

Tto

22

sin: sin2where fhcl si X, gX ,adT +c
+ K 4(1+3 (T,-t)I 11-3 (T.%)I for 4c v

For T2 >> 1 *T >) T and T )) /2,n(l+y),
which produces, for 8 (T,:) << 1 and

*~~~~2Tv <(~c 1, (9).c) acse2v tw
22

- in(#+2%%) g,( %yTIl

.10



DISCUSSION structure to Incipient failure, perhaps you
could select those as a subgroup of special

Mr. Coulter (Ballistic Research Laboratory): If interests. Then you could make the comparisons
you had a single pulse, would your magnitude between the calculations and the measurements
error be proportional to the impulse? You for that group and draw the histograms that I
seemed to imply that it would be proportional to showed. You could say this is foi subgroup
the magnitude part o; the error. I am thinking critical, and this is an evaluation of the
about applying this to a single blast pulse. We errors made by the calculations at the critical
have records just like yours, only they are points. So you can make any kind of selection
single blast pulses. Would you use the same that you want in the subgroups and evaluate the
kind of acceptable errors, (5%, 10% or 20%) as error..
you would with other measures? I am searching
for something that would be acceptable. Mr. Frydman (Harry Diamond Laboratories, Session

Chairman): This kind af technique seems to be
Mr. Geers: That, is where the subjectivity comes very useful for shaker waveform synthesis
in. At least you can make the subjectivity operations. We spend an enormous amount of time
whatever you want. You can bring it in at one trying to compare responses with predicted
point with this technique, because once you have results, and we essentially rely on manual
chosen an error measure that you consider techniques. This would enable us to do it
acceptable, then the computer does the rest. electronically.
But it is up to the person to make that
subjective judgement. That is strictly a Mr. Geers: This doesn't suit everybody. Some
judgement call. My personal reaction has bee, people don't like it because they like to look
that anything better than 20% is really good. at peaks. They are only interested in the peak
When you get to around 20 or 30%, it is getting response. But what worries me about peiks is
fair. When you get above the 30 to 40% range, that you can have a measured response. You can
that is rather poor. imagine a case where the calculated response

would' just go flat, up a spike, down, and then
Mr. Coulter: So if you shoot for 30%, or maybe hit the peak right on the nose, and that is one
20%, you are doing well? hundred percent accurate? That wouldn't satisfy

me. The first thing I considered was juat
Mr. Geers: If you get within 20%, you are looking at peaks. But I ruled that out because
close. I saw too many cases where a person could do

wellon hitting the peak, but the frequency
Mr. Strauss (Rocketdyne): I'd like to go back content just was not there.. The time of the
to your next to the last sample of data. In peak wasn't any good. It gets flakey fast with
this example it looks like your phasing was very pedks.
close, and your amplitude was way off. In a
case like this, or in general, wouldn't it make Voice: Have you considered applying this to
sense to separate the phase and the amplitude? random vibration which may have a coherent
If you have the phase right, it Is a simple component to It?
error to correct. Whereas if your phase 'is off,
you have to recalculate something. Mr. Gears: No,, but it's your pleasure. I was

interested in the transient response problem and
Mr. Geers: Yes, that is a good tnt. I am that In whet'l focused ono
glad you mentioned that. That i why I show all
three. But when we have many, ny comparisons
to make, we cannot do it on a gl bal has's with
multiple errors. I •as seeking ne single
number for a given comparison, a that is, the
top level. You can go down to t e next level,
and you can look at the magnitud and the phase
errors separately. You 'can go d to various
levels, and I think that is a go idea.

Mr. Barsoum (U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics
Research Center): If you are lo king at
responses in various locations I a structure,
you will have hundreds of number . Perhaps one
should look at energy which has he same kinds
of norms as these. From an engi eering ,;oint of
view, you are looking at the re• nee of most
critical locations. How do you Ind these in
the experiments?

Mr. Geers: You could set upa c itical -.roup.
If you had transducers that showed responses
that~were large, or that would subject the

I 0?
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ALTERNATIVE SHOCK CHARACTERIZATIONS

FOR CONSISTENT SHOCK TEST SPECIFICATION.

Thomas 'J. Boca
Sandia'National Laboratories

Albuquerque. New Mexico

Mechanical shock environments must be characterized in the moot complete
manner possible if they are to be successfully simulated un the shock test
laboratory. The objective of the researcb described in this paper is to
evaluate three methods of analyzing transient acceleration time histories
which represent promising alternatives to shock response spectra. as the
basis for deriving consistent shock test specifications. A shock test
specification is defined to be consistent if it meaningfully relates'the
operational and laboratory shock environments. The limitations of shock
spectra are discussed in this regard before presenting the advantomes of the
new alternative characterizations. These shock analysis techniques include:
I) ranked peaks in the acceleration time history; 2) root-sean-square
acceleration as a function of time; and 3) root-mean-square ..cceleration as
a function of frequency. These shock characterizations provide the para-
meters necessary to develop a new shock test specification technique which
can replace the current practice of enveloping shock' spectra. Data from a
simulated field shock environment are analyzed using all three shock charac-
terizations as well as shock spectra. The new method of shock test speci-
fication is demonstrated using drop table and decaying sinusoid shock test
inputs. Test specifications using the standard method of shock spectra
enveloping are also derived. The resulting shock test 'specifications are
compared and the implications of using alternative shock characterizations
in deriving consistent test specifications are identified. Beneficial
"aspects of utilizing these alternative shock analysis techniques instead of
shock spectra are presented with particular emphasis being placed. on the
evaluation of conservatism associated with different shocx test specifica-
tion techniques.

• INTRDUCTION enveloping for shock test specification. The
S,,proposed method of shock test specification

4 Shock tests are specified to simulate requires a more complete characterization of
operational 'shock environments. Aerospace both laboratory and field shock data. This F

coaponeiuts are shock tested in the laboratory to method requires. calculation of root-mean-square
develop confidence that they will survive the acceleration as a function of frequency and
flight shock environm-nt, -The adequacy if the time, as well as the sorting of, peak accslora-

* shock test as a consistent substitute for the tion values in the shock time history. This new
field shock can only be judged if both shock test specification technique is implemented forSenvironments are characterized properly. Shock decaying sinusold and and haversine shock test

Sspectra are currently used in the aerospace inputs which are twowidely used types of
-' industry to characterize shock environments and laboratory excitation. . A comparison of this

to subsequently specify shock tests. A shock method with. the standard shock spectrum approach
test input is taken to be acceptable if its will finally be undertaken through a study of
shock spectrum envelops the shock spectrum of both the test inputs and analytically derived

"" the field data. The objective of this paper Is responses Zrom a simple structure.
to develop an alternative to shock spectrum

0

0 *This work was supported by the United States Department of Ehergy.
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LIMITATIONS OF SHOCK SPECTRA -IN DERIVING
CONSISTENT SHOCK TEST SPECIFICATIONS _ 00

A discussion of the limitations of using Z 500
shock spectrum enveloping as the sole means of 0
specifying shock tests is useful in motivating
the development of a test specification tech- 0

nique based on alternative shock characterizea-
tions. An absolute acceleration shock spectrum I

U 500
(SAA) is a plot of the maximum value of the
absolute acceleration response of a single
degree of freedom system (SDOF) having a speci- -1000'
fied critical damping ratio versus the natural 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0
frequency of the SDOF system. The concept of
shock spectra was conceived by Bic,t (1,2] as a TIME (SEC) *10
means of characterizing the strong ground motion
of earthquakes by their effects on simple SDOF Figure Ia Time History for Field Data.
model- of buildings. The key aspect of the
shock spectrum is that it reflects the effects
of a transient on a certain class of structures
(i..e.. SDOF structures with a certain damping
ratio). It does not retain information about
the specific characteristics of the shock. In
spite of this intended use of the shock spectrum 100
concept, shock spectra are widely used in the 0
aerospace community as an acceptable means of 1000
characterizing a shock environment [3]. Shock Z 500
"test specification has been implemented through 0

the selection of laboratory test inputs having 0
shock spectra which exceed the shock spectra of W
available field data (4]. Objections to this 500
procedure have been raised previously 15-[], C)

C) -1000"particularly in the context of assessi I shock
test conservatism (6-8). The principal reason --1500 -
for the acceptance of shock spectrum enveloping 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0
as a test specification technique is that com-
ponent structures which can survive tests speci- *TM(SEC)

fied in this manner, Cnerally perform well in
the operational shock environment. Figure lb Time History for 1300 g x 0.33 ms

Haversine Shock Test Specification.
The implications of shock spectrum envelop-

Ing can be demonstrated through the following
example. Consider the shock time history shown
in Figure Ia which was measured as the input to
the fixed end of a 12.7 cm (5 inch) long metal
cantilever beam mounted in a support structure,.
Given that this is the operational shock an- 1O0000
vironment: what kind of test pulseshould be ---. FIELD DATA
applied in the shock laboratory? The most H " AVENSINE

comon answer would be the 1300 g x 0.33ms ( 10 -

haversine pulse shown in Figure lb. Z 0

A haversine pulse is defined by the
following equation; r 10 -

j A 2,ft 101 ' . I I..!,' ,

(t i • (I- cos•l ) 0 < t T14 10 to0 1000 1000Q

0 elsewhere FREQUENCY (HZ) (DAMPING = .03)
where A is the amplitude of the haversine pulse Figure 2 Comparison of Shock Spectra for
and TH :s the duration. These haversine pulse Field Data and 1300 4 1 0.33 ms
parameters are derived by selecting the hevet- Haversine Shock Date.
sine pulse having a qhock spectrum that envelops
the shock spectrum of the field data, as shown
in Figure 2.

%
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Wbile the main advantage of the haversine .6.-
pulse is that it can be created repeatedly~on a 06- FIELD DATA

drop table shock machine, the obvious dised- -AIYUSN
vantage is that it does not resemble the field4
shock date f.ý terus of its peak accel !-ation. " 0.04- * - -

two-sidedness. or duration. These observations1
can be made by an inspection of the time .his-
tories in Figures Ia and lb. Since the shock 0 0.02
spiectrun (Figure 2) is not a measure of fre- .

quenYcy cntent, it is necessary to look at a
comparison of the energy spectra.(Fouoriear a ~ o1,
amplitude spectrum squared) to see that the two 00
sho,.k excitationst vary markedly in terms of 1 0 0~ 00
frequency content (see Figure 3). One final
approach to evaluating these two. shock pulses is E l.E (Z
to calculate the response at the end of a finite Fgr ~rzno qae ore
element model of the beam wYhen it is excited,by
each joilsq. The results Of this calculation Amplitude Spectra for Field Data-

performed us~r4g ISCA4ASTRAM are shown in Figures £m 30 x 0.33m Haverzine
4a end 4b. A much higher response, is produced .ok

by the haversine pulse than by the field date
pulse.

ALTERNATE SHOCK CHARACTERIZATIOIES 00:

The alternative sbock characterizations to 500
shock spectra employed in this papel "or*
originally introduced as significant descriptors <0
of field and laboratory shock onvie-maents which ~-
could be used to meaningfully quantify and
actually control shock test conservatis [u 6.61.0
These characteristics of shock transiezis aim to
describe the distinctive features of a par- -________________

ticular stock environmeent so that these same
characteristics will be preserved In a labora-00 .1 .2 00
tory test shock pulse. Consequently. these 7AAE (SEC)
alternative shock characterizations are =nl44

the hoc spetr hic quatif1.3 nlytheFigure 48Time History of Calculated Response

effects of a shock on SDOF structures. a n fCniee emt il
Data Input (Figure l.

Three main characteristics of the shock
time history have been preserved, in the alter-
native shock characterizations: .

1) the variation of the average =
aWplitude of the &c~oIeration time
history as a function of time.

2) the frequency content of the shock
excitation. '

0.,

3) the magnitude of the peaks in the
acceleration time history. -0

Time domain root-mean-square acceleration.,______________
TIU 0)K. is defined as a measure of the first - 0.00 0.1 002 00
of these characteristics: d0 11 0OZ 00

1/2 TIME (SEC)
TRMS(i') - ()dt IFigure 4b Time History of Calculated Response

J at Dnd of, Cant ile ver Been to 1300 g %**

s 0.33 an Haversine Shock Input

0 <v :1TD (2) (figure 2).

where TD is the duration of the shock transient..

A*ý *
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At tine -r TD. -the overall W acceleration for • 500
the time history, TRIUSO, is an overall indicator
of the average acceleration level experienced Z 400

A during the shock event. It is important to
remember that each TRISO value must have a 300
duration. TD. associated with it to be meaning-
ful. Overall T-S values from two different li 200'
shock events must have the same analysis dura- U UVtion before any comparison can be made between • 100o
the two time histories. A plot of TIWS versus c/1
time for the field data time history in Figure 1 M
is shown in Figure 5. 0.0 .1 0.2 00

It was shown previously [6) that the con- TIME (SEC)f-•tribution to the overall TI acceleration

(TRMSO) by all frequencies less than the fre- Figure 5 Time Domain W for Field Data

quency of interest F is given by a frequency (Figure 1).
domain IM acceleration:

IMS&F)• 2 [jOF ]1/2SIX(f),12df (3) ,-,

where X(f) is the Fouriot transform of i(t):

iC(f). f. Z ,(t) 8- tdt (4) z 5o00
SZ. 400
' 0

and j 300"

200

Figure 8 shown a plot of FMIS for the field < 100
data shock (Figure 1). Note that a sharp
increase in the FRIS level is indicative of 0• O'
substantial frequency content at that frequency 10 100 1000 10000 ,-..
(e.g.. -1500 Ha in Figure 6). The FilS plot has
the advantage over the Fourier amplitude spec- FREOLENCY (HZ) ,'.
/trm that it not only reflects frequency con-
tent, but also retains a readily interpretable Figure 6 Frequency Domain IW for
numerical value. The numerical value at a given Field Data (Figure 1)
frequency of the Fourier amplitude epectrum is (Fguej
not as directly amenable to physical interpre-
tation. It should again be emphasised that the
7M plots of two shocks can only be compared if
they both have a duration equal to TD. Keeping
track of the duration of a transient helps to t .%
retain an important characteristic of the shc:,k
time history. (No more effort is involved than
that of specifying the critical damping ratio
associated with a particular shock spectruw.) 1000"
Finally., calculation of FIRM is accomplished . C.,
efficiently. Fast Fourier Transform techniques
191 allow the rapid solution of Equation (4).,
while the, integration specified in Equation (3)
can be accomplished nuierically. ,> 00

" ~An acceleration peak is defined to be the

maxinm value between changes in sign of the
Stime history. Once positive and nc-gative peaks
havs been identified, a sorting algorithm (6) 0 - ' •

c an be,,,,lod to ranik: all of the peak values. 0 0 2 30 40
the positive peak values; and the negative peak PEAK RANK (ALL PEAKS)
values. The ranked peak accelerations for all PK K(U E S
peaks in the field data time history in Figure Figure 7 RankIng of Absolute Peaks forI
iare shown in Figure 7. This plot serves as a Field Dat AFilurea 1).

smmary of the extreme acceleration values of
the shock time history. Plotting the positive

f ..



and negative rnked peaks on the same curve (see
Figure 8) provides valuable insight into the 10
two-sidedness of the shock time history.
Comparisons of ranked peaks from two time
histories should be done only if both records
have been filtered to ensure that each will have 500
the same bounds on their frequency content.

ALTEMNATIVE UOCX TEST SPECIFICATION METHOD , ,

It is important to emphasize that a coon- 0 5 10 15 20 25

plote understanding of a shock excitation
requires study of all three of the alternative FEAK A (--POS.- ---G
shock characterizations. The goal of consistent
shock teat specification is to match the shock Figure 8 Ranking of Positive and e estive
characterizations of the field data and the Peaks for Field Data (Figure i).

laboratory test shock input to the griatest

extent possib~e. Knowledge of the failure
mechanisms of the structure being tested may be ..
of use in judging t.he significance of each of ,i•:'

the shock characterizations, but the approach The parameteas of interest in the test
takcn in this paper is to consider each of then specification proccssea discussed next area o.
to be equally ispqrtant. It is also assumed followsa ,
that the ti~t= histories of the field shock data
are available to 'the ongineer responsible for Z - Decay rate of the exponentia; term in
shock test specification. The three parameters the decaying sinusoid component rA
used in the proposed shock test specification A - Amplitude of decaying sinusoid or ".
require calculation of the overall a occelera- haversine pulse
tion (T90W). FWS(F). and the maximunm peak I T Period of decaying sinusoid component

acceleration. No-.ally. it' would be expected (Tws/f. where I is the frequencyof.
that all of the shock characterizations pre- the sinusoid)
vai"sly mentioned would have been determined for TH - Baseline duration of the haversine --

the field date. pulse

TD Analysti- duration of both field shock
Test specification procedures are given in and test shock %

the following perag,'aphs for decaying sinu.oid TIP Time for the exponential factor in the I.0
and haversine shock test inputs. A decaying decaying sinusoid to decay to P
siumsoid shock pulse is composed of a 5im of percent of its original amplitude
decaying sinusoids of the form: TV Ow Overall SMS acceleration for duration

TD.

,wtZn. aid Test Spoeittc.tiot:

" "7t o Selecting an appropriate decaying sinusoid V0' 0 1. t< O .s oc eq ishoc re.re•that values .of A. Z. and T be,-•;
selected for each frequency which A. Z udaed to

Methods exist for specifying decaying be.signitficant in the FIS plot. The procedure ,- * . ,

sipusoid shock test inputs on the bosts of described here is for a single component, but
enveloping shock spectra (10). The intuitively ' the method applies to any number. of decaying
attractive feature of the decaying sinusoid sinusoid components. (Note that a low frequencylh..
pulse is..that 'it allows th. shock input to be. and low amplitude compsesating pulse (10) must
morer"realistic looking" when one is attempting be included to make the shock pulse have %ero
to simulate pyrotechnic shocks which are two- final velocity and displegement.)
sided, decaying types of shocks (e.g.. Figure
1). The main reittiction on the use of the .The value of t is first selected by looking
decaying sinusoid shock' pulses. i that they are at a plot of FM31 for the field data. The
limited to the force capability of the shaker predominant frequency of tha field data will be'
system on which they are implemented. Naversine indicated by a sharp increase in slope In the
shock test inputs (as given by Equation (1)) are F343 plot. More than one frequency may be
co•only generated on drop table shock machines. evident in the field data. so that more decaying
This test technique has the advantage of being sinusoid frequency components may be needed. %
able to achieve higher peak acceleration levels The contribution to the overall TNS value of
"than those of decaying sinusoid pulses produced each predominant frequency c€n bs measured from .. ,
on shakers. The widespread use of haversine the 7383 plot as well.
shock test inputs motivates development of a 9

test specification technique for tiese simple Observation of the field shock data will
pulses In this paper. yteld the tim at which the shock hae decreased

1'.3

,., . ',-.-.•



to P percent of its peak level. Defining the normalized duration for the detgeying sinuroid

ratio of TP to T as. pulse:

TP
RP T. .6

the value of P is controlled by the exponential

deca rae. ; . Solving Equation (2) in terms of R for a

-Z~' ~decaying sinusoid as defined in Equation (5)
P 100 (a )(7 gives a normalized TIWSO:

so that in general. T3ISO(R) Z

in- -L 1 ( P 8

Figure 9 shows plots of Equation (8) for + j-4wZR + sin OR -Z cas 4w /

Po1.2.10.20. These curves can be uited to select Z+ I )l/

a value of Z which will give approximately the
same effective duration of the shock for a *R >0. (10)

decaying s!inusoid comiponent having period T.Thseuto Ispttd nFgre 0fo

several damping values. Kntwing the desired
0nck Z is selected, a value of A is sought TUISO value. Z. and R for the field data. A can

based on the TFiSO value. This can be accomr- be found once the value of TIWSO(R)/A is deter-

plished in a generalvway by first defining a mined fraim FigurelO0.

low

0.
a:N

.%

0.001 0.01 .0.?

DECAY RATE. Z
Figure 9 Normalized Duration (RI.,eTp/T) ofa

Decaying Sinusoid vs Decay Rats (2)
of a Decaying Sinusoid for Different
Values of P.
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The frequency domain 313 for the decaying Havernine Test Snecification:
sinusoA pulse can be found by first solving

Equation (4) analytically to get. The duration C the haversine pulse is .
selected by taking TH as the period correspond-
ing to the frequency below which all coitribu-

IXLf) r -[ con 'C3 'CI si tions to the overall RMS are made in the FRMS

4w C1  3 E 2 3 plot. Ig there is a single predominant fre-
quency. F. iu the FINS j.lot, one would take TH

"D D] Once TD is selected, then the noriuali ed 0
- s C4 + - -D n4 duration for the haversine pilse can be cal-

culated-

C2  •H=-T " "(12)

1 C3 C2 cos C3 CE T"

Solving Equation (2) for a haversine pulse
1 D2I as defined in Equation (I), the following s-*,.DD (11) expression for normalized TIW4SO versus RH is

1 2o 4 E obtained:

rc¶ 1/2
hr+ .. 0j< 2:..

C (IfT - 1) C2 j z iR
1 (fT - 1) 2 ÷ Z 2 , fT - 2 ÷ 2 TMrSO(RH) "

(fT-, RH f 1 (13)

"C . 2w R (fT-1) C4 m 2W R (fT+l) where.

f2l C, (I sin 4"R1 sin 2"N4)
2 2 2

S(f-I) Z (fT 1) "2

Figure 12 provides a plot of Equation'(13)
-"2wT" which can be used to find TRMSO(M4)/A for a

E -a given value of RH determined from Equation (12).,
The value 0f A necessary to match the TiUSO

and then solving Equation (3) numirically to value from the field'data can now be found by
produce a plot of normalized FlOES versu. simple multiplication.
normalized frequency for a specified R value
such as that shown in Figure 11 for various . normalized FRO plot as a function of
values of Z an. P=9. The values of T. Z.' and A normalized frequency for various values of RH Is
are now determined for this decaying sinusoid given in Figure 13. This plot wes generated by
component The procedure is repeated if other first finding the Fourier transform (Equation
components are necessary. (4)) uf the haversine pulse (Equation (1));

One final stop in the definitien of the ,"-
entire decaying sinusoidel pulse is equired if Ij(f)j - A.K [sin 2ifTH] * j A.K *cos 2nfTH- 1] - :.-

the peak acceleration of the test input is
different from the peak acceleration of the (14)
field date. Should this be the-case, the values where.
of A are sealed by a constant factor so that the
peak acceleration of the decaying sinusoid test x r '.
pulse matches the peak acceleration of the field = 4wf -
date. I (M)~ .

9. %:.,"-.

.;. -.. "
• ,•°. -'I

.5-
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This result was then used in Equation (3) Three test specifications were evaluated
and the integration was carried out numeri!ally. and were denoted methods A. B. and C. Method A

uses the proposed method without the final
A final modification to the value of A is modification for the peak value. Method B

necessary if the value determined by matching includes the final modification for the peak
T1SO differs from the peak vdlue seen in the value. Finally. Meth3d C derives test inputs by ,'
field data. The two peak values are made shock spectrum enveloping. The test speci-
identical in this circumstance. fications are given in Table I. The r.sulting

sho-k test inputs are shown in Figures 14 and
15. The corresponding shock characterizations
are shown in Figures 16-19. For purposes of .

COMPARISON OF SHOCK TEST SPECIFICATION METHODS comparison with shock spectrum techniques, the
shock spectra for the derived shock test inputs

A comparison of the shock test specif;ca- are shown in Figures 20a-c.
tion method introduced above and the standard Two approaches were taken in judging the
method of shock spectrum enveloping was com-- cn tcoteheetpi ao
pleted. The time history in Figure I was taken methods. First, the shock characteristics in -as the field date having the following Table 11 were compiled for the shock inputs
parameters derived by each method. For ease of visual-

ization. Figure 21 was crea.ed to show the shock
gSO 108input characteristics normalized with respect to

D- 0.006 a the field date. Figure 21 shows that.

T - 0.00087 a (1 1500 Hz) * Only Method B using a decaying sinusoid
T oinput is consistent in all categories.
P- 0.0035 (P , 10• ' Method C generally produces conservative

results except with regard to the
m0aximsm negative peak criterion.

"Methods A and B more cloiely match the
field data than Method C in general.

Table 1. Nos Specifications for Methods A. B. and C.

Shock Test Teit'i-igue .* %*
I N eyn -inuoi- Haversini

Me * (S) (Hz) S) (s)

8 570 1500 0. 07 ~ __ .0006S29E. 1550 0.,5 1,0..0

9.. .. '. *

*A compensating pulse murt be added to ensure We~t the ý-.iakor
displacement und vilocity are zero at the end of the ts~t
(Sig Reference 10).

Method A - M 1tched W1eS and Te.S.
Method 3 -Method A modified to match maximam peak value

Mm.e f-.. e

SSho k Te t Te.•-l (•e , ;.,'" "..-.• "-99 .

D~cayn• Siu.•od" |' Hsver .n%

1300 I 40•0 ' 0. ..... ... .. 9

• . , ,.. " 9:.•S.9
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Table 11. Comparison of Shock Input Characteristics (TD = .006s).

Shock Characteristics -.

Test Spec Shock TRMSO Max Peak Max Positive Max Negative
Method, Excitation (g) (g) Peak (g) Peak (g)

- Field Data 108 505 505 352

Decaying
A Sinusoid (AD) 108 383 383 315

____ Haversine (AH) 108 527 527 0

Decaying"
B Sinusoid (BD) 142 505 505 416

Haversine (BH) 104 505 505 0

"Decaying
C ' Sinusoid (CD) 121 822 822 250

Haversine (CHI) 178 1300 1300 0

* Method A - Matched F9•S and TRISO.
Method B - Method A modified to match maximum peak value.
Method C - Current method of shock spectrum enveloping.

RM

R.5 I I~ ©
TD - .006s - ,l. I

0 0.5' 1.0 1.5 Z.0 2.5

ABSOLUTE , _.... ._ __ _ _ _
AS0 0.5 1.0 1.5. 2.0 2.5

I J

POSITIVE I,
PEAKS 0 1 1522.

oNEGATIVE I 1 I , .,
PAS 0 12

I4ETHOO DECAYWN SNUWSO HV91ERS

A O /I S .... I I IIIIIi I i Ji -l • iIi

AA

Figure '21 Normalized Shock Input
Characterization. (Test,Specillcation
Value /Field Data Value).
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Table 111. Comparison of Shock Response Characteristics (TD = .035s).

_ _ _ _Shock Characteristics
Test Spec Shock TIWSO Max Peak Max Positive Max Negative
Method* Excitatinn (a) (g) Peak (g) Peak (g)

- Field Data 60 242 242 185
Decaying

A Sinusoid gAD) 70 232 232 165

Haversine (AN) 242 463 463 448
Decaying

B Sinusoid (BD) 92 306 306 218
Haversine (OH) 231 442 442 428
Decaying

C Sinusoid (CD) 112, 301 257 301
Haversine (CH) 274 521 521 7505 J

' Method A - Matched FIWS and T'US0.
Method B - Method A modified to match maximum peak value.
Method C - Current method of shock spectrum enveloping.

S.... ,PJ6 . .,I ®

TO .035s Il
3, 4 5

* r

ABSOLUTE 1 "I h,
PEAKS 0 2 3 4 %

POSITIVE- P 1 l l©
PEW K . 10 2 3 4 5

NEGATIVE II I lIII,,
PEAKS 2, 3 4 s

WNWE ICAYMG lNU HAVERS1'E
A ( OK= 6) 'EC M)

Figure 22 Normalized Model Response
Characterization (Test Model Response
Value / Field Data Model Response
Value).
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As a second means of judging the consis- 2. Biot, M. A.. "A Mechanical Analyzer for the
tency of the shock test. inputs with the field Prediction of Earthquake Stresses.'
data, each input was used to excite a Bulletin of the Seismological Society of g
MSC/WIASTRAN model of a -12.7cm (5 inch) long America." Vol. 31, 1941. pp. 151-171.
cantilever beam. Response time histories at the
end of the beam model as well as shock charac- 3. Rader. W. P.. and W. F. Ban&, "A Summary k 9..
terizations are shown in the Appendix. These of Pyrotechnic Shock in the Aerospace
data are siummarized in Table III and Figure 22. Industry." Shock and Vibration Builletin.
and correspond to the data in Table II and Vol. 41. Part 5. 1970. pp- 9-15.
Figure 21. The main observations from these
data are that; 4. Kelly. R. D.. and G. Richman.

Princingle and Techniques of Shock Data 0
"All methods are consistent in being higher A ,a..i2. The Shock and Vibration Infor-
than the field data except Method A which mation Center. USDOD. SVM-5. 1969.
produces response peaks slightly lower
than the field data. 5. Sallwood. D. 0.. "Time History Synthesis

for Shock Testing on Shakers." --nar...aa
" Responses produced by haversine inputs are Understanding Digital Control and

always higher than those produced by Analysis in Vibration Tea Systems.-.
decaying sinusoid inputs. Greenbelt. Maryland. June 1975. pp. 23-41.

6. Baca. T. J.. "Characterization of Conser-
CO4CLUSIONS vatism in Mechanical Shock Testing of

Structures," Ph.D. Dissertation. Department

A new method of specifying decaying of Civil Engineering. Stanford University.

sinusoid and haversine shock tests has been September 1982.

developed and demonstrated. The method is based
on the more complete characterization of both 7. Spanos. P--T, D.. "Digital Synthesis of

field and laboratory shock envirorments. These Response-Design Spectrum Compatible

shock characterizations include time and fre-. Earthquake Records for Dynamic Analyses."
The Shock and Vibration Digest. Vol. 15.

quency domain RMS acceleration and ranked
acceleration peaks. These characterizations are No. 3. March 1983. pp. 21-30.

shown to be very useful alternatives to shock
spectrum charecterizations which fail to retain 8. BDca. T. J.. "Evaluation and Control of

valuable information about the field shock time Conservatism in Drop Table Shock Tests."

history. Such information is essential if te Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Vol. 53,

field shock environment is to be simulated to Part 1. 1983. pp. 163-176.

the greatest extent possible in the shock I .
laboratory. 9. ,Cooley, J. W.. and J. W. Tukey, "An .

Algorithm for the Machine Calculation of

Decaying sinusoidal shock tests specified Complex Fourier Series." Mathematics of

according to the proposed method are found to C, Vol. 19. April 1965. pp.

produce both shock test inputs and responses 297-301.

which are consistent with actual field shock 0 aD nA o tdate This claim cannot be made by the single I0, Smallwood. D. O.. and A. R. Nord. "Mdatchinj -. ,

Shock Spectra with Sums of Decaying
shock test inputs produced by the standard Sinusoids Compensated for Shaker Velocity
method of shock test specification based on and Displacement. Limitations." Shoi d.and
shock spectrum enveloping. The characterize- Vibration Builetin. Vol. 44. Part 3. 1974.
tions in this paper show that decaying sinu- pp. 43-56.
soldal shock test'inputis may be below field .

environment levels while those produced using
haversines may be considerably higher. The
degree of conservatism associated with all of
these test specification needs to be studied in
more detail. The methods of Reference 6 provide
the basis for this type of analysis. %

APPENDIX

This appendix includes the time histories

REFERENCES and response characterizations which were
calculated using a MSC/AASTRAN finite element *.

,1. BDot. W A.. "Theory of Elastic Systems model of a 12.7 cm (5 inch) long cantilever beam
-V'bratine'Under Transient Impulse with an excited by the test inputs derived from all
Application 'to Earthquake-Proof Buildings." three test specifications techniques using
Proceedins of the National decaying sinusoid and baversine inputs, The
Academy of Siso•.n,' Vol. 19: No. 2. 1933. responses are calculated at the free end of the t "

pp. 262-268. beam.
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Mr. Strmauss (ltockerdyne): Das It apply L
primarily to sOnck or transient pulses that are
primarily a single frequency? Many time.
transient pulses have a hroad bond f requency
content.

Mr. laca: 1b, it can be applied for mualtiple
frequencIes. The example I shove us for one
frequency for simplicity, but it is'possible to
pick out which frequencies are w.~ng the
costribetiomse to tbe overall wvs level.

Mr. Stromst: Would you then apply aultiple
decaying aiomsoida euperiaposed on each other?

Mr. lacs: Tee. Currently, when tat synthesize a

decaying simusoid pulse, ws at* seý&ctting f Aiidifferent sinusoidal v-omponents to match the
peka Isi our shock spectra. I woull match this
particular frequency where I see sinutifcant
energy applied io field data.

Mr. Stromse: One of the papers this mrning
addressed some overtest and mndertest problems
by using decaying sinusoids, or shakier type
tests, as opposed to pyrotechnic dew ces which
are the real source. Rave you coups -ed the
different kiads of results from acturl test
cases om hardwaer?

Mr. tacs: We are currently gathering data, and
we are applying both this method andf the shock
spectra to try to come up with some kiad of an
*valuation.

Mr. Coors (lockheed): I assume the f~leld data
In these comperisons looked more lke a decaying
siumuoid then a haversine. to that right?

Mr. Baco: That first plot is field data.

Mr. Coors: That io why the. decaying stimasoid j

looked much better in this case. You have to
lootk at thP otatre 0 ' the field data and make a
Judgmnt as to whether you will take a single
polse type reresentatio" or a decaying
sinusoid. Is that -right?

Mr. IwoaI In my expertence the decisileon iso,
of t~ewumad for you. first of all. you do have
that judefeat to make just because you know ft
is a pyrotechoic type shock versus maybe a
tromapertatios stock wifch has that one-sided.*
mature, or maybe a blast shock* Ivan though we
woold like to ase a decaying sinusoidal pulse,%
amay tiem the a levels are such that we cannot
reach that on a shaker. So. we are forced to go
to a drop table type technique just to reach ,.% 1..
esoe of the 0 level* wem are concerned about.
That is why I feel it Is important to af least
addreer the Issue of how to specify a teot going
the sisplo pulses, even though you know. that is A~'~
met the best way to do Its

Mr. 00e1r01 But you try to do the best with whet
You have.

* %.
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SHOCK RESPONSE ANALYSIS BY PERSONAL COMPUTER
USING THE EXTENOEO IFT ALGORITHM *.. *

Charles T. •korrow, Consultant 4..
Encinitas, California

This is the third in a series of papers on the development of the Indirect
Fourier Transform algorithm for Wpectral -nalYsis and shock responseanalysis.
The first presented the basic theory and explored computation times and memory
'equwements. The second reported the development of a program for shock spec-
tral analysis by computer an disclosed that the phase characteristic of the
undamped residual shock spestrum could be expressed in terms of an Apparent
Starting Time for shock transients. The present paper extends the algorithm to
response analysis by computer for single- and multiple-degree-of-freedom sys- ,
tems, with specific mathematical development through two degrees.

In his report THE ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATION AS A TECHNICAL MAN-
AGEMENT TOOL, the author first recommended, on the subject of shock funda-
mentals, that description and specification of a shock be accomplished by the
undamped residual shock spectrum. (Note that do_.t residuals are not uniquelY
defired for shocks that do not have a definite ending.) Lack of a co-,ercial
instrument to Jo this led to the publication of a paper on the IFT algorithm im-
plemented on a personal computer. In the same report, the author also recom-
mended that response computation t carried out ]y a computer with stored Pro-

arnas for varie€- configurations of interest, sn as to permit convenient explor-
ation of benefits of proposed design changes in shock transmission paths.
Again, no commercial insteument for the purpose is available -- ttle analog
shock spectrum computer is limited tm the simulation of only one degree of free-
dom and does not come to grips with the design problem Extension of the IFT
algorithm, as in the present paper, can permit a personal computer to compute
and display responses of an arbitrary mechanical system to a shock excitation.

In multiple-degree-of-freedom systems, it is possible for the response to
increase fter shock termination, to levels thit may cause failure or malfunc- . - " -'..*

*tiofL.

Once 9'a response has become negll2ible, and the userhas made an exit Irami
the plottlng routine, the computer displays the plot duration, the extreme values
for the ;lots the difference between them, and a fatigue factor that is an indi- -

cation of the number of cycles of ingreays•n stress. This display is referred to
as the .atigue Sumaary.

"*. " .• ". •. •

INTRODUCTION computatiotis be carried out on a Computer with built--in
subroutines for various equipment dynamical configure- •.

THE ENVIRONMU4TAL' PECIFICATION-AS A TECH- tions, was intended to make it tsier to'carry out a
NICAL MANAGEMENT TOOL based on a survey of the systematic approach to designs especially. when this
state of shock and viration design as influenced by must involve the crossing of organizational lines. Tak-
organizational considerations resulting inadvertently en together, these recommendatlans amount to saying
from environmental specifications as now written, had that shock description and response computation have
primarily a nontechnical message. However, it did con- somewhat different objectives and should be optimized
tamn two techmical recommendations concern,•g shock, accordingly.
The first, that description and specification of shocks '. '

be accomplished by the undamped residual shock spac- Howevert both can be accomplished by variations of " *..*.-

trum rather than a damped maximax spectrum, was in- the same algorithm. The Indirect Fourier Transfor0 ..l.*.%,
tended to provide a beter indication of shock effect on algor'.,m, 41sed in part on early papers by Southworh . ., .*.,.
multiplo-degr-of -freedom systems, (At the higher and O'Hare , takes its name from the facts that the,'." - ..

frequencies, a maximax spcctium cannot fell below the undamped residual shock spectrum can be computed by
maximum acceleration of the shock.) The second technl- sequential corsideratloa of data points in a shock time '
cal recommendatio that mechanical system response hist7ry and tnat the Fourier transforms if destred, can

%
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be computed indirectly from thit, with'Consequent say- Observed..
ing in computer memory requirements. Extension of the
algoorithm. permits computation of the shock response of In the absence of further date inputs, Equatior (1)
any linear mechanical system to an arbitrary shock, would still be valid after t ro benefit from the sin-
without maling an inverse Fourier transformation. The pityoEqaion (2), it aiatrcevsaimshf
most basic fuidamentals for both applications and the before evaluation of the next ir~stantarneous responses
development of a computer program for *spectral anal- except when there is an initial STEP or a STEP after a
ysis hl, been discussed in. depth in two previous RAMP. A shift from t - t k to t - t + is accomplished *

Pawes .by the equations:

In brief, ifa Shock excitation canbe approximated k+1 a'Ck At (.k
by afinite series ofWAM~sPlus Possibly afew STEPs,k k
and if the raesinse of a linear mechanical system to a(4)
both RAMPs and STEPs is known, then the response of Cka 2O Ck to~fA .e'~sn,~ 5
the system to the shock can be computed in terms of a a~~ 0 * i coif~.E,ke wfA 5
general equation with several coefficients, which are
udated as t~ime Passes through the data Points. Should and

the mechanical system be an undamped simple resona-- t- t
tors the final values of. the trigonometric coefficients E ik1Ok* 0 ei tsi.2wfiAt - E. ,e *~cos2vf At, (6)
determine an undamped residual shiock spectrum, simply ikl k.,i
related in both magnitude and phase (if a time shift is
made from t-tL, to t in the exponential%, and trigonomet- whirtt follow from the obvious Properties of 'he expo-
ric functions) to the Fourier transform of the shock. ,rential and from the formulas for trigonometric func-

tions of sums and differences of angles.
The theory starts with the differential equations

for the mechanical system. Laplace transforms are If a STEP or the. beginning of a '.MPW occurs at
taken, term by term. The resulting simultaneos Mqa- time t k there must be a correspondinr u.pdatin3 of the
tlots are solved algebraically for, the transform of the coefficients of Equation 1.* Neither this operation nor
veriable of interest, in relation to that of the accele- the time-shift operation appreciably slows down ro- ~ '

ration of the base. This transform is evaluated for sponso computation or. plotting as system complexity
both RAMP and STEP. Inverse Laplace transforms are increases. However, for each mechanical sys~.m there
then obtained by the Heaviside expansion theorem. An . must be a determination of system natural frequencies
equation sufficiently general to express the response and system decrements and a determination of the
after time t k to any succession of RAWs and STEPs is, amounts by which the coefficients must he chanqed for

- each RAMP or STEP input. This one-time computafion,
which rapidly becomes more complicated with increasing

&(tat k )88k C k(t-t k complexity in the mechanical system of interests is the
Primary focus of the present paper.

n -. t-t)
+ 1 0 ieka k cos21f i t( GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS concerning complex systems

n -. ~ .Fortunately, there are a, number of P-priori re-
*I E1,ise i %_k si~n2irf~ ttk) (1) quirements that can be used to check the validity of
Jul1 numerical responses if not always the formulas on

which the computations are based:
For response evaluation it tat vthis reduces to:

n.a~ k () 1. A RAMP response is always the time integral of the
6t (2) corresponding STEP response.

In this form, the equation, with t-t in the argu-. 2. A STEP'res~ons* ir a)ways the time derivative of.%
ments of the exponential and trigonomel'mc functions, the corresponding RAMP response. -~* *

is suitable 'for a constant.-time-Increment At-t -t
verio o te'alorth, o fr h~rd eriok W-11 3. A STEP of acceleration -can not Produce in re--

data inputs for some but ipot all values of the -integer wpnse an absolute acceleration term Proportional to
k. The difference between constant and hybrid is not time.
Primarily in the spectral or response computations but'
in the data inputs required by the computer and the 4. All steady' absolute acceleration responses in -re- *

Prompts supplied to the user. For hybrid,-ttme-incre- - sponse to a unit STEP are unity.
zimri inputs, there are prompts for both the integer k

'and the corresponding acceleration. For constant-time- S. A RAWP of acceleration can not Produce a steady
Increment Inputs, k is incremented automatically as response acceleration.
seeed, Provided the user identifies the input as a

RAWP or STEP by adding, for a STEP, an S immediately 6. All absolute accelerations Proportio~ial to time in
after the number representing the acceleration. Only response to a unit-slope RAMP have unit slope.
acceleration Prompts and acceleration inputs are re-
quired for constant-increment, time. A variable-time- 7. In any response to a STMP the sum of the cosine
increment version of the algorithm is also available in coefficients must sum to zero with the steady response,

-the Program, for spectral analysis only,. so that any term in order to avoid a discontinuity. (For a simple
significant spectral error Produced by confining data, resonator, the cosine coefficient and the steady re-
inputs to Multiples of 31 constant time increment can be sponge term Must Sum to zero.)0
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I. In any resonse to a RAMP, the derivatives of~ all RESPONSE LAPiLACE TRANSFORMS8 for damped Simple
response terus must sum to zero at tine zero in order resonator
to avoid a slope discontinuity. In other words, tNh sum
of the sine coefficients., each divided by the covrespon- If the displacement diferential equation 'for the-
ding system angulwr frequency, minus tne sum of the simple damped resonator is diffireftitated through
cosine coefficielts, each divided by the corre-monding twice to express it in terms of acceleratiorn
system decrement, must equal the coefficient of the '2 2
t~me-proportional term. (For the simple resonator, this mda1 /dt + cid(a1 -a)/dt + kl (aa)' 6
reduices to a rilationship among three coefficients.)

wher a is the response acceleration of the mas'&
9. In any response to a STEP, the total described in and a 'a the excitation of the, bass. Talc. the Laplvce
Requirement 8 must be zero, to avcid a changs -_1 slope. -tran~?orm term by term and Solve far Lthe transf~ m.

10. In any respons, to a RAMP, the sum of the cosine of a1 ,in term Sf DL h rasomo
coefficients must be zero in order to avoid a Cisconti- L, a EVep1 + 265/( P1 P1 `a
nuity. (For the simple resonator, t-ne cosine coefficient a 2 ,(22 9must be zero.) s 2 a/(s++p9 1 .9.

11. For a simple resonator or terminal resonator in a Obtain the transform of the relajive displacement
series, the steady ralativi displacem,Tt Produced by a by subtracting L and dividing bY S to express thkV_
,unit STEP isma/k or, Vi or 1/2isf ,where f is 41f actof double i~tegratien with respect to t1i
the undamped 'par resonl~ce frequa*Y. There i no 2 2
toer Proportional to time. Requirement 9 also applies. L dlo -ClI(s + C l + p1 l )L. a10

12. For a simrl* resonator or terminal resonator in a The roots of oeiominator are:
series, the acceleration proportional to time pro~ue

by 3 nit-slope RAWP has the coefficient 1'. or S -e1 * + ja -sl U-41(1
1/2irf . 7here is no constant term. Requirement 11lSO1 1 1 1
appbx. with .*

13. For the j'th resonator along a linear transmission A£1 a -p (12)
Path with n resonators, the steady relative displace-
sent produced by aunit srEP is and

n 2 n. 2 0282 2
0(+.I mmi/m?/ .a Ul CI m/m)/4wf , (7) 1l l-Mpp1 V 3

3.0 Pi j1 j pi
where f is the undamped natural frequency of the These roots represent the natural frequencies of 6
Vth resrdstor. Requirement 9 also applies. the Simple system. ,

141 For the j'th resonator along a lintear transmission For unit STEP %5*I.
path with n resonators, the relative displacement pro-/s (4
portional to time has as a coefficient the expression of L o s,(4
Equation (7). Requirement 8 also applies.anfruitsoeRM

2. (13)
Requirements I and 2 are twv, ways of ewprssing L 1 /s

the same relationship. In checldr,." the validity -3f re- RESPONSES of damped simple resonator
sults, differentiation may often be more convenient * *-

than intewstioh, but integration may be mare suitable Pt e. the unit STEP, substitute U/s in Equations'(9)
in deriving Some relat~onships. These requirements lead and (10) and apply the Heaviside expansion theorema to
in turn to Requiremsents 3 and 5. Requirement 4 is a obtain: -'*.'*-

matter Of staticsi, which apply after a shock is over - ~ t (t)*and any re*sponse tranSiens have decayed. Any discon- a21 a * 1 -. Cos.it +(a I/a 1 11sine~t 16
tinuity Of respons, Or response slope would require at

* ~least a discontinuity in the displacement of the bast, and .*

to make a sudden Compression of a sping. This do2es-
not happen with a kAMP or STEP. Requiremen t6followis x1 -x 0 -l/a +(I/*. )e I st
from Requirements 5 and 1. Requirements 11 and 13 are p1 0 ) P1 I
again a matter of Statics. With Requiremsent 1, they +*,/ 2 -eWI t sn .(7
lead to Requirements 12 and 14. Requirement 13 de- 21 ~ 1 nl sn 1 .(7

*mends only that the resonators through the 11th be in a. For the unit-slope RAMP, substitute I1/S for L in
lintear transmission Path. For special cases tiat do not E4uations (9) and (10) and apply the Heaviside vx~n-
comply with this, analogous but more complicated ex- Sion theorem to obtain:
pressions'can be devised.. .* *.*

a at -(11.95 I tin" t 01s%
In Practical implementatidn of the algorithm, the

Computer iniserts a RAMP to 'zero slope after each and
STEP. Should the actual excitation Slope bq otherwise,
this will be corrected by the next RAMP input.
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- x "-t/l 2 (2a1/w 4)e-=ltcosolt where the roots represent the system naturai or reso-

+ 2 4 -a t nance frequencies and the astarisk denotes a complex
+ I(e

2
-el)/el 1e e 1 sinwlt. I19) conjugate. The mass ratio, min/m: which for small val-

ues can lead to .dangerousi large responses in m
Replace t in the exponential and trigonometric ar- appears only in the relaiionships between part ad

guments bY t-t for a RAMP or STEP starting at tk The system complex frequencies. After evaluation of L for
resulting squations, multiplied bY the actual step or STEP or RAMP, according to Equations (12) and (lf), inSchange of slope, show how much the coefficients O1 and the inverse Laplace'tr -nsformation of these equations
C1 in Equation (1), for absolute acceleration or relative by the Heaviside expansion theorem, each root leads to
displacement, must be changed to reflect the addition an exponential term of form
of the new response. at

"(-a+jw)t -et jt (29)

LAPLACE TRANSFORMS for damped double resonator

or
The differential equations for the damped two-de- ,a

gree-of-freedom mechanical systfm are: e t et a (30)

2 2
m~d a 2 /dt ÷ c 2 d(a 2 -al)/dt + k,'a 2 -a 1) ) 0 (20) with the same complex coefficients for complex conju-

*-nd gate frequencies, so that the relationships

a n e e at ( e j .t -se j t ) -2 e - t c o o ( 1
m 10a'l I+ C 1d(a 1-a 0)/dt * ,c 2d(a 1-a 2

and
* 1 aa 0  2 1 t2 -0.(21) at

k1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~0 (1-)+ (1-2)•.(1) 't(ejwt-e-jar) -2e'atsirot (32) ::

Taking the Laplace transform term by term yields:
; mzs

2
L2 + c 2 S(L 2 -L1 ) + k2 (L2 -L1 ) = 0 (22) may be applied to yield responses in the form of expo-

2 2 2 1 2 I) C s~f-L k ( - (2) entially decaying sinuscids. The variable t may be
replaced by t-et to express the effect of a RAMP star-

and ting or a STEP occurring at time tk

M s2L1 c s(L 1 -L +cS(S. 1 L2 ) INVERSE TRANSFORMATIONS for the double resonator

+ k1 (L1 -L)+ k2 (L1 -L) ) . (23) In the performance of the inverse transformation,
the double resonator presents the problems of moreSolving these two simultaneous equations algebrai- complicated mechanical systems. Yet it is simple enough

cally Yields as the transforms of the absolute acceler- for two limiting cases to provide some valuable insight.
ation. •If the mass ratio m,/m, is negligible, the transfer

function (ratio of trafsforms of input acceleration and
L 2 2 output acceleration) reduces to the product of the

L?- pl+p 2+2 pZS)/D3L o (24) transforms for the individual resonators. (A similar
limiting relationship holds for a series of resonatorsS • and arranged sequentially alorfg a shock transmission pe

p22 path.) The system resonances ar,& the stame as the part
L1  Uo 2  

.5)+ . +2ap2+S-)/O3Lo (25) resonances. This can be used as a check on the validity
p ; of computer reslts for more complicistd cases. Of

The Laplace tra sforms of the relative displace- grr.atfor interest is the fact that thW 1 ts can be
ments are obtained by subtracting LI from L2 and L found in closed form, algebraically, if L.... resonators
frok.)L1 , and then dividing the two resulting equationg are undamped. Setting the denominctor 0 equal to zero
by s to express the effect of a double integration: still yields a fourth-power equation, but the third-pow-

2 or and first-power terms are zero. The system decre-
L ' d21 -C(o Pi +2as P1)02L°0 (26) meints at and a are zero. The system angular frequen-CieS many be obtdined from the formula

.and 2 2 1/2
Sb/2 + (1/2)(b - 40) (33)

L dl 0 -W + /in He +(2 0 * 2 X /DL (27) and

0 2, 0/2- 0/)(b 40 /2 (34)
The denominator 0 the last four equations is: ir -1

2t 2 whereL
2 2) 2D - (.+2a..s+0 an)sd3(o +2a

2 2, i s2) 2 1 (35)

+ (6s)-i~se 2 ij (29 +Not that th)otSr cull fiaiayfr

P. P' " 
U

and , , .nd ""= (s-s1 Xs-s 1)ssX -s ) Z

c 0 plo P2 (36)

•~ ~ ~ ~ 2 (ileISl*l(+2" 2 (+ 2+•), (8 (Note that the roots are actually of imaginary form,
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s J65 This is allowed for in the signs in the aboý,a response eventually decreases. The fatigue summary of
equations.) Figure 10 shows a fatigue factor approaching 7 be-

cause of the continuing oscillations. The relative dis-
In Laplace transform theory, it is pointed out that Placement response is shown in Figure I1Is with a Fa-

the Heaviside expan-4on theorem has problems if two tigue Summary in Figure 12. Note that, even at 100 Hz,
complex roots are identical, but this need not be a con- the displacement amounts to a significant fraction of
cern. The frequencies given by Equations (33) and (34) an inch.
can not be identical unless the mass ratio ;a /mn is
zero, and a similar behaviour may be expected tAr L~re This version of the extended algorithm could readi-
complicated mechanical systems. The smaller the ratio ly be made to yield maximax shock spectra in absolute
(as in the case of a small sliding contact within a mas- acceleration or 'relative displacement. Computation
sive Potentiometer) the closer the system frequencies time Would be Snomewhat Ionger than ftw the undamped
can be in the event of bad design, and the larger the residuals, and mfaxiuax spectr-a are less indicative of
consequent shock response in the second mass. the continuing response after shock termination, espe-

cially in multiple-degreer-of-f reedom systems. However,
In the shock response program as it now stands, maximax relative displaceme~k spectra could be useful

the computer prints out the numerical coefficients for in the design of. shock isolators for adequate sway
the various powers of s in 0 after the part frequencies space.
and Q's have been put in by the user, so that the roots
can be found by an independent purchasaj BASIC pro-
gram. If this has already been done or the roots have
been measured, on continuation the coefficients disap-1.
pear from the video screen to provide a more compact
data record, and prompts appear for the system fre-
quencies and decrements.

SAMPLE RESPONSES for simple and double resonators

Figures 1 and 2 show the data inputs, except for a
one-millisecond time increment already selected but not
illustrated, with hYtrid time increment data processing, V

Q~r a lO0-g 10-millisecohd terminal peak sawtooth,
which is verified for accuracy in Figure 3. The shock-
end marker at the left, marking the last data input, will
also appear on all response plots. Figure 4 shows the
fatigue summary that would be applicable if the plot
were representative of the actual stress in the test
item. The fatigue factor is obtained by summing the
absolute values of all acc-lerati~n changes that would
increase stress and dividing by the difference of the%
qtxtrime values. If there were two sawtooths in succes-
sion, the fatigue factor would be two. On the other
hand, if the second sawtooth were in the negative di-
rection, the difference of the extreme values would
double, but the fatigue factor would be unity. For the Figure 1. Data for Sawtooth Shock, Prompt
response plots to follow, the fatigue factors are only
approximate, as responses were not comletely negli-
gible by the ends of the plots. It Should be possible la-
ter to devise a computer correction for termination
error. Response fatigue factors tend to be more char-
acteristic 9f the damping of the test item than of the
character of thie sh 'odk, but they serve to remind one
that a single large stress may, not cause failure or
malfunction,. (Have You ever tried to break an obsolete
credit card by a single folding?)%

One can at this point examine the undamped rasidu-
al'shock spectrum of Figure 5 to obtain somet feeling
for the probable effect of the shock on tho test item
and, if one wishes, examine the Apparent Starting Time
of Figure 6 to be sure that there is a degree of simul-
tantiety of the effects of the shock at various frequen-
cies.

Figure 7 shows data inputs for a sample test item
with a single resonance at 100 Hz and a Q of 20. The
absolute acceleration response of the mass is plotted
in Figure S. Most of the response of interest occurs Figure 2. Data for Sawtooth Shock
well after the shock is over. If the plot is allowed to
scroll upward to provide a frame such as Figure 9, the
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Figure 3. Plot of Sawtooth Shock Figure 6. Residual Apparent Starting Time

Figure 4. Fatigue Summary ,Sawtooth Shock, Figur* 7. Description of Simple Resonator'

Fisure 5. Ujndamped Residual'Shock Spectrum *F;2ure S. Resonator Initial Response
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Figure 9. Later Responise of Resonator Figure 12. Fatigue Summary, Relative Displacement

Bator* Proceeding to two-degree-of-freedom sys-
tems, the scale is changed as in Figure 13, to permit
Plotting larger responses. Fiqure 14 and 15 show data
inputs for a double resonator with a frequency of 100
Hz and a Q of 20 for both resonators and a mass ratio

m/,of 1/40. The angular frequency and decrement
viues are supplied by the comnputer. After the mass

ratio is ENTERed, the computer immediately computes
and displays, as in Figure 15, the coefficients for the
various terms in the denominator of the Laplace trans-
forms. These can be Put into an independen~t root com-
putationi or if this has altready been done or the system
complex frequencies have been measurid, pressing the
ENTER key clears away the coefficient information and
Provides Prompts for the root values. In Figure 16,'
these have been inserted, the computer displays also
the system frequencies in Hz and the Q values, and the
user has selected. the absolute acceleration of the

Figue 10 Fatgue ummay, Asolue Acelertionsecond mass for Plotting. This is shown in Figure 17 as --
Ficire 0. atiue Smmayl bsoute cceeraiona paper Printout obtained as the Plot scrolled up the

video screen. To make the curve more readable, some of
the points have been connected by pencil lines. Note
that the response amplitude actually increases after
the shock is overt then~ decreases and increases again,
and so on. This is a beating effect resulting from the.
fact that there are two nearly equal system fre~auen-
cies in the response with very nearly equal initial amp-
litudes. The enery for increased 'response in the
second resonator comes llrom decreased response in the
first resonator - the decrease does not have to be
very much because 'm is much larger than mand can
hold more energy. Fgr13hosteatigumASummary.

Figure% 17 and 18 should be convincing evidence
that shock spectral analysis and response, estimation
have been too obsessed with the simple resonator And
wit response &Ljyj a shock. The application of damp-
ing in shock spectra -has blurred the fundamentals of
shock description while not necessarily yielding more
realistic estimates of test hardware stress.. Excessive
emphasis on the shock spectrum as a general response

Figure 11. Relative Response in Simple Resonator esitmate has diverted attention from beneficial. design
changes that mligt be carried out with neoligible cost

* and schedule penelties.
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Figure 13. Change of Scale Figure 16. System Roots Entered
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Figure 14. Description of First Double Resonator
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Figure 15. Polynomial Coefficients Comiputeih Figue 17. Absolute Iepos of Secon Mass
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Tc decreas, the shock transmission in this case,
st,,!ping wmsld be attractive in principle. It would lower
the iatigue factor, which would be beneficial it the ~

mtoofdamping did not decrease the fatigue resit- 1
tance. But damping might be difficult to carrY out in
practice. Figure 19 shows data inputs for a detuning of
the Part frequency of the second resonator to 200 M2. ....

Figure 20 shows the reaulting plot and Figure 21 shows ,

the Fatigue Summary. Almost the same results would be
obtained it the first resonator rather than the second
were detuned to 200 Wz - the response plots would be
almost undisttwgishable. Depending on the circum-
stances, either approach could result in a beneficial I0.0 ........................
redesign, which could be carried out with confidence in
the benefit to be obtained. If the second mass should -::

not be accessible for instrumentation during shock, ':

there might be no other way to obtain a quantitative
estimate of the benefit than to use a computation ............... ...........

rithm like the IFT. Figure 20. Response of Detuned So.f nd Mass

Figw 19 Decripionof etund Rsontor isw 21 PatousSusarylOetnedMas



Terminal resonators at the ends of shock transmis- to make the illustrations compact. Higher-resolution

sion paths are potentially most vulnerable to damage or graphicst now available as an expansion kit for TRS-0.

malfunction, and therefore they tend to be the most Model III and 4 computers, would ease this problem and

interesting resonators. Iowever, the algorithm is cap- provide more resolution in acceleration. However, as

able of yielding absolute accelerations and relative equipment designers are often off by a factor of two or

displacements throughout a dynamical system. Within a more I their impressions of shock and vibration re-

multiple-resonator tranmsmission path, relative dis- sPonse and sumetimes off by a factor of ten, the

placements are more indicativR of potential damage, present resolution should be adequate for most purpos-
as.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
When this work was first carried past the restric-

ýMany things remaim to be dorm to the programs some teens of' a programmable calculator, the TRS-80 Was ; -.

important and some more cosmetic in nature, before it almost the only personal computer available. Even now,

is suitable for use by other engineers. Of course, more there is more information readily available on program-

subroutines need to Doe added for more equipment dY- ming it than for any other Personal c~mputer. Alternate
namical configurations, so that redtsign explorations computers, perhaps more common in industrial laborato-

can be extended to configuration as well as parameter rits, may be considered after the program is more fully

changgs It would te a great convenience to have a developed, if user interest warrants it.

built-in progr a for finding the roots of the denomina-

tor of the response transforms, preferably using the For complete reduction of the IFT algorithm to m-O*

parts decrements and angular frequencies as initial practice, it ii necessary that a computer be able to

values so as to increase the computation speed. For accept into an array shock data from an AID convert-
the two-degree-of-fr edom system, interpolation from or. This can be very nearly the last refinement. It is

tables of complex roots could be faster, but the memory much more satisfactory to develop and debug the pro-

requirements would rapidly become excessive with in- gromsing with the aid of simple combinations of RAMP-s

creasing mechanical system complexity, and STEP's from the keyboards whose responses are

more predictable, at least for limiting cases of the

The program still needs further improvement of mechanical system.

use interaction and some general cleanup, together

with provision for more efficient RAM utilization in CONCLUSION

anticipation of added subroutines. The present inter-

wretive BASIC program was achieved in part bY combin- This paper demonstrated the feasibility of using

ing on disk three separate programs (variable-time-in- the Indirect Fourier Transform algorithm both for

crement spectra, constant-time-increment spectra and spectral analysis of an arbitrary shock and for explor-

hybrid-time-incremont responses) that had boen subject ing any beneyit, in decreased shock transmission, of

to the limitations of 16 bytes of RAM memory, in a possible design changes in a mechanical system. The

Radio Shack Model I Personal computer, and of tape extended algorithma may be considered a supplement to
storage. Together with disk operating system and ex- popular modal analysis techniques now applied primarily

tended BASIC, it Is now running into the limitations of to structural problems. As the work still to be done is

"48 bytes of RAM. Most of the this memory is not in- mostlY too detailed for effective reporting, the present

valved directly in the algorithm but in the program rou- paper may be the last of the series for a while. In the

tines for Printing, plotting and user interaction. Edit- mantime, the work reported here on the two-degree-

in will help some to decrease the memory requirement. of-freedom mechanical system will provide a program-

Compiling may help even more, while speeding up opera- ming approach for more complicated system responses.

tions that are not handled by machine-language sub-

routines. It has recently become possible to compile After a sufficient number of subroutines for addi-

machine code directly from programs written in inter- tional mechanical systems have been added, it snould

pretive BASIC. Before the IFT algorithm is completely be possible to consider multiple excitations or the of-

reduced to practice for the Z-80 (8-bit) microporoces- fect of•a noillinearity such 'as a blowoff valve in an

sor, it '.uill undoubtedly be necessary to use some over- automobile suspension or shock isolator. The latter

lays in meoiory. This will be unnecessary for A computer would require changes of mechanical system configure- "O

with a 16-bit microprocessor and ample memory. tion in the course of shock response computation, 9c-
cording to the velocity response of the damper.

The author has compilers for seviral computer Ian-

guages. for exploration, moesur.ment of computation The present paper should be v convincing demon-

times etc. So far, it has been more important to develop stration that there are potentially much more powerful

the program further than to translate' it. Compared to tools and techniques for practical shock and vibration.'

PASCAL, BASIC presents problems in the development engineering, with minimal cost and schedule penalties, "-.

and deugging of large programst but it remains the than have been used to data. Part of the challenge fac- if

language best adapted to interaction between computer Ing the aerospace and avionics industries is to' to as-

and user. At the other extreme, ASSEMBLY'language, inl tablish closer cooperation between engineers concerhod
the hands o) an expert prograimer, generates the most with functional aspqcts of equipment and engineers

effcient code, but it is extremely tedious and, except concerned with shock and vibrat4on. One of the findings

for occasional subroutines, entirely unsuited to a pro- of the author's previous report ' was that environmen-

gram development whose features are still somewhat tel sweclfications as now ritten have inadvertently

exploratory. tended to seprate these two groups 6f engineers 'n

such a way that the approvals required for the cross-

The response plots of this paper have intentionally *1 of organirational lines constitute a major roadblock

been made with few points along the time axis in order for efficient shock and vibration design. Reduction of
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alerwithmsasuch as the extended IFT to practice should,
by peruittig raphic low-cost illustration of benefit
from a possble dssig '1onge, make approvals @a9i0,
ip that organizational boundaries bece less of an.
obstacle.
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LEAST FAVORABLE RESPONSE jF INELASTIC STRUCTURES

%

Fashin Craig Chang, Th, aL. Paez. Frederick Ju
The University of New Mexico

Albuquerque, NM 87131

In the design of a structural system, a test input is sought to
conservatively represent an ensemble of measured field inputs. When
a structure survives the test input, it is assumed that it would
survive the field inputs. The ,ethod of shock response spectra is a
technique for specifying conservative test input-, but it has some
disadvantages. In this investigation a technique is developed for
the specification of test irputs. it is based on the method of
ieast favorable response, and it overcomes some of the shortcomings
of the method of shock response spectra. Numerical examples showthat the present techniqu.' can be used in practical applications. "t""'',

1.0 INTRODUCTION The method of shock response spectra
provides a technique for the analysis and design

In the design of a structural system the of structures subjected to short duration shock
engineer attempts to provide a pldn for a struc- excitations. The method of shock response
ture that will survive one or more input excite- spectra is used to establish a test input that' "
tions. To do this the engineer must have some can represent an ensemble of inputs conserve-
means for analyzing structural response, and fr tively. in the sense that the peak response .. , .
judging whether the system can survive an excited by the test input is greater than the .. '.'
excitation or a class of excitations. Most peak response excited by any of the underlying
realistic situations involve environments that measured inputs. References I through 5 provide.
are random, and in such cases design techniques reviews and some recent applicitions of the
are sought to specify structures with pre- method of shock response spectra in structural
established probabilities of failure., analysis and design.

Short duration, strong motion excitations The method of least favorable response was ,
excite extreme responses, and structural failure established by Drenick and Shinozuka in Refer-
can occur due to peak response;' consequently it ences 6 and 7. Its applicability was extended
is desirable to know w•at maximum response can to use in analytical and physical testing by
be caused in a structural system by a dynamic Smallwood in Reference 8. The method of least
load. For reasons of conservatism and design favorable response provides an alternate method 0
safety, it is desirable to establish a procedure- for the specificattion of test inputs. -The tec4-
for computing a bound on the maximum structural nique allows the engineer to specify a test
response caused by a shock Input. Buildings input based on an ensemble of measured shock
designed to survive an upper bound oi the peak inputs. The test input will cause & response In ""., .' .-
reiponse should respond satisfactorily to the a linear structure that is a bound on the
actual input. response excited by the underlying measured .

inputs. Therefore, this method is equivalent,
A structural input excitation used in an in concept, to the method of shock response

analysis or physical test is considered conser- spectra. Reference 9 compares the methods of ..
vative if it excites a more severe response In a least favorable response and shock responsestructure than the individual inputsit is meant spectra and shows that the former has sw e%
to reprtsent. Therefore, when measured environ- considerable advantages over the latter.
meants representing a real shock source are -
available, and It Is necessary to design a One of t0e main disadvantages of the
structure to survive that source, a conservative methods discussed above is that shock environ-
Input representing the Reasured shock is sought. ments are often represented using test inputs - •

%• . . •* •
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that are different in character from the origi- starts at time zero, then it, Is assumied that the
nal shocks. This problem is discussed in detail initial conditions are zero velocity and
by Baca In Reference 10. He shows that this displacement.
problem can lead to overconservative tests.
especla'ly in the case of the method of shock Now assumne that the structure has positive
restonse spectra' where simple waveform test viscous damping and the Input can be Fourier
inputs can be used. transformed. Then the response has a Fourier

transform, and the input and response Fourier
Another disadvantage is that the techniques transforms are denoted X(a) and Y(w). respec-

discussed above are mainly for use with linear tively. These functions can be inverse -7
structures. Of course, the techniques are used Fourier transformed to obtain the input and
in connect4on with failure analysis of struc- response, x(t) and y(t). The convolution
tures. but the theoretical developments are integral in Equation (1) can be Fourier trans-
usually concerned with linear equations. One formed. The result is
exception occurs with the method of shock
response spectra; a few paoers concerned with Y(w) - H(w) Mes) (2-2)....
test speci~ication for nonlinear structures have
been written. (See, for example, References 11, where H(4j). is called the frequency response-
12, 13.) function and is the Fourier. transform of the

impulse response function.
In view of these problem areas, it is

desirable to develop a technique for the speci- Equation (2-2) can be inverse. Fourier
fication of test inputs for the analysis and transformed to obtain a frequency domain
design of structures that 1) yields inputs expression for the structural, response. This is
s~miiar in form to the underlying measured
inout-.. 2) accounts for the potential for non- ,~i

linear response in a structure, and 3) can be y(t) Ir J H(..) I(o) e otdo (2-3)
used when failure is related to peak response. -

The objective of this study is to establish The objective is to bound the maximum value in -

a method for the specification of a test input the absolute'value of the response; therefore, .~*-

based on an ensemble of measured inp' ts. The the absolute value is taken in Equation (3).-
input will have the three propertie. listed in This yieids
the previous paragraph. The approach is based
on the method of least favorable response; IxtI.4 ( o)~ ) 0 o dol (2-4)0
therefore, the linear theory of least favorable1. I

response is reviewed in the following section.
Next, the peak response of bilinear hysteretic Parseval's theorem can be used to show that when
,single-degree-of-freedom (SOF) structures is the absolute value sir-s are taken inside the
investigated. Finally, a method is established integral on the right, &bove, the absolute value
for specifying a test input that will cause of the response i s bounded, at. follows.
maximum displacement response in a structure.

fyMtjy 1 H(.)iJX(s)id Ido-1 (2-5)

2.0 THE LINEAR THEORY OF LEAST FAVORABLE -. ~ -.

RESPONSE
The expression on the right is -a constant,

The method of-least favorable response independent of time; this constant is denoted
provioes a means, for defining an upper bound on 1. Since the absolute value of the response is
the response of a linear structure excited by a equal to or less than 1, this implies that 1the
sequence of shock inputs. Consider a linear maximum value In the absolute value of the
dynamical structure . When it is excited by a response is equAl to or less than 1. Let
single input. the response at a point on the VA
structire can always be 'expressed using the Y * l y(t)j (2-6)
convolution integral. This'is

yA t) - n : - t) x(I)dT (2-1) then -".- $ -

whetre xtisfferninpt xcitar tiro, yth rithe sThe quantity, 1, is known as the least favorable
er ae x nd thet is te system imptl se h e response LR) of the system. corresponding to

response, the Iher) simpe sysem i e the input with Fourier transform given by X(.).
response function. If the system responsenrr

J,

1s'"

stutrs*fcustetcnqe aeue ore rnfre ooti .h inpu *.nd.

tn onectn ithfalue aalstsofstrc-repone•x~t ad yt) Te cnvluton• 0
turn, bt te thoreica deelopent ar intgra inEqutton(I)canbe Furtr tans
usualy oncenedwithlinar quatons Onefored.The esut is;.•:: "'•:

exepio ccrswihth mthdofshc .... :.'-°
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The LFR forms a bound on all the peak responses In view of Equation 2-10, the Fourier
of the system whose frequency response function transform of the test input is given by
Is Ml~w) where the input has Fourier transform
modulus bounded by IX(w)I. A test Input is T() = IX(u)i ei#(W) 2-12)
known as a least favorable input (LFI) if it T. 0*. e .1

produces a response whose absolute maximum is
equal 0 I. This function can be inverse Fourier transformed

to obtain a time domain expression for the test ,•.-. ,

LexT(t) denote a test Input wth Fourier input. This input is the LFI.

trinsform ATIMI. -This Input excites a response *Tt XT(.)~ eia-t d~. (2-13)

yT(t). in the systa of Interest, whose Fourier

transform is Y T(u) H(cs)XT(w). A bound on the This input could be used in a physical test

absolute maximm of the test response is given of the structure. Since the response it excites
by is equal to or greater than the response excited

by, the input x(t), the test input producz: a
conservative test, in the peak response sense.

T yT(t) " XT(*)IIH(*)I d If a structure survives xT(t). then it would

(2-8) also survive x(t).

The Fourier transforms of the test input and the The procedure outlined above provides a
frequency response function can be expressed in means for coeputint the LFR and specifying atheot polar ft7-Js, ]•(*) masfrcmut. h F n pcfiga''''..-•'

shock test based on one measured input, x(t).

The procedure can be modified to define an LFR
I is T(w #w) and shock test input when several measured

XT(W) I- Ie) and H(a) - Hl()Ie'* ' inputs are available. Let xj(t), 1"...n, be a

sequence of measured shock signals from one or
When the expressions are used in Equation 2-3. more shock sources, and assume that a structure
the response function YT(t) Is given by of interest will be subjected to one or more

shocks from each source in the field. Then an
LFR based on the sequence of inputs can be

YT(t) constructed as follows. Compute the Fourier "___ --_

tVansform of each shock and denote the results
I iX (w)J IH(.)I ei(ST() + *(a) wt)d X (a). J-I,...n. Compute the complex modulus of

(2-9) each Fourier transformed signal, lil (w)l

At time t- 0, the above expression can be made j-,.n. Let Xe(s) define the envelope of the
equal to I, the LFR, by taking Fouirier transformed moduli; then Xe(s)is -i-

0 "'(w) and XT() X(. (2-10) X (.) I 2-

In this case the test response at time zero is
The LFR based on the sequence of inputs is h..

1 * given by
y•(O)- X(O)IIH(W) d.- 1 (2-11) %

I • Xt(to) Hlw) dw (2-15) '',"".',.,..•

This shows that the test response can be made ,.
equal to the LFR by choosing the Fourier trans-
form modulus of the test input equal to the This is a bound on the peak response excited by
Fourier transform modulus of the actual input, the inputs, xj(t).m-l....n, Individually, since
and by choosing the complex phase of the test X GO bounds the Fourier transform moduli of the
input equal to minus the phase of the frequency .
response'function. The effect of this choice of individual inputs.
phase is to cause the response Fourier compo- '
nents to add constructively at time t * 0. A test input which will excite the LFR, at

time t a 0. Is given by

.'.. **-.-,'.•.• ,." J:.. -'(.--6
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This input could be used in a physical test of constructively At time t 0. The phase is
the structure. It is conservative with respect chosen as minus the complex phase of the fre-
to each of the individual inputs in a peak quency response function of the structure under
response sense. consideration.

The method of least favorable response has In this investigation it is assumed'that. *-

a few fe-tures that make it practically impor- the bilinear hysteretic structure possesses an
tant.- First, it generates test inputs and LFR and an LFI which generates that response.
responses that are conservative with respect to It is assumed that the LFI orf the bilinear
a collection of underlying inputs and the system has the same general form as the LFI of
responses they excite. Second. it generates test the linear system. The parameters of this LFI
inputs that have the same oscillatory quality as must be determined.
the underlying inputs. Third. it preserves the
power of the underlying input by ma tching X (w)
to the moduli of the Fourier transforms of thosdre aeecielnarSFss
underlyIng inputs and slaply rearranging the tem. The frequaency response function for the
phase of the response.',ytmisgvmb

3.0 A DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE MOUND FOR BILINEAR Hs
HYSTERETIC SYSTEMS (wn - ) + 2 ir.*n (3-1)

It was shown in Section 2.0 that for a
linear system the least favorable response (LFR) where uN is the *iatural frequency of the system
can be obtained from Equation 2-0. The LFR is a. and r i the damping factor of the system. This
bound on the individual responses excited by a function can be interpreted in terms of Its real
sequence of inputs. The least favorable input and Imaginary Parts or Its complex modulus and
(LFI) given in Equation 2-16 is a test input phasc. The phase of the frequency response
which generates the LFR in a linear system. in functiun is
this section a technique is developed to compute
.the LFR of a nonlinear single-degree-of-freedom.-i 'n.... -

The capacity to generate the LFR of an SOF I-
structure is important since it can be used by Thsi 1 Fgue.1aafnconoB
the designer to estinblish a bound on the dis- Tiisplotte inFiue31aafnconf
placement response if a multi-degree-of-freedoi., circular frequency, a. Note that #(a) is an
(MOP) structure in its fundamental mode. In odd function and varies rapidly in the vicinity .

many practical cases the fundamental mode of o n lwyeswee
response contributes most significantly to the ~asedi hssuyta h
overall response. Beyond this, the results of copephsofteFuir afrm5tethis investigation nay prove useful for applica- cope phsofteorir rafomfte
tion in the definition of inputs at several LFI of a .bilinear hysteretic systemt .Is .given by
characteristic frequencies. simultaneously. ~ ~~

The technique to be considered is based on (' .tan 1 -.- . -f 4 u
the method of least favorable response. The LFI '. '
is an input characterized in. terms of the'
complex modulus and phase of its Fourier-trans--- where f& is -the Characteristic frequency andC
form. The modulus of the Fourier, transform of
an LIF reflects an envelope on the moduli of the is the characteristic damping factor. These 6"
Fourier transforms of the intlerlying inputs, parameters are chosen to maximizea the'response0
When the shock sources represented in the insem- of the bilinear system. The parameters must be
ble of inputs are very similar. then the moduli determined. This form is chosen for the phase.
of the Fourier transforms of the inputs are very th hoehait ilyedarspneia
s-ýmilar and the envelope very nearly mace bilinear hysteretic structure that is near the'
these. The complex phase functions of the LFR. *...
Fourie- transforms of actual Inputs are random, Fraseii iierhseei )~p~

atuie l asinpart. And the coplexphasen tof cas and ensemble of inputs. the pa raeoters in the
Fh mour erntrsnr of the Lre sp chose to caurp se phase of the Fourier transform of the LFI can te

thecomonets f te rspose o sperosedetermined byL searching the peak response values
as a function of fie and Ceto obrtain a
maximum. The response of a bilinear hysteretic
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SOF system is governed by the equation Dependence of the response function on the
parameters of the input is emphasized by

y 3 y y 1 Inclusion of these parameters as arguments in -
y+ 2Cn y * m R(y) - -xo -4 the response expression.

where C and a are the damping factor and small The peak value, in time, of the response is

displacm•ent natural frequency of the system, a "ax
is the !.DF syntem mass, x0 is the base motion Y(e' ce) t YT(tee) (3-8)..
input excitation of the system, R(y) is the

bilinear hysteretic restorlKg force function. The peak response can be maximized with respect
The restoring force is a function with an infi- to and c by solving for the values of we and
nite number of realizations. When y is small, e e e

R(y) is a linear function of y with stiffness Ce which satisfy the following equations.
k. When the yield displacement, D, is sur-
passed, then permanent set accumulates in the Y aY
system and the stiffness reduces to k When, 0 •a (3-9)

the velocity v.'.verses sign, the stiffness a e

increases to k and oscillations occur about a Do te l nohse t s ea
new equilibrium displacement (reflecting the we*
permanent set) until yielding occurs again C *. Use of these values in Equations 3-7
etc. Figure 3-2 anows a potential realization of C
the spring restoring force function fo- a bilin- yields the LFI. Evaluation of Equation 3-8 at

ear hysteretic system. Equation 3-4 can be Wel we * and Ce " Ce* yields the LFR.

solved using a numerical procedure. For
example, the numerical procedure given in Refer- Equatiols 3-9 can be solved in any of a
ence 14 can be used to solve Equation 3-4. number of ways. In the present investigation

they are solved using a simple search
Let xj(t). J-! ... n be an ensemble of procedure.

measured inputs from one or more shock sources
to which'& structure will be exposed. The LFR
and LFI of a bilinear hysteretic structure 4.0 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
corresponding to these inputs are defined as
follows. Compute the Fourier transforms of the In the previous section, methods for the
inputs and denote these Xj(w). Jul ... n. Then approximate determination of the least 'favoraole

compute the complex moduli of the inputs input (LFI) and least favorable response (LFR)
find the envelope of the moduli. This is of a bilinear hysteretic system were developed.

A computer program named LFIR has been written

mxI I to execute the computations required to deter-
X.e) ) -X ( 0) (3-S) mine the LFI and LFR. Some numerical examples

C J1 e1 are solved In this section using the computer r

This is the modulus of the Fourier transform of program.
the LFI. The form of the complex phase of the T ylv
LFI is given in Equation 3-3. When specific Two types of problems are solved. First,
values of Ve and €e are used in Equatto -33, an the LFI and the response it excites are deter- . .-Smined for a single input applied to a sinqle ,..*-.
Input whose Fourier transform has the form of structural system., Second, the parameters of ..

the LFI can be established. This is the complex phase of the LFI are determined for
a sequence of increasingly severe Inputs. This

-an 1 F2Cewewl ]problem is solved'for three bilinear hysteretic
XT(")- Xe(, e)xp IP tin-' systems.

The type of input used in all cases is an
(3-6) oscillatory random input with decaying exponen-

tial amplitude. The Input is denoted XoM(t) and

A time domain test input can be established by its specific form Is given by
inverse Fourier transforming this function. The .... .
result Is tN •' .c"s(:i- .xoWt 0-e"t c clcs (.t -•l,

XT(t) " XT(W) *'-• d.. - t 4 0 4 t 4 T (4-1)"'-.'---"

(3-7) ."-V"''''
a Is the amplitude decay rate of the Input; N Is

This function of time can be used as Input in the number of components In the input; c€,Jal, ".- -

Equation 3-4 and the response can be computed ... N are the input amplitudes; em , aal,.,,i, are
numerically and denoted YT('tl-e'Ce). ,

T( e the frequencies where the input has power; #J,
jel...N are mutualli independent, uniform .'.-•
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random variables distributed on the interval techniques developed In this study to be useful *.

(-w.w). The input is an approximately normally in the practical specification of tests, it Is
distributed, nonstaticnary random process, necessary to express the results in a form that

is easy to use. Specifically, when the engineer
4.1 Example One needs to test an equipment item, it is desirable "" "

Consider the response of a bilinear hyster- ýo specify a test sequence when he can rune a
etic SOF structure, whose parameters are given few tests (A 'the equipment Item. and use the
in Table 4.1, to the shock io'put whose peram- results to specify the LFI. The results of this
eters are given in Table 4.2. The input is numerical example will sh.o that such a sequence
shown in can be defined.

Iq the first part of this example, the . s
Table 4.1 bili-ear hysteretic structure whose parameters

are given in Table 4.1 is subjected to a
Bilinear Hysteretic System Parameters sequence of 16 Inputs. The inputs all have the

same foti, Equation 4-1, and only one of them - 1.0 mass input parameters is varied; this is the ampli-

2 'tude. The input parameters are listed in Table
k - (20) stiffness 4.3 and te. amplitudes for all the inputs are
ky a 0. yield stiffness given. The cij is the, amplitude of the jth

c - 1.256 damping component of the I t input.

D a 0.0813 yield displacement
an 3 2,r natural frequency Table 4.3

Shock Input Parameters 0

Table 4.2 N-30 e-0.628a 0.1 + 0.238( -1" J.-....3

Shock Input Parameters - 0 0.238(J -1) J- 1....30
N ci3 0.2( -t) + I j 1....30, I 1....16

cj '2.0 jal,....30 : ' : 'The actual structural response to each input

NJ 0.1 + 0.238(J-1) Jal,...30 was computed. Based oto the responses, the
* * 0.628 actual peak displacement responses were deter-

mined. The ratio between each peak response and
;Vi yield displacement was taken to establish
the ductility ratio, U, of each response. Next,Figure 4.1; the response to the Input is shown tie parameters of the complex phase of the

in Figure 4.2. Since the yield displacement is Fourier transform of the I.FI (using peak dis-
0.0813, the response is clearly in the pl;Astic p,acement criterion) were determined for each
region.. in this .xam'.. The peak rtsponse input. These parameters are graphed versus the
caused by the actual itoput is 0.1651. ductility ratio and are shorn In Figures 4.6,

ductlt rar~ti) and are .how inFre4. 6
The LFI and LFR ware computed using program (weparaeter) and 4.7 (C0 parater).

II.The parameters of the complex phase of The LFR was computed for eacht input. Thisthe Fourier transform of the Input were found to quantitty was normalized by dividing by the
be 5 .056 and cte0.109. actual maximum response, and is graphed as a

function of ductility ratio in Figure 4.8.
The modulus of the Fourier transform of the

input f3 shown in Figure 4.3. The LFI, computed This entire process was repeated for two
using Equation 3-7. is sho in Figure 4.4. The more yield, stiffness to elastic stiffness
response exicted by this input Is shown in ratios. These are k /k a 0.3 and k /k * 0.1.
Figure 4.5. This time history shows that the The results of these analyses are also shown
L IFI is 0.J012. t in Filures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8.

This exaaple 4emonstrates the process used All the results show the sam general
i.. finding the LF! and LFR ofa biline&r hyster- trends. Consider first Figure 4.6. When the
etic struc~ure when a single input is ductility ratio is low, the frequency parameterconsitdered. 

i,;''""'cdns I dered. decreases. All the curves exhibit an erratic -;.;

behavior. The reasom is that the inputs are . *..4.2 Example Two aao,,...'•...
In this numerical exmple snveral groblem ..-t:, .

sequences are soted. In order for the •

".e.
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The plots in Figure 4.6 raise a question of Figure 4.8 shows that the ratio between the
interest. That is, do the curves asymptotically LFR and the actual peak response displays a
approach limits? The answer is probably yes, certain degree of unpredictable variation. This
and each limit is related. to the ratio between variation is due to the fact that the inputs are
the yield stiffness and the elastic stiffness, random. However. the ratio appears to 6e

'As the- structural response displacement constant, ot the average, and the average is

increases far beyond the yield limit, each SDF about 1.4. This indicates that an LFR about 40
system has a spring force *versus displacement percent greater than the actual peak response
diagram that resembles a linear system response can usually be expected.
with stiffness, ky. Since the natural frequencyY, It was stated that the procedure outlined

of an SDF system, with mass m and stiffness k,
is kMm, the parameter we must approximately in this numerical example would make it easy for

/__the test engineer to find the LFI for an equip-
approach the value, /kym, in the limit. And ment ittm. One procedure a test engineer might

y
follow is now presented.the ratio (oe/wn must approach VT--k.

When an equipment item will be subjected to

An analysis was performed to establish a a class of field inputs similar in character to
smooth curve for each sequence of data in Figure the input of Equation 4-1, the test engineer can
4-6. Each data sequence was fitted to the specify an LFR testusing a sequence of experi-
mathematical model ments. First, the test item must be instru-

mented. Base input is assumed, and the response
" e0 . kyat a critical point is monitored. Using a low

S- -. A - e amplitude sine sweep (or equivalent method) the
n fundamental frequency must be determined. The

frequency response function near the fundamental
where me/wn is the ordinate of the curve, U is frequency must be established, and this informa-

- , _tion must be used to determine the damping
the abscissa, 1kk is the asymptote, and A and factor in the fundamental mode. For example,y this can be inferred from the half power
y were evaluated using the least squares bandwidth.
oLthod. The results of the analyses are given
in Table 4.4 Next, the yield point must be established.

This can be done using a sequence of experi-
ments. In each experiment the actual input is

Table 4.4 multiplied by a factor q. q is varied from a
small value (say 0.05) to the value 1.0. The

curve Parameters for Data in Figure 5.8 structure is excited using the modified input.
The response at the. point of interest is moni-
tored and the peak value is determined. The

S 0.5 0.3 0.1 values of peak response are plotted versus q.
The curve generated using this approach remains

A .1.125 0.995 0.966 linear until yielding occurs. After yielding,
y 0.572 0.226 0.112 the slope of the curve increases. The value of'

q corresponding to the yield point and the peak
value of the response where the yield displace-

The smooth curves are shown it rigure 4.9. ment is realized can be- determined from the
The results show that the curves are relatively curve.
close to one another over the range of U values
considered. This implies that the 'frequency Now the test engineer applies the actual
parameter. e of the LFI can be chosen, approx- input to the equipment item and observes the

imately even when the yield stiffness to peak value of the response at the point of•. metlyevn wen he ied siffesstointerest. The ratio between' this quantity and
elastic stiffness ratio is not known accurately. tre Te ratio tweenpths qh tetnd

the peak value'of the response where yielding
first occurs is the ductility ratio. This

,Now consider Figure 4.. Based ductility ratio can be used to enter Figure 4.6
Scurves a few s~atements can be '~de. All the (or 4.9) to determine the frequency parameter
curves exhibit erratic variatio.. More impor- for the LFI.
tent, the damping parameter, ';e "**-"eLFI,
appears to remain small when the damping In the
actual systai Is smal'l.
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The test engineer determines the modulus of An Important result of this study is shown
the Fourier transform of the actual input, then in Figure 4-6. This shows the frequency param-
uses this with frequency Darameter given above eter to be used in specification of an LFI as a
and the actual system damping factor to estab- function of ductility ratio. The numerical
lish the LFI. The test input is computed using investigations show that the frequency parameter
the above information in Equations 3-6 and 3-7. is the most important factor in the definition

of the LFI. Figure. 4-6 permits the easy identi-
The technique described above can be used fication of this parameter for tett definition.

to establish the LFI parameters for other
classes of random inputs. The analysis sequence The damping which corresponds to the maxi-
is simply repeated using the other input in mum displacement response was also determined.
place of Equation 4-1. The damping variation is shown in Figure 4-7.

It is concluded from the computations that the
change of damping does not significantly affect

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION the LFR. Hence, it is recommended that the
damping parameter, in the LFI be defined as the

The objective of this paper was to estab- damping in the actual system.
lish a method to search for a test input that
excites a conservative response in an equipment The procedures developed in this study can
item capable of inelastic response. A method be useful in practical applications. Example 2
for specifying a conservative test input based can be simplified even further. For example,
on measured field inputs was established. The note that the LFI depends not on the form of the
"criterion of peak displacement response was actual input, but rather on the complex modulus
used, of the Fourier transform, of the input. In view.

of this, the frequency parameters of the LFI can
The technique devaloped here was based on be written as a functiow. of the ductility ratio

the linear theory of least favorable response for an input whose Fourier transform modulus has
(LFR). It was assumed that when an equipment certain characteristics, such as "increasing
item is subjected to a severe excitation, the with frequency near wn" or "decreasing with
response may be inelastic. An equipment item freqency near tn," or 'constant with frequency
executing inelastic response displays5 a dimin- near -n." -Using this approach the parameters
ished stiffness. Therefore, the characteristic of an LFI would not be tied to a specific input
frequency of an inelastic structure is lower form, but rather to an input whose Fourier
that, its fundamental frequency. This study transform modulus has a specific form. Other
specified a method to search for the input that simplifications and generalizations may also be
causes the inelastic system response to, be a possible.
maximum. Tr,, input has the same form as the
linear least favorable input (LFI). The results obtained during this investiga-

tion are limited by the assumptions of the
Equations 3-6 and 3-7 establish the form of study. Most imortant, only single-degree-of-

the LFI. The intensity of the actual shock freedom, bilinear hysteretic systems were
input is accurately reflected in the test since studied. Further, random inputs were used, but
the LFI preserves the modulus of the Fourier the probabilistic character of the response was
transform of the actual input. Comparison of not investigated. Only one form for the LFI was
Figures 4.1 and 4.4 shows that the general used.
character of the actual input is preserved in
the LFI. Future studies may seek to improve the

Tepresent analyses in.several areas. For example,
The potential for inelastic response is an~alternate form for the LFI may be' sought;

accounted for in this study since Equation 3-4 specifically, inputs which generate more severe
is assumed to govern the response of the systems responses may be developed. Other forms cf
under consideration. inelastic behavior may be considered. Proba-

bilistic studies may be performed; these can be
Example One demonstrates how the techniques used to predict the probability of conservatism

developed in this investigation can be applied of a shock test. Most important, a shock test
in the definition of an actual test input.. specification procedure which explicitly
Example Two shows that the results can be accounts for the characteristics of inelastic
generalized for easy application in the specifi- multi-degree-of freedom systems must be
cation of test inputs. pursued.
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LOW VELOCITY. EXPL4OSIVELY DRIvE• FLYER PLATE DESIGN ,-0R
IMPACT FUZE DEVELOPMENT TESTING • •.

~,L. .% . °.. :,

R. A. Benham
Sandia National Laboratories.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

A now design of an explosive systen to propel a thick, aluminum
flyer plate into a reentry vehicle warhead contact fuse system
has been designed and tested. This design produces a "reverse
Uallistic" impact environment used to study the function of
contact sensors at impact velocities of around 1525 ups (5U00
tos). The paper preser.•s the explosive design, calculations of
shock wave damage to the flyar plate, and results of an experi-,
ment in which this design was utilized. Use of nitromethane
explosive permitted achievement of impact, with a thick alumi-
nue plate, without serious plate spall damage while other
widoly used explosives cause considerable danage in the plate.

INTRODUCTIO A new requirement.to explosively
drive a thick aluminum flier plate to

Puzing options for ballistic mis- low velocity [l220-18O0 moo (4000-6000
sile warheads may include a contact fps)] has prompted the investigation of(
sensor to provide surface bursts, a different explosive design. These
Developnent of these contact fuzes re- flyers are to be used In egperiments
quires laboratory test methods which which investigate detailed fuze system :
provide a wide variety of impact veloo- operation as well as subsequent nose
ity and target conditions. Rocket tip crush-up.
flight tests, rocket sled tests, and
explosi'ely driven flyer plate tests The same explosive and desierr of
have produced realistic impact environ- thick plate systems will not work. for
ments fer observing the performance of thin plate system because the driving
fuzing dosigne. The explosively driven pressure pulse becomei short with re-
flyer plate method provides a less ex- spect to the plate thickness, and plate
pensive alternative to rocket flight spallation nay result. The plate
tests In the velocity ranges abovr damage may range from micracracks to
those currently attainable with rrcket major fractures dividing the plate into
sled techniques 11830-240 ups (bQ00- several' separate layers. The plate'
8000 fps)3. Flyer plates provide a must be intact to produce a proper
"reverse ballistic" test in which the impact test.*
nose tip fuse system it held stationary .. ..
while the plate (target) rmaterial is The hydrodynanie shock wave com- %
driven' into It at Velocities fror puter code WONDY V [4] was used to cal-
2350-3660 ape (7700-12,000 fps). These culate the spall damage for various
tests produce representative impact plate thickness/velocity combinations'
velocity vectors (therefore stresses) and for different explosive types.
while allowing, high quality data re- These calculations lead to the choice
covery using hard wire instruments- of. nitromethane liquid as an explosive -'
tion. Previous papers [1-3] described that can drive the plate to lower ter- %
the experimental concepts and developed minal velocity without causing. serious
* an analytical approach useful In pro- spall damage. The lower density and
dieting the behavior of the particular detonation velocity (therefore detona- -
explosive flyer plate system currently tion pressure), as well as homogeneity
being used at 3antila .4ational of the nitromethane, increase the de-
Laboratories. sirability of thti explosive material.
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A small-scale experiment 4as de- THEORY
signed and conducted to verify proper
operation. This paper presents the re- Shock wave damage caused in the

sults of this experiment and deszrlbes plate during explosive launch may be

the analytical method for predicting calculated using the one-dimensional

the explosive system performance. The computer code WONDY V [4]. For formu-

success of the small experiment led to lating the WONDY calculaticn (which

the deaign of a large explosive system does not consider lateral effects), the

using 68.1 kg (150 lb) of nitronethane explosive thickness was reduced so that

to Irive a 12.7 mm (5 in.) thick alumi- the calculated terminal velocity would

nun plate C.292 M (11.5 in.) in diM- match the final velocity state obtained

meter] to impact a nose tip fuze system daring an actual test, thus making the -

at 1585 mps (5200 fps). calculated driving forces in the plate
similar to actual forces experienced

The explosiye design currently during a test. Figure 2 .shows the

used to propel metallic flyer plates results of a WONDY calculation for a

consists of a large, thick walled high velocity, small scale design con-

barrel partially packed with explo- sisting of an 8.5 mm (.335 in.) thick

sive. The flyer plate is placed in one aluminum (6061-T6) flyer plate, driven

end of the barrel, usually with a foam to a terminal velocity of 3200 mps

rubber cushion between it and the ex- (10,500 fps) by 1.42 kg (3.125 lb) of'

plosive. The flyer plate has a ma- Composition C-4 explosive ir, a 28.4 kg :....

chined guard ring around it to aid in (62.5 lb) tamping barrel. The plot

-preventing plate breakup. The plate shows the state of stress (pressure) at

thickness may also be tapered across a points in the explosive gases that

diameter to cause end-over-end rota- drive the plate as well as points

tion, thus allowing impact at any de- within the plate. The flyer plate had - -

sired angle between 0 and 70 degrees reached terminal velocity by the time

(between the nose tip axis and the of the plot, and there are no spall

flyer plate surface normal). Figure 1 planes evident, as desired.

shows the barrel design; the system is
detailed in adother docunent [2].

L SLEEVED LEA-
FILLED BARREL , .. ,.-'..

ALLMIWU FLYER0

*"% .%" .+ .°..1.5xDP.ATEW.T....-R

DEONATOR DFLE

- .*." * *% ... '.

CUSIO PLACED BARIVEN .

~z 0 eE

Fiq. 1- Barrel Tanped Explosive Flyer Plate System

.-....
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Fie. 2 - One-Dimensional Calculation of Shock Driving Pressures
for Standard High Velocity Design

If the same explosive design is One approach to lessen spall
used (same explosive type and same damage in a chosen material is to lower
barrel) but the flyer plate thickness the driving pressure which must then
is increased to reduce the terminal "push" longer to obtain the same flyer
velocity to 1830 rips (6000 fps), calcu- velocity. Lover stress gradients in
lations show that spall planes result, the plate cause reduced reflected ten-
Figure 3 shows the pressure-position sile stresses and therefore a reduced
plot for the shock wave calculations of tendency to spall. The detonation
this configuration. The overall thick- pressure (C-J pressure) of the explo-
ness of the plate has increased (indi- sive is 'indicative of the plate driving
cating that the front spall plates are pressurt and is related to explosive
moving faster than the back plates). A properties:
plate in this condition would not pro-
luce an adequate impact fuze test. -J •D2

The spall planes in the flyer
plate are generated by tensile waves From th s equation it is readily. seen
reflecting from the free face (opposite that re' ucing o (the density) and D
the explosive loaded face) of the flyer (the tie onation velocity) will decrease 0
back 'into the plate. Simple spall the C-J pressure (C-j). The ratio
failure models generate a spall plane of spec fic heats (v) formost explo- .- .
when the reflected tensile wave reaches slves i between 2.5 and 3. The C-J .
a threshold value, while other more pr~ssur. for Composition C-4 is 218 x
sophisticated models (53 are based on 10 Pa 278 kbar) (0 -1.59 gm/cm , D %
accumulated damage generated whenever 8040 rap , y - 2.7).
the tensile pressures rise above a
threshold value. The local density is Ni romethane, a liquid explosive
lowered to reflect the lamage. For the with bo h a low density (1.14- gm/cm)
purposes of this paper, only relative and detnation velocity (6240 rips) and
apall damage is of importance, so the a gammaa ?f 2.45 [the C-J pressure Is
spall model is not extremely impor- 128x1 pa (128 kbars); [7,8) is a ..

tant. I spall damage threshold of possthl, alternative explosive for
20 x 10 Pa (20 kbars) in simple driving thick plates to lower veloct-
tension was chosen after the work of ties. '"able 1 shows comparative pro-
Jones [6). perties of explosives considered as an
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?i.3 - O'ne-Dimensional Calculation'of Shock Driviný Pressures
with C~omp. C-4S Explosive for Low Velocity Desi,-n

TABLE 1
Properties of Candidate Explosives

for Drivlng Low Velocity Flyer Plates

DetonAtion C-J Pr~ssure
* Densi jy Velocity y (X 10 Pa)

*Explosive (gn/cn (rios) Range .(Xbar) Commnent

* li1trormethane .14 640245128 Liquidi

Anatol 60/4o 1.50 5760 2.70-3.00 134-1214 Solid
(Amnoni un

* .,itrate/TNT)

Ultroctuandifine 1.55 7650 2145-227.

TNT1.56 66140 *"186-172

Cyclotol 70/30 1.73 800 3014-281
(ALIX/~rIT)

Conp. C-Lb 1.59 80140 2.10 278

Properties obtained f rom Army ?1aterial Command pamphlet "AtfCP 706-177
Cnglne'sring ~ewsign flandbook -Properttes of 7xplonives or Mitlitary
Interest," January 1971.
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alternative to Composition C-4i. The contained two holes near the barrier
explosive performance data used along for fill anid vent of the nitrom~ethane.
with nominal barrel dimensions indi-
cated an expected velocity in the range The calculation of design perform-
between 1524-1830 mps (5000-6000 fps). ance was accomplished by determining
WONDY V calculations show that only the equivalent length of nitromethane
minor spall damage nay occur. Figure 4 which would cause the same effect as
shows the results of the shock wave the Composition C-4I initiator. This
calculations. Note that some sg.all' length was then used to replace the
cracks exist; however, the plate thick- Composition C-4 to give a simple,
ness is closer to the Initial thicknvss single explosive barrel system as re-
(compare with Figure 3), and there is quired for calculation [2]. Lateral
no appreciable velocity gradient across and aft gas expansion is empirically
the plate thickness. The result is not accounted for In the method pre-
exactly as desired but may be accept- scribed. The equivalent length was
able. determnined by using the barrel calcula-

tion method to determine the length of
For proper Initiation of nitr'o- nitromethane (47 mm (1.85 In .] which

methane, a shock pressure of rae would drive the aluminum plate to the
than the C-J pressure [128 x 10 asame terminal velocity as the 25.4 m

"10.- Pa-1 :

(128 kbars)] is needed. Calculations (1.00 in.) Composition C-J4 Initiator.
indicate that detonation of Composition The calculated terminal velocity for
C-4 explosive into nitromethane should the all nitromethane equivalent system
*generate a pressure of 150 x 108 Pa was 1612 mTps (5287. fps).
(150 kbars) thus causing Initiation of
the nitromnethane. Composition C-4 is

*easily initiat 'ed with a standard de- EXPER~IMEN4TAL VERIFICATION1
tonator and booster pellet. The design
of the system, shown In Figure 5p was The asall-scale explosive system
expected to meet the test requiro- (Figures 5 and 6) was fabricated and
mento. A pad of Composition C-4i was test fired In order to determine a. the
placed at the end of the barrel with a method for predicting final velocity
thin aluminum barrier to separate it was adequate and if the driving pres-
from the nitromethhane. The barrel sures were Indeed low enough to cause

25-
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FILL/VENT LEAD/STEEL
TUBE BARREL CONFINEMENT
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C-4

TETRYLNITROMETHANE
PELLET FLYE

0.111 m(4.375") LONG 3.5m

DETONATOR.

(3.65,)
25.4 n- DIAMETER

SEAL PLATE
Fi,-. 5 - Explosive System

only minor spR1l ,famagq. The barrel measurements resolution). Spall cracks
axis was oriented vertically with the nay exist but no large voids are ap-
nitromethane fril' and vent tubes at the parent, which agrees with the spall
top of the cavity volume~. littromethane calct&Tations shown in Figure 4I. The
WUs carefully pourel inito the barrel results of this test are documented in
cavity to Insure that no air bubbles a test report [9).
were trappel within the barrel. A
single bridge wire leton'ator (Reynolds '*

HP-2) was attache.] to the tetryl pellet CONCLUSION
booster within the pad or Composition
C-4. The flyer plate was accelerated A riethod has been devised for cal-
downward for 1.19 It (417 in. )where a. culating the performance or' an explo-
nor-al i1ipact with a simulated nose tip 1sive system designed to drive thick
occurred. Flash x-ray exposures were aluminum plates to relatively low velo-
made at three, eqially spaced positions cities 11573 nps (5160 fps)) for con-
along the flyer trajectory. The x-ray ducting inpact fuze studies.' An ex- .

source was direited perpendicularly perimerit was desigi~ed based on this
a cross the trajectory onto three x-ray method ani was conducted to produce
rilms housel within protective cas- . Velocity ani flyer plate condition meca-

*settee. The film wa6, located 0.416 n surerients. Calcialation predicted the
*(18 In.)' away f-rom the trajectdry ,. terminal'velocity. within. 2.5 percent,

Figure 7 shows the test setup. Tne and the flyerý had some opali damage as
x-ray pulso length was 70 ins, which . expected (based on shock code predic-.
produces clear x-ray shadow graphs of tion) but was intact and the plate
the flyer d-iringr t~ransit. Figure 8 . thickness remained. unchanged. These ~.**~.
shows one x-ray exposure taken after results support the design or a 68.1 kg
the flyer hal travelod half the trajee- (i50 lb) nitronethane explosive system* **

tory length. The? x-ray data allowed which will drive a .IP7 m (5 In.) thick
Accurate neasurnrient or the flyer velo- plate to a Velocity or 15r85 mps (5200
city [1573 mps (5160 fps)) as well As rps) before Impacting a contact fuze
documentation of the flyer plate condi- iyatem.
dion., The meanured terminal velocIty .p.
was within 2..5 percent of the calcu-
lated value,. which is Accurate enough *Scalimg law for complete spall are - .

for velocity predictions. Evidence or. not fully developed; however, Rel.
* spae11 lanare Is visible at the edges of [10] indicates that relative, spall

the flyer plate; however, the plate damage nay not be m~.ch worse than in
* thickness rer~ains unchianged (within in the small., cale systems.

160 %.4
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF VIBROIMPACT OF TWO
CANTILEVER BEAMS .

C.N. Bapat and S. Sankar
Denartment of Mechanical Engineering

Concordia University
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

The damping effect of collisions occuring at only one* point along the
length between two cantilever beams in free and forced vibrations were
experimentally investigated. The use of a snubber made from neoprene
'pad instead of a steel stud at the impact location had little effect:
on the free vibrations. In forced vibrations with one sided clearance,
displacement amplitudes were reduced considerably when the resonant
frequencies of beams differed. The performance with steel stud and a -
neoprene pad looked like that of ahighly damped system with positive
shift in the resonant frequencies. The maximum displacement amplitude
with steel stud was approximately 25% smaller than that for the neo-
prene pad. However, the noise level, on average, was lO dBA higher.
The forced vibration response with two sided clearance looked like
that of a single oscillator and displacement amplitudes were larger
than that with one sided clearance. The tip of the beam as an impact
point and smallest possible one sided clearance produced minimum dis-
placement amplitudes in the forced vibrations ann fastest decay of
displacement in the free vibrations.,

NOMEOULATURE Many of the disadvantages can be alleviated
by fixing the properly designed secoidary unit

d gap between secondary beam and imoact to the base of the primary ,unit, in such a way
point, mm. that during vibrations these oscillators colli-

I . distance of impact point from base, amm. de producing an intermittent force which results
So - base displacement, mm. in reduction of the displacement amplitude of
I -. excitation frequency, Hz. the main mass [1]. There are many practilcalX - tip displacement, Hz. applications of this arrangemenL: in control-initial tip dis lac aement, m ling displacement amplitudes of piping systemsX0 a initial tip displacement. mm. [2,3) and, in printed circuit boards E4] whereXrm - rms value of tip displacement, mm. snubbers with small clearances are used between

two systems. The machines used in compacting1. INTRODUCTION [5], vibratory feeding [6], and pile driving
[7), and the problems such as dynamic drift due

Damping of resonant vibration can be achieved to impacts leading to mismeasurement [8], high
by attaching an auxiliary oscillator such as a stresses in gear trains and collisions between
conventional dynamic neutraliser to the main independent structures [,g], can be modelled in
system. However, some of the problems 'asso- the first approximation, as. vibroimpacts of
cdated with tI,is arrangement during forced vi- two oscillators. '%.V

brations are: a. excessive displacement of I i ct d
the secondary system and b. the need for pre- In the vibration control aspect considered
cise control of damping stiffness and auxill- theoretically by Cempel [1], only one unit ismass to achieve the best performance. This forced excited while in Ref. 4, the simplifiedsystem is also extrely sensitive in the design procedure is given for the' particular

resonant range and hence there is a possibi- application without theoretical or experimental
lity of large displacements due to either in- verification. Masri studied a similar system,
crease or decresse in the excitation frequency. theore-icaly for massless secondary, and ex--.
This is also not a good damper in free vibra- perimentally [2,3] for a quite stiff secondary
tion. system..
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The aim of the experimental investigation is
to study only the displacement control aspect
of the vibroimpact system in detail. Theeffect S
of excitation frequency and amplitude, different
snubbers made from steel or a :ieoprene pad,
position of impact point from the base and one
or two sided clearance on the free and forced
vibration will be considered.

2. FREE VIBRATIONS

A schematic diagram of the experimental appa-
ratus and measuring equipment is shown in
Fig. ](a). Two identical beams each weighing (2y
0.230 kg machined from spring steel with the
dimensions 30.23x2.54x0.3175cm (1l.9x1.Ox
0.125 in) in a particular shape of I shown in
Fig. l(b) were fixed to an aluminium block at
the base. A specially designed slider weighing
0.054 kg. was used to adjust the position of the
impact point along the beam (Fig. l(c)). It 3
could also accommodate a pointed steel bolt of -

0.625 mm or a neoprene snubber shown in Fig. 1
(d! having contact area 645.16 mm (I x I in.)
and thickness 12 mm (0.5 in) gluded to the stud.
For convenience, the beam with slider will be Experimental Apparatus and Instrumentation

called the primary beam and the other a secon-
dary beam. The gap between the secondary beam
and the top portion of the snubber can be adjus- I. Bee 6. Strtpchart Recorder e
ted. It can be seen from Fig. l(c)•that during
vibration impoacts can occur only on one side of 2. Slider 7. Aluminium Block

the secondary beam and hence this is called an 3. Strain Gauge 8. Release Mechanism
one sided clearance case. Whereas a two sided 4. Aluminium Base 9. AdJusting Screw
clearance case is one in which device shown in s. Strain Indicator 10. Heavy Beam
Fig. 1(e). is fixed to the primary such that
impacts occur on both sides of the secondary
beam.

The behaviour of beams with two sided clea-
rance will be considered only in the forced vi-
bration case. Additionally an aluminium block
weighing 0.087 kg was attached to the top por- (h) Beam 0,tails
tion of the primary beam intentionally to
achieve the difference in their natural fre-
querncles. Both beams were tightly clamped to Secondary beam

the aluminlum base, item 4, as shown in Fig.
l(a). Two temperature compensated strain gauges gap
were gluded to the beams at the base and strains Primary beap
were recorded on' the duel channel strip chart
recorder and were calibrated to measure the
displacement. The initial dispalcementXo, ___"
at the tip of the primary beam was .set to a ' .-w
certain value by using screw, item 9, and the (c) Slider details
system was allowed to vibrate freely by using

release mechanism, item 8. . Primary beam .

Primary beam impacted the secondary beam
whenever initial deflection was greater than the . . . .*

gap and impact ceased to exist odly when maxi- Neoprene gapMmor deflection was less than the gap. Th -pdI Secondary
best impact location is one which produces fast- gap heamest reduction in the maximum displacement during l

free vibration. To find this location, the .'
distance of the impact point from the base was (d) Neoprene pad Two Sided Clearance
varied in steps and the results are shown in
Fig. 2 for constant Xo- 8.3 mm. The top and
bottom trace represents the deflection of the Figure 1.
secondary and primary beam respecitvely., Care-
ful examination of Fig. 2(a) through 2(d)
indicates that the damping effect of impacts
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increases, as compared to the nonimpact case
of Fig. 2(e), as impact point moves away from
the base i.e. towards the tip of the cantilever.

he damping produced is largely due to energy
lost at impact. The energy loss increases with
the increase in the relative velocity at impact *..

which increases as impact point moves towards
the point of maximum velocity, i.e. tip of the
beam. The effectiveness of damping can be seen
as a difference in Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 2(a), (b), %'"1
(c), and (d).. Energy ts transferred from one
system to another due to impacts and inherent
internal damping of both beams consume some of
the energy. Noise produced during impact and
frictional energy loss due to rubbing between
the-snubber and the secondary beam also adds
to the'energy loss. The decrease of displace-
ment is quite fast till impacts occur and after-wards in the Impactless time interval systems

vibrate freely with very little damping. Hencethe amplitude in the impactless vibration
region.decreases with the decrease in the gap as A-5)
impacts continue occurring till the maximnA de-
flection becomes less than the gap. T.,e effect '. .
of initial deflection when impact point was
230 mm from the base shown in Fig. 3(a), (b)
and (c) indicate that the damping produced
depends on the initial deflection. However, in
all cases deflection decrease was very fast
initialy when impacts occurred. The time re-
quired to reduce amplitude to the small level,
and the displacement amplitudes of the secondary,
increase with initial deflection, Xo, However,
the system still maintains goodaamplitude reduc-
tibn characteristics as evident from the compa-
rison of Fig. 3(a) through (c) with Fig. 3(d) a an
where, due to a large gap, impacts do not occur
at all. The behavior of system with neoprene
and steel snubber was found very similar and
hence' separate figures are not given.

3. FORCED VIBRATIONS

A schematic diagram of the experimental
model and measuring equipment is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4: Experimental Set-Up for Forced
The previously discussed setup was fixed to a hy-
draulic shaker, having large inertia, to reduce Vibrations
the effect of impacts on the shaker. Sinusoidal Key:
displacement of the base, So sin nt, was produ-"
ced and was monitored. -The impact patterns were 1. Beams 2. StrainGauges
monitored by observing the acceleration of the 3. Aluminium Base 4. Hydraulic Shaker
tip which showed a large spike at impact which
is clearly seen in the second trace from top in 5. Slider 6. Accelerometer
Fig. 5(b) and 5(d). The base displacement, 7. Aluminium Block 8. Strain Indicator
acceleration, and the tip displacements of two
beams were monitored on a four channel oscillo- 9. FFT Analyser 10. Four Channel
scope and typical wavefonms of these are shown OsctloscoP-
respectively from top to bottom in Fig. 5 for
two different frequencies of 15.5 Hz and 23 Hz
and with impacts (Fig. 5(b) and 5(d)) and with-
out impacts (Fig. 5(a) and'5(c)). The occur-
rence of impact, can be monitored very easily,
which in Fig. 5(d) is some what erratic while
in Fig. 5(b) is nearly regular. The comparison
of tio displacement of both beams at 23 Hz in
Fig. N(c) and (d) indicate that the amplitude of
the primary beam was reduced by a cubstantial f
amount while the displacement of secondary wasslightly increased due to impacts. However
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Case Displacement

Tip Acceleration .* '

Tip Displacealent
Primary Beam

Tip Displacement
Secrondary Beam

(a) No impacts, a 15.5 Hz (c) No impacts, S1 23.0 Hz

Bise Dispalcement

JL IL JL Tip Acceleration

Tip Displacement
Primary Beam

Tia Dispalcement
Secondary Beam

(b) With Impacts, 0i 15. 5 (d) With Impacts, Q* 23.0 Hz.

Figure 5: Waveforms of Base Displacement, Tip Acceleration and Displacement
Base Apjnlitude *0.254 mm, gap *0.5 mmn

(a) Without (cy Without
Imoacts Impacts

*gap-)arge gap-large
a-15.5 Hz .......A.....-u23 Hz

0 50 .100 150 200 0. 50 100 153 04

,(b) With Ad (d)i With *~~~

ImpactsImat
gap-.5mmgap0.5nM

flulS.5 Hz a-223 Hz

10 50 100 150 200.J~...L

0 50 100 150 200 0%010 5 0
Hz. Hz.

Figure 6: FFT Spectrum Without and With Impacts
Base Amplitude *0.254 mm, Impact Point 230 mm from Base
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due to impacts, there was slight increase and
distortion of displacement waveform at 15.5 Hz. (a Pri ma.r4"""-
The wvveform with impacts are nearly periodic 2 • o ,.•

but not exactly sinusoidal and hence the FFT I - 230

analyser was used to find out the rms values

of displeceent. These rms values of displace- 8 i o---a Without impacts

ments, Xrms. were obtained after initial tran- 0-o With 1ioats
sients had died and the time period was selec- rus
ted as 8 seconds in which at'least 120 excita- 4
tion cycles were complete. Doubling the time 4
duration had very little effect or. the rms -
values andhence 8 seconds was considered ade-
quate. The acceleration at the tipshowed 0
increase due to impacts as compared to the non-
impactcase. The corresponding FFT spectrums 12 )S.cond.y bom S. 0.254
of displacements of the beams are shown in 12- 230
Fig. 6.without and with impacts. The largest
peaks which match in the top and the bottom ...it.u ic
figures correspond to the excitation frequen- a 8--o cts
cies or the resonant frequencies of the beams. Witt,.l•ats
However, the creation of many other frequencies x
in Fig. 5(b) and (d) was solely due to impacts
which exciteJ higher modes of the beams due to 4 p
broad impact spectrum.

The first resonant frequency and damping .
ratio of the primary and secondary beam was
found to be approximately 14.25 Hz, 23.25 Hz, 10 is 20 25 30 3S . "-
and 0.0052, 0.0082 respectively. The usual
method of free decay and sinusoidal resonant Forctln frequem•y. Nz.
tests were used. Thus systems were lightly rfiure 7. R6 displacment allitudes of beans withdamped. stool com"ector.

The arrangement considered here is basi- :
cally used to suppress the resonant displace- (a) Primary beto
meint amplitudes of both beams. The variation 0-0 . -.
of rms values of displacements in the fre-
quency range of 10 to 35 Hz which covers the 0-.0 S. - 0.254
first resonance of both the beams, with and ,- 230230-0"..
without impacts is shown in Fig. 7(a) a.?d 7(b) d O.0.
for the primary and secondary beam respectively 2 .
with one sided gap of 0.5 mm and base displace- x
ment of 0.254 mrm. The impact point was """s
230 -m away from the base. The Fig. 7 shows that
the resonant amplitudes in the frequency range I.
of 14-16 Hz and 22-24,Hz of the primary and
secondary beams respectively are drastically '.Y 0
reduced. However a pseudo resonance with peaks Wa ,

of fairly small amplitudes of about 2.15 mm 0......%..;..
and 2.0 m occur at 16.1 Hz in case of primary 4 .(b) iconedary beam.
and secondary beams respectively. A small peak .S-0'0
of 1.25 min at 28.5 Hz car be seen in the res- oo s: • 0.508
ponse curve of the secondary beam. The vibrol 0o..-0 St • 0.2542....
impact system considered was highly non- 3 "t 230 0.
linear and the nonlinearity is of hardening d o0.5
type. And this is reflected by the pseudo peaks X1-" .
at somewhat higher than the natural frequencies 2
of the beams. Otherwise the displacement ampli-
tudes remain fairly small compared to the reso-nant displacements of tmpactless beams. The .. -. '._

effect of excitation level on the displacements
clearly shows the complex nonlinear behaviour ..-. '..
(see Fig. 8) The X for both beams at the , .. ,*-.,:
base displacement ofr¶s5O8 mm are not twice that 0"".... -
of a 0.254 mm and these are compared for selec-
ted values of excitation frequencies fur both 10' Is 2o 25 30 3S
the cases of impact point at 180 mm and 230 mm Forcing frueqecy. Mz.
in Table 1. This table indicates'that due to sorcing freucy. ot.
highly nonlinear hardening type behaviour tCe fiqurt 8. Effect of smplitude of excttion on the r....
deflections at 0.508 mu base displacement in e USIO9 steer connector.
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most of the cases are less than twice the value . - -

at base displacement of 0.254 ma.

Table 1: Comparison of X at different S and I for Steel Snubber
Mis 0 .. -* '--

t 230 2 =280
__.....___ .__ _ __ _ _ __ _ %.;.,...:;.• . :

Primary Secondary Primary Secondary.

0.5 0.5 0.254 0.508 0.254 0.508 0.254 0.508- b .s _ o.508 -... . ........

X
rmsI 073 .5 1.06 1.38 0.53 1.07,

16.25 1.80 2.76 1.62 2.30 3.84 5.46 3.46 6.53

25 0.46 J 0.92 0.84 0.96 0.61 1.07 0.53 0.69 .. .

30 0.19 0.67 0.61 1.61 0.46 0.69 0.69 1.84I. I
The two peak behaviour not so clear bet- of amplitude reduction. Similar performance

ween 16 to 17 Hz. for 0.254 mn base displace- was observed when the excitation frequency was
ment is quite clear at 0.508 mml. In Fig. 8 the in the resonant range of the primary system.
phenomenon similar to the jump in the nonlinear Hence in most of the cases studied the connec-
hardening spring can be seen around 28.5 and tor was fixed to the beam at 230 mm from the
30 Hz for 0.254 and 0.508 mm base displacement. base which was the most practically possible
The effect of reducing the distance from the position of maximum distance from the base.
base of an ipact point, I, from 230 f to A successful attempt was made to reduce the
180 m is shown in Fiq. 9. Comparing Fig. 7 ni lvpdedeoma cncnwith Fig. 9 indicates that the rnaxtmum displa- noise level, produced due to metals contacting
cement gmplitude of the primary and secondary during impacts, by using neoprene pad of
cy625.25 m, area, as an impactingconnector. The
bea m ha increased from 2. r e metoi5.5 and te e- effect of using the hard neoprene, similar to
from 2 mm to 4.7 -m respectively and the fre-
quency at which this occurs has also increased the neoprene pads used in the bearings for

bridqes, on the displacement performance can
is due1 to the8 de.T ncreasein the e tive- be seen in Fig. 12(a) and (b) for the primaryquency is due to the decrease in the effectivequscy tsand secondary beams respectively. The double

mass as the pointer moves towards the base peak region not so cleiar~in the metal stud
while effective stiffness remains nearly cnns- ce becom nute clear en t 0e m s e

nt. The maximum dspacmnt amplitude hasqute clear even at 0.254 mm basetet h aiu ipaeetapiuehsdisplacement. The displacement amplitudes here '•••;•••''':

increased because the energy lost at impact is dsle n.Teipcm ta luehr
decreased due to the decrease in the relative are in general larger than that in case of avelocity at impact. Tho effect of amplitude steel stud, for the primary as well as secondarybeam. The two peaks at 15.5 Hz and 17.5 Hz
of base excitation on the response when impact re quite clear inFig. 12 in the response of
point was 180 em from base is shown in Fig. 10. e
Comparison of results for E a 230 and t. - 180 the primary system. Similar two peaks exactly
shown in Fig. 8 and 10 indicates that the t at the same frequencies were observed in the
peak behaviour in the frequency range of 16 response of the secondary beam. However an
to 17 Hz for the former has disappeared and the additional-peak of apOroxiiately 1.5 mm is
maximum Xm observed at 31.25 Hz. The effect of base ampli-maiu rs has nearly doubled. It seemed that '

the position of the impact point has substantial tude on the response shown in Fig. 13 is similar ,
effect on the respojnse, to the case of a steel stud. ".-.

oth efetoth p iinoimatpitThe comparison of noise level, measured"..

thresponse of beams excited in the reso- using A weighting network of the sound level
nant range of the secondary beam at 23 Hz is meter, for the steel and neoprene connector is
.shown in Fig. ll., shown in Fig. 14. The microphone of the sound

show inFig.13. It ndictesthatthetiplevel meter was 25 cm away from the point of
rms displacement of the secondary beam increases impact.eTe nos lv whe nr ene onnto.impact. The noise level when neoprene connector '''•;'''"•
with the decrease in Vie dtstance of the Impact .. ,,..-wointh ro the decrease.in Hoedstanc re of theimpawas used is slightly higher than the noise level
point from the base. However, the response of poue nteipcls ytmadtemx. .the primary nonresonanlt beam remains nearly produced in the tmpactless system and the maxi- •:.•... '

thepriarynonesoantbea reiin nerlymum difference is less than 3dBA. However, the
constant. The behaviour studied here indicates nos leren teel t or is used isthat the tip, which is the point of maximum noise level when steel connector is used is " : •tha th tp, hih i th pintofmaxmu quite h'igh reaching 82 dBA maximum and on an
displacement in this frequency range is the
most suitaole impact point from the point ofview average is 10 dBn. hgher than the neovrene
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connector. Hence, the partial disadvantage of REFERENCES
slightly higher displacement amplitudes is
compensated by the substantial reduction in the 1. Cz. Cempel, 1971, Rozprawy Inzynierskie 19, - 0
noise level. 301-307. The percussive vibration of two

The experimental results presented above independent systems (in Polish).
are for one sided clearance. However it was
possible to attach a connector to the primary Desin Tas ct ions of t ecAe ican
bean, as shown in Fig. l(e), and secondary Socigty ofaMeatinicalfEngineers 100,480-' ~ ~~~Society of Mechanical Engineers 100, 480- -.---... •
beam could be placed maintaining a gap of 0.5 486. Analytical and Experime,ýtal Studies
mm on both sides. In this case impacts occured 46 analic and pith a Stde
on both sides of the secondary beam and so of a Dynamic System with a Gap. .. ..:
this had a two sided clearance. The displace- 3. S.F. Masri, Y.A. Mariamy and J.C. Anderson,
ment reduction, with two sided clearance, with 1981, Journal of Applied Mechanics, Trans-"
steel stud and base displacement of 0.254 mm, actions of the American Society of echani-
can be seen as a difference between full and
dotted lines in Fig* 16(a) and (b) for primary E 48,4'-40. Dyamc'".Sponse of a Beam with a Geometric No~n- ...- •• '':-__ _
and secondary beam respectivelyý The large lonseiori Bat wtyaGomticNn
peaks occuring at 13.75 and 23.25 Hz are Iineirity. -.. _--
replaced by peaks of 4.2 and 4.8 imm at 16.5 Hz 4 .. Seneg ~7 ahn ein7-3
for the primary and secondary beams. This Snubbers Calm PCB l'ibra'tion. ;'i ! ;i ~
frequency of 16.5 Hz was found to correspond nbs a C i ti
to the natural frequency of the system when 5. V.S. Metrikin, 1975, Mechanics of Solids 10,
both beams were c.onnected rigidly at the tip. 36-41. Stability of Periodic Motion of a
The maximum displacement amplitude in this case
of twb sided clearance is nearly twice that of System with Impactive Interaction.

one Sided clearance. Hence from the point of 6. W.H. Park, 1967, Journal of Engineering for
view of amplitude reduction the one sided Industry, Transactions of the American
clearance system seems to be superior to the Society of Mechanical Engineers 89, 587-
two sided clearance system. 596. Mass-Spring-Damper Response to

4. CONCLUSIONS Repetitive Impact.

The vibration control aspect'of vlbroimpact 7. T. Irle and K. Fukaya, 1972, Bullettn of
of two beams was experimenta'ly investigated, the Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers 15,

299-306. On the Stationary imapct VibrationThe system is found to work effectively in the ,of a Mechanical System with .wo Degrees of,.- '''.'''1
free and forced vibrations. The performance faMechnia Ssewt.-:grso
from the point of view of displacement reduc- Freedo..

tion of the system with one sided clearance 8. A. Ye Kobrinskli, 1969 NASA Technical
was found to be superior to the eystem with Translation 19- 9, M A niss i

two sided clearance. Loud noise produced during TrElation Dyn4Micsans S ity.
impact between metal surfaces can be substan-
tially reduced by using a hard neoprene type 9. R.K. Miller and B. Fatemi, American Society
material. The resonant displacement amplitudes of Meh anical Eni eers ADeTi.Anofbt em eemnmmwe h matof Mechanical Engineers, 81-DET-16. An" """ -"•-:•., .

of both beam were minimup when the impact Efficient Technique for the Aporoximate
point was near the tip of the beam. Analysis of Vibroimpact.
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r. Uas (Ohio State University): Obv'iously, you
sed similar materials. Rasve you tried it %bith
ifferant materials. one aluminumm beam and one
toel beau?

r. tapat: 'If the resonant frequencies are
if ferant, this system will work. It dolts not
attar what type of materials are uaed In the
same. Even if one beom is made from aluminum,
ad one been is maed from steel, you will not
at much damping if their resonance* frequencies
re the now. but, If you have similar boeam,
mit with differenc" In their resonance
reqinancies, you will get more damping.

r. Gears (Lockheed): I would think different
aterials would reduce Owe effectivenes* of the
yetem. For ezample, whet If one of the beass
ore so light that it had no feedback effect on
he steel beam? If-I had a large discrepAncy In
he mass demAityb for =uample. tee *the- beom
oesn't damp the first one.

:r opt Instead of mass density we found the
vot Important parameter is the ratio of the
tiffueises of the systems. We found this In a
onputer simulation wbem the beams were
onsidared as a single degree of freedom
yetem. If you consider one system Is very
.tiff compared to the othee system. than the
asponss of each system will be constdorably

fr. Caerer: Clearly, diem I make one of the
easses zero, I have suddeonly lost everything.
.5that right?

fr. lapet: That ts not so. If you make one~*.
see sero, that mane one beam acts purely "a a *..-

spring. The effectiveness of the system depends
are on the stiffness of the beams than on their
"ss, but it iosent totally Independent of their
'ass.

fr. Geer*: Teo, I see. So the stiffness is the
moet Important parameter?

fr. 94gets Stiffness Is the most important
mrameter. but mass will have an effect.'

\%*: .
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MODELS FOR SHOC DAMAG! TO MARIN STRUCTURAL. MATERIALS

David W. Nicholson, Code R14
Naval Surface Weapon* Center

White (A!-. NO 20910

This paper presents a simple discussion of various types of
strain rate embrittlement thought to occur in marire
structural materials under shock loading. A conistitutive q.0.
model is briefly sketched which illuatrates how material
flow and damage are measured, their thresholds, how they
compete to dissipate available elastic and kinetic energy,
end conditions under which their governing processes become
unstable.

I. NTRDUCION1. Direct v~rittlement

This paper provides a very simple It is well known that some rA.erials,
discussion of constitutive models suitable for particularly steels, undergo a transition from
describing various forms of strain rate ductile to brittle fracture as the temperature
embrittlement in marine structural meterials. is lowered below a critica! temperature Te.
The ultimate ccmýero is the capability of the It appears (71 that this transition is
finite element codes to predict structural promoted, i.e. the effective critical
response, including rupture, to severe temperature is raised, by high strain rates.
treataient loads. Unfortunately, the Some direct evidence in this respect is
predictions cam be no better than the poie n[J hc hw h yai
underlying constitutive models. In this fracture toughness of a steel alloy decreasing
regard, the major finite element coder appear abrupely in the high strain rate range.
to have limitatioan in respect to the
treatment of strain rate dependence. Temcaimi lutae nFg

(lo,b). Note that yield stress increases whoi
fracture toughness decreases. This

It. STRAIN RATE ENSAITTLEMENT illustrates how fracturv and plastic flow
compete to dissipate stored elastic and

Zin many instances, strain rate has a, kinetic energy. That is, if the loading
stiffening effect on structures. -This means occurs in times* small compared with the
that the load to attain # giren deformation is characteristic retardation
hither if the loading roots, is increased, times for flow, the stored elastic energy may
Strain rats way also have a strengthenitmg instead be dissipated by feacture or some
effect in the "sens that the failure loads are other inelastic process.
also increased. These feature* are faithfully
accommodated in a number~of viscoplastic
constitutive models (1-61. Of these, the2.DmgSotng
models discussed in 11-31 appear to be the .. Dmg otnn
primary ones implemented in the major -f inite Tn ductile materials, final catastrophic
element, codes such as I MAtE, ARAQUS and ADINA. crack propagation is precedeid by various

microscropic damage processes, among which we
However, there are important instance$ of focus on the nucleation, growth and

strain Tat* embrittlement for which it appears Coalescence of microvoids. Figures 2(a,b~c)
that suitable constitutive models have not yet illustrate a poasible version of this process
heen imlemensted. Three tiample. of this are as follows. Initially, voids aer formsd by
gived in the next section. dotachment of inclusion@. Next,. Lhey grov at.

.4.- 
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asteady rate. Finally, after sufficient - (1
growth they interact in an unstable manner.
That is. the material between the voids is so whesre
s**erely stretched that it fails, with the
result that the voids are linked.

The #train rate effect on this process is Uj* -@~i/

as follows. Nucleation and growth'of
vicrovoide appear to occur by a sort off f-f
elastic cavitation process 151). Tb* ;ii lij r'raiijI3
thresholds may be high, but the processes
appear to occur rapidly (in times limited byf
elastic wave speed*). For low strain rates, J
plastic flow efficiently dissipates stored
elastic energy. But plastic flow is slowf
(retarded). and thus higth strain rates lead to I i n r hesrs n h
high instantaneous values )f stored elastic flow strain, wigh deviatoric parts sjj and oij.
energy. it is easy to imagine that void Wie are a sseming flow incompressibility, so
nucleation and growth thresholds can he that Ikk w 0. Also, repeated indices impl:?
exceeded under such conditions, loading to summation.
rapid dissipation by damage.

The constitutive equation for flow st~ain

3. Thermoplastic 'nostbilities

It is well known that the energy q.1gf- f ojs,%f. 2
dissipated by plastic flow is largely curned eIj fLe ~5j~~n
into heat. Also, metals show thermal
-softeningt, thus reducing the threshold for Part
further plastic flow. but, as the threshold
is reduced, further plastic flow is promoted,
with the effect of greater heatinq aad thus wef o ijoij/4 s
Itreater softening. Thus, ;he strains &and' ... *

*temperatures continue to rise until a critical
condition is reached, for example producing a is the elastic strain energy associated with
phase transformation. This is clearly an shear, while v is the elastic shear
unstable process, and it is thought to be modulus. Also, the symbols <*> are dafiked
manifested in the form 3f shear baqds. by

Terole of strain rates may to. described

as follows. first, the situation is mort, a 'A 0
nearly adiabatic since loading times are short >
compared to heat transfer times. Secondly, o X 40 a
the stresses and therefore the rate of plastic
work, and he*nce tte, rate of heating, art
increased by strain rate. and the quantity of is a thrqohold energy

relatod to the conventional yi9Id,srresa*.

111. ILEqWMARY "iA7NMATICAL 140SWIS Combining (1) and (2) furnishes

For the sake of illustrotlon.,we nlow
offer simple examples of constitutive models ) (3)
for describing som inchanisma for *train rate;f ie o-of3 (.1W
tebrittlement. Strains at* assumed to be
small and the material is assumed to be and hence flow dissipates excess elastic **.

isotropic. energy at a rate determined by elf. which
The mai featues of he aodls aremay-I. called the (recipiocal of the) '*.,

Th minfttr~ o~tomoel aeas retardation time.
follows. The mechanism# are viewed as'
inelastic process*s which dissipate' lie represent dems.,* as an internal state
appropriate parts of the excess stored variable which manifests itself by modifying.,
*(elastic and kinotic) energy relative toea the values of umaterial properties such as
threshold *nerey'. The rate of diselpetlo. is of. In analogy with flow, we asauma that .%

tooptrolled by a retardation time. th. energy absorbed (dissipated) Fby damage is
given by

?%is situation is avident in conventional
viscoplastic formolat ions. The flow verk is -,0~--

given ,-y
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1d r•d < Wed - Od > (3M2) Technically there are four possible cases:

where wed is a part of the stored elastic . Wef < fo Wed <edo
energy driving the damage process. For the ii. ef > fo Wed ' *do
sake of illustration we assume that ".-"'W<$

iii. Wef < Ofo Wed > *do
Wed (<s>)

2
/31 (i. Vef>0f0  We(4)Sdo

where a is the isotropic stress and K is the where *fo and $do are the initial values of

bulk modulus. Equation (4) is suitable for Of and d .
cases in which damage is caused by hydrostatic Nothing happens in (i), while (ii) only
tension, which may be characteristic of void involves flow and has been treated elsewhere
mechanisms. [1.01. The case (iii) seems unlikely since

damage thresholds are typically higher ths• .

Finally, to describe thermal effects we flow thresholds. Thus (av) appears to be the"

invoke the conventional assumption [101 that fot teresting case.

all flow work is converted into heat. m .c.e 7

Accordingly. Ignoring inertia, equations (3.1, 3.2)

can be integrated, at least numerically. The
resulting values of wf and wd may then be

= ocT substituted into (6.1, 6.2) to furnish
functions of the form

and hence

Of -f(t; Vef, Wed)

T=;- < wef -Of > • ---*c .2<Wf-O Od l ld(t; Wef, Wed)

where o is the mass density and c is the Clearly. gBO fails for Wef and Wed such that
specific heat, assumed constant. _Cleay "

IV.' SIMPLE STABILITY ANALYSIS Wefj,> Wef

For the sake of illustration we now
assume thai ff, , v, c end o are al 1
constants, but that Of and *d depend on flow
work, damage and temperature: where w*f and wed are the slutions,

assumed to exist, of

Of = Of(wf, we, T) (6.1)

wf - max Af(t; Wf, Wed)

Od Od(wf; we, T) (6.2) t

We also assume that Wef and Wed are Wd " a ld(t; Wf, Wd)

t0
imposed and maintained at constant values ,
indefinitely. Under some conditions to be ,
investigated shortly, Vef and Wed will A similar stability analysis for flow alone ,.. .''

always exceed the f.low and damage thresholds. w p" i-f
The was presented in f101, ib which specific wille.The reult x •bs~ flowand dmage i~l ,examples were considered. "•:-'
continue indefinitely and the tempe:ature "i l ea l we..cnsdeed
rise monotonically. : A condition will
eventually be reached which represents some V. CONCLUSION
type of failure, such as void coalescence to

form crac ks, or shear band formation. Vrostpso tanrt
embrittlement have been discussed. A simple

Such a process represents failure of constitutive model has been sketched, which
bounded input - bounded output (BISO) illustrates measures of flow and damage, their
stability. That is, finite values of wef thresholds and rates, how they compete to
and wed lead to infinite values of wf, dissipate available elastic and kinetic
wd and T. energy, and conditions under which their -

governing processes become unstable.
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DISCUSSIONI such as rusting out, as damage?

Mr. Lee (Ohio State University): I guess a lot Mr. Nicholson: I was trying to confine my
depends on how you define the damage. In my attention to stress-induced damage. In some S
mind I thought plasticity is also a kind of cases, chemical effects have a relationship to
damage, but it looks like you tried to separate stresses. Hydrogen embrittlement, as I know it,
then into a flaw and the damage. Isn't changing tends to be a long term process of hydrogen
the elastic modulus, due to damage, in conflict migrating through materials and accumulating in
with the facts of basic elasticity? I can see, cracks, and so forth, where they reduce the
physically, if you stretch a rubber band for a thresholds for further crack propagation. That .. "
long time' and let it go, then its elasticity has kind of effect changes the elastic properties,
changed from the original elasticity. But, that but not mechanically. So I am not considering •
is due to the irrecoverable process of the that damage for the purpose of formulating a
notion that was piled up inside. When that went constitutive model. I am talking about the kind
through, obviously you can characterize that .a of damage that occurs in very short times under
damage, or it is because of a plastic very high stresses, and generally, I assume
deformation. these times are small compared to chemical

times.
Mr. Nicholson: We are taking the same point of
view as you have in composite materials. I.f you Mr. Lee: Do you consider that as a form of • 9
have voids forming in a material, you can damage?
calculate an effective elastic bulk modulus
where you smear out the' voids. You are not Mr. Nicholson: Yes, definitely. Material is
saying that the elastic behavior is changin4 degraded by it, and its function is changed by
point-wise within the material. You are not it. But, it is not a damage where strain rates
talking about a point-wise property4 ' You are are particularly relevant. I am trying to deal
talking about a property of regions of material with a case where you take two pieces of
that are large compared to the voids. So when material, one which you test statically to ýJ-•
we say that elastic modulus tensor is changing, failure, and you find it exhibits ductile
we say that the effective elastic modulus tensor failure. You test another piece of material
is changing. That is, it is a modulus which dynamically to failure, and by examing the
refers to volumes of material that are large cracked surface, you find it looks like " .a-
compared to the characteristi", size of -the brittle failure. But the question is why are
defects. So I agree with you. In a proper those two different? Ordinarily, that
statement of a point-wise constitutive difference is not due to chemical effects but
relationship, we shouldn't say the elastic some sort of strain rate embrittling effect -
moduli are changing. But I am not really saying which I have been trying to talk about here.
that; I say that the effective moduli are
changing. I think that is an important .- .,.
difference. As far as plasticity versus damage
is concerned, I am talking from the specialized
language of the people who play this game.
Plasticity contributes to residual strain so it -
can be measured microscopically, in principle.
Damage is something that doesn't necessarily
have an effect on the permanent strain. If you
introduce a small crack to a material and then,
reduce the loads, the length of the material
will'not. be affected by that; but still the
defective material properties are different. In ,
some respects I was just defining damage. I
think of it more this way. Physically, damage --.
means defectsi and I know the defects have some
effect on the effective material properties. I
would like to use that effect to obtain a
macroscopic measure of damage; I smear out a lot
of the details of damage by doing that. Out, I
would like to use that effect to measure the .
damage, rather then do what some other people
have done. They actually cut up the material
and count the voids, which is impossible, and ,.. ,'
then try to characterize the orientations and so
forth. I am trying to avoid that whole - -1,
operation by consolidating 3il of the effects of
damage tnd the effect of the elastic moduli. -

Mr. Lee: Would you consider embrittlement 'due .
to entrapped hydrogen and chemical reactions,
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A STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF MASS LOADING
ON THE SHOCK ENVIRONMENT ,

QI.Zhens Wang
Beiftn Institute of Strength and Environmenit Engineoruig %..*'.

floWn,, China

and
Hut-Dao Lin

Chiane Academy of Spec Techn~olov.*
BeWn& China . .

The weight variations in mounted subunaseiublies hnve re'itively
little effect on the pyrotechni-? shock environment at the noun-
ting paint. This is the so-coalled mass loading effect. This
paper presents a mechanical model vhi:?h attempts to explain
theoretically the mechanism of the mass loadine effect. A drop
'test and a st''-'tural striking test are conducted to simulate
the p7rotechr. )hock. The experimental results aigret. well with
the predictions of the model analysis. A loe~it aind an entire
body shock environment of a system and their shock test Sport-
finations are iefly discussed.

INTIIODUL'T ICM is often confused with the entire. lead-

There in a problem often encouantered i~ osm rulsIn view of the above mentioned, thisinl drawing up ahoek specifications of a
system, whether the weight variations In paper presents a machranical model which

'mounted subassemblies affect the shock attempts to explain the mechanism of the
envionmet o thesystm, nd hw ~mass loading effect theoretically. Theenvionmet ofthesystm. ad ho itdynamii model oonsists' of three massesaffects. This problem han prompted many connected in At.ries by two springs. i.e.

pyrotechnic shock measurements and anRt- "mass 0 -spring I -mass 1 -spring 2-
lysis, (1-8)

It i belevedthatmassIo~ing.:R ans 7" system. The system has free-free

general, will affect the shock environ- bonryonios.Tems0,ad2
sent. But the experimental results show rpesn thsuotigtrcr. e
.that actually the contrary is the case, mounting structur- and the mass loading
The weight variations in mounted sub- respect1ivey. The springs I and 2 repre-
assemblies have relatively little effect sn h oncigsifeso h
on the pyrotechnic shock eavironment at masses. *When the supporting structure

so-clled mass 0 ) is shocked by a si1ngle'im§pulse,the mounting ppinz. This is the s-ald the response at the mounting point (mass .*mans loading effect. To make an invosti- I)istehoknvrmntfma
gotion on this problem will help to hake stesokeniomn fmspredctin oftheshoc enironentf~, loading ( mass 2 ).The maximum response
the weight variations by 'conducting only oftems ca .siaedungw-'
a few firing tests. The investigation of Laplace Transformation method. Several

Sparia] cases are calculated, and thethe effect of-mass Loading on the Shock results are assembledt and tabulated.
environment will help greatly in the do-Beaeoftesterfpytchi
sig work of equipment mounting configu- bhOte data Ofth stru ttera st proktestni

raton nd n ravng p soc spcit-. was conducted in the laboratory to mimi- %!.., *cations.
.While dealing with the shock soenifi- late* the pyrotechnic shock together with

cation of a subassembly, we must distin- it drop test.. both tests generate appro-
guc etenlo'lan nirahc ximately the sawe shoek environment at

uspecfictioens and nerntirsea shook the mounting point. The test specimen is'
an entire shock af the sub~as.ambly is it r-ylinrtricnt Shell with strinu-ere and
tsken to be a locaul shock, the specif tr- rn.Teproehi h~ nitr. rornment is prmctically a local shock of

oatio wold ~ uner-est.On he oher the system. However, the routing shock
hand, If a lo'al shock environment .18 test acc~ording to g~eneral phock speif

takn a a ~rt~~e hok, heshok pe. cation is usually nn entire shock of the
cifications wiuld be over-test. However, system, In fact. the shock spectraat the praeent'Local shock environment
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method bas the conception of the entire case. 1, 01013 #1R

shook. There may be the sarn chock envi- (¶t,/.(o
ronsonst at the mounting point for both0)
local and entire shook of the system, but ~ as$IA(11)

the responses of the sans loading itself S#XV0i.C )/(.0.c..) (12)
are quite, different from each other.

Saqin/(de~~mg)(13)

NODL ~Cane 2. stomUa
4=S.:ss(14)

For simplicity, we shall assume that ~(5
the ac-tural structure can be regarded as
a three-airns system which consists of (1 laC. 6)
three masses m, a, and as tied in series Soosqand X.,1.both ippend on the equations
by two springs shown in'Figure 1, where (7) and (9).
a and a# are connected structural wansso
and as the mass loading, k, and ka are Case 3. ~mas~
connected stiffness. The shock source may (17)
be oharacterized by momentum mY. Nonce, (17) ~ 0 .

the equations of notion of the three-mass rh'e108
system Ignoring damping ame written ./(&,)1)

mi-k, (X1 -X)-O S-/~ 5 ~)(0
ask +ko (X,-X)-k 8 (X3 -X, )-o0' where (4=.((144*j?

with initial conditions -,k/) 4 *. m (11/Co)ý4& C,,.(1.Csi L
I(t)It.6.Xaa0 *iewV

(2) w(CL.??t.ir1t(4i'l

setting 91 X I -X and SIX2 -XI The maximum lost .. rand 1 ,mare tabu-
tqmaation (1) becomes lated in table I for various cases com-

is +, So(*+, (m I )-kaSa/a -0boned with a, a#, in. ko and 4j.

*with initial conditions LOCAL' AND UTIRB SHOCK MMS?

(4)t A cylinder structurr with skin-
* 40 tringer-ring-frame Ins hown in Figure

By uing he ~plae Trnsiormaion2. The two ends of an alumunium beamBy uing hotLaplce Tansormaion are-fixed on the ring-frame of the cy-
method the mnaimium values of variables linder. The mass loading a is located
2() s(t). is (t), 9,(t). $,t,(5t) are. at the center of the, aluminium beam.-1

obtind a fllos:The weight variations of the mass boa-
i=(4c~~5 IIO *(6+?)(s C iga are 0. 1. 2. S. 7. 10 and 12

kilagrammea. The schematic off the stri-.
to-VIVN~.C46 /(4 c (6) king test is shown in FIgure, 3. B and :* -

(7) C are hang points at. the, rtrng-frame of
8) the~ 'vyinder. Is -and X& ftre the accele-

G~s 'd Ol) W ration measurement points (axial dirge-
(9) tian). !, is the strtkirof point. The-

shock -Aurre is produced by 'suddenly
where co(k /a, j 4aAo(ka/4',)4; amnIe~asnig h strong beam to 3 noint. The *~'

Ciaad,/m * ;uas/m 0 h* a C~m/a , roelp'lining distance am. kept the same ao
C4-k/kl 4-0101The cylindetr strugetur* also was con-

~ ', ductedl n free drop test as, shown in Fig.

C9 ai *j +# +S& 2(; C#1144. The- tisider wan fixed on a heavy dmcp
hammer,. he hammer was dropped freely orn

From above general folmulas the fol- tho aimill The Manoer and anv~i. both are
lowing spacial coses can be derived: rigid. Thet drop height was kept the same
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.m.This is an entire rhock test. 7. When the loc-stions of the measure- ~
The acceloerome toer at toss mounting ment pcints ror shock environment are

3ints 11 and X& we f' ied on the top of nhosen,,or the results of the shock mea-
me bolts. For conve~isince, the maxima of surement are adjudged, not only will the
me 1. (t) and la (t) were read out. lhach rigidity around the measurement point be
met is repeat,.s by three to five times. taken account of', but the size of masses
me average of the measurement data is around the measurement location must be
sed. The iýperimental results of the taken note of too.
triking and drop teats are listed on the 8. The shock specifications, are not
able 2. Tho typical. time histories are only determined by the shock-spectra and
hown in Figures 5-18. by the waveform, but the impedance method'IIt in known from L13,(8) Wan our-own has to be taken into consideration also.
*aearch information. if the transient
avieforma are' similar. their shock spec-
ra. are similar too. Thus, the differen- RXERIKNJXS
en between the local and entire shockz
avironment is not identified by the 1. WI. J. Kacenft, M. U~. McGrath, and W.
ranmient waveforms or the shock spectra P. Rader. "Aerospace Systams Pyro-
hemselves. technic Shock Data. Ground Teat and

Flight.* Volume 1, N71-17900.
'I 538GM NDCONLUSON2. W. P. Rader, *Investigation of Paass
iISCSSIN AD COCLUIONLonding Effects"' N71-09250'

3. 'N. H. NeOrmth,"A Discussion of Pyro-
1. The weight. variations of the mass technic Shock Criteria." The Shook

.oading, in general, have scme effects on and Vibration bulletin* No.41, Part
;he shook environment at the mounting S. December 1`470.
soint, see equation (6). 4. . P. Rader, and W. F. bangs,'A Sum-

'2. If mas am 1 ,z no matter how the mary ot Pyrotechnic Shock in Aero-
tonneoting atiffauss kj and k3 may be, low, space Industry." The Shock and Vibra-
solda the order of V4q i.-e. the weight tion Bulletin. No.41, Part 5, 1970.
rariations in mounted subassemblies have 5. W. H. Keogan and oi. Y.* hangs, " The
!-elatively little effect on the shock Effects of Various Parameters on Spa-
mnvironment at the mounting point. I. cecraft Separation Shock." The Shock

3. If upnoa and k~jvk&, regardless of and Vibrntinn B~ulletin, No.42. Part 3
the variations of ma&, XLaoholda the order .January 1972.
2f VC01. In this case, The weight vansa- *.H. N. Luhra."Pyrotechnic Shock.Trans-
tions in mounted aubassemblies has rela- mission in Component versus S/C tea-
tively little effect on the shock envi- ting." Proceedings of 2nd Aerospace
roofment too. Testing Seminar. IHS, March 1975.

4. If m~omoeaa. the shock tetr- 7., D. H. Powere.."Simulation of Pyrotech-
weals the characteristics of entire nhock. nip Shock in a Test Laboratory.* The

5. If s4mj'u6 ,e the shock test re- Annual Technical Meeting Voceedings,
veals the oharacteristics of local shock. IFS, 1976.

6. The differences between the local S.' d. P. Rader,"Pyroteehnic Shock Sour-
and the entire shock enviroriment La. not ces and Environments.* The Annual
Identified by the-transient waveforms or Technical Me,)ting Proceedings+, IES,
the shook upeetra themselves. 1976.
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Table 1
Results of Theoritical Model Analysis(X.)______

CONDITIONS ______IMAXIMUM
CASES -1

-e k , ka a, a#. am c,, Co 4:0____a XN2
General - ____________ E.6

a3.),* a__If__a. Eq.(¶O)

____ ____ __ _ _ __ _ .89Vea),

k,sk1  *a 1  ________ V Ca

_______. 0__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _.71Veal 1

Come I k,"ka o"o

________ 40J coA"V'ofr' c 1/k, V got~

___________ .(k k, /k )

_______ Vc,(Ik, /k. )
____ _ ~E23* ____ _________ Rq.(16)g

Case 2 - ____ .71 Vv.

____ ____ ___ V 401

a Is____ _ __ __ _ 0. 45Vw,

- -jk M),),_ mi1 .71 V~a, Z

Case 3 Eatc.71Va-t
k 1 *ks m*on, ___ __ _____ Vol)

* a V'~(k,/k&)

k,4(kz U24,01 __ _ 'j, (k,/k As

k,eks w*'slona 2,to W&_ 0. 5"V40),
Ca 4 k.*k, sms'llis *p ______ 0.71 Va),

k,o kg ;wminm,u g,'Aa, 0. 41 Vm,

11.6..



Table 2

Results of Striking Teat and Drop Test (F~ig. 5-10)

XI ___________ ______RIO__

ngHgh Frequency Pask High Frequene~y Peak Low Frequency Peak
kg __ _9

Striking Drop Striking Drop Striking Drop
Test Test Test Test Test Test 7

0 130.2 131.3 45.8 47.1 21.7

1 120.2 107.7 12.9 16.3 2.2 11.5

2 119.2 127.3 8.4 11.4 I 2.3 7.5

5 114.2 107.1 3.9 15.2 1.1 12.7

.7 123.4 113.6 11.7 j13.6 0.7 12.6

10 119.5 122.8 3.6 112.5, 0.7 11.0

12 122.8 128.6 2.9 14.0 0.7 13.1

k k Soft Spring

4.IV 4,-0 .

114.1- Three-game SystemSrng pin
Fig.3- SItriking Test

#500mm

mb 9.464, M4oles oilim C .-

"%King Faw 'L -
7win Regidity Halamerl

24 Stringer$ I
itigidity Anvil

11S.?-. CYlinder Strucoture Vig.4- Drop Test

V.
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P1e.5- Striklng Test

?4.6- Dtrop~ Test

*at V4  V

2.8g.

Fix.7-Strikig Too



bias~

f 119.2g r. 4 g

t

F1g.9-: Striking Toot

u~u~kg

7.5k-

P16.10- Dtrop Test
m2=gkg

x,(t)

-V v

JP14..t- Drop Teat



%7-l-. 7 g

t . g (loam/i,2) t

-.. * 1

Fig.t3- Strik'ing Test
ma =7kg

i,(t)XI(t)

L113.6g 12.6&V13. 6g

Pigp;14- Drop Test
as-7kg.

TXMT t
t (1028s.

Fix.t5- StrikIng Teat

X1t)

0

t

-122.8 * S

Fig.16- Dr~op Teat
8"m I OlrA



400

~t)
[t22.8 .9tt

Fig.17- Striking Test ~ (1a/l
3azol2kg

ilm(at)

F 11.18- Drop Teat



BLA!7 AND GIOWND SHOCK
ASSeETS~fO SEI'K 904"M-RIW TY

by

mhe M,7 Sa-i Fetnand earthquak at that mods.n LivIl.4chitecturinl
Structures, designed to the same leals code -*tquirem*s, can' haves

saisoei gawvivailities, which vary fto near LrX to asu*.ly zero.
Oxdified aseisaic design procedures (Iviwever disushised as dramics)
smiterials and structtures. Rigoriou assessmnt of seiimic survivabil-
ity, altroujg not r*ejirsd by existingcoe for clvil-archttectural
structures, is oassibje by ittiona1 analytica-v methods which arable
derivation of a structure's tim h~story of distertion when It Is
subjected to base motion of given disolecamnrt time history. me*
metinods, which account for real non-liear material and strnctxve
propertias, as weil as the effects of orevious earthquakces on stru.cture
dutility, aem demonstrated in acolication;t high-rise buildings, andi

details an snelsoc survivaility of high-ris buildings are discussed.

XCTICN me deflection. In Figjre I r-fers to the
coo, 1rste of maximum deflection wiilh regari to

WK5 DUCTILITY the governing failL're nichaniso, e.g., the mid-
span deflection of a unwiformly loaded simple

tctilit- Is thp property possessed by bowa, or the total drift, roof to base, of a
rly designed structures enabling thee to hihrseblilng I first mode seismic
t Inelastic deflection without -failure, response. The area under the load-deflection

load-deflection curves of practical r zv has the units of force times distwce*;
tures have an initial essentially lirear therefore, the total are under th lom-
tic) load-deflection relation up to deflection curve to the failure deflection

deflection followed by a lonIilirtd, relates to a structure's total work absorption
*5* Ic) load-deflection relation to failure. capability to failure. where structures are
,lAStiC Part of a load-deflection relation founmd to respond in th* elastic-deflection soft-
ave, &.pending on the structural materials oning marrer, it is almost always rewuired thit
onfi~,rbtion, many continuous rurv repre- they 1,A modifiled to achieve elasto-plastic. re-
tUons; h-)weer, for configuratlon, normally sponse In order to u~pgrade tteir survivability.
in civl-architictural structures, th9

stic part of the load-43aflection curve ca" Ideal elasto-Plastic behavior 'is shemai n
proxlmated by a straight lira of suitable Figure 2. The loK$-4Wrlection curve has an ini-
,v iad the total load-deflection relation tillaicle toyld afrwihte
* represented by am of the two bi-lineir curve Is purely plastic (constant load rasis-
xisations as shown in Figire 1. tance for continujed defle~tion). If deflection

goes past yield, unloodir.; and reloading follow
El"aui-Piestic lines parallel to the Initial elastic line.

- .. £)sto-glastic behavic-t Is a good app.oximation

reinforcad concrete structures to earthquakes.

'lat cDeicto f h rsoneofwl dsaw telo

_ 1'
Decivil~ Ic1o

istered Structural E.ngineer - California F 1.aure 2. lasto-Plastce Load-D~fflection
ager - Strategic Studies Relat ion
rgy and Resources Division
Aerospace Corpo"!atidn
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Response, in elasto-plastic behavior, is nesses were abruptly softened when responses
described in terms of the dimensionless ductil- reached Dou, the rupture distortion of the
lty ratio, pj. This ratio Is defined as brittle elements or their connections to the

flexible frames. This softening Is detected as
a lengthening of the natural period of vibration

reslonse deflecti D after a building's exposure to lateral motion.
eection at) yield After bAttle elements are once ruptured, futureelastic responses follow line 0 - 2, or if

response exceeds Dy, unloading and reloading
follow lines parallel to 01- 2.•

It is emhphsized that u Is referenced to deflec-
tion, not to stress or strain. The values 3fut
from 0 to 1 measure energy stored elastically
and recoverable by rebound; p values In excess
of 1 measure non-recoverable plastic work on a t I
structure. The deflection defining p I 1 for
any given response of an elasto-plastlc struc-
ture has a unique value that Is Independent of
-the number of responses, short of failure, into
"the inelastic region. { ._ __•

.',There is a- maximum amount of plastic worg. Db D"Ocharacteristic of any given structure configure- b " M

tion and material, that can b? absorbed before ,3 ret, -
failure. It is therefore seen that an ioeal Figure 3. Typical tuu.ding Load-Deflection
elasto-plastic structure fails when either Curve
single or multiple respn.se; into the inelastic
region are such that

--Bu.lings without brittle and flexible
.. u - 1) a Failure Uj (2) me*ers connected in parallel (as with some

.newer b-i..ings) exhibit a single linear load-
dtflntlon relation to yield. In either case,
new buildings or previously exposed old build-

whem defletion at incipient hlue ings, the load-deflection curve, Is essentiallydeflection at incipient yield -'asto-plastic, and the survivability now is a
Du ' function of the previous history of cý_sIative

Inelastic distortion and of DL., the cumulative
"distortion at incipient failure. Stated in

y general, a structure can have only a finite
"Failure Y values, based on rupture a- uok•."e, numer of Inelastic responses before the cumula-
can range from near 1 for brittle strucxrs to tive wrk absorbed will result in unforewarned
more then 20 for' structures desvigr,. to respond failure, ai.-4 that finite number Can be as small
in a ductile manner. Some degtae of ainelastic as 1.
response occurs for any civil-architecturalstructure In a severe eartho•ae frnce it is Seii-ic survivability is increased as
important for survivability tha' structures be F2JI.,re , , Du/D., Is increased., Design of
desIgned to achieve large Fa!\...ze .. ,# J'4 bulldfngi for large Failure iu requires

"t, "on to oroblems which are Inherent In
THE OUCTILITY OF HIGH-RISE CWa.RS t':ios type structures, of which frames of' high-

rime towers are a type. Practical high-rise
Evidence of damage to huildlr.;.. which (ave tcaers have only a narrow range within which

survived severe lateral distertion ofw:;.1 d- the relative' values of their floor to floor
cates that, as 1uilt, they had led-oef xtin ' structural parameters yary, so It is possible
curves as shown on ,rigure 3. , Such curves zm .*u examine their irnerent problems In achieving

. that brittle e)mefLs, e.g., msonry curtain large Failure # by using rEasonable choices
* walls or concrete elevator' sifts, were con- of the 'parametric relations Involved.

nected In parallel with -flexible structural '
frames. Under light loads, they responded alon Consider a high-rise tower of m stages In
line 0 - 1. Under severe loads, their stiff- numer with all stage heights and staqe masses

identtcal, and where the lateral stiffness (K)
of each stage is proportional to the load tri-
butary to It. Taklng first mode lateral distor-"The tton as the critical response makes the forces

mary horizontal members and the vertical and at each floor act in phase, and each force will
"lateral. load resisting mMbezs which frame
Into them, In this Case a girder and Its have a magnitude 'which Is,, to a good approxi-
Immediate supporting columns. The architec- nmtion, proportional to the distance of Its
tural terms "story" wi floor' do not un --- floor above the base of the structure. The pre-

,, t~I~usl y efiney ot . ceding cofxnitlons are Illustrated in'Figure 4.-.a'mbiguouly define the Correspnding
structure.
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"mP If the response of kr tower goes irelastic
K m 1 due 'to yielding irnthe k11 stage, then the tri-

butary load to the kth stage at incipient
.(M-OP1 yield can be expressed as

. (m-2)P 1
, ".mPl(yk) (m - 1)Pl(yk) * . kPltyk)kk * I 1

I .k where the subscript (yk) designates the value of
*".PI at this condition. The kth stage drift

at inciplent yield is (m. m)

K2'
"i -P2P ] . k(yk) + m ) ~K )

and the free eno deflection of the tower at
K1 . P1  incipient yield, Dy, is

Rp
-,1 717 ..- (M1

'... .'2 m(m2 .n) l(yk)
Figure 4. Example Tower Frame Dy Dm(yk)= 2 K.

Th ltealfrc a tekth stg'floor yield In the kth stage limits drift In the
The lateral force at the stage oo stages above it to that occurring at kth .stage

teis (kt kP and the total load trhe tage to ield. Stages below the kth can still receive
the stage (t the total adhe kt stage)rlnctasng drift.
is nraigdit

M1 (If the elastic drift below the kth stage
Sr • (n'-l)P1 * (m-2)l kP1  is small during the interval from kth stage

"yield to its failure (this is equivalent to
"saying the kth stage is low in the structure

" Lg t l ror that the kth stage plastic drift to failure'.Letting k a 1 gives the total tributary load to ssalte0h fe n elcina" this smell), then the free end defletion at-the first stage (the base shear) as incipient tower failure can be expressed as

Du Dy (dlf dk(yk)) (5)

With the assumed conditions on stage stiff-
ness ano lateral force distribution,the drift In
each stage is the same. The drift In the first where 4Cf * kth stage drift at kth
stage Is stage failure.

(i 2 M I m) I

"K 2The towen failure ductility ratio Is then

"Failure u . .D Wy(dk.- k))and the total, dsolacement of the free end'is (6)

Y Y

."h m (m 2 .m) P,

2 K1

The'precelng expression relates free end dis-
placerrent and base' shear during first mode

.- elastic response of the example tower.
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It is seen that as more stages are placed in With a given ground motion spectrum, the
series (as more stories are added to a tower), corresponding spectrum -for single mode linear

Sbecomes large compared to dj- kIf elastic response is constructed with amplitudes
d the Failure p approaches the im ting v as simple multiples, between one and two, of the

of 1. That is to say, If a high-rise tower con- ground spectrum. The response spectrum Is ex-
tains a sub-strength stage, the load-deflection tremely useful as a rational formalism for
curve of the tower will be elasto-plastic, but deriving loads to be used for ssetsmic design.
the plastic deformation region will be essen- However, attempts to use It for "dynamictially limited to the plastic drift in the analysis" of response of real structures to

yielding stage. Before yield, all stages real earthquakes involve several necessary
receive work due to lateral distortion; after assumptions as follows:
yield, the yielding stage alone receives essen-
"tially all further work. For a high-rise tower 1) Time is not a parameter of concern in
to be given a reasonable degree of ductility, dynamics problems.
care must be taken to design all stages to have
individually large plastic drifts before failure 2) The various response modes are uncou-
and to assure that no weak links (sub-strength pled; i.e., response in any one mode
stages) exist, particularly that they do not will not exclte response in other modes.
exist low In the structure.

3) The effect of phasing of modal responses
A schematic reoresentation of a tower frame on over-all response can be accounted

with yield in the kth stage is given in for by in arbitrary formalism; e.g., the
Figure 4a. If yield occurs, it is usually low over-all response is assumed equal to
in the structure, often in the first stage (e.g. the square root of the sum of the
Olive View Medical Center, 5an Fernando 1971). squares of the modal responses.

In fact, the preceding assumptions are seriously
violated in the non-linear response region of
interest for survivability assessment, so while
the response spectrum provides a useful means
for deriving loads to be used for design, its
use does not constitute an analysis of the
response which will actually occur In any given
earthquake.

"Time Domain Response Analysis

The Lumped Parameter Method

Rigorous solution of multi-mode structural

Figure 4a. Yielding Frame Schematic response to ground motion requires analysis In
the time domain. Time domain analysis is often
attempted by use of the lumped rame1er method.

STRUCTURAL RESPONS TO GROUND MOTION This consists essentially of "lumping" the
structural parameters of mass, s ring rate, and

The Response Spectrum damping and then determining te equations of
mocion for the system. In me rix form, the

The cyclic motion of earthquakes contains equations are expressed as
- cOmponents of many frequencies. If the recorded

amplitude of ground motion is plotted against
frequency,, the resulting 'graph Is the ground F . x I F (tmotion spectrum. Zn' general, the amplitude- 'H LH *. u fI
frequency plot Is highly Irregular (shows sharp
peaks and valleys) with largest displacements Where, for response to ground motion, the vector
occurring at low frequencies and largest If (t)0 Is obtained by applying te time history
accelerations at high frequencies. As a prac- of ground motion as a boundary codition.
tical matter,, the highly Irregular plot Is often
smoothed by substitution of a curve enveloping If the preceding matrix equation Is linear,
Its peaks, or, alternatively, running through -it can be solved by computer. Unfortunately,
its mean values. It Is apparent that choice of the responses of Interest for ear tquakes-result
smoothing process strongly effects the smoothed in severe non-linearity In the stiffness and
spectrum values, and furthermore, that the damping matrices and preclude se of matrix
ground motion spectrum. gives no Information on analysis for structural response, unless the,
time history of motiorn as required for dynamic problem can be segmentally line ilzed, a costly
analysis. procedure.

1%..
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Lumped parameter analysis has sometimes been It is apparent that, for a given atrlituda, the
used for after-the-fact investigation of damaged slope of the distortion wave (the drift between
structures, in which cases "equivalent linear" floors) is increased as its wave length is de-

"* damping and stiffness matrices were devised creased. A wave reaching the free end of a
which, used in the matrix equation, would cor- structure is reflected toward the base unchanged

- rectly predict the observed results. Determin- except in sign. Structural wave amplitudes are
Ing "equivalent viscous damping" or "equivalent reduced exponentially with distance traversed

. spring rate" can .be informative for research, (i.e., with time) as determined by damping.U but it is not an analysis of response. Structural damage In earthquakes begins in
local zones of inelastic resoonse. Consideringmulti-story buildings, such a *local zone"

The Distortion Wave Method would be a suib-trength stage in yield at its
"points of maxima moment (the column to girder
"connections), and it is aooarent that inelastic
response at any stage limits tte seismic shear

when the base of a structure is subjected to load which can be transitted by that stage.
a pulse of transverse motion, a signal of the The oresence of a zone of' inelastic, response is
time-history of that motion is transmitted uO a boundary condition seoerating the elastic
the structure as a transverse wave of distortion resoonse regions on either side. Whatever the
whose velocity, for wave lengths exciting first signal transitted to the Inel.astic resoonse

S""mode seismic resoonse, can be related to the zone, the signal prooagated thrnugh that zone
"structure configuration by the exoression to the elastic region- beyond consists of anearly constant force for the duration of

inelastic resoonse.

Vs *1"V" • (7) The general steps of determining a
structure's response to a given earthquake
ground aotion, using the distortion wave
method, are as follows:

where Vs - velocity of transverse wave
propagation in the structure, 1) The lateral wave propagation velocity of
meters/sec the structure is calculated.

"H = structure heigt, meters 2) The structural waves induced by the
T f m p sknowm ground motion time-history (ground-:6 T a, first mode period, sec displacwment versus time) and reflection

from the free end are determined.

3) The amplitudes of the structural waves
The ai•litude of the structure wave induced by awe reduced exponentially with time as

-. base motion is the same as that of the base d determined by appropriate damping.
motion; however, the wave length in the structure
is different from that of the medium in which 4) The instantaneous frame distortion at
the base motion occurs by the ratio of the wave any time is found as the algebraic sm
velocities in the structure and the base medium, of the separate' wave distortions
i~e.., . (including reflected waves) present in

the frame at the given time.
Vs •5) If local inelastic response occurs, the

Lis Lm() reon."�m (Over-all structure response is deter-.- mined ste"ise for the time intervalsr:'i before "n after the onset of inelastic
where Ls w wave length In structure,

meters

Vm - wave velocity in base 'medium,
meters/sec

Le wave length in base medium,
meters
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The response obtained by the preceding technique It is seen that these concepts are related as
yields the floor to floor drift, including any
inelastic drift, in the time domain. The dis-
tortion wave method conforms to the real physi-
cal nature of structural response to cyclic base Survivability = I - Vulnerability
motion. Survivability assessment requires that
the effect of each seismic wave capable of

. inducing inelastic response be considered;
however, this often only requires use of a Either concept can be used for analysis, but
single critical cycle of ground motion which since structural engineers are more Interested
can be found by inspection of the ground Li "how much is left" than in "how much is used
displacement - time history for the earthquake up", the remaining discussion will emphasize
of interest.$ survivability.

9JRVIVABILITY ASSESSMENT Considering civil-architectural structures
and earthquakes, "system capability" Is a

THE CONCEPT OF SI.UVIVABILITY stru:ture's as-built ability to accept
Inelastic deflection without failure, i.e.,

The terms "vulnerability" and "survivabll- system capability Is precisely the previously
ity*, which are used in a qualitative sense In defined "Failure A ". The "defined hostile
Informal conversation, require precise and environment" s the expected Intensity 9nd
quantitative definitions when used in systems recurrence times of earthquakes for the locale
analysis. General definitions are as follows: of the structure. The "defined period of time"

Is, as a minimum, whatever is the intended
* Vulnerability is the degradation of system lifetime of the structure; however, longer

capability, expressed as a fraction, expect- times might be chosen in particular cases.
ed to occur when the system is expcsed to a Accordingly, survivability is estimated as
defined hostile environment for a defined
period of time.

Survivability Is the portion of system caps- Survivability x Failure #

bility, expressed as a fraction, expected to Failure /I be retained when the system Is exposed to a
defined hostile environment for a defined
period of time. where Failure U for any structure is a calcula-

ble number, and the term •(p- 1) Includes the
effects of any Inelastic response which has
occurred as well as anticipated responses in

That the damaging distortion of a tall the remaining expected life of the structure.
building tends to appear during response to
a single critical cycle of ground motion The concept of survivability can be Illu-I occurring at the building's first mode per- strated by comparison of example structures in
iod is rierrick's observation (C. 3. Derrick, a given seismic environment. Assume a region
Structural Engineer) based on evidence of of seismicity such that there can be expected.
da•age in the Long Beach 1933 and Subsequent four "major" earthquakes and one "great* earth-
events in Southern California. Derrick's quake In a', 100 year time period of interest.
observation can be svpported by statistical "Major" and "great" are arbitrarily assumed, for

""argument based on the random•ess of earth- this comparison, as inducing response deflec-
quake ground motion. Distortion wave analy- tions, Dr, of 30 centimeters and 40 centime-
sis for seismic response was first discussed ters respectively in the example structures.
by Derrick ca 1930, but its acceptance was
limited by. the then lack of displacement- Assume three tower structures, archltectur-Stime history, data for strong ground motion ally Identical, but'with differ6e.t yield deflec-

, (Housner~s analysis of El Centro 1940 was tion, Iv, ano failure deflection, %u, as
Sstill 10 years in the future). Current use tabulated below. The survivabilities were
of distortion wave analysis is primarily for assessed for the 100 year time period with the
weapons effects, e.g., to obtain the time- expected five earthquakes.
domain elasto-plastlc :.esponse of structures
subjected to combined vertical and horizon-
t~l ground shock. Most such work cannot
rnach the open literature.

I
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i Tower1 Tower 2 'ower3 PROBABLE NM4ER OF CARTKQUAxES IN CALIFORNIA

Dy 20 cm 20 cm 30 cm Ofmagnitude

Du 60 cm 100 cm 60 cm M greater 2ar 25 Per 50 Per i00 Per 200
Failure i 3 5 2 than years years years years:

"Major" P (4 times) 1.5 1.5 1
6.0 25 50 99 198". "Great" P (0 time) 2 2 1.7 1

Survivability 0 0.4 0.84 6.4 13 26 53 106
6.6 9.3 19 37 74

6.8 6.4 13 26 51

The example survivabilities itidicate that Tower 7.0 4.3 8.6 17 34
1 cannot survive the defined 100 year environ- 7.2 2.6 5.2 10 21
ment, although it could survive i shorter time 7.4 1.7 3.4 6.7 13* period with a reduced number of events. Tower 2

, retains 40 of its original capability; i.e., It 7.6 0.97 1.9 3.9 7.8
can still survive one more "major" event, but a 7.8 0.51 1.0 2.0 4.1

-second major event or a single .C-eat event would
cause its collapse. Tower 3, however, can sur- 8.0 0.28 0.56 1.1 2.2vive several centuries of the example seismic 8.2 0.13 0.26 0.51 1.0
environment, if not razed to make way for a

• parking lot. 8.4 0.OA 0.08 0.17 0.34

It is apparent that a structure's surviv-
ability is reduced by Its every inelasticresponse, to lateral distortion. The point at Regional seismicity descriptions, such as thewhich survivability becomes unacceptably low preceding, help define the "hostile environment"
logically depends on several factors, including required for assessment of seismic survivabil-
the structure's use and planned remaining life. ity. Full definition of the hostile environmant

• .It can be argued that an unsuspecting public must Include description of the expected ground
"has a right to structures which will protect displacement time history (which is related to". them unharmed through the most severe earth- Modified Mercalli Intensity) for the building
quake credible ouring the public's exposure. site of Interest.
Notice that this argument does not require thatthe structure itself remain undamaged. In any Cround Motion Intensity
event, as far as budlding codes are concerned, ' ""* speculation regarding minimum allowable surviv- The "magnitude" of an earthquake is a hufer-" ability is academic, since design by codified Ical grading, on a logarithmic scale, of thestatic loads to codified allowable stresses energy released during theevent. The Modified-" gives no clue to survivability, nor is Mercalli Intensity of an earthquake Is a numeri-S. survivability assessment required by code. cal grading of the damage potential of ground

motion at a specific site during, a seismic.THE HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT event. It is apparent that the intensity at agiven site is a function of the magnitude of the
-Realonal Seismicity earthquake, of the distance of the site from thecenter of energy release, of the local site geo-

*- !"ei .icity refers to the magnitudes and logy, and of the intervening geology between the
recurrence intervals of earthquakes historically site and the origin of the earthquake.

* characteristic of any region. The conceot of
seismicity is impl icitly recognizeJ in the
"seis.ic zone" categories defined in building .
codes. More direct statement of seismicity is
given in empirical relationships .of magnitude
and recurrence time such as reported by Dr.SQ.G. W. Mousner for California and presented in
the following table.

"j1,9
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"The most useful quantitative description of STRUCTURAL DETA!L EFFECTS
* intensities of past earthquakes at any site

would be strong-motion seismograms recorded at Regarding yield and failure of structures,
the site. Local site geology is the parameter It Is vell to recall that most failuies start in
of major influence on the ground motion .Wpli- c.rnnections rather than in unc'.r-designed mem-
tude and period relation, so such records, along brs. For steel high-rise frames, the colm-
with the corresponding information on earthquake girder connection details can be critical,
magnitude and location of origin, could be particularly so for welded connections.
extrapolated to describe expected future site
ground motion. Unfortunately, as of 1984 such An example of potentially a problem connec-U site specific records are rarely available, so tion Is shown In Figure 5. Unless the column

"" it is usually necessary to, use records of ground flange is stiffened (5a), or thick enough to
motion from sites of similar local geology and preclude significant column flange bending,

. seismicity to define expected future ground stress concentration in the girder flange weld
motion at any specific site. Past ground can result In progressive tearing (5b) and an
motion at any site can be similarly estimated, elastic-deflection softening response. If
and such estimates should be supported by stiffeners are used, they must be clipped as
recorded evidence of damage to structures of shown to prevent inducing the tri-axial tension
known properties, if such evidence is available, stress and consequent loss of ductility which

would occui at the welded intersection point of
RESPONSE PARAMETER EVALUATION three orthogonal plates.

"The structure response parameters required
for sur-.ivability assessment of high-rise build--
Ings were explained in the section THE DUCTILITY
OF HIGH-RISE TOWERS. Evaluation of these
parameters requires equatirw the drift in each
stage to the stage column and girder end
moments. This permits identification of the
stage in Wich yiflding occurs, and, if yielding Weld tearing due to
occurs in the k stage, it permits quantifi- column flange bending
cation of

".' dk(yk) a kth stage drift at kth stage Incipient

"yield,

.kf - kth stage drift at kth stage incipient
.7- failure,

and the corresponding Dy and Du can be fo, d
"if the over-all shape of the structure's seismic
distortion curve Is known at incipient yield in-
"the kth stage.

0- "requently used assumption is that the

SelestL. respo•.:,e seismic distortion curve of a Figure 3. Coljwn-Clrder weld Examples
high-rlj.i trs: ., i; lnear, 'i.e. has a constant

Ssla. -pe, :Z tretically better assumption is
that the di.: .nrt on curve is sinusoldal with
.t e, roof line and the slope at M" high-rise buildings with welded rigid
the kt" stage level, at kf, stage Incipient frames, recently built or being built in Call-
yield, is ... to k(yk)/hk where hk is fornia, utilize the unstiffened girder-colmm
t.-..e height of the k1i stagv., connection' as hown in, 5b. Considering tha'i

these buildings h..e usually not been given a
,, 1±elc !% the kt" stgge occurs when the lateral distortion analysis and were designed

k stage drift and k stage shear relt; with various degrees of appreciation for
tionship loses linearityi .Failure in the k , problems of stress concentration and fracture
stage occurs at the kn stage drift where mechanics, it Is reasonable to conclude that.
.instehility or rupture (whichever occurs first) they will exhibit large differences in

,.. begins. survivability during future earthquakes.
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As with steel, concrete structure surviv- SUMMARY
ability depends on details of design. An
unreinforced concrete meaber in flexure will rlasto.-plastlc response is described in terms .
fail brittlely when its ultimate st-ength in of ductility ratio p ; that is
tension is reached. However, reinforced con-
crete In flexure can attain an elasto-plastic V*;
load-deflection relation if failure is governed
by tension steel yield rather than by concrete _! di-".m .re p i n ye)
compression rupture. T

Accordingly, the traditional *balanced*
design of tension steel in flexural concrete. where 0r idDr are total drift, roof to
wich provides for nearly simultaneous com- base,c• high-rse structures in first mode
pression yield in concrete and tension yield In response. Response p < 1 represents elastic ,.-.

steel, is rot conducive to achievement of a response. Response ;L > 1 represents .*.-.

significent "plastic" component of response elasto-plaitc n-spOMe %hose inelastic
before failure. Published values of Failure 0 corponent is / -1.
for concrete beams are ds followee

As built, structures have a maximumSsomu of Inelastic respose whic they can ::•
Governina Failure Mode Approximate Failure itai fielsi epne ih te a

accept without failure. This is described In
terms of ductility ratio as

Reinforced Concrete in Flexure 10 but : 10

(to compression steel) d at in n fl D
deflection at incipient yield

Reinforced Concrete in Flexure 10
(ension plus compression steel -- The effects of Inelastic reswses are

tied against buckling) cumulative; therefore, a structure will fail
Seither single or multiple responses into
the inelastic region are such that

were = percentage of tension rein-
forcement,

p'w percentage of compression 1 .:(p- 1) Failure p (2)
rein forcement.-

oA structire's seismic survivability is

For =vorlson, the Failure p for structural that fraction of Its ductility it is expected to
steel W shapes in flexure (restrained against retais after exposure to the seismic environment
lateral buckling) is approximately 26, and of its geological locale for a defined period of
structural steel in pure tension has a Failure t!i-e. Survivability is estimated as
pu of approximately 50.

In general, the Failure p (4^/0v) ___. Fai u.e
for a structural system such as, a high-rise-- 'x. ;•i"ty * •"""t;J- JŽ (9)
tower is lower than the Failure P of its
component members. This must cause concern
regarding the seismic survivability of rein-
forced concrete towers with "balanced" design where F;: -.. is the as-built (undamaged)
flexural reinforcing. ductility tt e structure. Survivability is at

function of the history of cumulative inelastic
response deflection and of Du, the cumulative
deflection at incipient failure. A structure
can have only q finite number of Inelastic re-

___________sponses before failure will result. Histori-
cally, for brand new multi-story buildings this

Niewmrk, N. M., et al, Design of Protective number Can be as small as 1 (e.g. Olive View
"Structures to Resist the Effects of Nuclear Medical Center, San Fernando, 1971).
Weapons, Air Force 'Special Weapons Center
T"-6-138, December 1962. L
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It is characteristic of series struc-
tures that Failure u tends to decrease toward I
(Du/D -- 1) as the n, er of stages is
increased. Accordingly, h!O-rise towers
require particular care In desigi to assure
achievement of a reasonable degree of ductility. r.

Failures usually begin in connections
rather than in und.dr-designed members. Modern
welded connections can develop the full ductll-
ity of the mmeers they connect, if designid
with concein for problems of stress concentra-
tion and, 'racture mechanics. Similarly, rein-
forced concrete connections and members can be
given the character stics of elasto-plastic re-
sponse if designed for failure goverred by
steel tension yield rather than by concrete
rupture.

Although often categorically maligned
regarding their safety in earthquakes, the pre-
1933 steel frame office buildings In Southern
California were built with nearly "fool-proof.
riveted connections. This, and the high damping
provided by their masonry filler walls, can give
them seismic survivability superior to that of
some of the newer high-rise bui•dlngs designed
in conformance with post-1933 codes.
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GROUND SIOCK EFFECT ON SOIL FIELD INCLUSIONS

R. E. McClellan*

The Aersoace Corporation, El Segundo, California

The displacement resoonse of a high density inclusion to ground shock
is different from that of the surrounding soil field. An exoression
for Inclusion-soil field oeak relative disolacement is derived In terms
of the soil, Inclusion, and ground shock parameters o' interest. The
magnitude of peak relative disolacement is examined using reasonable
values of soil and inclusion oprameters, and for ground shock strengths
commensurate with hardened design against nuclear weeoons effects. It
is found that high density inclusion ground shock response disolacemant
can be large enough to damage or cut nearby buried power or communica-
tion cables resoonding with the soil field.

INTRODUCTION 1) Distortion of the soil stres.s wave lee-
ward of the Inclusion.

Most soil is the product of weathering and
erosion of rock and has been transoorted by wind 2) The difference In compressibility of the
or water some distance fom Its place of origin. inclusion and the adjacent soil.
Depending on its geological history, a soil
field can contain rocks (high density Inclu- The soil stress wave distortion Includes both
sions) of sufficient size that their displace- change In shape of the stress front and change
ment response to ground shock can be signifi- in soil stress magnitude occurring leeward of
cantly different from that of the surrounding the Inclusion. This Is shown schematically in
soil. Figure 1 for one-dimensional. wave propagation

vertically downward from a horizontal ground
Relative displacement of P soil field and surface.

high density inclusion during ground shock
occurs due to impedance mismatch and inertial p Ct)
effects. Inertial effects relative displace- ,
ment Is stated to govern at high overpressures,
e.g., those of interest in survivable basing of
weapons systems. Air blast induced (vertical)
ground shock dominates at high overpressures,
and the corresponding vertical relative dis-
placement of inclusion and soil field can
endanger cables buried 'over inclusions and -
responding with the soil field. Buried cables
for power or communications are necessary - - Irv**%
comrmonens of most systems hardened against
nuclear weapons effects. Accordingly, the L .
survivability of buried cables, as affected by
the presence of high density inclusions in the
'soil field, can be a limiting factor ory attain- ,r i l High
able sstem hardness. F r A Stress rront Distortion Below MOihn.n,

'Density Inclusion f or One-Olman- .- ,-
IIPEDANCE MI94ATCH sLomal wave Propagation a.-

Imcedance mismatch affects relative dis-
placement in two ways: In Figure 1, the stress front transit time

difference over Inclusion height D Is

Manager Strategic Studies 4t * D () -
Energy and Resources Division 4t
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share C1 Is the stress front speed In the soil OzPo
:nd C2 Is the stress front speed in the Lnclu- •" -s (5)
sion. The length of the soil block, Ls, dis-
torting the stress front Is then

[ 1The compressibility effect on peak relative
Ls inC1 At I " 1 1D displacement, ýc, occurs er the top of the

L 2 '(2) inclusion whiCh moves upward relative to the
soil stratum at the same depth. There Is no

Reference 1 presents an approximation to the relative motion betweei the soil field and the

peak relative displacement due to stress front bottro of the inclusion due to difference In

distortion as compressibility. The relative displacement due
to difference In compressibility varies linearly
over the height of the Inclusion.

qa7*Po r CI
a EL .s -L-- I - -C2 D (3) INERTIAL EFFECT

The Inertial effect on relative diso!ace-
ment Is due to the difference in mass of the

shere e average strain of distorting soil Inclusion and disolaced soil. To examine this
block In Ls effect, consider d bi-linear ground shock as

shown on Figure 2.
po a peak air blast overpressure

az a2  attenuation factor to midtiight of -X

inclusion

Es a soil Constrained modulus corresoond-
ing to stress '1zpo

J7 * stress concentration factor

4P2C2 • t--

P soil density

02 IiFigur 2. -Lirear Ground Shock Wave
P2 inclusion density

prhe prameters of the bi-linear g.-•ol shock
The. factor '7 gives the fraction of shock include tr, the rise time, td the positive
strength transmitted by the inclusion to the phese duration, and p0 , the dir blast peak

* soil below. For soil and inclusion imoedances overpressure. These and other parameters
of Interest, '7 usually falls scmewhere In the affecting inclusion response are referenced in
range of 0.35 to 0.45, and, of course,? -1 as the SOIL AND WEAPON PARAWTERS section. with

P2C2 .,--- PICj. -The 'Atress front dis- the ground shock defined, inertia effect on
tortion, effect• Illustý.•d in Figure 1 causes relative displacement Is found as the soil field
the Inclusion to move downward relative to the Inertial displacement minus the Inclusion tier-
soil field. tial displacement.

The peak relative motion of the Soil field The differential' pressure over a , small
and inclusion due to differences in comprssi- vertical length of soil, AY, durIMq grond

. billty can be estimated as shock rise' can be expressed as

€"azpo " (4) AP • AY
C L4) ci,

* ~and during doeca
wher El is the Constrained modulus of the
inclusion. For 'boh the soil and Inclusion .

w r modulus, E a PC'. In most cases of interest
Es < 1, and "C can be approxinated by A P • AY
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For soil field inertial disopacement, Integrate and the total soil block Inertial displacement
the eccelerstion of a soil block of lengtt, AY during tine td is sr * sd which Is
over time td. During the pressure rise, the
differential pressure on the soil block

azpa tdZOL--• x --• meters (15)

AP C(AY) 1 (AY)a (8)

The Inclusion inertial displacement can be
found by Proportioning as

whe is expressed in newtons/m2, P In
kg , Y in meters, and a In m/sec'. The
soil block acceleration during pressure rise is P1
constant with a value 2 K meters (16)

2
azPo mst

a .a a/se (9) where K Is an Inclusion configuration factor ad

Alcotr PIIP2  Is the ratio of soil and inclusion

densities. The configuration factor is examined
in the INCLUSION CONFIGURATION FACTOR raction.

The peak velocity attained Is
The peak relative displacement due to

inertia effect is then0zPo•
Yr •artr T IC m/sec (10)

2 1 '2 (17)

and the rise time displacemaet of the soil block
i 'td - [I- K P meters (18)

1' 2 azPo tr
-- .X --• meters (11) This relatle displacement represents the

amount by which the Inclusion moves up relative
to the surrounding soil field.

Similarly, during pressure decay
TOTAL PEAK RELATIVE DIGILACEENT

To obtain the total peak relative displace-"aZPO (AY) (AY) ad (12) eent, the separate relative displacements must

-tcbe added with due consideration for time plhaing
and direction of motion. In this regard, the
pek' relative displacement due to difference in

and the soil block acceleration during pressure compressibility occurs early In time, *ptWxxi-
decay is .itely when the peak of the stress wave reaches

the level of the bottom of 'the inciuilon and
reprsents upward relative motion of the Inclu-""(az1) son., Similarly, the peak relative displacement

ad • due to stress front distortion occurs even ear-
. (to lher, when the stress front reaches the bottom

of the Inclusion, and repsents downward

The soil block displacement during pressure relative motion of the Inclusion. Both .af
decay is thee impedance mismatch induced relative

displacements are related to soil. compression
which .achieves a peak strain and, on load

- .2 removal, retains between 20% nd 30% of the
ad " 2'v a"d(td ,J peak strain as residual strain. The Inertial

effects peak relative displacement occurs late
in time, at t = td, when for conservative

destimate the impedance mismtch effacts are
alpo meters (14) reduced to 30 of their peak values. Accord-

i ngly, assignIng positive to designate upward
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-relative motion of the inclusion, the total the preceding soil block. The inclusion A p
drak relative displacement can be estimated as varies during overpressure rise. Its value at

any time is the Instantaneous difference

Th tany mtdpesr, 0 .i irto

fpbetween gprund shock pressuret on toh of the
inclusion and the pressure transmitted to the

InEqt fao +.03 se tt (19) sotl fseld beloe, f.e.

w hich is •t K A74 P&'Pb- (23)

'•÷0.3- DP i-ql - l) (20) where on ernJ po are instantaiveous values.
-S2 The transmitted pressure,- pb, Is a function

.. r.l• the pressure grooent In the Inclusion,
endpthe stress coventration factor In the

In Equation 19 it Is seen that the second exores- form

sion on the right gives the imoedance mismatch
effects relative disolacement (correct with
"regard to direction) ooccurring at the time of p r

.oeak inertial effects relative disolacement Pb " " Dill (24)
given by the :axst exoressior, on the right. rA I

"* SOIL AND WAPON PARAMETERS
"whicl' gives

The derived formula for peak relative dis-
Placement (( t) contains the soil parameters
"lilatation wav- steed, C1 , soil density, A P 'P(! 7 + 17 2 D (25)

"soil constrained modulus, Es, and depth
* iterustion factor, az, whI S a function

of the soil properties and the weapon parameters where p is the pesk overessure at the deoth
of yield and overpressure. These parameters, of the Inclusion. The second term on the right
the ground shock. rise time, tr, and the Is a constant. The term os var!cs linearly
positive pressure phase duration, td, are with U.ms from zero to p during tr. Taking
discussed in Reference 2. the -;,a" e value of as during tr gives

INCLUSION CONFIGURATION FACTM
Apr~L P 7). + t 2P D (26)

The configuration factor, K, is related to ,Cr2"lnclust i shape and acoustic Impmdance,
P2C2 , as they affect the acceleration of
the lrclislon. Considering a square section In which It is seen, for usual values of soil
soil field block of height D, it has been found and lr-luslon acoustic impedances, that the
that the net accelerating force on the soil first term on the right domirutea. Conversely,
block durinq overpressure rise Is a constant If the soil and inclusion properties approach

each other, -then 37--, C2 -- C1 , and A4
"ges to that found for the example soil block.

' (21) The acceleret!on of the square inclusion' 2 during tr 1Is then

where, as before, p Is the peak overpressure a2 m: (I- 17)017 1] (27)
attained at the deoth of the inclusion. Then , . (27)
the acceleration of the soil block during

S. overpressure rise Is
Considering that 17 w 0.4 and the proucet
trC2 A 4 metors, s2' during tr can be

( 22 st (2tedas "
.3 * 0.1p 0

S PD2 (28)
To find A o for an Inclusion, consider an

example with souare saction and height 0 as for
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5siilarly, for a soil block of height D and EXAIL.Erecognizing t1C1 - 1 meter, To examire the order of relative disolace-
sent oc.urrIng between a soil field and inclu-
sion subjected to ground shnck, consider a stone

a I (29) of opproximately cylindiical shooe and 2 mD diameter buied horizontally in denselyconpacted granular soil with 1 a of cover.

Assume a peak sir-blast overpressure of 6.895 x
The inertial effect disolacements of soil block 106 nfl(wtofo/St from a 1 Mt bomb. Then
and inclusion during tr are prpoortlorl to aproximately
their accelerations; acoordingly the soil block
displacement, Sl, and Irclusion displacement, 3
s2, are related as 1 5

C 1 . 379 rn/lsac3 5 1 • •5m

'2 • s(30) C2  a 3333 mn/sec

haz 0.a 5
hichs 1.03i 1 xi0n/m2

a1 a OJ0

'2 LD 0. ! i 1 (31) td * 0.016 Mc
,2 K a 0.2

In this relation, the parenthetical tote Is K,
the configuration factor for an inclusion of Substituting the pzrcedIng valwms In the
soeare cross section. varessions for f, one obtains

.-Aplying thise argient to an Inclusion
of circular tross section, and assuming simmso- IX0.3XL9X 6
del distribution of ground shock pressure on AO 2
tP4 projected arme of the inclusion, give 1.034 x 109

A2 a 0... X &2 for 89q r (32)
* 0 .0 X9 6493x 10'

ccOa xlO" x 2 0. OO3 mters

7hen, for a circular inclusion

'I X *9 1 1 ii14- . T ,,1 01 8,,1
2 0. 0.1 • as (33)

•04431 sneters

W the configuration factor, K, for, a circular n

section Is aoro•imately SM of that for a ft a 0.043 0.3 (0.013 - 0.OOA)
aOUare section.

The prcedIng arunts foe estimatIni X a 0.04S7 metars (1.6 inches)
were based on the owvrressure rise phase of
the grouind shock. faallel ergmnts for the
overpressure decay phase of C bi-iner ground The soil properties used in the preceding
Shock lead to the sm estlmates for K. It will oxwqle are ear the uaoer limits of those that
be recognized that the presented derivation of K could reasonably be expected In naturally
esupresses the effects of variation of soil and covected soils. for an example of inclusion
Inclusion physical pervters and weapon per"@- resonse In a less favorable natural soil
t•rs whose velues, f=r examles of practical ewniedr
interest, lIt within limits heving a aecrandry
e ffect on estimated resom o.
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P1 1762 kg/W? REFEREN~CES

C1  a 305 a/sec 1. Sumi'arx of Soall Structure Interactionl
(U), Allgood, 3., Naval Civil Engioee~rng

Es 310 x 106 Wn,2 Laboratory Technical Report R-771, July
1972.

37 a2. Principiles end Practices for Design of
Hardened Structures (U), Air Force Design

with the other parameters unch'anged. Manual, Techr1F-aT Icumentar Report AFSWC-
TOR-62-138, December 1962.

Then

a 0.084 0.3 (0.043 - 0.006) Vom.sdtion Analysis and Design, Bowles, J.'.E.,

- 0.0947 cters (3.7 Inches) 15ca-J ie %.

Bucklirwg of soil-surrounded Tubes, Luacher, U.,
ASCE Proceedings, journal Of the Soil Mechanics

It Is apparent that, In either of' the eample ~ ~ dtosDiiin Vl 2 N.S6
cases, the Inertial effects govern. however, November 1966.
with larger Inclusions, for vxample D Zl10
materu, the coo ressibility effo'cts can woproac! Static and iy~c Constrained Modulii of
or exceed Inertial effects, partir..larly in Frern'wrun F at Soils, A. Y, . and
poorly' comacted soil.. Devisson, M. T.,ProIedlnqS of the Sywposi'A
PROTECTION OF BURIED CABL.E on Soil-Structure Interaction, University of

Arizona, September 1964.
Buried cable Is a lis-a target which, for Pre-Dice Throw II..! Structures Experiments (U),

consistent survivability, mnust be designed for le1n R..,P 607Spc adMise
the effects of higher overpressure trwn for the, SemsOgnzto AS)Jnlr196
point targets In which It terminates. It would Ssin mizto (AC) ray196
not be unusual to rew~ire that buried cable sur-
vivo ground shock effects an order of magnit~ide
higher then estimated In the Creceding exam.e.

*That Is, a f t >1 mete: may a stimas have
to be considered in protecting cable agaeist the
response of sail field Inclusions.

The derivation and examles considered air
blast induce vertical ground shock. Parallel
analysis shows that contact' surface bursts or
penetration bursts can Inux~ce horizontal groumd
shock effects, In the near cratering reioln, as
large or larger than, eiT blast vertical groinnd
shock effects at the sm distance from the
point of burst.

of damaging siza. -The waunt of over-excavation
rewired dewens on the expected size and dis-
triLut ion of inclusions'and the int~ne hard-.
no"a of the cable.

Design of, cable protection also rewIires
consideration of factors outside the acmpe of
this paver, e.g., cable distortion by vertical

.1 ~ground shock due to our blast. pro3egatng
parallel to the cable, cable distortion by
hori zontal, groi shock Intersecting the cable.
Analysis of than and other factors affecting
cable survival Is found in the literature.

4r, I•s .1.f .s
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PENETRATION OF SHORT DURATION AIRBLAST INTO

"PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES

J. R. Britt* and J. L. Drake t
Applied Research Associates, Southern Division

Vicksburg, Mississippi

This paper describes a combined analytical and experimental effort to
study blast wave propagation into the interior of rooms from short dura-
tion airblast produced by conventional weapons detonated near entrances
"to these facilities. Twenty-seven small-scale high-explosive tests were
conducted to study the effects of opening size, incident blast pulse
duration and peak pressure levels on the blast transmitted into struc-
tures. Two structures with square openings were used in the, program.
Peak entrance pressures ranged from O.07,to 1.5 IPa (10 to 220 psi).
A computer code--CHAMBER--was developed based upon a modified ray theory
combined with'empirical formulae derived from the experiment and non-

.. linear shock propagation and shock or. shock addition rules to describe
the diffracted shock at any point in the room. An existing Jet-fill
code was incorporated to account for the quasi-steady flow. The
CHAMBER cooe represents thy end product of the analysis of over 300

, -records of blast inside the test structrres. Comparisons of calcu-
S.lated waveforms using CHAMBER with measurements are given. The code

reproduces the blast pressure-time records. including high order
reflections, with an accuracy comparable with the beit 3-D hydrecode
calculations. Since fill is included, the code cans also compute the
complete pressure pulse (diffracted and quasi-steady flow) for long
"duration blast.

. INTRODUCTION building. This wave expands into the struc-
ture with a corresponding drop in pressure due

Personnel areas And equipment within to geometrical expansion and rarefactions. The
hardened military facilities must be protected. pressre differential between the exterior and

* against the blast produced by explosions out- Inetrior causes an inflow of air which results
side entrances and ooenings to these facili- in an eventual equalization of the interior
ties. Methods for predicting the interior pressure with the exterior blast environment--
blast pressures are not well developed for so-called 'filling'. It is convenient to con-
short duration pulses characteristic of those sider the'shock propagation and subsequent
from conventional weapons. Previous research internal reflections separately from the
by others (1] emphasized the quasi-steady gas filling and mass flow, even though they occur
flow (fill) through openings into rooms for simultaneously. The injury to personnel and
long duration pulses, simulating airblast damage todequipment within a ,tructure associ-
from nuclear weapons. Because the short ated with each of these components is depend-
duration diffracted pulses that accompany the ant upon the position within the building, the
filling process are not included in this tech- magnitude and duration of the incident pres-
nique, interior peak blast pressures can be sure, the room dimensions (volume), and size
"grossly underestimated for conventional size of tN% openings Into the facility.
'threats.

Airlast *fillingm or *leakage" into
The transmisslon of 'the blast environ- chambers from long durati'n blast loads has

ment starts with the diffraction of the in- been studied extensively and Is w•ll under-
"cident shock wave through the opening of t1e stood, particularly for large structures with

"*Formerly Research Physicist, U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg.
Mississippi.

tFormerly Research Civil Engineer, U. S. Arioy Engineer Waterways Experiment Statitn,
Vicksburg, Mississippi.
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small openings. Filling is essentially a convincing data to verify theoretical computa-
quasi-steady process where a jet of air flows tions for the complex interaction of the multi-
through the opening due to the difference in ple internal reflections, particularly for the
the interior and exterior pressure. Initially, short duration pulses transmitted through blast
the abrupt rise in exterior pressure ca-ses a valves and small openings.
high velocity jet to enter the chamber. The
average interior pressure gradually builds as In this paper, a combined analytical and
additional air is forced into the structure experimental effort is described that studied
until it eventually attains a near equilibrium blast wave propagation into the interior of
condition with the outside blast environment, rooms from airblast waves incident to openings
The time at which equalization occurs (fill in rooms. Twenty-seven small-scale high-
time) may be estimated by the formula (1], explosive tests were conducted to :tudy the

effects of opening size, incident blast pulse
Ti(msec) (ft)* (1) duration and peak pressure levels on the blast

transmitted into a structure. Interiors of the
where V is the chamber volume and A is the model rooms were heavily instrumented to mea-
area of the open.ng. Thus for small chamber sure both the blast entering the room and the
volumes, equilibrium occurs almost iumediately. subsequent reflections at several locations on
An excellent review of the important research the walls. An analytical method was developed
for the filling problem is given in Ref.[1] based upon a modified ray theory combined with
(Chapter 4). Coulter [2-6] performed experi- non-linear shock propagation and shock on Shock
ments in a shock tube using model room$ to addition rules to describe the diffracted shock
study the filling process. The volumes and at any point in the room. Empirical formulae
entrance areas as well as the incident pres- for the non-linear shock propagation were de-
sure and opening geometries were widely rived from fits to experimental data. An exist-
varied. Primary interest in most of these ing jet-fill theory was incorporated to account
studies was on long duration pulses (typical for the quasi-steady flow.

- of nuclear explosions) against civil defense-
type structures suct. as basements and parking Comparisons of calculated waveforms with
garages. measurements are given. The described method

reproduces the blast pressure-time records, in-
-Several theoretical treatments of the cluding high order reflections, with an accuracy

filling process are available [1, 7-9, 16]. comparable with the best 3-D hydrocode calcula-
"Most of these ignore the shock wave inter- tions. Since fill is included, the technique
action problem and focus on the jet that forms can also compute the complete pressure pulse
at the entrance. Experimental verification of (diffracted and quasi-steady flow)for long dura-
these computations is quite good for simple tion blast.
room and entrance geometries and for rela-
tively small openings [1]. However, for large
openings and for locations near the entrance. EXPERIMENTS
the interior pressure may be dominated by the
shock propagation into the facility. Test Setup

The incident shock generates a pressure A series of high-explosive experiments was
wave at the opening that subsequently propa- conducted during the period of July 1980 through
gates into the facility. This wave expands September 1983 at the J. S. Army Waterways
geometrically into the interior, decays in Experiment Station Big Black Test Site to study.
amplitude, and reflects from internal sur- the propagation and subsequent multiple reflec-
faces. Decay rate and pulse duration of this, tions of a diffracted shock into a room [13,14].
"wave are governed by the size of the openings It was desired to model the short duration but
into the structure. The attenuation of the high amplitude diffracted shock that would be
peak is inversely proportional to the opening present downstreca from blast valves or trans-
diameter (or mean open:ng dimension), while mitted throug;. •eall penetrations'from large
"its duration r 's proportional to the opening explosions ,s dell as the interior airblast pro-
'diameter. duced by conventional size weapons detonated

near entryways. In all, twenty-seven tests were
The shcck diffraction and interior re- conducted using C-4 and TNT charges ranging from

flection problem was recognized in early .0.11 to 12.3 kg detonated outside small-scale
studies (1-9], but little experimental data instrumented rooms. The charge mass and stand-
were obtained on the propagation and attenu- off distances were selected to provide the de-

".ation of this wave into structures. Some data sired peak pressure anO duration of the inci-
"were reported for the expansion of-a blast wave dent airblast at entrances to the test article."' from underground tunnels (10-12], but offer no Entrance blast peak pressures from 0.07 to

*This equation can be made dimensionally correct by replacing the coefficient 2 by an equivalent
factor containing the sound speed tn' air.
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1.5 MPa and pulse durations just outside the For these tests Kulite XT-190 series air-
entrance ranging from 0.6 to 2.8 msec were blast transducers were flush-mounted in a reg-
achieved. ular grid along a wall adjacent to the opening

(a plane of syimetry) and on the opposite wall.
Two structures were used during the course In all, 20 gages were monitored--18 at loca-

of the testing program. The first low pressure tions within the box, one to provide entrance
series of twenty tests used a heavily rein- conditions, and a free-field gage.
forced plywood box--designed to represent a
prototype room with a central opening in one The second test series used a cubical
wall--as the test structure. Pressure entering steel box with each interior side 1.2 meters
the box ranged from .07 to .26 MPa. The room in length. Seven tests were conducted in this
was 0.95 meters high, 0.95 meters wide, and series with entrance pressure levels ranging
2.19 meters long. (See Fig. 1 for details of from .2 to 1.5 HPa. A 0.285-meter exit tunnel
the box configuration.) Because the blast wave was centered on an adjacent side wall t.
propagation was symmetrical about planes that bi- determine the blast as it vented from the room.
sected the entrance wall and are parallel to'the Kulite XT-190 and Kulite HKS-375 series air-
side walls, the tests were conducted in quarter- blast gages were flush-mounted on three walls
space. The opening was iocated in a corner of to measure reflected pressure. On these tests,
the end wall, simulcting an opening and end wall 13 gages were monitored within the chamber and
of twice the test dimensions. Anentrance sec- four gages t1o provide entrance conditions.
tion consisting of a plywood tunnel, 1.22 meters (See Fig. 2 for details of-the chamber con-
long, was placed outside the opening. This figuration.)
"tunnelo provided a uniform section to measure
the shock conditions at the entrance to the Results
room. The tunnel was constructed so that
inserts could be placed inside to vary the Typically, the interior pressure history
tunnel cross section. Side dimensions of the consisted of a rapid succession of short dura-
square openings were varied from 76 mm 1E2 umm, tion pressure pulses corresponding to super-
and 304 m. position of multiple reflections from the

SYMETRY
PLANES

T-

e V,

% 2. .%

Figure 1. Quarter space test structure layout tth planes of s)metry. ',.
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Figure 2. Test setup end gage lorations for steel test st tucee
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interior walls (fig. 3). Normaly, the first distance in tunnel diameters from the opening
peak associated with the direct wave produced to the gages. The relationship between
the greatest pressure. However, at some loca- normalized pressure and range is -
tiots, constructive Interference between re-
flected waves produced peak pressures greater Puax
than the direct pulse, as shown by the pres- oa- C(R/(2) .-'.-
sure history in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows records 'F.
taken inside the steel structure. Gage I where Pm is the peak side on pressure inr
shows the pressure pulse entering the room, the test structure, P. is the entrance pres-
and gages 2-6 Illustrate the dramatic vari- sure, R is the aeitance from the center of ".
ation of the waveform at different locations the opening to the gage, and 0 is the
in the facility, entrance tunnel diameter. The coefficient C

shown in Fig. 7, was found to be a function of
A plot of the side on peak pressures the angle a , between the normal to the center

"froa tht first test 5eries normalized by the of the opening and the gage location as givon
peak incident pressure in the tunnel Is shown by the expressfon,
In'Fig. 6 plotted as a function of the C AS (1-0.25 C) (3)'

S-g19 KPa

.,A1

"T-pial iTIME. usec

figure 3. Typical interior pressure-tim histry at low prsure . "

U%

• o° •. I

0 5 10 1520 2

TIRE, asec
FIgure 4. Typical interior time history ;#wwtag cnstructive

influence of reflections.
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Figure S. ypcipressure-time histories Inside the steel structure and Interconnecting tuwinel.

for a In radians, recording system, gageovershoot, and vibration'
of gage mounts, this accuracy is within normal

The duration of the input shock was found experimental scatter. Measurements of pulse
to be controlled by the size of the opening. duration have a much larger random scatter
Rarefaction waves are developed at the edges, which is characteristic of most airblast data.
of the opening that propagate across the I
entrance, and'drop the p.'.ssure behind the The analysis above treats only side-on
incident shock. This effect can be measured blast which is equivalent to the free field
by the time the rarefaction wave takes to blast in a chamber before reflections occur.
transit the opening. Fig. 8 shows a plot' of All of the-test records from the steel chamber
the positive duration versus the opening and many from the wood chamber arp reflected
length. A linear relationship for the posi- blast requiring a much more complex analysis
tive duration, t+., was obtained as procedure as discussed below.,

t+ "(4)
"o SHOCX DIFFRACTION MODEL

where Co is the sound speed in air. If the
exterior pulse duration, tp , is less than A semi-empirical modified ray tracing pro-
D/C0 '. then t+ a tp . ceditre was developed to model shock wave dif-

fraction through an opendng into a room of
Eq. 2 fits the side-on pressure measure- rectargular cross-section. The blast at the

ments within about t20 percent. Because of In- opening Is treated as originating from a point
strumentation limitations associated with maa- source located at the center of the entrance.
surements of explosively generated airblast, Interior wills are assumed to be perfectly rigid
such as the frequency response of gages and the reflecting planes. Each encounter with a wall
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S0.65(RitD) 4-. 35
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1.o.

SCALED DISTANCE, R/D

Figure 1. Peak pressure transmitted nto the chaber
norm lized by the incident pressure as a
function of distance from the entrance in
pnIng dameters.

generates a reflection which can be treated as using non-linear shock addition rules to pro-
a pulse originating from an "image source" lo- duce the total, diffracted pulse. Each of these
cated behind the wall. The pressure at any steps is treated in detail below.
location'in the room Is then a non-linear
superposition of the direct shock and a contri- Path Lengths
bution from an "image source" for each of an
infinite series of reflections. An infinite number of ray paths are possi-

ble within the room due to combinations of
The outline of steps for computing a wave- reflectionm from' the six walls. The order of

form is as follows: First, path lengths for the ray is defined as
rays of successively, higher order reflections
are generated. Arrival times are calculated by 3
integrating the pressure dependent shock propa-
gation velocity along the oath. The shock wave N * ni (5) .-

pressure attenuation with distance for each ray
Is assumed to be the same as for the direct i,1
shock expressed by Eq. 2. Orders of reflec-
tions having arrival times greater than the where ni is the order of the reflection in ,
times of interest do not contribute and are not each of the rectangular coordinate directions,
computed. Next, pressure, particle velocity t , 1, 2, and 3. Let rNi be the components
and density waveforms for each ray are calcu- of the Nth order ray, then
lated neglecting the presence of other rays. ni X)
Filially, the pressure waveforms are combined rNg1  X (-1) X(6)

21.5
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example, floor and ceiling. When n0,te
__ronly one value is possible for the I h rey

component. The total ray length Is found from
all combinations of rmi as

ii 
3 )1/2

In general, six ray lengths are possible when

n>o, for I a 1, 2, and 3.
Arrival Time

The arrival time, to for each ray is
evaluated by integrating

*~~~t a , ~ 0* j ~ (8)

Figure 7. Pressure coefficient C as a where U is the pressure dependent shock wave
function of angle from norm)l propagation velccity. Using a polytropic aqua-

te th Opeing.tion of state for air with a pressure dependent
ratio of heat capacities, y a C Iythe
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions at t~e s'hock front
giv e

40 - - U a CO fpmax/[Paro (1-Pa/PMpj)J 11 (9)

where the density ratio is

Pa + m~x+2 a

a ~ ~ . mxP (10)

1.6. max is the peak shock overpressure at dis-
tance R and angle a , given by Eq. 2, Pa

I is the atmospheric pressure, y is the value
- - ---- -of y at atmospheric pressure tapproximately

0/02411.4), "max is the densitty of air at pressure
- - ~ nx "a s the density of air at pressure

Psax ,dand C0  is the sound speed in air atprF Pr a tpesrs pt bu
NEDIAN VALUES 2 Nfa, Y a Yo is a good approximation.

o STEEL CHMIER Pressure Histories

An examinationý of the measurements indi-
III Icated that pressure histories for any ray can

SIbe adequately computed from the commo nly usedV.

OPENING VID11ID. meters 0a for t (to
F~gre . Plseuurtio a a uncionof i(Rt~Pmax(R~a) [tl(t-t0 )/t+ (11)

width of entrance oq'IIng. lep~t)t] frt>t

mhere t+ is the positive phase duration given
where X and X are the co(,rdinates of the gie by Eq. . 2.d 1Pe xithpekorpressure, mxRa

soucean reeier rspetiey a Lgiiten ony factor whc chea ngpessue in X a thi Ix s
thure adimensionov'er room civy the Lit dir s pressonly facor d hiffeen rhaygs and observaio
thedmnin. N ote that for e thnozer odireo- points.d Th~dfertota wayeh s cndobstructedob
rfetion, Note tha twor valuno-eso of the rueposintion ofe totse presisur hinstorices for
relcmponent a, posblwon fromuea of theal rays uuepsitingo thes following nisonrineas shok
opposite malls of the romin that plane, for addition formulae.
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Shock Combining Rules Particle velocity, mx , and density,
"Pmax , at a shock front ar. related to the

Non-linear shock rules were postulated by pressure, Pmax , through the Rankine-Hugoniot
Needham [15] combining shocks at a point from conditions. The density, pmax , is given by
multiple sources and incorporated into the LAMB Eq. 10 while the particle velocity relation is
model. While these shock addition rules cannot
be supported from first principles, they have
proved to be accurate in comparisons with mea- Vmax ,1  C(15)

sur•e ents and hydrocode calculations for many Pa[ oshock combining-situations. In this method the

waveform for each ray is computed ignoring the These conditions do' not hold exactly behind the
presence of other shocks. These results are shock front.
then combined using the three shock addition.
rules as follows: In the current analytical model of the

measured blast environment in a room at low to
Shock Addition Rule Number 1 - "Conservation moderate overpressures (0.07 c P0 < 1.5 MPa)

of Iasse the following approximat;ons (whose accuracies
are supported by comparison of the calculated

It is assumed that at a point in space, pressures with measurements) have been made.
the density, 0 , is the ambient density, Pa , First, assume adiabatic expansion behind the
plus the sum of the overdensities, aoj , due to shock front to obtain the density
all shocks that have passed that point at a
given time tyPi(t)+Pa 1

pi(t)" Pmax [IP (16)
N Ppjx+PaJ

6 Pa + A01 (12) where P1  is obtained from Eq 11 for each
shock wave. Next, assume that the Rankine-
Hugoniot relation for particle velocity

where Ns is the number of shocks, applies, approximately, behind the shock
front to obtain

Shock Addition Rule Nimber 9 - "Conservation
of omantum V1(t) z Co (1.oa/i,)Pi(t) 1 (17)

Nst Payo -

y p• V .tPi (13) These approximations, along with the shock
addition rules, provide a reasonable pro-

I-1 cedure for calculating the shock waveforms pro-
duced by the many reflections from the walls of

S* a room. In the following section, the accuracy
where V is the total material vel2city , pi of this procedure is evaluated by comparison
.is the density for shock I , and Vi is the with mea.surements.
particle velocity for'shock I

Shock Addition Rule Numer 3 - "Conservation WAVEFORM CALCULATIONS
of Energy"

Using modified ray theory model dis-
The total overpressure from Ns shocks is cussed above for the diffracted pulse and' the

fill code of Ref. [5] a computer code. CHAMBER,
N was developed to calculate the combined pres-

+ 'If L9( Isure pulse in a room. This code was written in""p FORTRAN. driginally'for mainframe computers.
To( 1 4) but has been converted to run-on a micro-

computer. CHAMBER is an outgrowth of an
where Pi is overpressure for shock I , earlier code, WESFILL. reported in Ref. [13]

which treated only the low-pressure region
Other Shock Wave Parameters where reflections. can be treated acoustically.

These shock combination rules require Fig. '9 is a comparison of the 'CHAMBER

not only pressure, Pi(t) , waveforms, but computed values of the Initial peak reflected
also velocity, Vt(t) , and density. pi(t) , shock-wave overpressure with the data mea-
waveforms. Experimental measurements pro- sured in the steel chamber. The 45-degree
vided only Pi(t) . Hydrocode calculations line represents perfect agreement. 'The maxi-
were performed for this project in order to mum deviations from this line for .0) percent J
develop Vi(t) and ot(t) formula, but of.the data is about 35 percent which is within
these calculations were not completed in time the normal experimentil scatter for measure-
to be used in this paper. ments of this type. Since the code uses
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Figure 9. Calculatcd versus measured peak initial reflected pressures In
steel test ch'ber.

Eqs. (2)-(4) derived from the measurements in entering a room through an opening. The code
the wood test stricture, this comparison with CHAMBER based on this procedure reproduces the
data from the ste•el chamber provides an inde- blast pressure-time records, including high
pendent check on the generality of these form- order reflections, with an accuracy comparable
ulae. Several test cases were run to verify with the best 3-0 hydrocode calculations.
the accuracy of the waveform computations. Further improvement of the procedure will re-
Fig. 10 is an example of the low pressure mea- quire incorporating more experimental data and
surements made in the wooden structure. more accurate formulae for density and particle
Agreement between the amplitude of the peaks, velocity histories.
the time of the peaks, and apparent reverbera-
tions within the structure are reproduced well The analysis presented in this paper --
by the code. Fig. 11 is an'example of compari- embodied in the CHAMBER code -- is in excellent
sons with the hight pressure measurements made agreement with measurements obtained in two
in the steel chamber. Measured records from experimental structures. While this analysis
two s)mmetrically located gages are shown with may not be applicable to all openings. the mea-
the computed waveform. The calculated values surements on which the analysis is based cover
are intermediate between the two measurements, a fairly broad range of parameters as follows:
Fig. 12 shows another comparison between calcu- (a) the pressure pulse Just outside the en-
lated and measured records. The calculated trance ranged from 0.07 to K MPa, (b) the
curve and the input data at the top of the positive phase durations o .incident pulse
figure are from an actual CHAMBER run. In this rspqed from 0.9 to 4.3 acouJc transit times
case the second paak resulting from higher icross the ope.aing, (c) the ratio of opening
order reflections is greater than the first area to entrance wall area varied from .006 to
peak. 0.1, (d) the ratio of room volume to opening

area ranged from 20 to "50 m, (e) the angle a
with the entrance, described in Eq. (3). ranged

CONCLUSIONS from 0 to 69 degrees for the first arrival at

The explosive tests discussed in this gages.

paper provided an experimental basis for de- For the short duration blast in our tests,
veloping and verifying a semi-empirical cal- the quasi-static fill contributed only a small- -
culational procedure for short duration blast fraction to the total internal pressure.
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However, f.,r long duration blast incident on
the entrance, fill will become a more domi,-
napr part of the total waveforn. Since
Coulter's fill model L5] Is included in
CHAMBER, calculations can be rerformed for long
duration pulses. Fig. 13 is an example o7
computations compared with airbiast measure-
mants in a test structure on Operation Prairie

W ... .Flat [17J. a 500-ton (453,600-kg) surface
tangent detonation. The dimensions of the

Stest article are shown at the top of the figure.
In this case the entrance area was 31 percent
of the wall area. or three times greater than
the openings used in our tests. The pressure
pulse at the entrance had a peck of 4.7 psi
(.032 MPa) and a duration of 250 msec, which is
about 50 acoustic transit times across the
opening. The circles on Fig. 13 were computed
assuming an opening size equal to 'the square

I root of the entrance area, i.e.. 4.5 ft on a
1 s if is If 2s side. The calculated values foilow the shape

ion. mxof the measured curve, but the peak is 35 per-
cent liwer. The triangles, computed using an

Figure 10. Example of the diffraction/ opening 5.5 ft on a side, are in better agree-
reflection calculation with ment with the peaks. This result suggests
measured pressure history at Idd- that for long, rectangular openings. af effec-
point of ta* midplane wall for tive opening size greater than the. square root
low pressures (Pimx % 14 I'a). of the area should be used for the refracted

shock calculations. The quasi-static fill con- ,.
tribution to the calculated pulse gradually
rises to a maximm valqe of 3.7 psi at 30 usec
and is approximately iqsai to the input record
for later times. This part of the total pulse
appears to be accurately computed.

The model of this •,'pr is intended for use
with relatively small square or round openings;
but, as the previous example shows, t0e code can

swat, 10 C1C also be used successfully for some rather large
rectangular entrance. Additional comparisons-
between calculations and measurements are ..
needed to fully delineate the range of applica-"tion of the model.

opt..\- ALMS".
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A CMMFUTIAflAL MICIDURZ FOR PEAK INSTRUCTURZ NOTIONS AND

* SHOCK, SPECTRA FOR CONVENTIONAL IIZhPOS

S. A. Eiler. J. P. Salsara, J. T. Saylot
USA! Waterways axperiment Station

P. 0. Box 631, Yicl-aburg. Hisialsippi 39180

A samiempirical procedure for competing mauimm values of structural
displacement.* velocity. and acceleration is presented. The 81"ph-
fled methods take into accmut. at least approzimatoily. the large
attenuation of the conventional weapon ahock front as It traversees
the structure. by set" s enIntegrated average value of corresponding
free-field motions. Instritcture motions are predicted by modifying
these average free-field motiona based on data collected In coaven-
tionaL weapons tasts over the past several year*. Computed peak
instructure motions at* than ampifiled to estimate the inatructure
shock spectra.

un~mumov ide burst. Also. the horizontal motions art
very 00n10Or Over the entire floor of the

The major concern in the design of a pro- str-~cture. while the vertical motions at the
*tective structure is to prevent structural leading edge are approximately twice the midepan

failure. However. the operation of sooopiti- values.
cated electronic door within a facility sach as ntuuraclaiosvlcte* ~a comeand and control center may he Impaired at an.utr cclrtos veoii s, ad
shock levels such loee than those require I to displacements may he predicted by modifying the
fail the structure. thus-preventing the center free-field values. The acceleration of a struc-
from completing Its issiono. In order to eco- ture. such as the structure shovn ,a Figure 1.
momically design shock isolation devices to may he predicted by using the avarage value of
protect the various components within the free-field acceleration aver thq spen of the
structure, the Internal shock environmnt most etrutture.
be well defined. For long motions associated
with nuclear events. the procedure for the

*modification of the ~free-field ground motion to
* ~predict thq instructure motion is well docu-

mented. However. procedures for predictiftg the
Simastructurs shock environment In the case of

ehort duration ground shock, such "a that
generated by convent iosel weapons, are sot so
well established. The method preseeeted here

% was developed for the recent roviaies of
%TH 3-855-I (lef. 1). oHS .olv

cHANGE. I&LO,

* ICTMSGULAR lOURD STRUCTURES 1

Side Burst Load Casee p
The simplified methods given below will

take Into atcount the attenuation of the ground

shock as it traverses the structure. The cam- f
Voted value f or ingtructure acceleraties,
velocity, and displacement will be in the hent-
ssoatl direction at the center of the strut-
tire. Experimental evidence (Mtf. 2 end 3) Figure 1. Average aceleration for side
indicates that vertical acceleratiom. vokocity. buret loed case of a buried rectengular
and displacemest will be approximately 20 per- attucture
cent of the horisontal values in the caoe of a

ISIPANK3
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The average value of acceleration is found equivalent uniformly distributed load to the
by integrating the acceleration-range function maximum pressure ordinate from the actual load
given in Chapter 5 of TM 5-855-1 (or in Ref. 4) distribution. The equivalent uniform load was
over the span of the structure. The average determined over a wall with dimensions of H
acceleration for the structure is the uniform and L
acceleration which yields the same integral
across the structure. The average velocity and Instructure accelerations may be predicted

displacement are obtained using the same method, by obtaining the average free-field acceleration

Equations 1. 2, end 3 give the average free- from Equation I and multiplying this average

field acceleration, velocity, and displacement, value by the reduction factor given in Figure 2.

respectively across a rectangular buried Test data (Ref. 2 and 3) hove shown this method
structure, to be conservative for rectangular buried struc-

turei. Velocities are predicted using Equa-
tion 2 and Figure 2.. Test data (Ref. 2 and 3)
have shown that this method yields results

A * ta close to experimental values.
"a (1 2 -at)

SEquaion 3 should be used to predict the
intructure displacement with no reduction

:2 _Y (_) factor.

Overhead Burst

4 11 - 2 ft () The same equations used for side bursts
1,/3 -2)(1M - at, should be used for an overhead burst. RI and

R2 are now defined by Figure 3. These values
must be modified by a-reduction factor obtained
from Figure 2. using the roof dimensions of V

where and L . For large structures, some Judgment is
required in selecting the dimensions V , H

R and R - range in feet (Figure 1) acd L for a burst that is not symmetrically
1 2 located over the. structure r6of for an overhead

f - coupling factor, from burst and exterior wall for a side burst. Fig-
Chapter 5 of TM 5-855-1 ure 4 shows an example where the dimensions of
ý(or Ref. 4) one bay in a multibay structure were used to

calculate instructura shock.

W - weapon yield. pounds
Instructure Shock Spectra

c - seismic velocity, feet per
second, from Chapter 5 of once the peak values for instructure acccl-
Th 5-855-1 oration, velocity and displacement have been

determined, they can be used to develop an ap-
n - attenuation coefficient, proximate instructure shock spectra.

from Chapter 5 of
TM 5-855-1 Let D be the maximum relative displace-

* . m sent beoweon a simple spring-mass oscillator and

A -* average free-field accel- the floor of the structure. The relations be-
"'avg ration across structure, tween the maximum relative displacement D . the

"'"gravities psudovelocity V , and, the pseudoacceleration"grv e A ar* as follows:

V - average free-field"avg velocity across structure, V W OD (4)

* .. feet per second

d . average free-field. dis- A V w w
2
D (5)

.avg placement across struc-
"ture. feet

where w is the natural circular frequency of

The average free-field values of sccelera- the oscillator in radians per second. The

tion and velocity overpredict the instructure pseudovelocity V is nearly equal to' the mari-

values. The information shown in Figure 2 may sum relative velocity for systems with moderate

be used to r-dsce these values, or high frequencies, but may differ considerably
from the maximum relative velocity for very low

*,The reduction factor RI was determined frequency systems. -The pseudoacceleration A

as the ratio of the pressure ordinate for an is exactly equal to the maximum acceleration for
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systems with no damping and is not greatly dif- Corps of Engineers by the waterways Experiment
," ftrent from the maxi-mm acceleration for aye- Station. Permission was granted by the Chief of

tons with moderate amounts -of damping. Engineers to publish this Information.

in general. D , V and A. will be REFERENCES
larger than the peak va as' of the floor mo-
tion. A conservative -imate for D . V Department of the Army Technical Manual, TM 5-

• and A can be nade by niltiplying the floor 855-1, Fundaentals of Protective Desi (Non
notiona by the appropri, te amplification N , In preparation by the USAE Waterways
factors. A limited anoimt of data (Ref. 2 and Experiment Stationu Vicksburg, MS.
3) from high explosive tests on model struc-
tures indicate average amplification factors S. A. Eiger, "lnstructure Shock Environment of
for system damped at 5 percent of critical of Buried Structures Subjected to Blast Induced

; approximately 1.2, 1.S. and 1.6 for displace- Ground Shock." The Shock and Vibration Bulletin,
. seat, velocity and acceleration, respectively. No. 47. September 1977.
* For 5 to 10 percent of critical damping. ampli-
- fication factors of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 for dis- S. A. Eiger and G. 9. Albritton, "Response of

placement.. velocity, and acceleration are rec- Buried Hardened Box Structures to the Effects of
" uamended in Harris and Credo (Ref. 5). These Localized Explosions," Technical Report SL-0-1.
5factors are valid for a wide range of earth- March 1980. USAE Waterways Experiment Station,

quake anJ ground shock. motions. Therefore, for Vicksburg. MS.'
developing an approximate inatructure design

"" bock spectra for damping equal to 5 to 10 per- J. L. Drake and C. D. Little. Jr.. "Ground Shock
cent of critical, amplification factors of 1.2, from Penetrating Conventional Weapons," Sympos-
1.5. and 2,0 for displacement, velocity and ac- iun Proceedings. The Interaction of Non-Nuclear

. coleration respectively are recomended. Munitions with Structures, U.S. Air Force Aced-
b. .. .my. Colorado. May 10-13. 1983.
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PULIMINAIY ISI3 CRITZRIA AND CZNTIFICATION 7lST SPICIMICATIONS

FM BLAST UISISTAMT WINDOWS

0. 1. feyers, V. A. Kaenan and X. F. Shoemaker
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory

Fort Hueneme, California

Preliminary design criteria for blast resistant vwidows exposed
to blast overpresaures up to 25 psi are recomended. Design
procedures and design curves for fully temperpd &lase are presented
and parametized according to glass thickness, glass dimensions,
glass aspect ratio, peak blast overpreasures and effective blast
duration. Curves for annealed glass are also presented for the
purpose of analyzing the safety of existing structures. Design
criteria for fraes and a test certification procedure are also
discussed. Additionally, design examples are presented.

1. -INTNO CTIon 2. DESIGX CRITIAi FOR GLAZING

Historical records of explosion effects 2.1 Glaninx Materials
demonstrate that airborne glass fragments from
failed vindows are a major cause of injuries The design criteria cover two types of
from accidental explosion*. This risk to life glass: annealed glass and fully tempered glass.
is heightened in modern facilities, which often both glasiogs are required to meet the require-
have large areas of glass for aesthetic reasons. menta of Federal Specifications DD-G-14033 and

.DD-G-451d. Tempered glass is also required to
Guidelirls are presented for both the meet the requirements of ANSI Z97.1-1975.

design, ovwalitlon, and certifica tion of windows
to safely survive, prescribed blast environment Annealed glass is the most comaeo form of
described by a triangular-shaped pressure-time glass available today. Depending upon manufac-
curve. Wimndov designs using tempered glass turing techniques, it is also known as plate,
based on these guidelines ean be expected to float or sheet glass. During manufacture, it is
provide a probability of failure ,t least equi- cooled slowly. The process results in very
valent to that provided by current safety stan- little, if fny, residual compressive surface
dar" for safely resisting wind loads, stress. Consequently, annealed Slags is of

relatively low stmgth when compared to tam-
The guideliaes, which apply for peak blast pored glass. Furthermore, it has large varis-

overpressures lesa than about 2S psi, are pro- tions in strength and fractures into dagger-
seated is the form of load criteria for the. shaped, rasor-sharp fragments. or-these
design of both the glass panes and framing reasons, annealed glass is not recomesded for
system for the window. The criteria account. for use in blast resistant windows. It is
both bovs-dlg *ad nembrane stresses and their included In the design criteria only for safety
effect on maximu principal 'stresses and the analysis of existing8 facilities,.
nonlinear behavior of glass panes. The criteria 6
cover a broad range of design parameters for Nest-treated, tampered glass is the most
rectangular-shaped glass panes: a pane aspect readily available tnepered glass on the market.
ratio 1.00 < a/b < 2.00, pane area 1.0 < ab < 25 It is manufactured from awneled glass by beat-
ftt, and nominal glass thickness I/n < t < 172 ing to a high uniform teperature and then
inac. Most of the criteria are for blast resis- applying controlled rapid cooling. As the
teat vindeos with fully bhet-treated, 'tempered internal temperature profile relaxes towards
glass. However, criteria are also presented for uniformity, internal stresses are created. The
mnealed glass in order to assess the safety of outer layers, which cool asn contract first, are

existing windows that were, not designed to set in compression, while internal layers are
resist blast overpressures. , set in tenslo,,. As it is rare for flaws, which
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act as stress magnifiers, to exist in the inter- 2.2 Design Stresses
ior of tempered Blass sheets, the internal
tensile stress is of relatively minimal conae- The design stress is the maximum principal

quence. As failure originates from tensile tensile stress allowed for the glazing. The k-
stresses excIting surface flaws in the Blass, design stress was derived for a prescribed prob- 0
precompression permits a ltrger load to.be ability of failure, using a statistical failure
carried before the net tensile strength of the prediction model under development by the ASTH.

. tempered glass pane is exceeded. Tempered glass Thus, failure of the glazing is assumed to occur
is typically four to five times stronger than when the msxisam principal tensile stress exceeds
annealed Blass. a design stress associated with s prescribed

gsprobability of failure. The model accounts for
The fracture characteristics of tempered the ares of glazing (as it effects the size,

glass are superior to annealed Slass. Due to number and distribution of surface flaws),
the high strain energy stored by the prestress- stress intensity duration, thickness and aspect
ing, tempered glats will fracture into small ratio of glazing (as it affects the ratio of
cube-shaped fragments instead of the razor-sharp maxim to minimum principle stresses in the
"&ad dagger-shaped fragments associated with glazing), degree of glas& temper (as it affects•frectuze of anne.;ted Blass. Breakage patterns the precompression stress in the glazing),
of side and rear windows in American automobiles strength degradation 'due to exposure, and the
are a good example of the failure mode of heat- maximum probtbility of failure required of the
treated tampered Slats. Slating. For the full range of design parsm-

eters (1.0< ab < 25 ftz, 1.00 < a/b < 2.00 and
Seal-tempered glass is often marketed as 1/8 < t < 1/2 inches), the model predicted a

safety or heat-treated glass. However, it design stress for tempered glass ranging between
exhibits neither the dicing characteristic upon 16,950 and 20,270 psi based on a probability of
breakage nor the higher tensile strength asso- failure P(F) 1 0.001. Based on these results, a
ciated with fully tempered glass. Semi-tempered design stress equal to 17,000 psi was selected
glass is not recomended for blast resistant for tempered glass. The model predicted a
windows, unless it Is laminated or backed by a design. tress for annealed glass rknging between

: fragment retention film. 3,990 and 6,039 psi, based on P(F) < 0.008,
"which is convetional for annealed gloss. Based

* Another comon glazing material is wire on these results, a design stress of 4,000 psi
glass, annealed glass with an embedded layer of was selected for annealed glass.
wire mesh. Wire glass has the fracture charac-
teristics of annealed glass and although the These design stresses for blast resistant
wire binds fragments, it presents metal frag- glazing are higber than those commony used in

* ments as an additional hazard. Wire glass in the design for one-minute wind loads. However,
not recoended for blast resistant windows, these higher design stresses are justified on

the basis of the relatively short stress inten-
The design of blast resistant windows i* sity duration (less than one second) produced by

restricted to heast-treated fully-tempered glass blast loads.
meeting both Federal Specification DD-G-1403B -
and ANSI Z97.1-1975. Tempered glass meeting 2.3 Dynamic Response to Blast Load.
only DD-G-1403B may possess a surface preco.-
pression of only 10,000 psi. At this level of An analytical model was used to predict the
precompression, the fracture pattern is similar blast load capacity of annealed and tempered
to annealed and seem-tempered glass. Tempered slazings. Characteristic parameters of the

glass meeting ANSI Z97.1-1975 has a&higher model are Illustrated in Figure 1.
surface precompression level and tensile strength
which improves the capacity of blast resistant The glazing is a rectangular glass plate
windows. Additionally, failure-results in having a long dimension, a, short dimension, b,
smeller cube-shaped fragments. To assure thickness, t, poisson ratio, v a 0.22, and elas- -
reliable performance of blast resistant Slazing, tic modulus, K a 10,000,000 psi. The plate is
it is required that heat-treated tempered glass simply supported along all four edges, with no
fully conform to ANSI Z97.1-1975. in-plane and rotational restraints at the edges.

The relative beading stiffness of the support
Although beat-treated tempered ¥lass exhi- members is assumed to be infinite relative to

bits the safest failure mode, failure under the pane. The failure or design stress, f , was *

* blast loading still presents a significant assumed to be 17,000 psi for tempered ilael and
health haeard. Results from blast tests reveal 4,000 psi for annealed glass.
that upon fracture, tempered Sloss fragments may
be propelled in large cohesive pieces that only
fregmeant upon impact into smaller rock'salt type The blast pressure loading is described by ;
fragments. Even if the tempered glass breaks up a peak triangular-shaped pressure-time curve as
initially into small fragments, the blast pres- shown in Figure 1b. The blast pressure rises'
sure wiA' propel the fragments at a high velocity instantaneously to a peak blast pressure, B, and
Which coubtitutes a hazard. Adding fragment then decays with a blast pressure duration, T.
retention film (discusmed in Section 2.5) to the The pressure is uniformly distributed over the
"Inside face of heat-treated tempered glass will surface of the plat3 and applied normal to the
significantly improve safety. plate.
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The resistance function (static uniform P(F) < 0.008, the cammon architectural standard
load, rt versus center deflection, X) for the for annealed glass.
plate accounts for both bending and membrane
stresses. The effects of membrane strewses The charts are baaed on thQ minimum thick-
produce nonlinear stiffenin: of the resistance ness of fabricated glass allowed by Federal
function as illustrated in Figure 1c. The Specification DD-G-451d. However, the nominal
failure deflection, X , is Aefined as the center thickness should always be used in conjunction
deflection where the aziomum principal tensile with the charts, i.e., t x 1/8 inch instead of
stress at any point in the glass first reaches the possible minimum thickness of 0.115 inch.
the design stress, f

u In a few cases, the charts show a pane to
The model used a single degree of freedom be slightly stronger than the' preceding smaller

system to simulate the dynamic response of the size. This anomaly stems from dynamic effects
plate, as shown in Figure Id. Damping of the and the migration of mazimam principal stresses
window pane is assumed to be 5% of critical from the center to the corner region of the
damping . The applied load, P(t), is shown in window pane. .In such cases, interpolation'
Figure lb. The resistance function, r(x), is should be between the two curves that bound the
shown in Figure Id. Given the design parameters desired value.
for the glazing, the design or failure stress,
f , and the blast-load duration, T, the model 2.5 Fragment Retention File
cilculated the peak blast pressure, B, required
to fail the glazinS by exceeding the prescribed Most injuries in explosions are caused by
probability of failure, P(F). The model also glass fragments propelled by the blast wave when
assumed failure to occur if the center deflec- a window is shattered. Commercial products have
tion exceeded ten times the glazing thickness. been developed which offer a relatively inexpen-
This restricts solutions to the valid range of sive method to improve the shatter resistance of
the Von Karmen plate equations used to develop window glass and decrease the energy and
the resistance function for the glazing. destructive capability of glass fragments. The

product is a clear plastic (polyester) film
2.4 Design Charts which is bonded to the inside surface of window

"panes. Typical films are about 0.002 to
Charts are presented in Figures 2 to 16 for 0.004 inch thick polyester with a self-adhesive

both the design and evaluation of glazing to face. The film is comercially referred to as
safely survive a prescribed blast loading. The shatter resistant film and safety film.
charts were developed using the analytical model
described in Section 2.3. The charts relate the The film increases safety by providing a
peak blast pressure capacity, B, of both tempered strong, elastic type backing that will tend to
and annealed glazing to all combinatior of the hold the glass even though the glass is shat-

'a following design parameters: a/b = 1.00, 1.25, tered. Results from explosives tests demon-
1.50, 1.75 and 2.00; 1.00 < ab < 25 ftW; strate that the film is highly effective in
12 < b < 60 inches; 2 < T < 1,000 maec; and' reducing the number of airborne glass fragments.
t a 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 3/8 and 1/2 inch (nominal) Even if a complete pane of film reinforced glass
for tempered glass and t a-1/8 and 1/4 inch is blown away from its frame by a high energy
(nominal) for annealed glass. blast wave, it will travel as a single piece.

while adhering to the film. In this configura-
Each chart has a series of curves. Each tien it will travel a shorter distance and the

curve corresponds to the value of b (short individual fragments will be less hazardous
dimension of pane) shown to the right of, the because of the shielding effect of the film
curve. Adjacent to each posted value of b is covering its sharp edges. If a strong struc-
the value of B (peak blast presiure capacity) tural member or crossbar is secure across the
corruaponding to T a 1,000 maec. The posted. opening, the window will tend to wras? about the
value of 3 is intended to reduce errors when crossbar and not be propelled across an interior
interpolating between curves. room. Additionally, if a projectile strikes the

film reinforced glass with sufficient force to
Figures 2 to 11 apply for heat-treated pass through it, ,the glass Imnediately around

tempered glass meeting Federal Specification the hole will ordinarily adhere to the film.
DD-G-14033 and ANSI Z97.1-1975. The value of 3 The result is that any fragments broken free by
is the peak blast capacity of the glaxing based the impact Vill be few in number and lover in
en failure defined as f * 17,000 psi. This energy content.
value corresponds to a Probability of failure,
P(F) 1-0.001. There are additional benefits from fragment

retention "film. The film can beý tinted to
Figures 12 to 16 apply for annealed (float, improve the heat balance of the structure.

plate or sheet) glass. Due to the variation in Also, the file affords benefits in terms of
the mechanical properties and fragment hazard of physical security. Additionally, the film pro-
annealed glass, Figures 12 to 16 are not intended tects the inner tensile surface of the glazing
for design, but for safety evaluation of exist- from scratches and humidity, thus reducing
ing glazing. The value of 5 is the peak blast strength degradation of the glazing with time.
pressure capacity of the glazing based on fu a Manufacturers of fragment retention film should
4,000 psi., This value corresponds to be consulted for specific applications.'
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3. lESIG CRITERIA FOR FRANK applied by the' long side, a, of the pane equal
to:

3.1 Sealants and Gaskets
Vs. a Ce r. b sin (Xx/a) (1)

The sealant and gasket design should be K I
consistent vith industry standards and also
account for special requirements for blast The design load, r , projuces a line shear, V7 ,
resistant windows. The gasket should be con- applied by the shoyt side, b, of the pane
tiamous around the perimeter of the glass pane equal to:
and its stiffness should be at least 10,000 psi 6.
(pomds/ainear inch rf frame/inch of gasket
deflecti on). Analysis indicates that the employ- Vy y ru b win (xyfb) (2)U

mt of a gasket stiffness below 10,000 psi will
increase the failure rate of the window pane.
The gasket should provide adequate grip as the The design load, r., produces a corner concen-
glass paew flexes under the applied blast trated load, 3, teoding to uplift the corners of
loading, the window pane equal to:

3.2 Frame Loads R o b 2  (3)

The window frame mast develop the static
design strength of the gl&as pane, r , given in
Table 1. Otherwise, the design is incounsitent Distribution of these forces, as loads
with frame assumptions and the peak blast pres- acting on the window frame, is shown in Fig-
sure capacity of' the window pane predicted from ure 17. Table 2 presents the design coeffi-
Figures 2 to 16 will produce a failure rate in cients, C , C , and C, for practical aspect
excess of the prescribed failure rate. This ratios ofz theywindow Pane. Linear interpolation
results because frame deflections induce higher can be used for aspect ratios not presented.
principal tensile stresses in the pane, thus The loads given by Equations 1, 2, and 3 should
reducing the strain energy capacity available to be used to check the frame mullions and fes-
safely resist the blast loading. teners for compliance with the deflection and

stiess criteria stated above. It Is important
Until criteria are developed to account for to note that the design load for mullions is

the interaction of the fame i panes, the twice the load given by Equations I to 3, in
frame, mullions, fasteners, auJ gaskets should order to account for effects of two panes being k,
satisfy the following design criteria: supported by a common mullion.

1. Defiection: Under the design load, 3.3 Rebound Stresses
r , no frame member should have a
relative displacement exceeding 1/264 Under a short duration blast load, the
of its span or 1/8 inch, whichever is window will rebound with a negative (outward)
less. deflaction. The stresses produced by the nega- tin

tive deflection mist be. safely resisted by the 6"
2. Stress: Under the design load, ru, window while positive pressures act on the 1%.

the maximum stress in any member.u window. . Otherwise, the window which safely
should not exceed fy /1.65, whert. resists stresses induced by positive (inward)
fy a yield stress of the members displacement* will later fail in rebound while
material, positive pressure still acts. This will propel

glass fragments into the interior of the struc-
3. Fasteners: Under the design load, r u ture. However, if the window fails in rebound

the maximum stress in any fastener during the negative (suction) phase of the blast
should not exceed fy/2.00. loading, glass fragments will be drawn away from

the structure.
4. Gaskets: The stiffness of gaskets

should be at least 10,000 psi Rebound criteria are currently not avail-
(pounds/linear'inch of frame/inch of able for predicting the' eqdivalent static uni-
gasket deflection). form nogative load (resistance), r-, that the

window mst safely resist for various blast load
The design ioads for the glazing are based durations. However, analysis indicates that for

on large O:flection theory, but the resulting T > 400 meec, significant rebound doer not occur
design loads for the frame are based on small during the positive blast pressure phase for the
deflection theory for laterally loaded plates. range of design parameters given in Figures 2 to

Analysis indicates this approach to be simpler 16. Therefore, rebound can be neglected as a
and more conservative than using the frame load- design consideration tar T > 400 masec. For
Ing based exclusively on large deflection men- T < 400 msec, it is recommended that the rebound
brade behavior, characteristic of' window panes. charts la Volume, 3 of NAVFAC P-397 be used to'
According to the assumed plate theory, the' estimate r•.
design load, ru produces a line shear, Vx,
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The value r- is a design load for the s a sample standard deviation
frame. Because If symnetry, r- need not be
considered in the design of thl glass panes. a a acceptance coefficient
Thus, the frame and mulliona must safely resist
r- as the positive design load and r; as a For n test samples, r is defined as:
migative design load.

n'6
4. CERTIFICATION TESTr 2.•ri

Certification tests of the entire window n
assembly are required unless analysis demon-
strates that the window design Is consistent
with assumptions used to develop the design where i is the recorded failure load of the I
criteria presented in Figures 2 to. 16. The test sahple. The standard sample deviation, s,
certification tests consist of applying static is defined a*:
uniform loads on at least two sample window
assemblies until failure occurs 16 either the n --

tempered glass or frame. Although at least two E (aI r)2

static uniform load tests until sample failure in)
are required, the acceptance criteria present-d s (n -) (6)1)
below encourage a Aarger number of test s*m-
plea. The number of samples, beyond two, is
left up to the veudor. Results from all tests Convenience in calculation often can be
shall be recorded in the calculations. All obtained by employing an alternative but Aqual
testing shall be performed by an independent and form of Equation 6:
certified testing laboratory.

l t 0 wt cf 2
A probability of failure under testing of ja""

less than 0.025 with a confidence level of 90%
is considered sufficient proof for acceptance. -

This should substantiate a design probability of a .(

failure, P(Y), under the design blast load of n-) (7)
0.001.

4.1 Test Procedure - Window Assembly Test The minion value of the sample standard
deviation, s, permitted to be employed in

The test windows (glass panes plus support Equation 4 is:
frames) shall be identical in type, size, seal-
ant, and construction to those furnished by the a '0.145 r
window manufacturer. The frame assembly in the ai 0

test setup shall be secured by boundary condi-
tions that simulate the adjoining walls. Using This assures a sample standard deviation no
either a vacuum or a liquid-filled bladder, on better than ideal tempered glass in ideal frames.
increasing uniform load shall be applied to the
entire window assembly (glass and franm) until The acceptance coeffieient, a, is tabulated,
failure occurs in either the glass or frame. in Table 3 for the number of samples, a, tested.
Failure shall be defined as eitiier breakingu of
glass or loss of frame resistance. The failure As an aid to the tester, the followingS/ load, r, shall be recorded to three significant informational equation is presented to aid in
fi&ures. The load should be applied at a rate determining if additional test samples are
of,'O.S r per minute which corresponds to approx- justified. If:
imately Noe minute of significant tensile stress
duration until failure. Table I presents the ' r * ( *. -.
static ultimate resistance for new tempered u
glass, r , correlated with a probability of
failure,'i(F), a 0.001 and a static load dura-
tion of 1 minute. then with 90% confidence, the design will not

prove to be adequate wi'lh additional testing.
4.2 Acceptance Criteria The frame should be redesigned or thicker tam-

pered glass used. The rejection coefficient, *,
The window assembly (frame and glazing) are is obtained from Table 3.

considered acceptable when-the arithmetic mean
of ail the samples tested, r, is such that: If the glass assembly is upgraded vith

"thicker tempered qlass than required by the
*s a • design charts (Figures 2 through 12) to resist a

design blast load, it is not required to developr"
the hisher ultimate static load c&pacity of the

where: a ultimate static load capacity of thicker glass. 'Instead, a stitic load equal to.
the glass pane twice thq design peak blast overpressure, 3,,
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shall be resisted by the window assembly. Thus Figures 6 and 7 apply for the
the vindow assembly with thicker than required given design parameters. Enter Figure
tempered glass shall be acceptable when: 6 and find the minimum glaring thick-

ness required for 1 5.0 psi and F:-

S2 B + a (10) T 500 nsec is:.

t a 3/8 in. ANS
If Equation 10 is not oatisfied, and:

The asterisk adjacent to b- 36 inches
""2 B + (11) indicates that the strength of the

glazing is limited by principle
stresses in corner regions of the

then with 90% confidence continued testing will Pow.

got raise the arithmetic mean of the failure 5.2 Problem 2 -- ' Safety Evaluation of
load of the window assembly, r, to the point E miatinp Eindowa l".-.on ."

of acceptance.

.Given: Multi-pane windows in an existing
building. Dimensions of each pane:

The window that passes the window assembly a = 36 in., b a 36 in. Glazing:float glass. Glaring thickness: --
test is an acceptable design if the window t glass. Glaing tins :
assembly design is sy metrical about the plane t = 0.60 psi., T = i00 lsec. l..-in
of the glass or if the design blast load dura- =00 iT 10a
tion, T, exceeds 400 esec. Otherwise, the
window design must pass a rebound load test to Find: Safety of windows, based on

prove that the window assembly can develop the P(F) _ 0.008

necessary strength to resist failure during the Solution: Stel: Tabulate the design par-
rebound phase of response. The rebound tests eesnee oetrFgrs2t 6
shall be conducted using a procedure similar
to the window assembly tests, except r- shall be lai anlegsu Glazing 3c annealed glass,.-.
substituted for r in Equatioas 4, 8 and 9 and . a/b = 36/36 -l.00
the uniform load shal1 be applied on the inside B = 0.60 psi
surface of the window assembly. The loading T = 100 psec

rate shall be 0.5 r per minute. T = 1/4 in.

5. SMPLEPROBEMSStep 2: Enter Figures 12 to 16 with

The following examples demonstrate the the design parameters from Step 1 and

application of the design criteria in the design find the peak blat pressure capacity.
and evaluation of windows to safely survive From Figure 12, the peak blast
blast overpresaures from explosions. pressure capacity of the glazing is:

5.1 Problem I -- Desimn of Tempered Glass Panes = '0.53 psi

Given: A nonoperable window having a single
pane of glass. Glazing: heat-treated St 3: Detemine the safety of the
tempered glass meeting Fedecal Specifi- S tesfyofh

cation DDG-G-1403B and ANSI Z97.1-1975. '
Dimensions of pane: & = S4 in.., b The applied peak blast pressure,36 in. Blast landing: B 5 .0 psi, Jeapidpa ls rsue
3 i B0 lec. B p a 0.60 psi, exceeds the capac-

S.50 city, B z 0.53 psi. Therefore,

the glazing will fail at an !z

Find: Minimum thickness of slasin8 required average rate exceeding eight per
for P(F) -C 0.001. thousand panes. A particular

pang my survive B,, 0.60 psi but
Solution: Step I: Tabulate the design parameters the chance of failure exceeds .

needed to enter Figure 2 to 16. 8/1,000, the prescribed safety
limit. ANlS

Glazing * tempered glass
a/b a 54/36 = 1.50"
b = 36 in. 5.3 Problem 3 -- Design Loads for Window Frame
SB: 5.O psi
T a 500 wec Given: A nonoperable window has a single pane

of glass. Glazing: heat-treated C -
Step 2:, Enter Figures 2 to 16 with tempered glass meting Federal Specifi- -

"the design parameters from Step I and catioa,DD-G-1403B and ANSI Z97.1-1975.
find the minimum glazing thickness. Dimensions of the pane: a a 50 in.,
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b u 40 in. Blast loading: B a 1:3 From Equation 1, the design loading
psi, T a 1,000 masc. for the frame in the long direction

(a) is:
Fin6: Thickness of glazing required for

P(F) < 0.001 and design loading for V 0.462 (2.31)(40) sin (ni/SO)
window frame.

Solution: Stepj: Tabulate the design param- = 42.7 sin (n/5O) lb/Ia. AlS
stars needed to enter Figures 2 to 16.
Glang a tempered glass From Equatioe 2, the design loadinp
Gla-ing for the fcLame in the short direction
a/b a 50/40-1.25 (b) is:
b x 40 in.
B x 1.3 psi V x 0.459 (2.31)(40) sin (ny/4O)"T a 1,000 amec y "-'

Step : Select the minim-i S1ezinS 42.4 sin (ff7/AC) lb/in. ANS
thickness.

Emte. Figures 4 and 5 which apply Distribution of the design load on the
for the given design paraneters. From frame is shown in Figure 17.
Figure 5 find the minimum glazing
thickness required is: 5.4 Problem 4 -- Design Loads for Multi-pane

Frame
t a 3/16 in. nominal ANS

Given: A nonoperable window conaists of four
equal size panes of glass. Glazing:

Stey3: Calculate the static ultimate heat-treated tempered glass meting
uniform load that produces the same Federal Specification DD-G-1403B and
maiimum frame load as the blast load. ANSI Z97.1-1975. Dimensions of the

panes: a = 22.5 in., b = 18 6n.
Enter Table 1 for tempered glass Blast loading: B = 5.0 psi,

with b a 40 in., a/b = L.25 and t T = 500 msec.
3/16 in., and find the static ultimate
uniform load 'capacity of the glazing Find: Minimum thickness of glazing required
.s: for P(F) _ 0.001 and the design loads

for the framing system.

Solution: Step 1': Tabulate the design param-
eters needed to enter Figures 2 to 11.

Thus, the window frame must be designed G ig tm r la
to safely support, without undue a/b = 22.5/1 ed 1.25
deflection, a static uniform load equal &/b = 22.5/18 = 1.25
to 2.31 psi applied normal to the b = 18 in.

a a 5.0 psi...-
glazing.. T = 500 macc

Step 4: Calculate the design loading Step 2: Select the minimum g1azing
for the window frame. thickres.

Enter Table 2 with a/b -1.25, Enter Figures 4 and 5 which apply for
'and find by interpolation the design the given design parameters. From
coefficients for the frame loading are: Figure 5, find the minimum glazing

thickness required is:

C, a 0.071

t a 3/16 in. nominal' AlS
Cx a 0.462

C_ a 0.459 Step 3: Calculate the static ultimaLte. .--
y uniform load that produces the same

maximum reactions on' the wi-dow frame
as the blast load.

From Equation 3, the concentrated load
in each cornet of the pane is: Enter Table I with b • 18 in.,,

&/b a 1.25 and t a 3/16 in., and find

I (corners) .077 (.)0the static ultimate uniform load ,-.

oe0 (2.31)() capacity of the glazing is:

a -285 lb ANS
f a 9.18 psi
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The window frame mat be designed to 5.5 Problem 5 -- Design Acceptance Based !;oun
safely support, without undue deflec- Certification Test Results
tions, a static uniform load equal to
?.18 psi applied normal to the Given: A window 30 a 30 x 1/4-inch with a
glazing. single pane of tempered gilas is

designed to safely resist a blast
Step 4: Calculate the design loading load, B, of 4.0 psi with an effective
for the window frame. blast duration, T, of 200 mare

Certificatiou testing involved
later Table 2 with a/b z 1.25. testing three window assemblies

Vith interpolation, the design coeffi- (n a 3) to failure. Failure loads,
cients for the frame loading are: wK vere recorded at 9.84. 9.51,

10.8 psi.

C1 a 0.077 Find: Determine If the window design is
acceptable based on results from the

C - 0."62 certification tests.

Cy 0.459 Solution: Step 1: Tabulate the design parameters
needed to enter Table 1:

-oem Equation 3, the concentrated
loads in the corners of each pane are: b = 30 in.

a/b : 30/30 : 1.00

2 (corners) a -0.077 (9.18)(18)2 t 1/4 in. nominal h-

"a -229 lb ASStep 2: Employing Table 1, select the

Atatic ultimate load, ru, corresponding

From Equation 1, the design loading to the pane geometry.
for the long spans of the frame ana
mullions are: ru = 6.59 psi

x 0.462 (9.18)(18) sin (nz/22.S) Ste. 3: Calculate the arithoetic

a 76.3 sin (nh/22.5) lb/in. ANS mean, r, of all the samples, tsted.

Using Equation 5:
b.

From Equatiom 2, the design loading n
for t.Ae short spans of the fram and
mullions are: ~r

n

V = 0.459 (9.18)(18) sin (ny/18) (8.84 +9.51 + 10.8)

a 75.8 sin (ny/18) lb/in. ANS 3

a 9.72 psi

The design loads for the window frame 0.

are shown in the following figure andtable and are illustrated below. .W.:Ui8ete k~to r7 •
,able acalculate the sample standard devia-

tion, a.

The sample standard de~vistlono a, is
calculated using Equation 6 as:

0D-0 (,, . .

i- • (8.8.9.72 9.9.72)2(10:8-9.72

(3 - 1

31.01 p•i
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Step 5: Verify that the sample P(F) Probab.lity of foilure of glass pane
standard deviation, a, is larger than
the minimum value, a prescribed a Uplifting nodal force applied by glaass
in Equation 8. San to corners of frame, lb

r Resistance, psi
a a 1.01 psi ! sin . 0.145 r Z Test l.oad at failure of frame or glass

= 0.145 (6.59) = 0.956 psi during certification tests, psi

Mean failure load of n samples, psi
Thus, s = 1.01 po. is the approp'i4.e
value to use in subsequent e:icula- r Uniform static load capacity of the
tions. u glass pane, psi'

Step 6: Usino 'ible 3, select the " Uniform static negative load capacity
acceptance oetfi,,.ient.. nzhat corre- u of the window assembly, psi
lates w-th the three samples tested.

a Sample standard deviation, psi
'-atering Table 3, vith a a 3, find:

T Effective duration of bla.c load, msec

d = 3.05 t Nominal thickness *f glass pane, in.;
elapsed time, wnec

Step 7: Verify that the window sad V Static load applied by glass.pane to
frame passed the certification tests • long edge of frame, lb/iu.
by meeting the cooditioua of
Equation 4: V Static load applied by glass pano to

y short edge of frao,, lb/in.

r a 9.72 psi > r + a au a Distance from corner measured along
long edge of glass pane, in.

a 6.59 + 1.0'1 (3.04) a 9.67 psi

x Ceater deflection of pane, in.

Therefore, the window assebly design, I Center deflection of pane at ru, In.
is considered safe for t'?. prescribed a
blast loading. a Acceptance coefficient

6. LIST OF SY1DOLS Rejections coefficient

a Long dimension ot glass pae, is. W Poissos's ratio

3 Peak blast overpressure, psi 7. 3IBLIOGRAPMI

b Short dimension of glass pan, in. 1. G.E. Heyere. Preliminary design procedure
for blast-hardened window panes, Naval Civil

C Shear coefficient for load passed from Engineering Laboratory, Technical Memorandum
glass pane to its support frame SI-83-03. Port unem, Calif., Jan 1981.

D Modulus of rigidity of glass pane, in-lb 2. G.E. "eyre. A review of adaptable ,Athod-.
olegy for development of a design procedure for

E Modulus of elasticity, psi blast hardened windows, Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory, Special Report. Port Nuenewe,
Calif., Aug 1982.

it Design stress and allowable principal
u tensile stress is glass pane for 3. C.V.G'. Vallabbau and B.Y'. Wang. Nonlinear
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difference method, Texas Technical University,

fy Yield stress of frame mmboers and Institute for Disaster Research. Lubbock,
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Table 1. Static Ultimate Loads, r , (psi) for Testing Certificationi of Tmpered Glass

a./b .0� at*b - IS af t/ - I.102 3, 3..,,3.. ,,1*.,.

I,., t- i.... t1/6 i.: ,-/4I... t- 3 I.. t-1/..2 . !-If* g. .1/ ... 3 -1116 t-. i,-I/I t.. 1-1,/ 1.. ,-1/4. -3a ,.t-/1t i*

3 lob.O SO., 23., 34.9 10., .. 7 4. 1 3.4 WS. ". 1,.,1 11|.,
34 *: . 39.0 3131. 3V. . IW.5 t33. 6 •3. 27.% 33.4 10.1
1* 54.3 30.3 3.4 33.3 4I.3 2.1.9 1n.0 31.1 34.4 30.4 0." 9.00
30 7..5 3.5 31~ I.) 30.9 34.0 20.9 33.1 9.35 29.5 34.2 9.*49 0.09
20 }1.1 20.4 32.4 9.20 2.0 33.1 30.3 3. 1 22.3 33.1 9.13 4.34

22 3•3.0 73.4 30.4 .132 2.4 IL3 0.90 46.2 i3.0 3.0 5..7
24 23.0 is.3 S 9.13 .04 20.0 33.9 7.34 S.AS 31.* 10.2 0.3t 4.7)
24 20.3 14.6 1.)33 3.$ 7 11.4 33.0 6.8O 4. 33 %). 9.3*4 1.33 4. .0
20 30.2P 4. 3.39• 4.94l 33.3 30.0 9.021 4.3 33 I.2 9.03 3.03 1).32

30 30.3 34.0 4.S 4.41 37. 30.3 4.23 303 130.1 0.03 4.42 3.32
12 34. 32.4 3.33 . 4.05 11.4 30.3 4.23 1.&? *.3 S.34 4.02 2.94
3 34.2 3o0. 4.1 3.0 10. 9.20 4.23 3.3i *.? 0.20 3.03 2.63

3 33.0 V9.1t 4.43 3.,3 30.4 . . .00 2.04 0.29 343 3.33 2.34
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32 0.30 $.W 2. L" 7.09 .4*0 1.02 1.320
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34 3.4 4.S 224 34
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Table 2. Coefficients for Fraime Loading Table 3. Statistical Acceptance and Rejection
Coefficients

7• R C Cy Number of Window Acceptance Rejection

1.00 0.065 0.420 0.420 Assemblies Coefficient Coefficient

1.10 0.070 0.440 0.4 40_
S2 4.14 .54&6

1.20 0.074 0.455 0.453 2 4.14 .571

3 3.05 .871
1.30 0.079 0.468 0.464 4 2.78 1.14

1.40 0.083 0.478 0.471 2.65 1.27

4 2.56 1.36

1.50 0.085 0.486 0.480 7 2.50 1.42

1.60 0.086 0.491 0.485 8 2.46 1.48

9 2.42 1.49

1.70 0.088 0.496 0. .W8 10 2.39 1.52

1.80 0.090 0.499 0.491 11 2.37 1.54

12 2.35 .1.5
1.90 0.091 0.502 0. 494 13 2.33 1.58

2. 00 0.092 0.503 0.496 14 2.32 1.60

:1 2.31 1.61

16 2.30 1.62

17 2.28 1.64

18 2.27 1.65

it 2.27 1.65

20 2.26 1.66

21 2.25 1.67

22 2.24 1.68

23 2.24 1.68

24 2.2.1 1.69

25 2.22 1.70

30 2.19 1.72

40 2.17 1.75

SO 2.14 1.77
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Mr. abs(MatinMarett):Ve deal with a lot
Jetootclsseswith silicon windowsr

aod the lke. Do you intend to Include criteria
for the wase of opaque type glass?

Mr. Fleyesr: Are you de signing aircraft windows?

Mr. Ubhn: 1b. These are electro-optical *,
sysetms, operating on different wave lengths,
and I wodred whmat you bad Included In yourr

Ur re V. have dealt solely with
m"Ovolithi tempered glass. V. are tending to go
to a Ianiiated gless. It is a more difficult
type of glass to design because the interlaminar
material Is viscoelastic. It behaves

differently at different temperatures, and me
betwe the interlaminar panes of glass. V.
don't thick It will act as a monolithic plate.

Mr. Hahn:t Now, about the' details of the '

Iifftimt types of glass? I sm tninking
specifically of a couple -%f proposals to the
hwvy coscaruing salctro-opticeal systems. That
under a close range missile blast.

Hr. meye The"e windows are primarily for
larg buildings that are being built closer and
closer to sources of conventional explosions.
So. we basically address this particulark
criteria to what would he the' most economical
glass..

Mr. Hahn: Are you concerned with commrcial
type glass?

Mr. Heyere: t es.

Mr. Raba: I would like to suggest that you
expend your criteria to cover glass for electro-
optical systems.

Mr. Coulter (U.S. Army Ballistic Iasearch
j): Too. That mounds like a very good
area. Perhaps you could expend your criteria
Into It. There Is obw1jously'a need for It.
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